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INTRODUCTION

Chemistry is an essential basis for many facets of our everyday lives, and has many
unforeseen potential benefits for our future. An understanding of chemistry allows
us the opportunity to make sense of, and explain the world around us. It develops
basic knowledge of how to live in this world, to deal with the issues of daily life
and how to make decisions concerning our actions as individuals. Examples are:
how food changes when we cook it, how cleaning works and which cleaner to
choose for which purpose, how materials are produced and how we can use them
with respect to their different properties, the functioning of medicine, vitamins,
supplements, and drugs, or understanding potentials and risks of many modern
chemistry related products and technologies.
A lot of chemistry-related topics are essential to our lives and are also
fundamental to the society in which we and our students operate. For example
responsible use (and consumption) of energy resources, guaranteeing sufficient and
healthy nutrition, securing sustainability in drinking water supply, framing
sustainable industrial development, or dealing with the challenges of climate
change. Clearly, these developments are important to all citizens who live and
operate in a modern society and eventually (in the future) they will be asked to
critically reflect upon these issues, to contribute to societal debate related, and to
make important scientifically-based decisions. These reflections and decisions will
be made individually or in groups within the society in which we live and operate.
Chemistry also offers many career opportunities. Chemistry education should
give students guidance regarding potential future employment in chemistry related
jobs. However, the career opportunities that a good grounding in chemistry can
provide are not restricted to chemical industry. Understanding chemistry is
necessary for working in almost all the other sciences such as biology,
archaeology, geology, material sciences, engineering, environmental sciences, and
medicine. Students opting for any of these career fields need good knowledge in
chemistry and about current trends in chemistry. The subject is not just important
for careers within the field of science and engineering, but also for those working
in law, economy or trade, who often deal with the issues of chemistry and its
relationship to ecology, economy, or society. In addition, those working in these
fields could benefit from good chemistry education on high school level.
Finally chemistry as a science offers unique opportunities for learning about
how science works and about the interaction of science, life and society. Learning
in chemistry allows for the development of a lot of general skills, e.g. problemsolving, thinking in models, being sensitive to and aware of dangers and hazards,
for environmental protection, or understanding how science contributes to society’s
sustainable development. In this way chemistry has the potential to contribute to
developing general educational skills. Some of these skills do overlap with the
other sciences, some are even beyond all the sciences, but some of them are also
unique to chemistry.
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From all these reasons, we assert that chemistry is a subject that should be
taught in the best way possible to all students at high school level. It should not be
limited or solely oriented towards those few students intending to embark in the
future on an academic career in chemistry. Chemistry is essential for allowing all
students a thorough understanding the world around them, to enable them to
contribute in societal debate about science and technology related issues, but also
for offering career opportunities in the most effective and broadest way possible.
Unfortunately, throughout the history of chemistry education many chemistry
education programs failed to achieve many of these rather demanding goals.
A book to support reform towards modern chemistry teaching
In recent years, there has been a wide spread support around the world for
reforming science education in general and chemistry teaching in particular. The
need for scientifically literate citizens on one hand and reducing the shortage in
personal interested in careers in science and engineering on the other hand are the
key goals for this reform. In the beginning of the 21st century the need in both
fields was supported by several comprehensive reports regarding the state of
science education in many countries, e.g., in the USA by the John Glenn
Committee in the position paper Before it is too late in 2000, or in Europe in
Beyond 2000 by Robin Millar and Jonathan Osborne, or Science Education in
Europe: Critical Reflections by Jonathan Osborne and Justin Dillon in 1998 and
2008 respectively. These reports suggest that many chemistry programmes all over
the world and their related pedagogies are inadequate for sufficiently meeting both
of these challenges.
In addition, in these reports, and also based in educational research, it is a
commonly held belief that the teacher is one of the most important factors for
effective and sustainable student learning. It is nearly unanimously agreed, that the
teachers can have a tremendous impact on students’ understanding, performances,
interest, and motivation. Based on many years of research and experiences
obtained from the educational field it is suggested that proper training of teachers
both in the pre-service phase and continuous professional development as part of
in-service training could have the potentially greatest impact on the way chemistry
is taught and as a result the way it is learned and perceived by the students. That is
why nearly all of the reports above call upon the vital need to initiate reform under
inclusion of evidence and theory-based innovations in pre-service teacher
education as well as intensive and comprehensive long-term professional
developments of the chemistry teachers. Thus, this book focuses on the application
of educational research evidence and theory related to the learning of chemistry
into chemistry teacher education in a comprehensive and practice-friendly way.
This book does not focus on all the various kinds of knowledge a teacher needs
for effective chemistry teaching. The premise behind this book is to help to
develop the (prospective) teachers’ PCK, their Pedagogical Content Knowledge
related to the field of chemistry education.
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The idea of investing in the PCK of the teachers was developed in the late 1980s
by Lee S. Shulman. He described PCK as the educational knowledge that is
developed by teachers to help others to learn in a specific domain of subject matter
knowledge, in our case in chemistry. He differentiated the domain-specific
educational knowledge (PCK) from the pure subject matter knowledge (the facts
and theories of chemistry) and the general pedagogical knowledge (the theories
about learning in general).
More applicable to science teaching Magnusson, Krajcik, and Borko in 1999
defined PCK to include five components (adopted from general science teaching to
chemistry teaching):
– Orientation towards chemistry teaching to include goals for and approaches to
teaching chemistry
– Knowledge of the chemistry curriculum
– Knowledge of chemistry instructional techniques (pedagogy)
– Knowledge of assessment methods in chemistry
– Knowledge of students’ understanding of chemistry
(For more details about the works of Magnusson, Krajcik, and Borko and the
references therein, see Chapter 10).
Although the focus of this book is to aid the reader to update and develop their
PCK in chemistry education, it is not possible to discuss PCK in isolation from the
knowledge of general education and it will be not be coherent or comprehensible if
it is detached totally from the chemistry related subject matter. That is why all of
the chapters in this book start from or refer to ideas from general educational
theory and are illustrated by examples from the chemistry classroom focusing on
different aspects of chemistry.
With this goal in mind, a group of 27 scholars in chemistry and science
education were involved in writing 11 chapters to support studying the basics of
PCK in chemistry education. All of the authors are chemistry and science educators
stemming from 10 different countries all over the world. Most of them have a rich
background in the process of enhancement of chemistry teachers’ professionalism
both in the pre- as well as the in-service education phases of the chemistry
teachers’ career. The reader will find information about the authors’ backgrounds
and expertise in the end of the book.
The content and the chapters
The aim of the book is to present the essential knowledge bases that chemistry and
science education research provides in a way that a chemistry teacher can make use
from. Clearly, the book is not about what research wants to tell us, but what a
chemistry teacher needs to know. That is why this book is not a review of all
theories and research findings available, but a selection of the most prominent and
important issues a chemistry teacher is faced with in her or his daily practice.
Nevertheless, the focus of this book is in line with modern educational theories
and current reform efforts in chemistry education worldwide. These reforms
attempt to change the way chemistry is taught (and learned). For example, in the
ix
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1960s and early 1970s most of the programmes in chemistry were predominantly
based on the conceptual approach to chemistry (the structure of the discipline
approach), current programmes of chemistry are primarily based on the philosophy
that the curriculum should place more emphasis on students’ interests and
motivation and also societally relevant issues and contexts. This movement was
driven by two ideas. The first was the finding that embedding chemistry learning in
situations meaningful to the learners makes content learning more sustainable. The
other considers using chemistry learning as a vehicle to educate the learners,
utilising the approach of education through chemistry as part of the preparation of
literate citizens rather than the traditional approach of solely transmitting chemistry
through education to prepare the learners for potential further education in
chemistry at the university level.
In the last 60 years a substantial body of research on learning and teaching
chemistry was accumulated as a resource for developing pre- and in-service
teachers’ PCK. Inspired by the constructivist learning theory, changes were derived
and researched to shift chemistry education from rote memorisation of chemical
facts and theories, towards learning for meaningful understanding. For example,
learning should become embedded in meaningful contexts or originating from
socio-scientific issues. It should originate from students’ interests to raise their
motivation. It should be based on clearly reflected objectives and assessments and
relates to potential misconceptions, linguistic issues in learning, and the growing
heterogeneity in the chemistry classroom. Modern pedagogies of chemistry
learning should encompass student-centred activities (as opposed to teacher centred
ones). They should incorporate inquiry-based approaches through student
laboratory work, cooperative learning methods, and the support of ICT for
enhancing achievement. These ideas and theories should drive both formal and
informal chemistry learning, be part of teacher in-service education, and take place
in all educational systems independent of the level of development. Taking these
arguments into account we have the structure of the book.
Every aspect (mentioned above) led to a chapter in the book. Each chapter
makes an effort to respond to one of the general issues in the teaching of chemistry.
It is based on the underpinnings of educational theory, covers the different facets of
the issue, and is illustrated by several examples and suggestions from good
chemistry classroom practice. This resulted in 11 chapters of the book, which are
focusing on the following questions and issues:
– How to allocate the chemistry curriculum between science and society: This
chapter deals with the issue related to the chemistry curriculum development
and implementation. Ingo Eilks, Franz Rauch, Bernd Ralle and Avi Hofstein
explain which potential lanes chemistry education can take, applying different
orientations of the curriculum. A range of curricular approaches are discussed
focusing for example on whether to better structure the curriculum using the
theories or history of chemistry, or to orient chemistry teaching employing
everyday life contexts or socio-scientific issues.
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– How to justify formal chemistry education, to outline its objectives and to assess
them: This chapter deals with the learning progression and assessment. David
Treagust, Yael Shwartz and Yehudit Dori give insight into what is meant by
helping students to become chemically literate. They give guidance where to
derive from, how to structure learning objectives, and how to assess them.
– How to motivate students and raise their interest in chemistry education: This
chapter is about questions of motivation and interest. Claus Bolte, Sabine
Streller and Avi Hofstein clarify the different concepts of motivation, interest
and attitudes. They outline what the chemistry teacher can do in order to make
chemistry education more motivating to the learners.
– How to balance chemistry education between phenomena and thinking in
models: This chapter deals with the question of potential students’
misconceptions and the learning difficulties which are typical to chemistry
teaching. Onno de Jong, Ron Blonder and John Oversby sensitise and guide the
reader through the issues that might occur due to the difficulties surrounding the
thought processes involved in chemistry, moving between the macroscopic
world, the world of atoms and particles, and its related explanations using
scientific models.
– How to deal with linguistic issues and heterogeneity in the chemistry classroom:
This chapter deals with the important issue of language in chemistry learning.
Silvija Markic, Joanne Broggy and Peter Childs discuss the general importance
of language for any kind of learning. In addition, they also make an attempt to
address the particular issues of language and formal chemical language which
are important for successfully learning chemistry.
– How to learn in and from the chemistry laboratory: This chapter characterises
the laboratory as a unique place for learning chemistry. Avi Hofstein, Mira
Kipnis and Ian Abrahams critically reflect upon under which conditions
operating in the chemistry laboratory offers opportunities for effective learning
in chemistry education and introduce to the idea of inquiry-based science
education.
– How to organise a classroom in a student-active mode: This chapter focuses the
methods of teaching. Ingo Eilks, Gjalt Prins and Reuven Lazarowitz explain the
importance of student-activity, interaction and cooperation for effective learning
through different respective pedagogies and examples.
– How to promote chemistry learning through the use of ICT: The chapter is about
the implementation of modern information and communication technology to
improve chemistry learning. Yehudit Dori, Sascha Schanze and Susan
Rodrigues provide insights into the theory of multimedia supported learning and
how chemistry education can benefit from using modern technologies.
– How to benefit from the informal and interdisciplinary dimension of chemistry
in teaching: This chapter opens school chemistry teaching beyond the
classroom. Richard Coll, John Gilbert, Albert Pilot and Sabine Streller explain
how school chemistry teaching can be enriched by learning in informal settings,
like museums, industry visits, afternoon workshops in research laboratories, or
just through television and print media.
xi
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– How to keep myself being a professional chemistry teacher: This chapter makes
the reader cognisant of the fact that teacher learning is a lifelong enterprise.
Rachel Mamlok-Naaman, Franz Rauch, Silvija Markic and Carmen Fernandez
explain why it is important to invest in teachers’ continuous professional
development. They also give examples of promising strategies and well working
models.
– How to teach chemistry in emerging and developing environments: Finally, this
chapter acknowledges the working conditions of chemistry teachers in the
diverse world. Carmen Fernandez, Jack Holbrook, Rachel Mamlok-Naaman and
Richard Coll and provide many ideas and offer access to resources describing
how student-active and successful chemistry teaching can be provided even if
the resources and working conditions for the teachers are limited.
The target audience and the idea of a studybook
As one can see from the title, this book is called a studybook and not a handbook.
Thus, our target readers are not researcher’s per-se. The target audience, for whom
the book was written for are the student teachers of chemistry, at both
undergraduate and graduate level, prospective teachers in courses for chemistry
teaching certificates, and practicing teachers who are interested in updating (and
enhancing) their knowledge related to chemistry teaching. Therefore, the book
provides prospective chemistry teachers in their pre-service education and
practicing teachers as part of their in-service training with up-to-date background
and professional experiences supporting their work as high school chemistry
teachers in both lower and upper secondary school levels. But, we also hope the
book will offer help and support to lecturers in chemistry education and
professional development providers who are planning and executing their
didactical (pedagogical) courses.
The structure of the books’ chapters
The book consists of many key elements related to the current (up-to-date)
pedagogical aspects of teaching and learning chemistry. A lot of effort was made to
present the readers with ideas, activities, and instructional approaches based on
valid and reliable research-based evidence. However, as opposed to many
handbooks that exist, we did not attempt to present a comprehensive review of the
literature. The authors of the various chapters made their utmost effort to make a
selection of theoretical essays and research-based articles that will be accessible
and applicable to most of the prospective teachers, in-service teachers, and to their
respective training and professional development providers.
Every chapter is thought to provide an easy to read and concise overview
regarding the essentials of the theoretical (research-based) background of the
various issues in chemistry teaching. In all the chapters the theory is followed by a
practical section that provides the readers with practical ideas for more effective
classroom practice. An attempt is made in all chapters to apply the theory (of the
xii
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1st part) to the practice (in the 2nd part) and provide illustrative examples for
theory-driven practice in chemistry teaching. Additionally, the end of every chapter
offers a summary of the most essential messages provided in the form of key
sentences. The reader might use these in respective tasks for self-assessment, or to
further enrich his or her knowledge by following selected ideas for further reading
and a list of relevant websites.
We hope the book will help in bringing educational theory into the classrooms via
the chemistry teachers worldwide more thoroughly. We wish the readers
enjoyment and good luck in applying the theories and examples in their
pedagogical interventions. In addition, we also hope chemistry education research
helps via this way will contribute reform in chemistry teaching for more successful
chemistry learning of our students in the future.
We thank Dr. Sarah Hayes and Rita Fofana for their great help during the editing
process of this book.
Ingo Eilks and Avi Hofstein
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Chemiistry curriculla as a whoole, or singlee lesson plans can use different
approaaches towardds the learning of chemistrry. Some are arranged paarallel to
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mic chemistryy; others provvide meaningfu
ful contexts to motivate the learning
of chem
mistry. Chemiistry curriculuum approachees can stem froom the structuure of the
disciplline, or histtory of chem
mistry, via everyday
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suggessts that every chemistry curriculum and even every single lesson pplan uses
one off these approaaches. Each appproach has a different justtification, eachh one has
differeent potential fo
for promoting a certain set of objectives. One has to bbe aware,
that byy selecting onne of the approaches the ccurriculum alsso gives the llearner a
certainn emphasis toowards chemiistry. An overrview about thhe different objectives
o
and juustifications iis given to pprovide a rannge of possibbilities for strructuring
chemisstry curricula..
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(John Gilbert, 2006, pp. 958)
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science, engineeringg, or medicinee. The results were that sciience curriculla mainly
focuseed on the leaarning of purre chemistry and were strructured analoogous to
chemisstry textbookss from the unniversity. By the end of thhe day, chemiistry was
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considered by a majority of students as being a subject for only a very few intrinsic
motivated students (see Chapter 3) and less connected to their life and interests.
Since the 1980s, new goals and standards for science curricula emerged, i.e. the
concept of Scientific Literacy for all. The focus was no longer the preparation of
single students for their career in science and engineering. Most national science
education standards worldwide started acknowledging that every future citizen
needs a basic understanding of science in general and of chemistry in particular.
This re-orientation of the objectives of science education led to intense debate
about a potentially promising orientation and structure of the chemistry curriculum
to fulfill the newly set goals. For a synopsis on this debate and the arguments for
change, see e.g. Hofstein, Eilks and Bybee (2011).
The re-orientation of the curriculum became guiding educational policy in many
countries. New standards started asking chemistry education to more thoroughly
contribute to general educational objectives. The innovative work Science for All
Americans (Rutherford & Ahlgren, 1989), and subsequent publications by the
Project 2061, e.g., Benchmarks for Science Literacy (AAAS, 1993) and the
National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) in the USA, directly
influenced similar national standards and policies in other countries such as the UK
(National Curriculum, 2004), or Germany (KMK, 2004). In parallel, the OECD in
their framework for the Program for International Student Assessment (PISA)
described the overriding target for any science education to allow all students
achieving scientific literacy in the means of: “The capacity to use scientific
knowledge, to identify questions and to draw evidence-based conclusions in order
to understand and help make decisions about the natural world and the change
made to it through human activity” (OECD, 2006, p. 3) (see Chapter 2).
This idea is supported by a whole set of educational justifications. One of them
stems from the central European tradition of Allgemeinbildung as the central
objective of any formal or informal education (e.g. Elmose & Roth, 2005). Within
Allgemeinbildung, the word part “Allgemein” (which can be translated as ‘all’ or
‘general’) has two dimensions. The first means achieving Bildung for all persons.
The second dimension aims at Bildung in all human capacities that we can
recognize in our time and with respect to those general problems that concern us all
in our society within our epoch. The more difficult term to explain is the idea of
Bildung. The starting point of the discussion about Bildung normally refers back to
early works of Wilhelm von Humboldt in the late 18th century and thus
encompasses a tradition of more than 200 years. Today, Allgemeinbildung is seen
as the ability to recognize and follow one’s own interests and to being able to
participate within a democratic society as a responsible citizen.
A similar focus can be reached by applying Activity Theory to science education
(Holbrook & Rannikmäe, 2007). Activity Theory deals with the relationship of
knowledge and learning with their use for societal practices. This link can be
described as
interlinking of knowledge and social practice through establishing a need
(relevant in the eyes of students), identifying the motives (wanting to solve
2
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scientific problems and make socio-scientific decisions) leading to activity
constituted by actions (learning in school towards becoming a scientifically
literate, responsible citizen). (Holbrook & Rannikmäe, 2007, p. 1353)
The focus of these educational theories influences much our contemporary
understanding of the objectives of the chemistry curriculum. Modern curricula for
chemistry education emphasize both the learning of scientific theories and
knowledge, but also the science-related skills needed for recognising and
understanding science in questions about everyday life, for future career choices,
and for decisions which pupils currently have to make on personal and societal
issues (see Chapter 2).
In order to theoretically operate within these different dimensions, justifying
chemistry education, we need to examine what is meant by relevance. The word
‘relevance’ is currently present in many debates about why so many students do
not like or do not learn chemistry quite well. They often perceive their chemistry
lesson as being irrelevant to them. It has been demonstrated in the context of
chemistry education that students attend more readily to their studies if the subject
matter presented to them is perceived as useful and relevant, than if it appears
remote (Johnstone, 1981). However, the term ‘relevance’ is not a clear cut
theoretical construct. For example the ROSE – Relevance of Science Education
Study (see Chapter 3) uses the word relevance as a synonym for students’ interest
but does not really differentiate between the two terms. However, relevance can
have a broader meaning.
In an early approach towards understanding relevance with respect to education,
Keller (1983) defined relevance as the students’ perception of whether the content
they are taught satisfies their personal needs, personal goals, or career aims. In this
set of needs, one has to keep in mind that students’ future needs, goals and career
aims might not be conscious to them at the time they are having chemistry lessons.
Therefore, the question of relevance is not an easy one. The question of relevance
always is connected to further questions, e.g. relevant to whom, for what
something should be considered being relevant, or who is deciding about that.
Since the 1980s there were different suggestions for organizers regarding the
question of relevance in science education (e.g. Newton, 1988; Harms & Yager,
1981). Among these ideas there are different aspects of potential relevance that can
found in several papers. These aspects can be summed up in three dimensions of
potential relevance chemistry education can have of which all three having an
actual component (connected to the students’ interest today) and a future
component (of which the student might not be aware today) (see also Chapter 2):
– Relevance for the individual: meeting students’ curiosity and interest, giving
them necessary and useful skills for coping in their everyday life today and in
future, or contributing the students’ intellectual skill development.
– Relevance for a future profession: offering orientation for future professions,
preparation for further academic or vocational training, or opening formal career
chances (e.g. by having sufficient courses and achievements for being allowed
to study medicine).
3
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– Relevance for the society: understanding the interdependence and interaction of
science and society, developing skills for societal participation, or competencies
in contributing society’s development.
Clearly, relevance in this setting means something different than interest.
Especially, some components of the professional dimension often are not perceived
by many students as being relevant in the time they are young. It might even
happen that this dimension will not become really relevant to them at any time if
they opt for a completely different profession. In other words, relevance can be
related both with intrinsically motivating issues (being connected to the students’
curiosity or interest and maybe when becoming societal interested), but it also can
be related with extrinsically justified learning goals (e.g. getting the right courses
and marks to be later accepted by a specific university programme). The
combination of these different dimensions of relevance in the context of chemistry
education has many important consequences for structuring the chemistry
curriculum, both concerning the chemistry content, as well as for the instructional
techniques. One has to be aware that not only the explicit information is presented
to the students. A curriculum or lesson plan may also provide subtle hidden ideas
to the students, e.g. the purpose of learning chemistry, its potential use, or about the
nature of chemistry.
The idea of the curriculum emphases
In the 1980s, Doug Roberts reviewed science curricula covering almost one
hundred years from the educational system of northern America. He found that
every curriculum has, aside the specific content, a set of hidden messages about
science itself. This set of message he called the curriculum emphasis, described as
… a coherent set of messages about science (rather than within science).
Such messages constitute objectives which go beyond learning the facts,
principles, laws and theories of the subject matter itself – objectives which
provide answers to the student question: Why am I learning this? (Roberts,
1982, p. 245)
From his analysis of the curricula, Roberts derived seven different emphases
(Table 1). Although Roberts stated that these different curriculum emphases are not
sharply detached from each other, that they might change by time, and that they are
often combined towards completely new meanings, they nevertheless allow the
teacher to reflect about his own focus of teaching chemistry, his curriculum or
textbook.
More recently, Van Berkel (2005) tried to update and reflect the idea of the
curriculum emphases with respect to more recent curricula and with focus of the
domain of chemistry education. Van Berkel refined the original seven emphases
into three more general emphases, or one might say general aims in most chemistry
curricula (Table 2). These three basic emphases were found by Van Berkel to represent most chemistry curricula of today.
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Table 1. The curriculum emphases on science by Roberts (1982) and illustrations with the
focus on chemistry
Curriculum
Emphases
Everyday
coping

Description

Illustration

Science is presented as a way to
understand natural or technical
objects and events of everyday
importance and relevance.

Learning chemistry facilitates the
understanding of the function e.g. of
detergents, fuels, or fertilizers.

Structure of
science

The curriculum focuses the
understanding of how science
functions as an intellectual
enterprise, e.g. the interplay of
evidence and theory, the
adequacy of a scientific model,
or the theory development in
science.

Learning is about e.g. bonding theory
as a distinction principle between
different kinds of matter, the
difference between inorganic, organic
and physical chemistry, or the
development of the theory of atomic
structure and the periodic system of
the elements.

Science,
technology
and
decisions

Science and technology are
distinguished,
and
the
difference from value-laden
considerations in personal and
societal decision making about
scientific issues in everyday life
is dealt with.

Socio-scientific issues, e.g. the use of
bio-fuels, are not only dealt with
concerning their scientific and
technological background, but also
ethical and societal values of their use
and consequences to society are
reflected.

Scientific
skill
development

The curriculum aims on the
competence in the use of
processes that are basic skills to
all science.

General methods of solving problems
and applying specific strategies and
techniques from chemistry are dealt
with.

Correct
explanations

The curriculum stresses the
“products” from science as
accepted tools to correctly
interpret events in the world.

Chemistry is offering accepted
theories, like heat absorption in gases,
to explain the greenhouse effect.

Self as
explainer

The curriculum focuses the
character of science as a
cultural institution and as one of
man’s capabilities.

Growth of scientific knowledge is
explained as a function of human
thinking in a specific era and within
cultural and intellectual preoccupations, e.g. along the change in the
different atomic models in the early
20th century.

Solid
foundation

The role of science learning is
to facilitate future science
instructions.

Secondary chemistry should be
organized to best prepare the students
for later studying chemistry courses
in the university.
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Table 2. Refined curriculum emphases by Van Berkel (2005). Adapted from Van Driel,
Bulte and Verloop (2007)
Fundamental
Chemistry
(FC)

Fundamental Chemistry emphases the preferential learning of
theoretical concepts and facts. Behind this curriculum stands the
philosophy that concepts and facts need to be taught first, because it is
believed that they later on will provide the best basis for understanding
phenomena from the natural world and provide the best starting point
for the students’ further education.

Knowledge
Development
in Chemistry
(KDC)

A central orientation on Knowledge Development in Chemistry is
connected with the idea that students should learn that, how, and in
which socio-historical context knowledge in chemistry is and was
developed. The students should learn to see chemistry as a culturally
determined system, in which knowledge is constantly developing.

Chemistry,
Technology,
and Society
(CTS)

Chemistry, Technology and Society focuses explicitly on the
relationship between science and technology and the role of science
within societal issues. It is believed that the students should learn to
communicate and make decisions about societal issues that are
connected to aspects of chemistry and technology.

Basic orientations of the chemistry curriculum
While each of the curriculum emphases discussed above is a representation of a set
of messages behind the chemistry curriculum, different curricula also can often be
characterised by some kind of a general characteristic of their textual approaches,
or the structuring principle behind. De Jong (2006) differentiated four different
domains that can be utilized for offering textual approaches towards the learning of
chemistry:
– The personal domain: Connecting chemistry with the student's personal life.
– The professional practice domain: Providing information and background for
future employment.
– The professional and technological domain: Enhancing the students
understanding of science and technological applications.
– The social and society domain: Preparing the student to become, in the future,
responsible citizens.
In using De Jong’s four foci, we can obtain a whole range of general
orientations the curriculum can use for the learning of chemistry. These general
orientations offer textual approaches to start the lessons from, but the orientations
also can be used as guiding principles for structuring the whole curriculum:
– Structure of the discipline orientation: The inner structure of the academic
scientific discipline (chemistry) is used for structuring the curriculum. The basic
focus is the learning of scientific theories and facts and their relation to one
another. The school chemistry curriculum looks like a light version of a
university textbook in general chemistry. This orientation is near to the FC
curriculum emphasis outlined above.
6
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– History of science (chemistry) orientation: The history of science is used to
learn scientific content as it emerged in the past, but also to allow learning about
the nature of chemistry and its historical development in the means of the KDC
curriculum emphasis. Lesson plans are often planned along episodes from the
history of chemistry.
– Everyday life orientation: Questions from everyday life are used to get an entry
into the learning of chemistry. The approach is chosen so that learning
chemistry has a meaning for the student. The student should feel a need to know
about chemistry to cope with his life. E.g., the use of household cleaners is taken
as a context for approaching acid-base-chemistry. This orientation is not easily
connected to Van Berkel’s curriculum emphasis. In most cases it is directed to
FC, but with a broader view it can include also CTS.
– Environmental orientation: Environmental issues are used to provoke the
learning of science behind the issue, but also about questions of environmental
protection. Examples can be lesson plans about clean drinking water, air
pollution, or acidic rain. Here we can assume the same curriculum emphasis as
for the everyday life orientation, although environmental issues more thoroughly
ask for reflection in the CTS means.
– Technology and industry orientation: Developments from chemical technology
and industry are dealt with in order to learn about chemistry and its application.
The teaching in a broader view focuses about the interplay of science and
technology within society. E.g. crude oil distillation or the industrial production
of important metals are used as issues for chemistry lesson plans. Here the focus
is clearly towards the CTS emphasis.
– Socio-scientific issues orientation: Socio-scientific issues form the starting point
of chemistry learning, allowing the students to develop general educational
skills to prepare them to become responsible citizens in future. Examples are the
debate around climate change or effects in the use of bio-fuels for economy,
ecology and society. This orientation is the most explicit CTS-type approach.
“Knowledge Development in Chemistry”-oriented science curricula
While in the 1960s to the 1980s chemistry curricula were overwhelmingly
structured as a mirror of academic chemistry textbooks, in the last 30 years a lot of
alternatives were proposed by science education research and promoted within
curriculum development. One idea was to place more focus on Van Berkel’s KDC
emphasis (see above). This point of view was considered to be an addition towards
curricula which were more or less exclusively structured on the pure transmission
of scientific theories and facts as stable and approved knowledge, following on
from Roberts’ emphasis of correct explanations.
The basic goal of KDC-driven curricula (e.g. discussed in McComas, 2004, or
Hodson, 2008) is to enhance students’ learning in the areas underpinning the
content and theories of science. The students are taught to learn about the nature of
chemistry itself. Curricula focusing on the nature of chemistry are intended to
promote learning about how scientific knowledge is generated. The students should
7
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learn that scientific evidence is not an unalterable truth. Every scientific theory is
culturally embedded into the epoch where it was developed. Chemical theories and
models change over time and chemical facts can be reinterpreted in the light of
new evidence. The history of chemistry is full of examples where theories were
considered to be true until a new observation or a new theory damned the theory to
be replaced (Wandersee & Baudoin Griffard, 2002).
A very impressive example from the history of chemistry is the theory of the
Phlogiston. In the 17th and 18th century, Stahl’s theory of the Phlogiston was
broadly accepted by the scientific community. The theory states that objects get
lighter when they are burned, which is also a commonly held alternative
conception by young learners (see Chapter 4). This theory was explained by some
kind of matter, the Phlogiston, escaping from the wood or candle while burning.
After having found out that there are some cases of matter getting heavier while
burning, e.g. the reaction of iron wool to iron oxide, an additional hypothesis was
constructed, stating that Phlogiston can have a negative mass. In the end, it was the
discovery of oxygen by Lavoisier in the late 18th century that brought the
Phlogiston theory to fall. This is a very good example where one can see that
chemical theories can be re-interpreted or even replaced in light of new evidence.
Discussing such examples can be a valuable way towards avoiding naïve
understandings of science as a linear and simple process (Van Berkel, De Vos,
Verdonk, & Pilot, 2000).
When looking into the traditional content of secondary school science, one
might think, learning about the change of chemical theories is no longer important.
Indeed most of the central concepts from within the secondary chemistry
curriculum, e.g. atomic structure or bonding theory, have not changed significantly
in school chemistry in the last 50 years but, they did in science. Even today
knowledge and understanding about the tentativeness of scientific theories and the
nature of scientific models is of value for the scientifically literate citizen. A good
example is climate change. In recent years, the theory of climate change was
controversial even within the scientific community. And although the phenomenon
of climate change has now became accepted by the vast majority of scientists all
over the world, the models of climate change for predicting the development in the
next decades change in short cycles. For responsible citizens it is important to have
an understanding about this process of knowledge development in science, in order
to be able to understand arguments in the political debate. Exemplary areas of how
to use the history of chemistry and how to learn about the nature of models are
discussed in the practice section below.
From “Fundamental Chemistry” driven curricula to context-based learning
A lot of curriculum innovation projects took place in the last decades. Most of
them were jointly driven by two research-based findings: (i) A lack of motivation
among the majority of students, as well as (ii) a lack of success in students’
acquisition of applicable knowledge. These two facts were reported in several
national and international large scale assessments, e.g. the PISA studies. Both
8
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findinggs led to thee recognition that the appplication of the theory of situated
cognition towards thhe field of chhemistry education has beenn overlooked (Gilbert,
2006; Pilot & Bulte,, 2006).
Thee theory of situated cognittion (Greeno,, 1998) pointts out that sustainable
learninng and developping the abilitty to apply thee learned chem
mistry theory only takes
place, if the learninng process is embedded innto the learnerr’s life, therefore it is
better to start from a context thaat makes sense to the learnner (Figure 1). Science
learninng should starrt from contexxts that are coonnected to thhe life of the students,
their prior
p
experiences, their inteerests, and theerefore it shouuld have a meaning to
them. But, contextss also have to be chosen inn such a way that they relate to the
applicaation of the leearned knowleedge. For the majority
m
of thee students who will not
embarkk in a career as a chemist such a contexxt will not oriiginate from academic
chemisstry. As such the
t everyday llives of studennts and the socciety which they live in
have thhe potential too offer meaninngful contexts to the studentts.

Figuree 1. Traditionall curricula driveen by the structuure of the discipline vs. curricula driven
by applicatioons and issues (Holman, 1987)

Sincce the 1980s projects werre launched inn many countries with the goal of
teachinng chemistry tthrough a conntext-based approach. A common characteristic of
theses approaches was
w described by
b Bennett and Lubben (2006) as:
– Thee use of everydday contexts and
a applicationns of science as the starting point for
devveloping scienttific (in our caase chemistry) understanding,
– Thee adoption of sstudent-centred approaches,
– Intrroducing and developing scientific ideeas via a “spiral curriculum” (a
currriculum wheree a scientific concept is deealt with repeatedly on different age
leveels leading to a more and moore elaboratedd understanding), and
– Using a “need to know” approaach.
Whhen we use tthe word conntext today, it has many different edduucational
meaninngs and connnotations. In a reflection onn context as an educational idea in
chemisstry educationn, Gilbert sugggested as definnition:
A ccontext must pprovide a coheerent structurall meaning for something new that
is set within a brooader perspective. These deescriptions are consistent with the
funcction of ‘the use of contexxts’ in chemiccal education: students should be
ablee to provide m
meaning to thee learning of chemistry; they should experience
theiir learning as relevant
r
to som
me aspect of thheir lives and be able to construct
cohherent ‘mental maps’ of the ssubject. (Gilbeert, 2006, p. 960)
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In order to place a greater structure on context-based chemistry education, Gilbert
(2006) considered a context to be a focal event and discussed four characteristics
for any topic to become a context for chemistry education. Gilbert also discussed
four general features of the use of contexts in chemistry education, to make clear
what the vision of context-based chemistry education should look like (see also
Table 3):
– Context as a direct application of concepts: An application is operated to
illustrate a science concept’s use and significance. Topics are chosen from the
presumed personal/social everyday life of the students to which the concepts of
chemistry are taught as abstractions. The concepts are then applied so that the
students understand the applicability of the concept. This approach is strictly
about how the concepts are used in the applications, almost as an afterthought,
to the end of the theoretical treatment of concepts and often without a
consideration of their cultural significance. As a post-hoc illustration, it is only
an attempt to give meaning to a concept after it has been learnt and is therefore
hardly meets the idea of situated learning.
– Context as reciprocity between concepts and applications: In this approach,
applying contexts affects the meaning attributed to the concepts. Viewing
concepts from different perspectives (the scientist, the engineer, the politician)
implies different meanings for one concept. This model provides a better basis
for context-based chemistry education than the first one, although there is no
obvious need for students to value the setting as the social, spatial, or temporal
framework for a community of practice. But the behavioral environment may be
of higher quality, dependent on the teacher’s understanding of the setting being
used. The risk is that students do not see the relationship between a certain
problem and why they should use some chemistry to deal with it, because the
context of an expert does not automatically become a context of the learner.
– Context provided as personal mental activity: A specific person fixed in time
and space who was seeking to explain a specific topic using chemistry is
employed as context for learning chemistry. The model seems to be of greatest
value when applied to cases of recent major events in chemistry. But, the use of
this kind of events in chemistry will only be successful if students see the value
of it. This is not always the case if the major events are historic, and as such
took place long ago and have less meaning to the student. Also the chance for
students to become actively involved is limited and the social dimension,
through interaction within a community of practice, is missing.
– Context as a social circumstance: The social dimension of a context is put in
focus as a cultural entity in society. This kind of context considers the
importance of the context to the life of communities within society. Here,
meaning-making can take place from two different perspectives, from a context
as social surrounding or by a context as social activity. In science education,
within this interpretation the context becomes intrinsic to student learning and
fits most the ideas from situated learning and activity theory.
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Table 3. Characteristics of context as a focal event by Gilbert (2006) with reference to
Duranti and Goodwin (1992), an example, and implications for chemistry education
Characteristics
A setting, a social,
spatial, and
temporal
framework within
which mental
encounters with
focal events are
situated

Example: Chemistry of
global warming
Where, when, how is
the focal event situated?
The focal event is the
general phenomenon of
global warming,
manifesting throughout
the world in different
ways.

Consequences for context-based
chemistry teaching
The context must provide a setting of a
social, spatial, and temporal framework
for a community of practice. Participation in it should allow the students
productive interaction and develop
personal identities from the perspective
of that community. The community of
practice must provide a framework for
the setting of focal events. The settings
must clearly arise from the everyday
lives of the students, or social issues
and industrial situations that are both of
contemporary importance to society.

A behavioral environment of the
encounters, the
way that the
task(s), related to
the focal event,
have been addressed, is used to
frame the talk that
then takes place

What do people do in
this situation; what
actions do they take?
Various measures to
reduce the production of
relevant
gases
are
discussed,
as
are
measures to remove
those already in the
atmosphere.

The learning task must clearly bring a
specifically
designed
behavioral
environment into focus. The type of
activity engaged in, is used to frame the
talk that then takes place. The task form
must include problems that are clear
exemplifications
of
chemically
important concepts.

The use of specific
language, as the
talk associated
with the focal
event that takes
place

In what language do
people speak about their
actions? The molecular
structures of relevant
gases are discussed,
with a particular emphasis in a way that internal
vibrations within the
molecules lead to the
observed effects.

Learners should be enabled to develop a
coherent use of specific chemical
language. Through the talk associated
with the focal event, students should
reach an understanding of the concepts
involved. They should also come to
acknowledge, that such specific
language is a creation of human
activity.

A relationship to
extra-situational
background
knowledge

What is the background
knowledge of those who
act? The need for a
general education about
molecular structure and
energy conversion is
required.

Learners
should
perceive
the
relationship of any one focal event to
relevant extra-situational, background
knowledge. The students must be
enabled to “resituate” specific language
in order to address the focal event at
hand. A vital source of focal events will
be those with major public policy
implications.
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But, when trying to connect the chemistry curriculum along meaningful
contexts, one has to be aware: Not every context considered by a teacher as being
meaningful will necessarily work. A meaningful context for the teacher does not
always signify that it is also meaningful to the student. Some examples of contextbased science curricula from the US, the UK and Germany are discussed in the
practice section below.
Curricula based on the “Chemistry, Technology, and Society” approach
A more thorough approach in context-based science education is subsumed
under the term of Socio-Scientific Issues (SSI)-based science education. This
view on the chemistry curriculum is strongly orientated towards the CTS
curriculum emphasis. SSI approaches focus a specific orientation of potential
contexts for science education, namely societal issues and concerns. The idea for
promoting more learning about the interrelatedness of science, technology and
society (STS) also started in the 1980s. Different acronyms were used and operated
into whole curricula. Examples are Science-Technology-Society (STS) from
Canada and the US (Solomon & Aikenhead, 1994), Science and Technology In
Society (SATIS) from the UK (Holman, 1986), or Scientific and Technological
Literacy for All (STL) in the framework of the UNESCO project 2000+ (Holbrook,
1998).
SSI oriented science education is more than solely being a specific form
of context-based chemistry curricula. Coming from the interplay of
science, technology and society in recent years i.e. Sadler and Zeidler (e.g.
Sadler, 2004, 2011; Sadler & Zeidler, 2009) in the US, or Marks and Eilks
(e.g. Eilks, 2002; Marks & Eilks, 2009) in Germany plead for more thoroughly
thinking STS education beyond using STS contexts to promote the learning of
science or chemistry. A step further is the thorough orientation on socio-scientific
issues for better promoting general educational skills of participatory learning.
Participatory learning means preparing students for participation in a democratic
society.
According to Sadler (2004, p. 523), the most fruitful settings for this kind of
chemistry teaching are those, “which encourage personal connections between
students and the issues discussed, explicitly address the value of justifying claims
and expose the importance of attending to contradictory opinions.” For selecting
respective issues with potential for participative learning Eilks, Nielsen and
Hofstein (2012) suggested authenticity, relevance, being undetermined in a societal
respect, potential for open discussion, and connection to a question of science and
technology (Table 4). A more detailed discussion how to operate such an approach
in the chemistry classroom is described in the practice section below.
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Table 4. Criteria of selecting most powerful socio-scientific issues for chemistry learning
and potential proofs by Eilks, Nielsen and Hofstein (2012)
Authenticity

The issue is authentic
because it is – in fact –
discussed in society.

It is checked for to whether the issue
actually is discussed in everyday life
media (newspapers, magazines, TV,
advertisings, etc.)?

Relevance

The issue is relevant,
because societal decisions
on the issue will have direct
impact on students’ life,
today or in future.

Scenarios are outlined and reflected
upon regarding the impact specific
societal decisions will have on how
the individual could potentially act,
e.g. as a consumer.

Evaluation
undetermined
in a socioscientific
respect

The societal evaluation is
undetermined, it allows for
different points of view.

The public debate is analysed to
whether there are - in fact - different,
controversial points of view outlined
(by lobbyists, media, politicians, etc.)

Allows for
open
discussions

The issues can be openly
discussed.

Thought experiments are conducted
in order to consider whether
expressing different points of view
will harm the feelings of persons and
groups because of their socioeconomic background or religious
and ethical concerns.

Deals with
questions from
science and
technology

The issue centres around
scientific and technological
questions, for which the
understanding of science
and technology is fundamental.

The discourse in the media is
analysed to examine whether basic
concepts of science and technology
are touched or used for argumentation
– explicit or implicit.

Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) and the chemistry curriculum
As with human rights, sustainable development may be regarded as a regulatory
idea for human life and society (Rauch, 2004). Such ideas do not indicate how an
object is composed but serve as heuristic structures for reflection. They give
direction to research and learning processes. In terms of sustainability this implies
that the contradictions, dilemmas and conflicting targets inherent in this vision
need to be constantly renegotiated in a process of discourse between participants in
each concrete situation.
With a foundation built on the basis of understanding education in the tradition
of Allgemeinbildung, the link between sustainable development and education can
be described as follows: Sustainable development is an integral feature of the
general mandate of education, the aim being to empower the succeeding generation
to humanise their living conditions. The underlying notion of education is one that
stresses self-development and self-determination of human beings who interact
13
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with the world, fellow humans, and themselves. Hence, education refers to the
ability to contribute in a reflective and responsible manner to the development of
society for a sustainable future. Therefore, learning should prepare students about
how future may be shaped in a sustainable way (Burmeister, Rauch, & Eilks,
2012). This includes observation, analysis, and evaluation of concrete situations as
creative and cooperative processes. Above all, learning aims are focused on
acquiring a “reflective ability to shape the world, rather than acting blind or
adopting action patterns uncritically” (Rauch, 2004).
In addition, the political arena has begun to place more emphasis on the global
importance of sustainable development which has become influential for
education. The UN announced a Decade of Education for Sustainable Development
(DESD) for the years 2005-2014. The DESD was thought to play an important role
in the global implementation of ESD. It suggests the promotion of understanding
the interrelated nature of the economic, social and ecological aspects involved in
society’s development (Burmeister et al., 2012). The guidelines for implementing
the UN Decade defined the following strategic fields of action: Equality between
women and men, health promotion, environmental protection, rural development,
peace and human security, sustainable consumption, cultural diversity, and
sustainable urban development (UNESCO, 2006). The DESD also outlined
standards for ESD type education:
– Issues dealt with in ESD should be reflected in the sense of sustainable
development, encompassing a joint reflection on its economical, ecological,
social and political sustainability.
– The contention must prove to be democratic in the sense that it inherently
contains participative elements.
– The position must prove to be humane, for which it must at least be in accord
with human rights protections – also against the background of global
development.
– The position must open possibilities for questioning any standpoint from
multiple perspectives, including the position holder’s own perspective.
– The position must offer ideas as to how it contributes to facilitating a new
quality in the ability to act within the sense of the items above.
For a more concrete application, a project in Switzerland developed a theoretical
tool to be utilised for reflection when planning lessons with respect to ESD.
“Spiders” are suggested to be used as an orientation for planning and reflecting
upon lessons’ potential for ESD (Kyburz-Graber, Nagel, & Odermatt, 2010). The
developed “spiders” can help to reflect the potential of topics and methods to best
support ESD. Each of the two “spiders” – one on the topics and one on the
pedagogies – includes eight aspects (Figures 2 and 3).
Within the spider of topics (Figure 2), the segmentation refers to the triangle of
sustainability: Two aspects are concerned with the environment, a further two with
the economy and the final ones are related to society. By using the spider of topics
when considering specific areas and lesson plans in chemistry education it can be
evaluated at a glance to what degree the different aspects are incorporated in a
teaching unit. Values are given to every aspect on a scale from 0 to 3. The greater
14
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the efffect of an issuue on a categoory, the higher the resultingg value. In thee end the
filled out
o space withhin the lines w
will give an ideea of the potenntial of an issuue within
chemisstry educationn for ESD andd how it balannces the differrent sub-domaains. The
readerr may apply thhe “spider” tow
wards some off the teaching examples disccussed in
the praactice section bbelow.
In tthe “spider” oof principles eight didacticaal principles seerve as a guiddeline for
educattion for sustainnable development (Figure 3). The more tthe methods w
will allow
the stuudents to learnn about the given objectivees, the more ppotential a lessson plan
will haave to promotee ESD.
Exaamples of ESD
D education inn the frameworrk of chemistrry is given beloow in the
practicce section. Forr a more detaiiled discussionn of ESD in chhemistry educcation see
Burmeeister et al. (20012).

Fiigure 2. Spider of
o topics for refflecting ESD teaaching (Kyburz--Graber et al., 22010)

Figuure 3. Spider off principles for rreflecting ESD tteaching (Kyburrz-Graber et al.., 2010)
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Hindering factors in curriculum innovation and the model of different
representations of a curriculum
Curriculum innovation is a complicated process. A new textbook, syllabus or
teaching idea needs to be implemented. Research says that this process is not easy
and needs bottom-up approaches considering teachers’ pre-knowledge, beliefs and
attitudes (Pilot & Bulte, 2006). With a focus on the reform towards more contextbased chemistry education, Van Berkel (2005) stated that this is difficult for
teachers who are experienced in traditionally structured curricula because they feel
uncomfortable with the new situation. Thus, there is a latent trend to fall back on
the conventional curriculum and its related pedagogy.
In addition, we have to be aware that the intended innovation not always is what
comes to practice in class. Different perceptions by the teachers about the
innovation will influence the process of curriculum change (Black & Atkin, 1996)
as it does the expected assessment (Hart, 2002). To better understand the process of
transformation while implementing a different curriculum the theory of Van den
Akker (1998) regarding different representations of a curriculum may help. Van
den Akker described six different representations which each operated curriculum
has:
– The ideal curriculum describes the basic philosophy and rationale behind a
curriculum, e.g. whether to use a context-based, SSI- or an ESD driven
curriculum. This information is often laid down in general parts of a curriculum
description and in the outline of its objectives.
– The formal curriculum describes the chosen examples, pedagogy and intended
teacher and student activities, e.g. which experiments and materials to use or in
which context and sequence to approach specific content. This is laid down e.g.
in the textbook, worksheets, and teachers’ guide.
– The perceived curriculum describes how its users (i.e. teachers) understand the
curriculum. Their understanding is influenced by their prior-knowledge and
beliefs. This means that implementing a curriculum needs an intense effort of
good explanations and training to help teachers’ understanding of the aims and
pedagogies of the innovation while continuing to consider the teachers’ priorknowledge and beliefs. Essentially, every teacher will have a slightly different
understanding of the written materials from the ideal and formal curriculum,
based on their prior knowledge and beliefs.
– The operational curriculum is the actual instructional process taking place in the
classroom. The actual processes are influenced by the teacher’s understanding
of the curriculum but also by factors influencing how it is conducted, e.g.
statutory guidelines (not always congruent with a new curriculum), teacherstudent-interaction, organisational restrictions, students’ reaction on intended
activities, or prospects on the assessment.
– The experienced and attained curriculum in the end mirrors the students
learning outcomes. Even if the teacher would be able to transform the ideal and
formal curriculum one to one into the operational curriculum every student will
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percceive the insttruction differrently and their individual activities and learning
proccesses will leaad to different outcomes.
Thee theory of Vaan den Akker (1998) can bbe used as a toool for the teaacher and
for thee curriculum developer. W
When comparinng the ideal aand formal cuurriculum
with thhe operated annd attained cuurriculum, teacchers and currriculum innovvators can
reflectt to whether thhe intended innnovations werre successful. Typically, thee attained
curricuulum will nott be fully conngruent with tthe ideal currriculum. How
wever, the
model of the differeent representattions of the cuurriculum can help to see where
w
and
how the
t
ideal andd the attaineed curriculum
m differ. If there
t
are diffferences,
undersstanding the transformationn process described by thhe model of different
represeentations of the curriculuum, these diifferent underrstandings m
may offer
guidannce to better efffect curriculuum implementaation.

THE
E PRACTICE O
OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Structuure of the disccipline (SOD) approaches toowards the cheemistry curricculum
Traditiional chemistrry curricula, as they were developed inn the 1960s annd 1970s
througghout the westtern world orgganise the curriculum startinng from the strructure of
the disscipline (SOD
D), in our casee academic chhemistry. A ccharacterisatioon of this
approaach can be obbtained from tthe AAAS guuidelines for science
s
curriccula from
1962:
– Scieence educatioon should pressent the learner with a reall picture of sccience to
incllude theories aand models.
– Scieence educationn should pressent an authenntic picture off a scientist annd his/her
metthod of researcch.
– Scieence educationn should preseent the nature of science (NO
OS).
– Scieence educationn should be sttructured and developed usiing the structuure of the
disccipline approaach.
Witthin the SOD approach, baasic concepts and
a structuress of the discipplines are
chosenn as the focal points of a cuurriculum. Thhe idea of thesse curricula iss to focus
studennts’ learning toowards the baasics of contem
mporary academic chemistrry and to
presennt the content in a logical (w
while scientiffic-theoretical)) order. SOD curricula
are oft
ften justified tto give the stuudents the beest starting pooint for later academic
a
studiess in chemistryy. The developpment of SOD
D programs waas highly relatted to the
goals and
a objectivess for learning science in the time this traddition was founnded, the
1960s and the earlly 1970s whiich was the recruitment
r
oof more scienntists and
engineeers after the S
Sputnik-era inn 1957. From the 1960s at least to the 19980s, the
SOD aapproach was the key modeel of most of the chemistryy curricula all over the
world.. This model iss still predomiinant in severaal countries woorldwide.
Uniits within SOD
D curricula arre typically naamed like ‘atoomic structuree,’ ‘acids
and baases,’ ‘redox-rreactions,’ ‘equuilibrium’ or ‘chemical
‘
kineetics.’ The seqquence of
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units or the content list of the school textbook often looks like a condensed form of
an academic textbook in chemistry. The lessons focus primarily on theory learning
in the means of the FC curriculum emphasis. The lesson plans usually start from a
phenomenon or problem of chemistry itself and follow in most cases an approach
of first learning the theory and later – if at all – examining applications from
industry or society for illustration.
Traditionally, SOD chemistry education is justified by the assumption that the
fundamental concepts of chemistry, when understood correctly, enable students to
conceptualise many of the phenomena from chemistry and similar phenomena that
may be encountered elsewhere in related topics and subjects in the manner which
Bruner suggested: “Learning should not only take us somewhere; it should allow
us later to go further more easily … The more fundamental or basic is the idea, the
greater will be its breadth of applicability to new problems” (Bruner, 1962) But,
Bruner also advocated that these fundamental ideas, once identified, should be
constantly revisited and re-examined so that understanding deepens over time. In
the end a spiral curriculum can be formed where a topic is re-visited on different
levels (e.g. age levels) to get a deeper understanding in each of the circles of the
spiral.
Today, we must say that SOD curricula in the foreground of the theories of
scientific literacy and situated cognition must be reconsidered as being
incongruous with modern educational theory. However, if there are homogenous
groups of intrinsically motivated students (see Chapter 3), who have already
decided upon a future career in a chemistry related domain; a SOD approach might
be the most suitable. It is worth noting that not all SOD curricula look the same, as
well as the content, the pedagogy behind them can also be very different. A look
back into the history of the chemistry curricula may illustrate this, as well as how
SOD curricula have innovated chemistry education in the past. This aspect should
be examined through the lens of two innovation projects from the 1960s: Nuffield
Chemistry from the UK and CBA/CHEMStudy from the US.
Nuffield Chemistry. The Nuffield Chemistry was developed in the UK in the 1960s
(e.g. Atkin & Black, 2003). Prior to the Nuffield project, learning chemistry in the
UK was characterised by the learning of a lot of independent facts. Textbooks
looked like an encyclopaedia offering a lot of details. Learning chemistry by that
time was mainly characterised by rote memorisation. Nuffield Chemistry aimed to
shift chemistry teaching away from unconnected facts towards understanding the
modern principles of chemistry, those principles that were regarded as being of
fundamental importance. E.g., from just learning the names and properties of the
elements, Nuffield chemistry aimed to develop an understanding of the systematic
and trends within the Periodic Table of the Elements. Thus, learning chemistry was
based firmly on three areas of students’ understanding: (i) The Periodic Table of
the Elements to provide a unifying pattern for the diverse properties of elements
and their compounds, (ii) the relationship between sub-microscopic structure
(atomic and molecular) and the properties of chemicals, and (iii) the way in which
energy transfers can determine the feasibility and outcomes of reactions.
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In order to foster a better understanding of the role of the fundamental
principles, the Nuffield curriculum presented chemistry as an subject of systematic
knowledge by (i) a breakdown of the barriers between the traditional division of
inorganic, organic and physical chemistry, (ii) an integration of facts and concepts,
(iii) integrating theory and practical work, and finally (iv) the connection of ‘pure’
and ‘applied’ chemistry through the inclusion of topics from special areas such as
food science, biochemistry, chemical engineering or metallurgy.
Although by that time Nuffield Chemistry was highly innovative in its
integrative view, with the focus on general principles in chemistry, and the
integrated learning of theory and practical work, the main emphasis of the
curriculum remained on fundamental pure chemistry. The integration with the
applications of chemistry was part of the programme but played only a minor role.
Later innovations from the Nuffield group became more and more open. In the end,
teachers from the Nuffield project were leading contributors to the Salters
Advanced Chemistry project in the 1980s, an approach towards context-based
chemistry (see below).
CBA and CHEMStudy. Earlier in the USA, the Chemical Bonds Approach (CBA)
and the Chemical Education Material Study (CHEM Study) were both developed in
the early 1960s (e.g. De Boer, 1991; Merrill & Ridgway, 1969). The aims of both
projects were parallel. In the case of CHEMStudy aims were stated to (i) diminish
the current separation between scientists and teachers in the understanding of
science, (ii) encourage teachers to undertake further study of chemistry courses that
are geared to keep pace with advancing scientific frontiers, and thereby improve
their teaching methods, (iii) stimulate and prepare those high school students
whose purpose it is to continue the study of chemistry, and (iv) allow for those
students, who will not continue the study of chemistry after high school, an
understanding of the importance of science in current and future human activities.
The earlier approach of both was CBA focusing on the preparation of students
for further chemistry studies. As Nuffield Chemistry did, CBA tried to take up the
changed role of chemistry from its descriptive character of the past towards
teaching the interplay of theory and experiment. CBA intended to acquaint the
students with chemistry as a process of inquiry interrelating thinking and
experimentation. The students were confronted with phenomena and experiments
and had to explain them using general concepts like atomic structure, kinetic
theory, and energy relations. The unifying concept behind CBA was the theory of
chemical bonding. Although the outline of the project also emphasised the
connection of chemistry with society and everyday living, there were only very few
examples of that in the textbooks. CBA mainly focused on the presentation of the
basic principles of chemistry, and the promotion of analytical, logical thinking
skills in the field of science.
Later, CHEMStudy was developed as an addition to CBA, also focusing on
those students with no further interest in chemistry studies beyond high school.
CHEMStudy tried to reduce the volume of the syllabus by condensing the
chemistry content to the most central principles. Also CHEMStudy, like in the
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Nuffieeld example, ttried to draw a concise pictture of chemistry fitting to its basic
theoriees, like atomic structure orr bonding theoory. The pedaagogy of CHE
EMStudy
was allso based on inntegrating theory learning aand laboratoryy work to givee students
a betteer idea of scieentific inquiryy. Unfortunateely, these innoovations suffeered from
lack oof illustrationss from everydday life and chhemical indusstry, particularrly when
compaared to the oldder textbooks inn the US.
Thuus CBA and C
CHEMStudy rremained excluusively conceerned with thee learning
of puree chemistry annd frequently m
missed conneccting chemistrry learning to students’
interessts and needs.
SOD cuuricula
c
todaay. Today we kknow the ideaa that if science is presented in a way
in whiich it is knownn to scientists it will be inheerently interessting to all thee students
represeents a rather nnaïve assumpttion. The onlyy focus of thiss approach alw
ways was
and iss the learning of pure conttent. In SOD curricula thee conceptual approach
(logicaal organisatioon of conceptt) becomes m
more importaant than the students’
psychoological (or motivational)
m
deevelopment (JJohnstone, 20006). Although there are
some exceptions,
e
m SOD proggrams do not include technoological appliccations of
most
chemisstry, societal iissues, or perssonal related iddeas. Or if theey do so, theyy are only
used aas some illustrration at the ennd. The SOD approach in most
m of its appplications
from tthe 1960s untiil today negleccts both, the thheory of situaated learning as
a well as
the brroad range off learners’ vaarying attitudes, interests, and motivatiions (see
Chapteer 3). The appproach only focuses on thhe interests oof a small minnority of
studennts who will evventually embbark into careeers in science or engineeringg in their
future..
Nevvertheless, refflecting uponn the structurre of the disscipline can offer
o
the
chemisstry teacher a helpful oppoortunity to clarrify the range and limitations of the
most important theoories of chemisstry and their interrelatedneess. But, usingg this as a
global scheme for organising thhe chemistry curriculum SOD did not ffulfill its
promisses from the ppast. Thus, moodern chemisttry curricula aare moving thhoroughly
towardds more integgrated views, iintegrating thee learning of concepts andd theories
starting from contexxts and appliccations from everyday life and society. A figure
from Reid
R (2000) prrovides an illuustrative exam
mple about thatt change from structure
of the discipline tow
wards context-bbased chemisttry education (Figure
(
4).

Figure 4. A chhange in directiions (Reid, 20000)
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Chemistry curricula base or focusing on the history of science (HOS)
Whereas SOD approaches often present chemical knowledge as static, chemistry
curricula oriented on the history of science (HOS) try to make explicit that
chemical facts and theories have a genesis. Two main justifications are given for
using the HOS approach for structuring chemistry teaching. One justification is to
use the HOS as a motivating story for challenging students thinking. Stories and
anecdotes from the HOS can help students to better understand the concept itself.
But, the HOS also can help students understanding how the concept was
developed. Learning about the historical genesis of fundamental theories of
chemistry can help students learning about the nature of chemistry in particular and
the nature of science in general.
This point of view was also laid down in reform documents from the last 20
years. E.g. the Benchmarks for Science Literacy (AAAS, 1993) from the US state
that “there are two principal reasons for including some knowledge of history
among the recommendations. One reason is that generalizations about how the
scientific enterprise operates would be empty without concrete examples …. A
second reason is that some episodes in the history of the scientific endeavor are of
surpassing significance to our cultural heritage.” The National Science Education
Standards (NRC, 1996) also from the US state that: “in learning science, students
need to understand that science reflects its history and is an ongoing, changing
enterprise.”
Therefore, the main goals for teaching HOS as part of the chemistry curriculum
is to present to the students with the idea that science is a human endeavor and that
science is an ever developing entity. Students should understand that throughout
history theories changed based on the inquiry and research conducted by human
beings (scientists). In addition, students should be aware of the fact that many
theories that prevail now may change in the future based on new research methods
and new scientific theories.
One example that is often used in chemistry classrooms may illustrate this. In
the core of learning about the nature of science is learning about scientific models.
Among other characteristics it is important to understand that models in science are
developed by scientists, these models are never fully true or false, and can be
changed or replaced in the light of new evidence. Different historical models of
atomic structure are a good example to reflect about the nature of models in
chemistry education. Models of Democritus, Dalton, Thomson, Rutherford and
Bohr can be compared in the chemistry classroom, e.g. in a drama play (see
Chapter 7). Students can start reflecting about the predictive potential and
limitations of the different models. But students can also learn about the time in
which the models were developed and about the scientists behind them. Other
examples are different models of oxidation and reduction or acid-base chemistry.
But, one has to be aware that it is always made clear to the students which of the
concepts are still in use today and which only have value in the history of
chemistry. If the students are not always aware of the clear distinction between the
different models and the purpose of comparing them they can tend to mix the
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central ideas of the different models. They form ‘hybrid-models’ which can hinder
a clear understanding of today’s most accepted explanation (Justi & Gilbert, 2002;
Eilks, 2012). That means if the students are not sufficiently motivated, not taught
clearly enough and if time is too short for comprehension a contention with
different models can hinder learning far more than it will help the students to better
sharpen their understanding. However, if applied with sufficient care, many studies
assessed the value of educational effectiveness of including history in the curricula.
Some studies show that the history of science can help students and teachers with
conceptual change; it has potential to encourage positive attitudes towards science,
promotes understanding of the nature of science, and is of potential to aid more
sustainable learning.
Context-based chemistry curricula
Since the 1980s, a shift away from SOD and HOS curricula in many countries can
be observed. This movement is still in operation. New curricula are available
although in practice in many countries especially SOD curricula are still
predominant. The reasons for change is a growing awareness about the problems in
traditional chemistry teaching as they are discussed above. One big part of this
movement for curriculum change in chemistry education is context-based (CB)
chemistry education. For understanding this current change, three examples shall
be discussed in brief. ChemCom from the USA, Salters Advanced Chemistry from
the UK, and Chemie im Kontext from Germany.
ChemCom. One of the pioneering CB chemistry programs was Chemistry in the
community (ChemCom) developed in the US in the 1980s (e.g. Schwartz, 2006).
The curriculum aims at presenting chemistry along societal contexts on a “need to
know” basis. Such contexts include e.g. air and water quality, the use of mineral
resources, the production of various sources of energy, industrial chemistry, or
chemistry of food and nutrition. ChemCom does not explicitly aim to train future
chemists or those who will embark in any kind of science or technology studies.
ChemCom’s intentions were chemistry education for all with a focus on preparing
informed future citizens. Therefore, ChemCom is mainly driven by its societyrelated contexts and is less explicit, focusing on problem solving, learning
chemistry by inquiry, or understanding the sub-microscopic nature of chemistry.
An overview of how such a CB curriculum is presented is provided along with the
overview of chapters from ChemCom in Table 5.
An additional feature of ChemCom is to give the students numerous decision
making exercises of various complexity to allow them practice applying chemical
knowledge in the context of addressing societal issues. Nevertheless, ChemCom is
not a socio-scientific issues driven curriculum (see below), but covers a lot of
elements in the same direction.
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Table 5. Contexts used in ChemCom
The air we breathe
Protecting the ozone layer
The chemistry of global warming
Energy, chemistry, and society
The water we drink
Neutralizing the threat of acid rain

The fires of nuclear fission
Energy from electron transfer
The world of plastics and polymers
Manipulating molecules and designing
drugs
Nutrition: food for thought

Within ChemCom every unit followed the same pattern:
– Introduce students to a societal theme involving chemistry,
– Lead students to realise that they need to understand chemistry in order to
evaluate ways of addressing the issue in an informed way, and
– Learning the relevant chemistry, showing its connection to the issue and using
chemistry knowledge in decision making activities related to the scientific/
technological aspects of the issue.
The report regarding the effectiveness of the programme, related to the students
and teachers, provided mixed findings. Regarding the teachers, Ware and
Tinnesand (2005) reported that most teachers that were familiar with the course
had strong feelings about it, some were very enthusiastic and others doubted the
effectiveness of the approach. However, five editions were published up until 2005
and more than 2 million students from different backgrounds and with differing
characteristics and school-types were involved in the programme. This might serve
as an indication for the success of the course implementation.
Salters Advanced Chemistry. Also in the UK, a context-based course was
developed at the University of York from the 1980s (e.g. Benett & Lubben, 2006).
There were two main characteristics of the Salters Chemistry beyond ChemCom.
One feature was the intensive involvement of chemistry teachers into the
development, who provided many good ideas related to the pedagogical aspects of
the course. This bottom-up approach proved to have the potential to enhance
teachers’ ownership related to the programme, a fact that had positive influence on
the effectiveness of the implementation of the course in schools. The other
initiative was a thorough focus on student-centred methods to enhance students’
interest and motivation to learn chemistry.
In Salters Chemistry the chemistry concepts are outlined to fulfil the whole
range of a typical chemistry syllabus. But the outline is not used as the structure for
the curriculum. All chemistry content is developed through everyday life contexts
such as: Chemistry of life or Minerals and medicine.
Table 6 provides a structure, outlining how the context (the ‘storyline’) in the
Salters curriculum is connected to the content and students’ activities. (For a
parallel example on the same topic from Israel, using the context of industrial case
studies, see Hofstein and Kesner, 2006.) Today, starting from the Salters
experience a new CB approach has been developed by the same institute under the
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headline 21st Century Science (Millar, 2006), which strongly connects the CB
approach with more societal driven curricula.
Table 6. Sketch from a Salters curriculum unit
Activities

Chemical storyline

Chemical ideas

Why is the sea so
salty? – A story of
smokers and solutions

Ions in solids in solution
(precipitation and ionic equations)
Concentrations of solution

The lowest point on
earth

Atoms and ions
Chemical bonding (using formulae)
Ions and solids in solution
(dissolving)
Oxidation and reduction
The p-block: group 7
Electronic structure, sub-shells and
orbitals

An industrial case
study – how best to
manufacture chlorine

The operation of chemical
manufacturing process
Raw materials
Costs and efficiency
Plant location
Health and safety
Waste disposal

Which is the most costeffective brand of bleach?
What do the halogens
look like?
This liquid is dangerous
Reactions of halogens
and halides
Check your knowledge
and understanding

From atomic bombs
to safer drinking
water

Chemical bonding (bond polarity
and electronegativity)
Forces between molecules:
temporary and permanent dipoles
The p-block: Group 7

Finding the concentration
of an acid solution
Manufacturing halogens
and their compounds

Hydrochloric acid –
an industrial success

Concentration of solutions
(titrations)
Percentage of yield and atom
economy (atom economy)

Nucleophilic substitution
reaction mechanism
How do halogenoalkanes
differ in reactivity?
Making of halogenalkane

Treasures of the sea

Halogenalkanes
Percentage yield and atom economy
(percentage yield)

Check your knowledge
and understanding

Summary

Writing the formulae of
ionic compounds
Solutions of ions
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Chemiie im Kontextt (ChiK). Beiing inspired by the Salterrs project, thee project
Chemiie im Kontextt (ChiK) startted in Germaany in the 1990s. Three thheoretical
compoonents underppin the philosoophy of ChiK
K: an orientatiion on the cooncept of
scientiific literacy ffor all, the rrecognition off theories annd evidence rregarding
motivaation, and a thorough orrientation onn the theory of situated learning
(Parchhmann et al., 2006; Nentwiig, Parchmannn, Gräsel, Rallle, & Demuthh, 2007).
Even more so thann Salters, ChiiK is stronglyy built upon self-directed and cooperative forms of leearning (see C
Chapter 7).
Teaaching accordding to ChiK is conceptualised by three pillars: orienntation on
contexxts, connectionn to basic conccepts, and a vaariety of teachhing methods (Nentwig
(
et al., 2007). Orienntation on conntexts means that, similarlly to Salters, relevant
topics are chosen ass the basis from
m which to sttart chemistry learning. Thee contexts
shouldd be meaninggful to the stuudents and sttem from studdents’ everydday lives,
technoology, or socieety. The conteexts are the guuiding elemennt in the struccturing of
the lessson plans and thus for thee whole curricculum. The contexts are thhought to
engagee the students and provoke questions.
q
Thhe connectionn to basic cooncepts ensurres that the chemistry knnowledge
studennts have gaineed within an individual conntext is detacched from thee specific
contexxt. The de-conntextualisationn and networkking leads to ccumulative leaarning of
the baasic concepts. E.g. a contexxt on “food” provokes queestions whichh answers
leads to certain chhemical knowlledge. This knowledge
k
is elaborated uppon in a
varietyy of ways, unttil the questioons are answerred. The elabooration of a coontext on
burninng will use som
me of this knoowledge and pproduce some more. As conntext after
contexxt are exploreed, more know
wledge is built up, and whhenever elemeents of a
basic cconcept emergge, they are reeflected and uused for system
matic organisinng of the
acquired knowledgee. As a result, the structure oof the curricullum is not in pparallel to
the strructure of the discipline. A different loggical structuree of the conteent forms
itself starting from
m different coontext, via dde-contextualissed pieces off theory,
towardds networked bbasic conceptss (Figure 5).

Figurre 5. Building upp basic conceptss from differentt contexts
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From the pedagogy, a lesson plan from ChiK is always subdivided into four
stages (Table 7). In the first phase of contact the students are confronted with the
context, e.g. table salt. Using most diverse materials, media and food for thought,
the significance of context for everybody is illustrated. The ensuing phase of
curiosity and planning is supposed to collect and structure the questions that arose
in stage one in such a way that they can be addressed and answered appropriately
within the third phase of elaboration. This stage aims to explore the students’
questions in such a way that the necessary chemical expertise is facilitated. On the
other hand students recognise the connection to the context and their own questions
and perceive chemistry as helpful and meaningful for them. Within the final phase
the content is examined in more depth and networked to other knowledge,
interrelations to previously discussed contexts and learned content take place. This
phase aims at the promotion of establishing cumulatively the basic chemical
principles.
Table 7. The four phases of ChiK-lessons on the example of “Table salt – the white gold”
1. Phase of contact

Story: “Bread and salt – presents of the gods”
Brainstorming on students ideas and prior-knowledge on
the topic ‘table salt’

2. Phase of curiosity and
planning

Structuring with mindmaps,
questions, planning the work

3. Phase of elaboration

Learning at stations on the properties of table salt and
ionic bonding

4. Phase of deepening and
networking

Presentations with posters and experiments on the
different aspects of table salt, networking the content
with other knowledge, e.g. atomic structure and bonding

collecting

students’

A large implementation programme accompanied the curriculum development
with working groups of teachers. ChiK combined the development of teaching
units, the implementation in schools, and the professional development of teachers.
By the end of 2008, more than 200 teachers and more than 4000 students in
Germany participated in the project, while many more probably used the ChiK
material.
Socio-scientific issues based chemistry teaching
In the previous section we discussed how learning chemistry can be embedded in
the contention for utilising contexts from everyday life or society to make learning
more motivating and sustainable. The movement of socio-scientific issues-based
chemistry education (SSI) goes even one step further. The context is no longer
understood as a framework for the learning of chemistry. In SSI curricula the
societal issue itself becomes the content of the lesson. Socio-scientific issues are
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used to understand how society is dealing with questions from within the society
while having a fundamental basis in science and technology (e.g. Sadler, 2011).
Of course, in SSI teaching societal contexts are chosen based on chemistry,
science and technology. Furthermore, SSI chemistry education uses societal issues
which are controversial in nature. Issues are chosen from which a societal decision,
which has an impact on the students’ life or the development of society, must be
made. The major objective is to learn how society is dealing with such
controversial issues and how the individual can participate on societal debate and
decision about them.
One example of SSI approaches is the socio-critical and problem-oriented
approach to chemistry teaching as suggested by Marks and Eilks (2009).
Lesson plans following the socio-critical and problem-oriented approach to
chemistry teaching are always authentic, controversial and will have direct impact
on life in society. Topics are political decisions on taxes for renewable energy
sources, restrictions in production and use of specific goods where the use may
have an impact on the environment or health, or how advertisements, pressure
groups or politicians deal with a socio-scientific issue in a societal debate (Eilks et
al., 2012).
One example may illustrate this approach, a lesson plan on low-fat and
low-carb-diets (Marks, Bertram, & Eilks, 2008). In the public different forms of
diets are suggested. Advertisements are present for light products containing
less fat. Nevertheless, there is no scientifically clear proof as to whether these diets
work and work well. Starting from authentic advertisements for light potato
crisps and conventional crisps, students start reflecting what the advertising is
about, what the promise is, or whether the arguments are true from a chemistry
point of view (e.g. the calorie content). Chemical investigations about the fat
content of different sorts of potato crisps and calculations about the calorie value
are motivating the students learning about the chemistry behind the topic. The
chemistry covers the occurrence and structure of fats and carbohydrates. Unlike the
pure CB curricula the lesson plan does not stop here. The lesson continues to
examine how the issue is handled in a societal debate. In this case, a role play
mimicking a TV-talk show on low-fat- and low-carbohydrate-diets is added. The
students learn that different stakeholders (producers of crisps, producers of light
products, nutrition experts, or public relations experts) are arguing about their
position towards the issue. The students learn that in order to understand the issue
background knowledge in science is necessary. But, the students also learn that the
information directed towards the consumer is always filtered by individuals who
are promoting their interests (Eilks et al., 2012). The students learn that science can
be the basis for understanding a topic, but that decisions about such an issue always
are influenced by different interest groups and that a decision on e.g. the
consumption of potato crisps in most cases is influenced by a whole conglomerate
of arguments of which only a few stem from the scientific base of the issue.
Marks and Eilks (2009) developed a whole set of this kind of lesson plans. All
follow a joint educational model (Figure 6). Criteria for selecting such
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Fiigure 6. The soccio-critical andd problem-orientted approach too chemistry teacching

controoversial issues are discussedd earlier in this chapter. Butt, the model aalso gives
guidannce for the peddagogy, e.g. byy the use of auuthentic materrials from new
wspapers,
brochuures, or TV and the usee of studentt-active methods for learnning the
backgrround sciencee but also foor learning abbout how cheemistry is haandled in
societyy. Such methoods can encom
mpass role-playy and businesss games. How
wever, the
writingg of news-spoots for a fictionnal TV-show oon a controverrsial issue (seee Chapter
7) or the
t mimickingg of a consum
mer test (see nnext section) can also be eexamples.
Another example inn Table 8 onn bioethanol usage is giveen for illustraating the
differeent steps and thhe pedagogy.
Thrrough evaluatiing the differeent examples such
s
an approaach it was fouund that it
provedd to be very m
motivating forr the students.. The studentss learned how
w difficult
societaal decisions about questioons regardingg the applicaation of scieence and
technoology can be. But, the studeents also learnned about how
w society is coonducting
this deebate and how a democratic decision makking process is enacted.
Educaation for Sustainable Develop
opment (ESD) and chemistryy teaching
The phhilosophy of E
Education forr Sustainable Development (ESD) by priinciple is
interdiisciplinary in nature. Its innterdisciplinaryy nature as w
well as the preesent and
future relevance off the sustainaability debatee, with all itts inherent ddilemmas,
uncertainties and coonfusions, coonstitutes a feertile ground for educationn (Rauch,
2002).. All school subjects are asked to conntribute to E
ESD – also cchemistry
(Burm
meister et al., 2012).
2
But, fiitting ESD obbjectives and the
t chemistry syllabus
together is not alwaays easy. Heree we will present an example of how ESD
D can be
included into the reggular chemistrry curricula. B
But we also wiill discuss the potential
role ES
SD may have for school devvelopment.
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Table 8. Example for a socio-critical and problem-oriented lesson plan on bioethanol usage
(Feierabend & Eilks, 2011)
1. Textual approach
and problem
analysis

The students read and analyse an authentic article from a
political magazine reporting the growing use of bioethanol as
fuels and critically mentioning potential side effects such as
cutting down rain forests and a rise in food prices on the world
market.

2. Clarifying the
chemistry
background in a
lab-environment

The students learn about the structure of alcohols, fermentation,
and the problems and benefits of the use of alcohols as fuels in
cars, by using the cooperative mode of a jigsaw classroom in
combination with a learning at stations lab.

3. Resuming the
societal debate

A joint reflection leads to the understanding that the chemistry
background might be sufficiently clear. But, the base for a
political decision also will have to include consideration of
ecological, economical and social effects.

4. Discussing and
evaluating different
points of view

A parliaments’ hearing is mimicked in a role play. The
preparation and presentation explicates the different arguments
and points of view of different stakeholders from within
society.

5. Meta-reflection

A meta-reflection on the debate highlights the different roles of
scientists, pressure groups and politicians, makes clear the
complexity of the decision, and also shows how society is
handling such decision making.

ESD within the chemistry curriculum. Coming from a societal point of view
Burmeister and Eilks (2012) described an example about how to implement ESD
type teaching within typical chemistry curricula. The lesson plan was inspired by
the socio-critical and problem-oriented approach to chemistry teaching (see
previous section). The lesson plan is focussing on learning about general principles
of sustainability and is following the pedagogy of ESD.
The lesson plan uses the debate about the extensive use of plastics in our current
society. The benefits of plastics are mainly the cheap and practical use of plastics;
this is confronted and examined in the context of the growing amounts of plastics
waste in the environment and the social problems of exporting waste from the
Western world to poorer countries. Taking into consideration the multidimensional effects of plastics usage, an evaluation is complex. The use of
different sorts of conventional plastics, or the search for alternatives, like bioplastics from starch, have to be evaluated by many means, not only by looking at
the practical dimension of synthesis and properties.
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That is why the lesson plan goes beyond confronting the students with essential
chemistry of polymer production, investigations of their properties or the synthesis
of bio-plastics. The lesson plan operates a specific method to allow students to
learn that an evaluation with respect to sustainability has to use and find a balance
between different dimensions, i.e. the practicability and worth of its use, but also
the economical, ecological and social effects of production, use and deposition. In
this case the students mimic the work of a consumer test agency. The students have
to find out about and negotiate the different dimensions and aspects that will
influence the overall evaluation. The students have to decide how big the
percentage value is in terms of how to weight each of the dimensions and what
their influence on the overall evaluation should be. Those dimensions often conflict
with each other. A change in the weighing might influence the result even more
than a different value in one of the dimensions.
In the end a decision has to be made. The decision is about a product from
science and technology. But the students start recognising that in most cases the
result is at least as much influenced by economical or ethical reasons (Table 9).
Table 9. Example for an ESD driven lesson plan on evaluating plastics
(Burmeister & Eilks, 2012)
1. Textual
approach and
problem analysis

The problem of plastic waste in the environment is used to open
debate about different sorts of plastics (e.g. PVC or PET) and the
alternative of bio-plastics (e.g. TPS).

2. Clarifying the
chemistry
background

The chemistry of polymer production from crude oil and renewable
resources is learned about, as well as different properties of
different sorts of plastics are evaluated.

3. Resuming the
different
dimensions of
evaluation

Reflection shows that investigating plastics in a chemistry lab can
only focus their properties, potential use and degradability. Science
cannot answer questions about economical and social effects of
plastics production and usage.

4. Discussing and
evaluating by the
different ESD
dimensions

A consumer test is mimicked, encompassing the practical
dimension of plastics production and usage. But, the test also has to
consider the economical, ecological and social impacts. Students
have to decide about valuing the different effects and about
weighing the different dimensions in relation of one to another.

5. Metareflection

In the end, it is reflected that is always the individuals that have to
decide about giving the different values in the dimensions and of
weighing the dimensions in competition of one to another.

ESD and chemistry for school development. ESD is an interdisciplinary and crosscurricular challenge. That is why a serious contention triggers the whole school
including teaching and learning in all subjects. Such a broad view of implementing
ESD into the practice of teaching was the focus of different national and
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internaational projectts of school deevelopment, e.g. the ENSI pproject (www..ensi.org)
or BLK
K-21 and Trannsfer 21 from
m Germany (w
www.transfer-221.de). The phhilosophy
in thesse projects waas an understaanding that alll school’s liffe and teachinng should
becom
me part of ESD
D. That meanns, all school stakeholders w
were asked too explore
challennges of the fuuture, to clariffy values and to reflecting on
o learning annd taking
action in the light off ESD.
ESD
D in terms oof school devvelopment undderstands the school as a learning
organiisation. It shouuld stimulate new ways off challenging tthe school clim
mate and
all inteernal relationships. ESD foor school impprovement undderstands the school’s
culturee as an expression of the schhool’s collectiive ‘memory.’’ Thus new exxperience,
reflecttions, innovatiions etc. havee to be made to change thee way people interact,
discuss and act. Succh an approachh encourages tthe integrationn of ESD in thhe normal
life off the school and
a considers engagement in ESD not aas an extra buurden for
teacheers and headmaster, but as aan opportunityy for improving the existing teaching
and leearning and too provide innnovations usefful for the whole school ((Breiting,
Mayerr, & Mogensenn, 2005).
This means that chemistry teaaching shouldd also contribuute to such a changed
culturee of teaching (Burmeister et al., 2012). Opportunitiees are presentt to open
chemisstry teaching tto societal poiints of view aand to reflect upon
u
how cheemistry is
influenncing us, in our life outsside and insiide of schooll. Chemistry teaching
follow
wing an ESD ppoint of view should focuss on how to saave resources (energy,
clean water,
w
…) or hhow to treat w
waste in a poteentially good w
way for later rrecycling
in the society as a whole or withhin the schoool in particularr. External coontacts to
local eenergy or wateer suppliers orr the waste annd waste wateer treatment coompanies
can heelp to better uunderstand how
w chemistry is
i embedded into
i
our everyyday life,
econom
my and ecologgy.
Butt, ESD as parrt of a school’’s culture should not stop with
w learning about it.
Studennts should leaarn how actionn can promotee implementattion leading too a more
responnsible handlingg of our resourrces and how to do it. Then it is a joint deecision of
the whhole school as
a to whetherr to and how to change behavior, of w
which the
learninng process in chemistry waas a preparatiion for. In thiis way, also cchemistry
teachinng can contribbute implemennting changed behaviours annd processes w
within the
schooll and beyond bby a democrattic process of negotiation, conviction andd decision
(Burm
meister et al., 2012).
SUMMAR
RY: KEY SENTENCES

– Studdents’ interest in studying chemistry caan be due to vvery different reasons.
Indiividual interesst can range ffrom the learnning of chemistry theory ass the best
possible start forr a later careeer in science and engineeriing towards bbecoming
preppared for partiicipation in soociety as a futuure citizen.
– Diff
fferent structuures of the chemistry cuurriculum offeer a broad rrange of
appproaches betweeen mirroring the academicc discipline annd history of cchemistry
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tow
wards being ann area to prom
mote general eeducational obbjectives in thee context
of thhe societal dim
mension of chhemistry.
– Thee theory of thhe curriculum emphases offfers a base fo
for reflecting upon the
maiin objectives behind
b
a curriiculum. Theorries of Allgem
meinbildung, S
Scientific
Liteeracy, Activityy Theory, or Situated Cognnition offer guuidance for sttructuring
the curriculum.
mpulsory cheemistry educaation curriculla should meeet the needss of the
– Com
majjority of the sttudents that is to learn essenntial science foor everyday liffe coping
andd becoming pprepared for societal partticipation in questions cooncerning
scieence, technoloogy, and sustaiinability.
– Appproaches towaards chemistryy learning starrting from conntexts or societtal issues
thatt are meaningfful for the leaarner, proved tto be more efffective for thee learning
of cchemistry thann the pure science structuredd curricula.
ASK
K YOURSELF

1. Outtline: What doo we mean byy ‘scientific litteracy for all’ and by ‘relevvance’ in
the context of cheemistry educattion?
Name and
2. Expplain the basicc ideas of thee theory of thhe curriculum emphases. N
expplain the three dominant currriculum emphhases in modeern chemistry teaching
as ooutlined by Vaan Berkel.
3. Desscribe the bassic ideas of structure
s
of thhe discipline (SOD) and hhistory of
scieence (HOS) cuurricula. Whatt are the strenggths and whatt are the weaknnesses of
thesse two curricuulum approachhes in chemistrry education?
4. Outtline the basicc ideas, comm
monalities andd differences bbetween conteext-based
andd socio-scientiffic issues-baseed chemistry eeducation.
5. Outtline three diffferent proposaals of how to tteach the topic of ‘ethanol/alcohols’
in ssecondary chem
mistry using (i) an everydayy life perspective, (ii) a sociietal/ESD
persspective, and (iii)
( an industrrial perspectivve.
HINTS FOR
R FURTHER RE
EADING

Coll, R
R., & Taylor, N. (2009). S
Special Issue oon Scientific Literacy.
L
Interrnational
Jouurnal of Envirronmental andd Science Eduucation, 4(3), 197-349. Thhe special
issuue offers diffeerent contributtions of how to understandd the idea of scientific
literracy for all annd how to operrationalize resppective sciencce teaching.
Hodsoon, D. (2009). Teaching annd learning abbout science. Rotterdam: Sense. An
accoount of preseenting the science curriculum by usingg a nature off science
appproach is preseented acknowlledging scienttists as a sociaally, economiccally and
poliitically imporrtant communnity of peoplee with its ow
wn language, methods,
tradditions, norms and values.
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Pilot, A., & Bulte,, A. M. W. (2006). Speciial Issue: Coontext-based cchemistry
eduucation. Internnational Journnal of Sciencce Education, 28(9), 953-11112. An
oveerview about context-basedd chemistry teeaching is givven and illusttrated by
diffferent examplees form a varieety of countriees.
Aikenhhead, G. S. (22006). Sciencee education for everyday liffe. Columbia: Teachers
Colllege Press. Thhe book offerss a review hum
manistic and ssocietal drivenn science
eduucation illustraated by examples from reseaarch and practiice.
Sadlerr, T. D. (2011)). Socio-scienttific issues in tthe classroom.. Heidelberg: Springer.
Thee book sums up
u the differeent facets of ssocio-scientificc issues basedd science
eduucation and offfers guidance hhow to implem
ment it into thee classroom.
Eilks, I., & Raucch, F. (20122). Special Issue: Educaation for Suustainable
Devvelopment annd Green C
Chemistry in chemistry education. C
Chemistry
Eduucation Reseaarch and Praactice, 13(2), 53-153. Theeoretical and practical
pappers examine thhe state of thee art in ESD drriven chemistrry education.
RESOURCES
S FROM THE IN
NTERNET

D. W
Warren: The N
Nature of Sccience at ww
ww.rsc.org/imaages/Nature%20of%20
Cheemistry_tcm188-188306.pdf. This online rresource offerrs many resouurces and
ideaas to implemennt the Nature of Science (N
NoS) into the chhemistry curriiculum.
21st Century
C
Sciencce: www.nuffiieldfoundationn.org/twenty-fi
first-century-sccience. A
currrent curriculum
m developmennt project from
m the UK is prresented. Materials are
offeered for contexxt-based and sscientific literaacy oriented sccience educatiion.
PARSEL: Popularitty and Relevannce of Sciencce Education ffor Scientific Literacy:
ww
ww.parsel.uni-kkiel.de/cms/. D
Different moddules of socieetal and everryday-life
drivven lesson planns are presented in differentt languages.
PROFILES: Professsional Reflecction-orientedd Focus on Inquiry-Learnning and
Eduucation througgh Science Liiteracy: www.profiles.eu. As
A being a sppin-off of
PAR
RSEL more annd newer lessoon plans are prresented.
UNES
SCO: World Decade of Education for Sustaiinable Deveelopment:
ww
ww.unesco.org//en/esd/decadee-of-esd/. Poolitical paperss and guidellines are
giveen how to impplement ESD ddriven educatiion into practiccal teaching.
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2. HOW TO O
OUTLINE OBJECTIIVES FOR
R CHEMISTRY
EDUCA
ATION AN
ND HOW T
TO ASSES
SS THEM
M

Chemiistry educatioon at the secoondary level is usually waarranted by ttwo main
justificcations that seeem somewhatt contradictingg – one is the aattainment of chemical
literaccy for all futurre citizens andd the other (andd more traditiional one) is too provide
a prepparatory coursse for future chemistry eduucation at thee university leevel. This
chapteer suggests a vview of chemiccal literacy thaat goes beyondd content and concepts
in chem
mistry, and foocuses also onn higher-orderr thinking skillls, attitudes annd habits
of minnd, four levelss of chemistryy understandinng, and appreeciation of the role of
chemisstry in differennt contexts in life. In additiion examples of different m
models for
teachinng chemistry are introducced including some recomm
mendations off how to
addresss the needs off heterogeneouus populationss. Finally, thee role of assesssment for
learninng and curricuulum innovatioon is discussedd.

THEO
ORETICAL BAS
SIS
Can chhemistry, as a subject
s
field, coontribute to schooling of the +80% of learnerrs in each
age grroup who are most unlikely to sstudy chemistry again after leaaving school?
(Peter Fensham, 19844, p. 200)

What aare the generaal aims of form
mal chemistry education?
When preparing a lesson, every tteacher sets objectives to bbe attained by teaching
this leesson. A teaccher may askk the followinng questions: What do I want
w
my
studennts to understaand? Or: Whatt are they suppposed to be abble to do as a result of
learninng? The same type of thinkking about objectives or goaals should be ppracticed
when thinking abouut teaching chhemistry in the classroom. For the past 50
5 years,
and alsso in earlier tiimes, a major discussion point for school science in genneral and
chemisstry in particcular was what should be the focus off this educatiion? The
answerrs provided for
f this question dictate tthe practical objectives foor school
chemisstry educationn, the curricuulum and thee goals for sttudents’ and teachers’
assessm
ment. This quuestion is of concern
c
for a broad spectrrum of stakehholders in
science education – namely policy makers, cuurriculum dessigners and, oof course,
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school teachers. It is especially relevant in an era in which standards and
benchmarks for scientific literacy are set world-wide.
We may start from what is currently considered as formal education in
chemistry and how this is best described. One of the findings from a curricular
Delphi study on chemistry education in Germany by Bolte (2008) based on
responses from teachers, students, educators, and scientists is that the main
emphasis of chemistry teaching is still on chemistry topics rather than having a
focus on scientific or chemical literacy. The learning of facts and theories is
considered to be more the emphasis of formal chemistry education, rather than to
enable students to understand the role of science/chemistry in their life, in society
and to become able to participate in societal debate about developments connected
to science and technology. A review of other studies and assessment of chemistry
curricula in Australia, the USA, and Israel also has shown this to be the case,
despite the rhetoric to have a populace with high levels of chemical literacy.
The interesting quote given above and raised more than 25 years ago by an
eminent science/chemical education researcher, Peter Fensham, needs to be
reflected in the foreground of these findings. The answer to this question is that
chemistry studies in formal education in schools, as in all the other science
disciplines, should address broader goals, especially attainment of scientific
literacy for all students.
Justifying scientific/chemical literacy for all
The public need for scientific and chemical literacy for all students is justified in
three ways:
– Economic and political reasons: This argument calls for public and political
support of large investments in basic scientific and technological research. The
future citizens need to be convinced that such investments will result in the
well-being of humanity in general, and their nation in particular (Miller, 1983;
Prewitt, 1983; Walberg, 1983; NRC, 1996).
– Practical-personal reasons: It is assumed that knowledgeable citizens would
feel more confident and competent to cope with science-related issues in their
daily life (Laugksch, 2000). The examples of such issues are endless: diet,
smoking, safety, health and illness, cellular phones, genetic engineering of food,
vaccines, medicines, etc..
– Cultural reasons relating to ideals, values, and norms: Science has shaped the
western world’s view, and the scientific way of thinking is strongly connected to
philosophy. Therefore, scientific literacy is regarded as contributing to the
intellectual development of individuals, as well as a social tool that can defeat
dogmas, superstitions, prejudice, magic, anti-science movements, etc. (Sagan
1996; Sjøberg, 1997).
The educational efforts to attain scientific literacy for all students led countries
world-wide to publish national standards and benchmarks for scientific literacy for
the general public (NRC, 1996, 2011; AAAS, 1993, 2001). These standards
address some content ideas in chemistry and usually include the particulate nature
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of matter, structure of matter and its properties, or the principles and nature of
chemical reactions. Naturally, chemistry studies that investigate the effect of these
standards should address the new teaching goals and pedagogy, emphasising the
chemical content ideas and nature of science.
Attainment of chemical literacy
A broader and more comprehensive view of the aim of chemistry education is
provided by several theoretical studies aimed at defining ‘chemical literacy.’ In a
study conducted in the UK, Holman (2002) suggested three domains toward a
working definition of ‘chemical literacy’: Key chemical ideas, what chemists do,
and chemical contexts. Holman called for curricula design addressing these three
domains.
Another definition constructed as a collaborative work of chemistry education
researchers, chemistry teachers, and scientists (Shwartz, Ben-Zvi, & Hofstein,
2006) suggested four domains for chemical literacy:
Domain 1 – Chemistry as a scientific discipline. Within this domain,
– Chemistry is an experimental discipline. Chemists conduct scientific inquiries,
make generalisations, and suggest theories to explain the natural world.
– Chemistry provides knowledge used to explain phenomena in other areas, such
as earth sciences and life sciences.
– Chemistry explains macroscopic phenomena and the structure of matter in terms
of the microscopic or submicroscopic, symbolic, and process levels. (In the
science education literature the terms microscopic and submicroscopic are
mostly used interchangeably. In this book from here we will use the term submicroscopic or submicro for the level of particles and atoms.)
– Chemistry investigates the dynamics of processes and reactions.
– Chemistry investigates the energy changes during a chemical reaction.
– Chemistry aims at understanding and explaining life in terms of chemical
structures and the chemical processes of living systems.
– Chemists use a specific language. A literate person does not have to know how
to use this language, but should appreciate its contribution to the development of
the discipline (see Chapters 4, 5, and 6).
Domain 2 – Chemistry in context. The second dimension of chemical literacy is the
ability to see the relevance and usability of chemistry in many related contexts:
– A chemically literate person acknowledges the importance of chemical
knowledge in explaining everyday phenomena.
– A chemically literate person uses his/her understanding of chemistry in daily
life, as a consumer of new products and new technologies, in decision-making,
and in participating in a social debate regarding chemistry-related issues.
– Chemistry has a strong applicative aspect. A chemically literate person
understands the relations between innovations in chemistry and sociological and
cultural processes (the importance of applications such as medicines, fertilisers,
and polymers) (see Chapter 1).
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Domain 3 – Higher-order thinking skills. A chemically literate person is able to
pose a question, and look for information and relate to it, when needed. He/she can
analyse the loss/benefit in any debate (see Chapter 1).
Domain 4 – Affective aspects. A chemically literate person has impartial and
realistic view of chemistry and its applications. Moreover, he/she expresses interest
in chemical issues; especially in non-formal frameworks (such as a TV programme
and a consumer debate) (see Chapter 9).
These ideas and domains can be introduced at various levels – a basic level aimed
for general public understanding, and an advanced level aimed for those who
choose chemistry as a major.
Attainment of chemical literacy is in-line with the central European tradition of
Allgemeinbildung as the central objective of any formal or informal education. The
term incorporates – education for ‘all’ persons, in all human capacities that we
can recognise in our time and with respect to those general problems that concern
our society. The goal is to educate the future citizens to be able to cope with
societal challenges as responsible citizens, in a democratic society (Hofstein, Eilks,
& Bybee, 2011) (see Chapter 1).
The main justification for teaching chemistry at the secondary level is therefore
the attainment of chemical literacy for all future citizens. We conclude that
chemical literacy is more than just pure chemical knowledge and concepts. Our
goals are also that future citizens will understand the contribution of chemistry in
various contexts, will develop higher-order thinking skills, and have critical but
positive attitudes toward chemistry and its applications.
While this is an important and valuable goal one may ask: Is the more traditional
goal of preparing future scientists totally irrelevant? On a practical level this
question raises many other questions:
– In which ways would (or should) instruction be different when teaching for
attainment of chemical literacy or for preparing future scientists?
– How does one teach if one has a heterogeneous population of students, some of
whom would never become scientists and others who would consider doing so?
– In which ways would (or should) assessment be different when teaching for
attainment of chemical literacy or for preparing future scientists?
– How would one recognise the underlying justifications of a written curriculum,
so one can best choose learning materials for the students?
The following paragraphs address the last question, because selecting (or
developing) an appropriate curriculum is a fundamental decision made by teachers.
Curriculum emphases as indicators of the curriculum justification
Gilbert and Treagust (2008) introduce another approach to justifying chemistry
education by grouping aspects of the formal chemistry curricula that best serve the
needs of society. They identified six basic ‘emphases’ (see Chapter 1) divided into
two groups from the work of Roberts and Ostman (1998). Group A emphases are
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concerned with the student as a person, a citizen, and an employee. Group B
emphases are the interests of those who will study chemistry or related sciences to
an advanced level.
Analysing these groups in more detail, group A emphases correlated with the
definition of a scientifically literate citizen are: (a) Everyday coping which enables
sense to be made of objects and events in everyday life, (b) self-as-explainer which
deals with the processes by which chemical explanations are produced, (c)
chemistry, technology, and decisions which deals with the way that chemical
knowledge is reflected in technological innovations and with the social, political,
and economic decisions that such innovations entail, and (d) correct explanations
which are the conclusions so far reached by chemistry that are needed for the
citizen to understand how the world-as-experienced works. Group B has two
emphases: (a) chemistry skill development which is the development of chemical
knowledge treated as if it involved the acquisition and use of a series of decontextualised skills, and (b) structure of chemistry which provides an
understanding how chemistry functions as an intellectual enterprise. It is assumed
that group B emphases are more likely to address the needs of those students who
would eventually embark on a scientific career. For a more comprehensive
discussion of the idea of curriculum emphases connected to curriculum structures,
see Chapter 1.
In terms of the development of chemical literacy (DeBoer, 2000), those
emphasised in group A should be made available to all students so that they
understand the macro type of representations when they encounter a ‘chemical
phenomenon’ such as a solution, a colloid, or a precipitate. These emphases also
call for an understanding of the microscopic type of representation so that learners
can qualitatively explain the nature of the macro phenomena that they encounter
and hence be able to answer the question: Why is it as it is?
Current trends that address group A emphases and create an appropriate
curriculum for general education in chemistry are the context-based approach and
the focus on socio-scientific issues in chemistry education. Context-based
chemistry curricula developed in the USA (ChemCom), the UK (Salters
chemistry), Germany (Chemie im Kontext), The Netherlands and elsewhere (Pilot
& Bulte, 2006) illustrate that chemistry has meaning in the everyday world. Socioscientific issues-based teaching tries to develop skills for active participation in
societal discourse about developments related to chemistry (Marks & Eilks, 2009;
Sadler, 2011). The mutual basis of all these curricular initiatives is the effort to
introduce chemistry to the general public, in such a way that it would be both more
interesting and more beneficial (Nentwig & Waddington, 2005). These approaches
emphasise chemistry as a human activity and social endeavour. For some, the
pedagogy is more based on situated learning, for others more on the goals of
competence acquisition and thinking skills that will help students to cope with
complex socio-scientific problems in the future.
The formal curriculum of group B serves the interests of those who will study
chemistry or related sciences in greater depth. These students will need a more
comprehensive understanding of the macroscopic and submicroscopic types of
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representation than students learning in group A curriculum. The students studying
group B curriculum will be required to understand the symbolic types of
representation so that they can also provide quantitative explanations of
phenomena and develop understanding of a chemical reaction and its mechanisms.
The traditional contexts of chemistry education, often the contexts in which the
ideas were originally discovered/invented, will be adequate if not necessarily
inspiring. The use of contemporary ‘authentic research contexts’ is highly desirable
here too.
If this argument for dividing emphases in chemistry education into two groups
has any merit, then the structuring of the formal chemical curricula will need to
deal with the interrelation between macroscopic and submicroscopic types for
everybody whilst also dealing with a symbolic and process types with possible
future chemistry or chemistry-related specialists. The realities of educational
systems suggest that the group A emphases be addressed first, so that everybody
learns about them, with the group B emphases coming later and only for those
students who want to specialise in chemistry.
Organisation of chemistry in the formal school curriculum
In the book Teaching chemistry around the world, Risch (2010) asked authors from
24 countries to describe the status of chemistry education in their respective
countries. A major aim of this survey was for authors to respond to the question:
How do education systems handle the discrepancy between unpopularity of
chemistry and its importance as a field of study? An outcome of the investigation
was “to look out for better models and concepts in order to identify best-practicemodels [for teaching]” (p. 9). Two of the core themes are that: (a) successful
education systems have extensive selection procedures for students wanting to
become chemistry teachers, and (b) some countries teach science as a single
general subject while others teach the sciences as separate subjects, including
chemistry, beginning in fifth, sixth or seventh grades.
One example where science is taught as a single general subject up until grade
10 is Australia. Chemistry (as well as other science disciplines) is not taught as a
separate subject until grades 11 and 12. Several topics relating to chemistry that
involve understanding of chemical phenomena and concepts to varying degrees are
incorporated in the science curriculum in grade 8-10 within conceptual strands that
include Earth and Beyond, Energy and Change, Natural and Processed Materials
and a process-based strand, Working Scientifically. Recognising that students’
learning progresses at different rates, multiple levels of achievement are described
for each strand, and student’s achievement is described by learning outcomes
instead of a rigid syllabus content that teachers were expected to implement.
In Australia, chemistry is taught in the post-compulsory years (grades 11-12)
with considerable consistency (85-95%) of the curriculum content common to all
the states and territories. These topics are atomic structure, structure of materials,
stoichiometry, quantitative chemistry, reactions and equations, thermochemistry,
and organic chemistry. The chemistry content covered in grades 11 and 12 is
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defined in a syllabus issued by the education authorities of the states and territories.
The objectives are geared towards enhancing students’ (a) knowledge,
understanding, and intellectual skills in several areas in chemistry, (b) manipulative
skills associated with laboratory work, while at the same time, having confidence
in handling safe and dangerous chemicals, and (c) affective attitudes towards
chemistry. Part of the rationale at this level is that chemistry education is the
broader literacy intention to enable students to understand and interpret the
chemistry of their surroundings and appreciate the impact of chemical knowledge
and technology on society. Considering the curriculum emphases referred to above,
the curriculum in grades 8-10 has more group A emphases than in grades 11-12;
group B emphases are introduced in grade 10 with increasing attention in grades
11-12.
The meaning of relevance in the formal curriculum
The implicit pressure for greater ‘relevance’ is reflected in the current general
requirement that science curricula should lead to scientific literacy for all students
(DeBoer, 2000). In terms of chemistry, this might entail: understanding the nature
of chemistry, its norms and methods, understanding how chemistry principles help
explain every-day phenomena, understanding how chemistry and chemistry-based
technologies relate to each other (Barnea & Dori, 2000; Dori & Sasson, 2008), and
appreciating the impact of chemistry and chemistry-based technologies on society
(Shwartz, Ben-Zvi, & Hofstein, 2006). Situating the scientific concepts in a
relevant context provides a purpose for learning the science content itself and
nevertheless helps students value the usefulness and plausibility of the scientific
ideas. Also contextual knowledge is considered as increasing curiosity and
motivation, as well as future possible utilization of knowledge (Fleming, 1998;
Bennett & Holman, 2002).
For better comprehension, we provide two examples for the central and
complicated role of relevance in the chemistry curriculum in two different
educational models. The first is the IQWST middle-school curriculum developed in
the US (Krajcik, Reiser, Sutherland, & Fortus, 2011) and the second is the
advanced programme for chemistry majors in Israel.
Relevance in the IQWST model. The Investigating and Questioning our World
through Science and Technology (IQWST) curriculum introduces physics,
chemistry, biology, and earth science as separate but strongly related subjects
already at the beginning of middle-school (grade 6, age 12-13). Each year the
students learn four units – one of each discipline – in a context-based curriculum.
Each unit is organized around an open-ended question, called a driving question,
which provides a context that drives the learning of the unit’s key concepts
(Shwartz, Weizman, Fortus, Krajcik, & Reiser, 2008). The chemistry units driving
questions and the related scientific concepts are: “How can we smell things from a
distance?” This unit introduces the particle nature of matter, states of matter and
phase changes both on the macroscopic and submicroscopic level; “How can we
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make new stuff from old stuff?” engages students in making soap out of daily oils
or fats and introduces chemical reactions; and the unit “Where do I get my energy
from?” introduces chemical reactions in living systems focusing on cellular
respiration and photosynthesis. The driving questions were chosen after
questioning and interviewing middle-school students and their teachers. The
investigation of each driving question branches and leads to other related
questions. The curriculum sets a high level of inter and intra unit coherence, not
only among the chemistry units but also with units from other subjects, especially
regarding the development of scientific practices such as modelling or scientific
reasoning.
Relevance in the Israeli advanced chemistry programme. While it is common to
associate ‘relevance’ with a curriculum that aims at scientific literacy of the
general public (see Chapter 1) we would like to illustrate a case in which relevance
and students’ engagement sets the framework for learning post-compulsory (grades
11-12) chemistry. The advanced chemistry programme in Israel is taught in two
levels: a basic level composed of three units – for chemistry majors, and an
advanced five units – for honour students, who opt to choose science-related and
engineering careers. Each level introduces different modules.
Until the 1980s, the traditional topics that were included in the basic (three
units) old syllabus for the Israeli chemistry curriculum encompassed atomic
structure, the periodic table of the elements, chemical bonds, metals, ionic and
molecular compounds and their properties, stoichiometry, energy and chemical
equilibrium, acids and bases, redox reactions, hydrocarbon compounds, and
functional groups. The two advanced units included obligatory topics, such as
thermodynamics and electrochemical cells, as well as one industry-related topic.
Other optional topics were chosen by the teachers from a list, such as: polymers,
carbohydrates, electrochemistry, and interaction between radiation and matter.
Between the 1980s and the beginning of the 21st century, all the parts of the
matriculation examination were given as paper and pencil test without any
laboratory component. As a result of this assessment the laboratory was replaced
by teachers’ demonstrations. The lack of laboratory activities affected students’
motivation and enjoyment of the subject and reduced the number of students who
chose to study chemistry (Barnea, Dori, & Hofstein, 2010).
At the beginning of the 21st century, the syllabi of both the basic and the
advanced courses were modified to stress more learning in context, real-world
problems, and to foster scientific thinking skills, and less weight was put on
content and quantitative chemistry. For example, a part of organic chemistry is
taught in the new curriculum via a basic level (three) unit titled Taste of chemistry
(Avargil, Herscovitz, & Dori, 2012; Herscovitz, Kaberman, & Dori, 2007). It is an
interdisciplinary unit, which integrates basic chemical concepts and processes
(such as lipids, carbohydrates and proteins, and their structure and function in our
body) with nutritional, health and social aspects. Another example for the
basic level (three units) is Chemistry inside us (Katchevitch, Ernst, Barad, &
Rapaport, 2006), which introduces the traditional topics of reduction-oxidation
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reactions and acids-bases in the context of specific physiological issues: What
metal can be used to set a broken bone? How do antioxidants protect us? Other
advanced (five) units include Chemistry and the environment (Mandler, Yayon, &
Aharoni, 2011) which investigates two phenomena – water quality and global
warming – while introducing analytic and spectroscopic chemistry, and From
nano-scale chemistry to microelectronics, an advanced unit which introduces the
uses of quantum mechanics in the micro-electronics industry (Dangur, Peskin, &
Dori, 2009).
In these examples, for both the middle-school curriculum which is aimed for all
students and the post-compulsory which is oriented toward advanced and
chemistry majors, the relevance of what is being taught is a central curriculum
organiser. It drives the learning of the chemical concepts and processes. Unlike
traditional chemistry curricula in which the relevance of chemical knowledge for
any application was left to the end of every chapter (if mentioned at all), not all
teachers discussed it with their students, and it was not considered as an integral
part of the formal syllabus and was not part of what was assessed in formal
assessment.
Some issues regarding the relevance of school science to real life has to do with
the question: Who should decide on the content and the appropriate context?
Should the aspects relevant for any application be part of a formal syllabus or
curriculum? What degree of freedoms should be left both for the teacher and the
students to delve into aspects considered relevant to a specific classroom in a
specific location? Another issue raised by Treagust (2002) was that having a
locally relevant curriculum would lead to very different curricula in different parts
of the world, and would make it difficult to compare achievements, or to transfer
curricula from countries with ample resources to those without sufficient resources.
The role of assessment for learning and curriculum innovation
Data from the last three decades of research has shown that the majority of students
come to science classes with pre-knowledge or beliefs about the phenomenon and
concepts to be taught, and many develop only a limited understanding of science
concepts following instruction (Duit & Treagust, 2003; see Chapter 4). Longstanding concerns about the nature and effectiveness of assessment practices in
science have generally focused on the need to change the goals and outcomes of
testing procedures. Osborne and Dillon (2008) noted that if science courses were to
engage students in higher-order thinking, then students need to construct
arguments, ask questions, make comparisons, establish causal relationships,
identify hidden assumptions, evaluate and interpret data, formulate hypotheses and
identify and control variables. For these researchers, the implementation of this
cognitive curriculum implied a pressing research need to improve “the range and
quality of assessment items used both to diagnose and assess student understanding of processes, practices and content of science” (p. 24).
Based on research with teachers, Barksdale-Ladd and Thomas (2000) identified
five best practices in assessment: (a) providing feedback to help students improve
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their learning (formative assessment), (b) conceptualising assessment as part of a
student’s work, which can go into a working portfolio, (c) providing flexibility so
that assessment does not dominate the curriculum, (d) ensuring that assessment
informs instruction to help teachers improve their teaching, thereby ensuring
student learning, and (e) using more than one measuring stick to assess students’
learning.
It is obvious that assessment that focuses on chemical content is not enough.
This approach is demonstrated by the Program for International Student
Assessment (PISA) coordinated by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD). It focuses on 15-year-olds’ capabilities in reading
literacy, mathematics literacy, and scientific literacy. PISA also includes measures
of general or cross-curricular competencies such as problem solving. PISA
emphasises functional skills that students have acquired as they are near the end of
compulsory schooling (unlike PISA, The Trends In Mathematics and Science
Studies (TIMSS) measure more traditional classroom content knowledge). At the
highest level of science capabilities, students can consistently identify, explain and
apply scientific knowledge and knowledge about science in a variety of complex
life situations. They can link different information sources and explanations and
use evidence from those sources to justify decisions. They clearly and consistently
demonstrate advanced scientific thinking and reasoning, and they demonstrate
willingness to use their scientific understanding in support of solutions to
unfamiliar scientific and technological situations. Students at this level can use
scientific knowledge and develop arguments in support of recommendations and
decisions that centre on personal, social or global situations (OECD, 2007b).
Interestingly, on the 2006 PISA test only 1.3% of the students fully achieved this
level. In one example of a PISA sample item the students are required to analyse
the nutrition and energy values of chocolate and reason if fats are the only energy
source in chocolate or not, and make a decision regarding vitamin C sources
(OECD, 2007a). (See full text in Figure 1.)
The PISA content dimension includes life systems, physical systems, earth and
space systems, and technology systems. Knowledge in chemistry is not assessed
separately. However, it is possible to use a similar framework to assess students’
chemical literacy by giving students a short adapted scientific article along with a
few assignments (Dori & Sasson, 2008; Kaberman & Dori, 2009). A sophisticated
view of reading assumes that students construct meaning from texts by exploration,
inferring, and criticising what they read.
In chemical education, this means that students should provide reasons and
evidence for their conclusions, and integrate them into their own cognitive worlds
(Norris & Phillips, 2012). Doing this involves a sophisticated type of reading
requiring metacognitive thinking, such as monitoring, controlling, and assessing
(knowledge of regulation) while reading. In order to understand a text, students
must ask themselves questions that monitor their understanding, such as how well
they understand it or instruct themselves to do something if they did not understand
the text (Zohar & Dori, 2012). It is therefore vital that chemistry teachers and
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chemiccal educators understand aand learn the hhurdles that hhamper successsful and
more ssophisticated ttypes of readinng and act accordingly.
Read thhe following suummary of an aarticle in the nnewspaper the D
Daily Mail on M
March 30,
1998 annd answer the questions
q
whichh follow.
A newsspaper article reecounted the stoory of a 22-yeaar-old student, nnamed Jessica, w
who has a
“chocoolate diet.” She claims
c
to remaiin healthy, and aat a steady weigght of 50kg, whhilst eating
90 barss of chocolate a week and cuttting out all othher food, apart from one “proper meal”
every ffive days. A nuttrition expert coommented: “I am
m surprised som
meone can live w
with a diet
like thiis. Fats give herr energy to livee but she is not getting a balannced diet. Theree are some
minerals and nutrientts in chocolate, but she is noot getting enouugh vitamins. She
S could
encounnter serious heaalth problems in later life.” In a book witth nutritional vvalues the
followiing data about cchocolate are m
mentioned. Assuume that all theese data are appplicable to
the typpe of chocolate Jessica is eatinng all the time. Assume also thhat the bars of chocolate
she eats have a weightt of 100 grams eeach.
Accordding to the tablee 100 g of choccolate contain 32
3 g of fat andd give 2142 kJ oof energy.
The nuutritionist said: ““Fats give her tthe energy to livve.” If someonee eats 100 g of chocolate,
does alll the energy (22142 kJ) come from the 32 g of fat? Explainn your answer using
u
data
from thhe table.

The nuutrition experts said that Jessicca “… is not getting nearly ennough vitaminss.” One of
those vvitamins missinng in chocolate is vitamin C. Perhaps she coould compensaate for her
shortagge of vitamin C by including a food that conntains a high peercentage of vitaamin C in
her “prroper meal everyy five days.”
Here iss a list of types of
o food.
1 Fish
3R
Rice
4 Vegetabless
2 Fruit
Which two types of foood from this lisst would you reecommend to Jeessica in order tto give her
a chancce to compensatte for her vitam
min C shortage?
1 and 2
1 and 3
1 aand 4
Figure 1. Saample item from
m the PISA studyy

Pedaggogical recomm
mendations for attainment oof chemical liteeracy
– Proovide a wide raange of chemiical ideas. Maany introductory high-schoool courses
focuus on structuure of matterr almost excclusively. Thiis results in students
possessing a relatively narroow view of chemistry. W
We therefore suggest
intrroducing a varriety of ideas and concepts.. For examplee, introducing the topic
of eenergy changees and their im
mplications inn chemical reaactions shouldd be done
withhout the calcuulation of enthhalpy changess, which shouuld be left to advanced
a
leveels. Also, the concept energgy of activatioon should be introduced inn order to
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enrich students’ understanding of chemical reactions, and to allow them to
explain facts such as why fossil fuels do not react with oxygen at room
temperature, and why we need to strike the head of a match against a rough
surface in order to light it. Another suggestion is that introductory courses
should provide the students with a wide scientific vocabulary that would be
relevant to their functioning as adults. For example, it is suggested that students
should have an idea of what an acid, a protein, and polymers are. The concepts
introduced have to meet the following criteria (at least one of them): it is
common and useful in everybody’s daily life, and it has value in explaining
phenomena.
Decrease the domination of chemical language. This recommendation is made
in order to minimise the preparatory character of a basic chemistry course, and
to decrease the difficulties that many non-science-oriented students have
regarding the use of chemical symbols. It is also suggested that students should
be provided with symbols and representations, when necessary, and will be
asked to use them effectively. This should prevent an overload of the short-term
memory system, and allow students to practice other higher-order thinking
skills. Verbal explanation should be considered to be more important than
exercising symbols.
Promote understanding the nature of science. This aspect is important because it
contributes to general scientific literacy, to rational thinking and inquiry skills of
the students. In many countries this aspect is absent in the formal syllabus, and it
is the teachers choice to introduce it, model it, and discuss it. Aspects of the
nature of science should be introduced through the whole sequence of learning,
and not as a single or sporadic occasion. Reading articles, which demonstrate
the scientific inquiry process and the laboratory work, are possible strategies for
addressing this aspect.
Increase the perception of relevance of chemistry studies. This is in-line with
the ‘student-centred’ approach. The functioning of the students in future
situations, and the ability to utilise knowledge are considered as essential
characteristics of a literate person. Therefore, the focus should be on making
clear the relevance and importance of chemical knowledge to daily life, and on
developing learning skills rather than the current emphasis on knowing chemical
facts. Contextual knowledge also has a role in increasing curiosity and
motivation.
Explicate knowledge organisation. An important aspect of conceptual chemical
literacy is the development of some understanding of the major conceptual
schemes of the discipline. Integrating and organising knowledge are required
rather than perceiving chemical concepts as different and isolated pieces of
knowledge. The ideas presented to the students should provide them with a wide
and coherent view of what chemistry is all about. A major strategy that enables
the development of conceptual schemes is to use all sorts of graphic organisers.
Students should be given the opportunity and guidance to build diagrams,
concept maps, flowcharts, and other knowledge organisers (see Chapter 7).
Also, introducing all main dimensions of chemistry knowledge together,
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namely, structure, energy, and dynamics is recommended. It is suggested that
these strategies would enable students to develop a more realistic conceptual
scheme of chemistry.
– Focus on the development of higher-order thinking skills. Many chemistry
teachers tend to focus mainly on content knowledge and pay only limited
attention to skills development. The development of general educational skills
should be considered as a first priority goal for the chemistry education at the
secondary level. The skills should address the needs of the general public, rather
than the needs of those who continue with their science studies. High-school
graduates are expected to be able to look for knowledge when needed, and to
critically read scientific information, presented in different aspects of mass
media publications.
– Recognise two platforms of instruction. Many teachers find themselves in the
situation of teaching chemistry to a heterogeneous population. Some of the
students do not intend to choose science (or chemistry) as a major, and take the
course as part of a general education toward scientific literacy. Others do
consider studying chemistry at the tertiary level, and expect to get an
appropriate preparation. The chemistry course should address the needs of these
two populations. We believe that students who are interested in a scientific
career need to be as chemically literate as anyone else, at the very least.
Therefore, addressing the variety of aspects of chemical literacy is needed also
among students who constitute this group. However, it is important to maintain
the interest and motivation among the ones who intend to study science in the
future. It is suggested that two platforms of instruction should be constructed:
The basic platform would introduce the main ideas in chemistry in a relevant
context, and in a very general way, aiming at ‘chemical literacy’ of the general
public. Apart from this platform, additional short units should provide a deeper
and more detailed insight into the same chemical content. These units would
allow the interested students to delve into specific and detailed scientific
knowledge, without frustrating the other students around them. These units
would be optional. For example, when teaching about the atom, the whole class
can be involved in studying about the main discoveries that led to the current
model of the atom, about protons, neutrons and electrons, and about how our
understanding of the atom led to discoveries such as the ability to produce
nuclear energy. At this point, only for those students who are interested in doing
so, the teaching would include information that will deepen students’
understanding of nuclear reactions, or of orbitals and ionizations energies,
electronic affinity, etc.
– Use embedded assessment and a variety of assessment methods. The assessment
of the students should include both formative and summative evaluation and be
continuous throughout the whole period of study. Teachers may assess their
students traditionally via multiple choice and open-ended questions, but in
addition the assessment should include, for example:
– Portfolio of laboratory reports,
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Case-based asssignments thaat include a nnarrative from
m everyday phhenomena
– C
aand processes,,
– O
Oral presentaations by inddividuals or pair of stuudents, and students’
rreflections.
THE
E PRACTICE O
OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

In the practical exaamples we wiill first discusss setting up oof goals for cchemistry
teachinng and introdduce differentt proposals for
f structuringg. After this, we will
introduuce different examples foor assessmentts starting frrom assessingg factual
undersstanding and m
moving towardds chemical litteracy assessm
ment.
Settingg up objectivess for chemistryy teaching
Understanding the various
v
justifiications for teeaching chemiistry is a firstt step for
settingg up learning oobjectives or goals.
g
Howeveer, setting learnning goals is a delicate
task thhat needs to takke into accounnt multiple asppects:
The sttudents. Teachhers need to consider manny factors reggarding their students
beforee setting learniing goals: age,, students’ goaals for taking the chemistry course –
is it foor general eduucation or did they choose chemistry
c
as a major – or, students’
prior knowledge
k
in science
s
in genneral and in chhemistry in parrticular. Havinng a clear
idea abbout the studeents’ expectations, motivatioon and capacitties will allow
w teachers
to set more
m
realistic goals (see Chhapter 3).
Contennt knowledge.. The contentt knowledge may be speciified by a naational or
regionnal syllabus, a specific textbbook or by the teachers them
mselves. Teachhers need
to ask themselves thhe following quuestions regarrding the conteent knowledgee:
– Whhat is the purpose for teachiing this knowlledge? Why is this idea/infformation
impportant for my students?
– Whhat is the depthh and breadthh of scientific detail in whicch this contennt will be
pressented? For exxample, we caan teach the aatomic structurre of matter inn various
leveels of depth: (a) All substaances are madde of small paarticles that aare called
atom
ms. This levell allows preseenting the conncepts of moleecules, states oof matter
andd phase changees at the moleecular level. Inn more detail, we can teachh the idea
thatt: (b) Atoms aare made of a positive
p
nucleeus and negativve electrons thhat are in
connstant motion around
a
the nuucleus. This lattter idea will aallow us to prresent the
conncepts of chharged particcles (ions), ionic lattice,, reduction-ooxidation,
elecctrolysis, and precipitation reactions. Wee can even teaach in more detail:
d
(c)
All atoms are m
made of a nuucleus which is composedd of positive particles
(prootons) and nneutral particcles (neutronns). Negativeely charges particles
(eleectrons) are arround the nuclleus, and havee defined levells of energy. T
The latter
detaail allows us tto present conncepts such as atomic mass, isotopes, orbitals, and
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probability of finding an electron, electron configuration, radioactivity, and
nuclear reactions. By specifying the learning goals it would be easier to
determine the level of scientific detail required in the syllabus for the class.
– Do I want to present all four levels of chemistry understanding regarding to a
specific content idea (macro, submicro, symbolic, and process level; see Chapter
4 and below)?
Thinking skills and scientific practices. This aspect combines both students’ skills
and the content. A leading question here is: What does one want his/her students to
be able to do with the content one teaches? The answer here should refer both to
thinking skills that one wants the students to develop (such as question posing,
analysing, criticising), and what scientific practices one intends them to experience
and develop (such as using or creating models, engaging in various aspects of
inquiry, etc).
Higher order thinking skills
Creating
Evaluating
Analysing
Applying
Understanding
Remembering

↑

Lower order thinking skills
Figure 2. Bloom’s revised taxonomy

For setting goals regarding thinking skills we find that using a common
taxonomy, such as the Bloom revised taxonomy (Bloom, 1956; Pohl, 2000) may be
useful (Figure 2). Students can use the concepts, ideas and information presented in
the chemistry course in various levels of thinking: they can simply memorise and
remember, understand the meaning, apply to a different context (referred to as
‘transfer’), analyse a complex phenomenon, or investigate the relationships
between concepts, evaluate the validity of an argument, the quality of experimental
data, and the limitations of a specific model, etc. At the highest level, students
create their own pattern, structures and generalisations.
In Table 1, we demonstrate how using this taxonomy is helpful in formulating
various learning objectives in chemistry. The learning objectives are taken from a
chemistry unit that is aimed at teaching the particulate structure of matter through
engaging students in creating models to explain the phenomenon of smell. The unit
name is: How do I smell things from a distance (Dalpe, Heitzman, Krajcik, Merritt,
Rogat, & Shwartz, 2006).
In addition to Bloom’s taxonomy, in the last two decades, higher-order thinking
skills have been described as complex skills with no simple algorithm for
constructing a solution path (Resnick, 1987). These skills may include posing
questions, inquiry, critical thinking, modelling, graphing, and transfer. Solving
assignments that require higher order thinking skills are also referred to in the
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literature as ill-structured problems that call for a variety of thinking patterns that
are not well defined and have no definite single correct response (Fortus,
Dershimer, Krajcik, Marx, & Mamlok-Naaman, 2004).
Another useful approach for setting learning goals is using the definition of
chemical literacy presented in this chapter to formulate learning objectives in each
of the domains. We will illustrate this approach by analysing a chapter from the
programme: Salters Advanced Chemistry (Burton, Holman, Lazonby, Piling, &
Waddington, 2000; see Chapter 1). This programme is a context-based chemistry
course aimed at advanced level students in the UK. The chapter in Salters textbook
that will be analysed here is called Engineering Proteins and deals with the
structure and function of proteins (Table 2).
Assessing levels of understanding chemistry and interdisciplinarity
Based on the early suggestion of Johnstone (1991), chemistry educators and
researchers, discuss the properties of substances and how they react on three levels
of understanding (Gabel, 1998; Gilbert & Treagust, 2008; Johnstone, 2000;
Treagust & Chittleborough, 2001):
– Macroscopic nature of matter: The sensory/visible phenomena which can be
seen with the naked eye,
– Particulate or submicroscopic nature of matter: The submicroscopic level,
dealing with atoms, molecules, and ions and their spatial structure, and
– The symbolic representations of matter: Chemical formulae, graphs and
equations.
Dori and Hameiri (2003), Barak and Dori (2005), and Dori and Sasson (2008)
suggested a fourth level – the process level, in which substances can be formed or
decomposed, or react with other substances (see also Chapters 4 and 8).
In a study by Dori and Kaberman (2012), the researchers investigated whether
students understood the process level by giving the students a case study about
rotten apples and the patulin substance which may cause cancer. This case study
involves food and health issues in addition to the chemical domain. First the
students received the following narrative:
Are there brown, rotten, soft areas in your apple? If so, don’t eat it. The
rotting in your apple is caused by a fungus that produces the carcinogenic
toxin patulin in its tissues. This happens mainly in apples and pears after
harvest, during storage. The patulin is an organic substance, whose molecular
formula is C7H6O4 and which appears in room temperature as white crystals.
Then, the students were asked to pose their own questions. Secondly, they were
asked to respond to the following assignment:
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Table 1. Examples and key words to operate Bloom’s taxonomy for learning objectives
Thinking skill

Example

Key words

Remembering: Recall previously learned information.

Students identify materials in
three states of matter, using
scientific terminology (solid,
liquid, gas) and describe
typical changes of states that
occur when substances are
heated or cooled.

defines, describes, identifies,
knows, labels, lists, matches,
names, outlines, recalls,
recognises, reproduces,
selects, states

Understanding: Comprehending the meaning,
translation, interpolation,
and interpretation of
instructions and problems.
State a problem in one’s
own words.

Students characterize things
as matter (or not matter)
based on whether they have
mass and volume. They
provide examples of
materials changing states.

comprehends, converts,
defends, distinguishes,
estimates, explains, extends,
generalises, gives an example,
infers, interprets, paraphrases,
predicts, rewrites, summarises,
translates

Applying: Use a concept
in a new situation or
unprompted use of an
abstraction. Applies what
was learned in the
classroom into novel
situations in the work
place.

Students apply their models
of matter to explain why
indicator paper changes
colour when put above a
liquid (but not touching it),
and how smell travels.

applies, changes, computes,
constructs, demonstrates,
discovers, manipulates,
modifies, operates, predicts,
prepares, produces, relates,
shows, solves, uses

Analysing: Separates
material or concepts into
component parts so that its
organizational structure
may be understood.
Distinguishes between
facts and inferences.

Students analyse the
structures of different
compounds to explain that
different smells are caused
by different arrangements of
atoms in a molecule. They
analyse the relationship
between temperature and
volume of gases.

analyses, breaks down,
compares, contrasts, diagrams,
deconstructs, differentiates,
discriminates, distinguishes,
identifies, illustrates, infers,
outlines, relates, selects,
separates

Evaluating: Make
judgments about the value
of ideas or materials.

Students evaluate the value
of a scientific model and its
limitations. They compare
two graphs representing the
same experiment conducted
at two different temperatures.

assesses, appraises, compares,
concludes, contrasts, criticises,
critiques, defends, describes,
discriminates, evaluates,
explains, interprets, justifies,
relates, summarises, supports

Creating: Builds a
structure or pattern from
diverse elements. Put parts
together to form a whole,
with emphasis on creating
a new meaning or
structure.

Students construct models to
explain and account for all of
the following phenomena:
subtraction, addition,
compression and expansion
of gas in a closed container.

categorises, combines,
compiles, composes, creates,
devises, designs, explains,
generates, modifies, organises,
plans, rearranges, reconstructs,
relates, reorganises, revises,
rewrites, summarises, tells,
writes
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Table 2. Setting up objectives for chemistry teaching – the chemical literacy approach
Content in the chapter
A story about an 11 years old boy
who has diabetes and needs to
inject insulin

Domain in the
chemical literacy
definition
Chemistry in
context
Affective
aspects

Various types and functions of
protein in the human body

Chemical ideas

Graphs of insulin concentration in
blood by time after eating a meal in
a healthy and a diabetic person
(with and without injecting insulin)
including an explanation about the
rate of forming monomers from
hexamers
Protein building: Amino acids,
condensation of amino acids,
peptide link, primary structure, D,L
optical isomers, primary structure
of human insulin
How cells make protein: DNA,
RNA, m-RNA, tRNA, Ribosome,
the codons, gene, genome

Chemical ideas

Genetic engineering

Chemistry in
context
Chemical ideas

Proteins in 3D – chemical
interactions that dominate chain
folding, primary, secondary,
tertiary and quaternary structures of
proteins in general and insulin in
particular

Enzymes

Higher-order
thinking skills

Demonstrate the importance of
chemical knowledge in finding
treatments for medical problems.
To demonstrate the applicative nature
of chemical knowledge
Create motivation and interest for
further learning
Chemistry explains protein’s functions in
living systems in terms of chemical
structures and the chemical processes
Chemistry investigates the dynamics of
processes and reactions
Graphing skills which consists of
analysing and comparing graphs of
kinetics

Chemical ideas

Chemistry explains macroscopic
phenomena and structure of matter in
terms of the microscopic/ submicroscopic, symbolic, and process levels.

Chemical ideas

Chemistry explains macroscopic
phenomena and structure of matter in
terms of the microscopic/submicroscopic, symbolic, and process levels
It explains proteins synthesis in living
cells in terms of chemical structures and
processes
To demonstrate the applicative nature
of chemical knowledge
Chemistry explains macroscopic
phenomena and structure of matter in
terms of the microscopic, symbolic, and
process levels
Chemistry explains proteins function in
living systems in terms of chemical
structures
Using multiple models and symbols:
Chemists use various models, each of
them illustrating a different aspect of the
discussed phenomenon
Chemists use a specific language

Higher-order
thinking skills
Chemical ideas

Chemistry in
context
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Learning goal – idea to be learned

Chemistry tries to explain
macroscopic phenomena and structure
of matter in terms of the
submicroscopic, symbolic, and
process levels.
Chemistry investigates the dynamics of
processes and reactions
Demonstrate the applicative aspect of
chemical knowledge
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NaI is a white solid substance, whose molar mass is 150 g/mol with melting
temperature of 662oC, while the molar mass of patulin is 154 g/mol, with
melting temperature of 110oC. Describe the melting processes of NaI and
patulin. Explain the difference between these two processes.
In the process of a posing questions assignment, the students are required to
compose complex questions that include at least two scientific domains, more than
one chemistry understanding level and present a higher-order thinking skill. In the
assignment that dealt with NaI and patulin, the students are required to integrate
their understanding of structural formula and ionic formula (the symbolic level)
and transfer it to the melting processes (the process level). They have to express it
via textual and symbolic explanations of the processes of both substances. In order
to explain the process level, students also need to express their understanding in the
submicroscopic level (bonding, etc.).
Students can be advised to use a metacognitive tool that includes criteria to
monitor their responses (Herscovitz, Kaberman, Saar, & Dori, 2012). An example
of the instructions included in the metacognitive tool is as follows: Reflecting on
your thinking, when you responded to the questions did you include (a) at least two
chemistry understanding levels, and (b) at least two scientific domains?
Difficulties in learning chemistry are mainly attributed to its abstract,
unobservable submicroscopic nature and to the need for swift transfer across the
various levels of chemistry understanding (Johnstone, 2000; Gabel, Briner, &
Haines, 1992; Coll & Treagust, 2003). Several researchers (Gabel & Sherwood,
1980; Garnett, Tobin, & Swingler, 1985; Harrison & Treagust, 2000) suggested the
use of concrete models to help students visualise the particulate nature of matter.
With the improvement of computer graphics, CMM (Computerised Molecular
Modelling) has become a sustainable tool for engaging students in constructing
models and in practicing inquiry activities which may promote students’ ability of
mentally traversing among the four levels of chemistry understanding (Chiu & Wu,
2009; Barnea & Dori, 2000) (see Chapter 8).
Use alternative assessments in chemistry lessons
There is a range of ways for assessing students’ learning outcomes of the formal
chemistry curricula though most teachers rely on standard tests and quizzes.
Chemistry teachers’ pedagogy can be made more effective by using diagnostic
formative assessment methods (Bell & Cowie, 2001). Indeed, current assessment
procedures can distort and narrow instruction, thereby misrepresenting the nature
of the subject, and maintaining inequities in access to education and are claimed to
not provide valid measures of what students know and to provide no opportunity
for students and teachers to be involved in discussions about the work being
assessed. Alternative assessment methods include portfolios (Naylor, Keogh, &
Goldworthy, 2004), case studies or adapted scientific articles followed by thinking
skills assignments (Dori & Kaberman, 2012; Kaberman & Dori, 2009), diagnostic
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tests, and the Predict-Observe-Explain (POE) instructional strategy. The latter two
approaches are described below.
Diagnostic tests. One approach to alternative assessment is using two-tier multiplechoice test items specifically for the purpose of identifying students’ alternative
conceptions in limited and clearly defined content areas (Treagust, 1988). These
paper and pencil tests are convenient to administer and not time consuming to
mark. The first tier of each multiple-choice item consists of a content question
having usually two to four choices. The second tier of each item contains a set of
usually four possible reasons for the answer given to the first part. The reasons
consist of the designated correct answer, together with identified students’
conceptions and/or misconceptions. Students’ answers to each item are considered
to be correct when both the correct choice and correct reason are given. Supporters
of alternative approaches to assessment recommend assessment items that “require
an explanation or defence of the answer, given the methods used” (Wiggins &
McTighe, 1998, p. 14) – precisely the information required in the second tier of
two-tier test items.
Tan and Treagust (1999) were interested in 14-16 year olds studying chemical
bonding with the first tier response made relatively easy with a true-false choice
while the second tier still probed deeply an understanding behind the first tier
response. An example is shown in Figure 3.
Sodium chloride, NaCl, exists as a molecule.
I

True

II

False.

Reason:
A
B
C
D

The sodium atom shares a pair of electrons with the chlorine atom to form a simple
molecule.
After donating its valence electron to the chlorine atom, the sodium ion forms a
molecule with the chloride ion.
Sodium chloride exists as a lattice consisting of sodium ions and chloride ions.
Sodium chloride exists as a lattice consisting of covalently bonded sodium and
chlorine atoms.
Figure 3. Example of a two-tier true-false test item

Following a specially designed teaching programme using multiple
representations in chemistry, Chandrasegaran, Treagust and Mocerino (2011)
administered the Representational Systems and Chemical Reactions Diagnostic
Instrument two-tier test items to identify grade 9 students’ representational
competence in explaining chemical reactions using chemical symbols, formulae
and equations (symbolic level) as well as atoms, molecules and ions
(submicroscopic level) based on the changes observed during chemical reactions
(macroscopic level) (see Chapter 4).
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As an example, in Figure 4 when iron powder reacts with dilute hydrochloric
acid, a green solution of aqueous iron(II) chloride is produced (explanation
at the macroscopic level). The colour change of the solution from colourless
to green may be attributed to the presence of Fe2+ ions in solution (explanation
at the submicroscopic level). Some students (15%), however, suggested that
atoms of iron and chlorine had turned green as a result of the chemical
reaction, indicating possible confusion between the colour change at the
macroscopic level with changes to the elements iron and chlorine at the
submicroscopic level.
Dilute hydrochloric acid is added to some grey iron powder. Vigorous effervescence
occurs as hydrogen gas is produced. The iron powder disappears producing a light green
solution.
Why did the solution change to a light green colour?
A Iron is coloured light green in solution.
B Iron(II) chloride was produced in aqueous solution.
C The iron combined with chlorine to form iron(II) chloride.
The reason for my answer is:
1 Fe2+ ions in aqueous solutions of their salts produce light green solutions.
2 When both iron and chlorine atoms combine they become green in colour.
3 Atoms of the iron powder dissolve in hydrochloric acid and become green in colour.
Figure 4. Example of a two-tier multiple choice item

Predict-Observe-Explain (POE) instructional strategy. Following a teacher
in-service programme on the use of the Predict-Observe-Explain (POE)
instructional strategy to enhance grade 11 South African students’ understanding
of redox reaction concepts, its efficacy was evaluated by Mthembu (2006).
Eight hands-on POE activities involving redox reactions were conducted
over a four-week period by teachers who had participated in the programme.
Instruction was evaluated using multiple methods, including laboratory
observations, interviews with students, questionnaires to assess students’ attitudes
concerning the use of POEs, and a 25-item pre- and a post-test on redox reactions.
An example of the instructions for carrying out one of these POE activities is
provided in Figure 5 while the expected changes that occur are illustrated in a
diagram and in text.
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Immersing a zinc strip in aqueous copper (II) sulfate
Instructions to students:
1. You will investigate the redox reaction that occurs when a zinc strip is dipped in beaker
containing some aqueous copper (II) sulfate.
2. Collect the materials and solution required for this activity.
3. Predict whether a chemical reaction will take place. Write a brief explanation or reason
for your prediction.
4. Share your prediction with members of your group and come to an agreement of what
you would expect to happen.
5. Perform the experiment. What changes can you observe? Record all changes that occur.
Were your observations similar to your earlier predictions?
6. Write down your explanations for all changes that you observed in terms of the redox
reaction that had occurred. Compare your observations with your prediction. Are these
in agreement? If not, discuss with members of your group to reconcile any differences.

Zinc displaces copper from aqueous solution as zinc is more reactive than copper. The blue
copper(II) sulfate solution fades and becomes colourless due to the formation of aqueous
zinc sulfate, and a reddish-brown deposit of copper is produced. Zinc reduces Cu2+ ions to
copper and is itself oxidised to Zn2+ ions.
Zn(s) + Cu2+(aq) → Zn2+(aq) + Cu(s)
Figure 5. Example for the Predict-Observe-Explain (POE) strategy

Assessing chemical literacy by understanding and extracting meanings from
adapted scientific articles
One way to assess students’ chemical literacy is to confront them with authentic
media. Based on Wandersee’s Ways students read texts questionnaire (1988), and
Herscovitz, Kaberman, Saar, and Dori’s (2012) adapted questionnaire one can
assess whether a student is able to cope with chemistry related information in life.
A task to be given might be:
Read the following article and then answer the questions, assuming you are to
be tested for understanding the article:
1) What method do you usually use for reading and understanding the article?
Explain your favourite method.
3) While reading a new article, do you ask yourself questions? If so, give an
example for one such question.
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4) (a) Are you interested in having guiding instructions for meaningful reading
of scientific articles? Please explain why [in case guiding instructions were not
given], and (b) did the guiding instructions for meaningful reading of scientific
articles you used assisted you to better understand the articles? Explain how [in
case guiding instructions were given].
When conducting content analysis of students’ responses to the first question, one
can identify three strategies for reading and understanding adapted articles:
– Skimming: A low strategy, in which students search answers to questions by
repeated rereading and/or reading aloud,
– Looking for meaning: An intermediate strategy, in which students looking at the
title, using tools such as outlines, diagrams, highlighting a basic term or a key
word, and
– Contextual understanding: A high strategy, in which students connect the new
knowledge to prior knowledge (Herscovitz et al., 2012).
In making the lip gloss and lipstick, oil and waxes are mixed together. The colouring
substance and flavouring are then added.
The lipstick made from this recipe is hard and not easy to use. How would you change
the proportion of ingredients to make a softer lipstick?
Oils and waxes are substances that will mix well together. Oils cannot be mixed with water,
and waxes are not soluble in water.
Which one of the following is most likely to happen if a lot of water is splashed into
the lipstick mixture while it is being heated?
A. A creamier and softer mixture is produced.
B. The mixture becomes firmer.
C. The mixture is hardly changed at all.
D. Fatty lumps of the mixture float on the water.
When substances called emulsifiers are added, they allow oils and waxes to mix well with
water.
Why does soap and water remove lipstick?
A. Water contains an emulsifier that allows the soap and lipstick to mix.
B. The soap acts as an emulsifier and allows the water and lipstick to mix.
C. Emulsifiers in the lipstick allow the soap and water to mix.
D. The soap and lipstick combine to form an emulsifier that mixes with the water.
Why does soap and water remove lipstick?
A. Water contains an emulsifier that allows the soap and lipstick to mix.
B. The soap acts as an emulsifier and allows the water and lipstick to mix.
C. Emulsifiers in the lipstick allow the soap and water to mix.
D. The soap and lipstick combine to form an emulsifier that mixes with the water.
Figure 6. Example of an embedded assessment
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Embeddded assessmeent
The P
Programme forr Internationaal Student Asssessment (PISA) by the OE
ECD (see
above)) tries to connnect both – aassessing concceptual undersstanding and scientific
literacyy. PISA asseessments are always based on a shortt text giving specific
inform
mation for the task. Startingg from the textt different tassks are given aassessing
the diffferent domainns of knowledgge and skills too be assessed..
Onee example is introducing tthe tasks by a conversatioon with a farrmer that
discusses three uses of corn as a ssource of enerrgy: as food, aas a burning m
material to
providde heat and light and as poossible fuel. IIn the items ffollowing the text, the
studennts are requireed to understaand the similaarities and diff
fferences regarrding the
chemiccal nature of each use, andd relate the use of corn as ffuels to possibble effect
both on plants photoosynthesis ratee and of the grreenhouse effeect.
In tthe example inn Figure 6, thee ingredients oof lipstick and lip-gloss are pprovided.
The unnderlying chem
mical ideas arre that a changge in the chem
mical composittion leads
to a cchange in properties, and tthat understannding the struucture and boonding of
matterr allows us too use specificc materials too specific uses (such as thhe use of
emulsiifiers to mix ooils and water)). Understandiing structure, bbonding of waater, oils,
waxes and emulsiffiers are alsoo required. These ideas can be studied in the
chemisstry class in vvarious levels – from a verry general inttroduction to ddeep and
meaninngful understaanding.
SUMMAR
RY: KEY SEN
NTENCES

– Thee chemistry cuurriculum at tthe high-schoool level shouuld address thee current
goaal of attainmennt of scientific literacy for alll students.
– Cheemical literatee students should have the ability to ssee the relevaance and
usabbility of chem
mistry in many related contexxts.
– Cheemistry undeerstanding leevels should include thee macroscoppic, submiccroscopic, sym
mbolic, and proocess levels.
– It iss important to maintain the interest and m
motivation of all students who
w study
chemistry. Howeever, we shoulld not forget thhe ones who iintend to studyy science
in thhe future.
– A chemically
c
litterate studentt, who learneed to developp his/her highher-order
thinnking skills, should
s
be abble to read ann adapted sciientific paperr, raise a
com
mplex questionn, and look forr information tto make judiciious decisionss.
– Foccus should be on embedded assessment thhat will fit the innovative cuurriculum
andd the chemical literacy approoach.
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ASK YOURSEL
LF

1. Expplain and give an example: W
What is scienttific literacy?
2. List advantages and disadvanntages of teacching in context or socio-scientific
issuues-based settiings vs. structuure of the disccipline curricula.
3. Chooose five impoortant conceptts from this chhapter and draw
w a scheme orr diagram
how
w to use them in your classrooom.
4. Dessign three typpes of assignnments for hiigh school sttudents who major in
chemistry:
– A traditionall quiz – for exxample 10 muultiple choice questions or true
t
false
questions,
– A case studyy or adapted scientific task – for examplee a 500-word--narrative
based on a pprimary scienttific paper folllowed by a taask of posing complex
questions, annd
– A thinking sskill task – suuch as draw a graph based on the data given in a
table describbing the typess of moleculees detected inn air monitoreed for its
quality.
5. Refflect on your tthinking, whille composing a rubric for grading
g
your students’
respponses to the assignments you
y designed in Task 4. Make
M
sure to innclude in
youur rubric criteeria for (a) correct chem
mical knowleddge, (b) at least two
chemistry undersstanding levels, (c) at least two scienttific domains, and (d)
wer- vs. higher-order thinkinng responses.
low
HINTS FOR
R FURTHER RE
EADING

Shwarrtz, Y., Ben-Zvvi, R., & Hoffstein, A. (20006). Chemical literacy: Whaat does it
meaan to scientists and schooll teachers? Joournal of Cheemical Educaation, 83,
15557-1561. This paper extends the theoreticcal backgrounnd of scientificc literacy
andd set the stage for context-baased teaching iin chemistry.
Gilberrt, J. K., & Treeagust, D. F. (eeds.) (2009). M
Multiple repreesentations in chemical
eduucation. Dorddrecht: Springger. This boook provides many exampples and
disccusses issues oof chemistry teeaching that innvolves chemiical representaations.
Zohar,, A., & Dori, Y
Y. J. (eds.) (20012). Metacoggnition in scieence educationn: Trends
in current reseearch. Dordreecht: Springeer. Expandingg on the thheoretical
metacognition, the book preesents studies on how varioous forms
founndations of m
of m
metacognitivee instruction enhance undeerstanding annd thinking inn science
classsrooms in genneral and chem
mistry educatioon in particulaar.
Treaguust, D. F., & Chiu,
C
M.-H. (eeds.) (2011). Special
S
Issue: Diagnostic asssessment
in cchemistry. Chhemistry Educcation Researcch and Practice, 12, 119-1120. This
speccial issue has wealth of ideeas about incoorporating diaagnostic assesssment in
chemistry teachinng.
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worthy, A. (2004). Active assessment: T
Thinking,
Naylorr, S., Keogh, S., & Goldw
learrning and asseessment in sciience. Sandbacch: Millgate H
House. The boook offers
toolls and practicaal examples foor alternative aassessment in science educaation.
RESOURCES FROM THE IN
NTERNET

PISA: www.pisa.oeccd.org/. The P
Programme foor Internationnal Student Asssessment
aim
ms to evaluatte education systems worrldwide by testing the skkills and
knoowledge of 155-year-old studdents in particcipating counttries/economiees. Since
the year 2000 oveer 70 countriees and econom
mies have partiicipated in PIS
SA. Their
repoorts, test itemss and other puublications are available in thhis site.
Strateggies for sccience teachhing and aassessment: ssydney.edu.auu/science/
unisserve_science//school/suppoort/strategy.htm
ml. This is a large resoource of
straategies for scieence teaching and assessmennt.
NSTA
A: www.nsta.oorg. This webbsite containss informationn about resouurces for
teacching science education at aall levels. In addition
a
the w
website containns current
scieence news, avvailability of cconferences annd on-line woorkshops. Mem
mbership
of N
NSTA is needeed to view all items though some are avaiilable free.
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This chhapter discussses the conceppts of motivatioon and interesst, and providees insight
into thhe basic theorries underlyingg these conceppts. These theeories explain why it is
importtant for chem
mistry teacherss to deal withh these theoriies and what one can
expectt of students when
w
they are m
motivated to llearn and interrested in learnning. The
chapteer will also proovide insights into what ressearch revealeed to be motivaating and
interessting to the sttudents. In diff
fferent classess the motivatioonal precondiitions are
differeent and not eveery class or sttudent, respecctively, can be motivated in the same
way. IIn the practicee part of the chapter ideass are presenteed, which relaate to the
questioon of how m
motivating cheemistry teachiing can be pplanned and operated.
o
Finallyy, a method off how to assesss and reflect motivation in chemistry claasses will
be disccussed.

THEO
ORETICAL BAS
SIS

Motivaation, althouggh not indisppensable for limited and short-term leearning,
is absoolutely necesssary for sustaiined-type learnning involved in mastering a given
subjecct-matter discip
ipline
(Davidd P. Ausubel, Joseph D. Novvak, & Helen Hanesian, 19778, p. 397)
What ddo the terms ‘m
motivation’ annd ‘interest’ m
mean?
Other than a few im
mportant exceeptions (for exxample, breathhing, blinkingg or other
things which we doo instinctivelyy or by reflexx), how we thhink and take action is
mind. No mattter what we do, there is typically a m
motive or
governned by our m
rationaale for the actiion. This is truue even if the action
a
is to ‘doo nothing.’
Onee might ask thhe question, “w
what does it m
mean to ‘do notthing’?” Let uus give an
exampple. Envisage the
t following:: You are a chhemistry teachher and you haave asked
your students
s
to w
work on a taask. As you observe yourr students yoou notice
discreppancies in how
w they are woorking, some work
w
in what appears
a
to be,, a highly
organiised fashion, fully focusedd on the taskk at hand. Hoowever, otherrs appear
I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
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disengaged, and seem to be ‘doing nothing.’ While it is possible that these students
are notionally concerned with the task, it is often difficult to tell. At times, students
may act out and interrupt the lesson. Regardless of how these students behave, the
clear issue is that they are not motivated or engaged with the lesson. The individual
interests and motivations of the students are obviously quite different in nature.
While all students can be motivated, not all of them are motivated to work on any
given task.
Motivation. Actions are connected with motivation, for example if students are
asked to solve a problem in chemistry or not to disturb a lesson; their actions are
stimulated by something, we tend to think of this as the motivation for their
actions. Motivation is the driving force by which humans achieve their goals
(Heckhausen, 1991; Lee & Brophy, 1996). It is not a characteristic one is born with
nor is it inherent in the genes. Bandura (1986) clearly outlined that motivation is
based on individual experiences or learning activities and that motivation is
situational and context-related. Motivation can be discerned through the
expressions of the individual but also through their related choice of activities,
engagement, or performance (Pintrich & Schunk, 1996; Pintrich & Zuscho, 2003;
Schraw, Flowerday, & Lehmann, 2001). Motivation is a psychological construct,
clearly to be differentiated from other constructs such as interest or attitudes;
although there are strong relations and partial overlaps (Koballa & Glynn, 2007).
Within the concept of “motivation” you can distinguish intrinsic from extrinsic
motivation (Heckhausen, 1991; Koballa & Glynn, 2007). Psychological processes
are activated by internal and external impulses. Therefore we need to differentiate
between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Unfortunately, during the daily
(teaching) routine it is not always easy to differentiate between intrinsic and
extrinsic motivation. Let us return to our example: Are the students who try to
solve the problem motivated exclusively extrinsically because you as teacher have
given them the task (extrinsic impulse)? Is the motivation of the students who are
not working on the problem intrinsically because, contrary to your request, they are
dealing with other issues? Without further knowledge about the reasons or motives
behind the students’ behaviour both questions cannot be clearly answered with a
simple yes or no. The answer strongly depends on the reason for working on the
problem (what is the motive for this behaviour?) and the reason for being engaged
with other tasks/issues.
One potential motivation for students may be to get a high grade. Other students
may actively contribute to the lesson in order to win praise from the teacher. The
motivation of both students would then be extrinsic, since they do not act by choice
and due to their own interest but rather in a non-self-determined manner. Let us
assume that a student is inquisitive and eager to work on problems and it even
affords joy and satisfaction to him or her to work on challenging tasks either solely
or together with others. In this case the student is intrinsically motivated (even
though he has been given the task by his teacher). The conclusion in this case is
that this student is self-determined (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Koballa & Glynn, 2007).
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In order to determine whether behaviour is intrinsically or extrinsically
motivated one has to consider two factors: The interaction of internal and
external reasons and the degree of self-determination and non-self-determination
(Figure 1).
Motivation
Reasons for doing something
Extrinsic motivation
• comes from outside an individual
• reasons to act are external
• behaviour is non-self-determined
(e.g. avoiding punishment or
receiving rewards such as good
grades or money)

Intrinsic motivation
• comes from inside an individual
• reasons to act are internal
• behaviour is self-determined
(e.g. act from enjoyment,
satisfaction or interest)

Figure 1. Extrinsic and intrinsic motivation

Interest. Differentiation has to be made between students’ motivation and students’
interest. Unfortunately it is difficult to distinguish precisely between these two
terms; clearly there is an overlap between intrinsic motivation and interest as you
can be seen in Figure 1. However, motivation and interest do not have the same
meaning, particularly since interest in this context differs from what we mean when
talking about ‘interest’ in everyday language. For example, a friend might say:
“Yesterday I watched an interesting movie.” In general, this does not mean that
your friend is really interested in this movie or similar movies. This does not mean
that he or she is motivated to see this movie again and wants to know more about
this movie, how it was produced, how many actors were involved, or how much
trouble it was to film specific screens, etc.
Researchers have shown that interest is an important construct for describing
and explaining processes and outcomes of learning in various educational settings
(Hoffmann, Krapp, Renninger, & Baumert, 1998; Renninger, Hidi, & Krapp, 1992;
Gardner & Tamir, 1989). Research has produced a variety of conceptualisations of
interest and rather heterogeneous definitions; nevertheless the concepts relate to
each other. One of the most prominent theories for the understanding of the
concept of interest will be described in greater detail in the subsequent sections.
Attitudes. Before introducing important theories regarding motivation and interest,
we should discuss briefly another term often mentioned in discussions about
students’ motivation and interests, namely attitudes (Osborne, Driver, & Simon,
1998; Osborne, 2003). There is wide agreement that the development of positive
attitudes towards science in general and chemistry in particular should be regarded
as an important goal of chemistry education (Koballa, 1988; Osborne & Dillon,
2008; Hofstein & Mamlok-Naaman, 2011). However, what is meant by the term
‘attitude’? Oliver and Simpson (1988) suggested understanding of attitudes quite
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simply, as the degree to which extend an individual ‘likes’ something, e.g.
chemistry or chemistry education.
Until recently, the term attitude in science education appeared to be a quite
unclear conglomerate of different components. Koballa and Glynn (2007)
highlighted in their review of the literature about attitudes in science education,
that the term is often used interchangeably with other affective terms such as
‘interests,’ ‘concerns,’ ‘beliefs,’ ‘curiosity,’ ‘opinions’ or even ‘motivation.’
Among many components of attitudes overlapping with students’ interests we can
mention many factors that will influence students’ motivation too. Among them we
can find anxiety towards science, students’ perception of the value of science
knowledge, enjoyment of science learning activities, fear of failure in science
courses, interest in enrolment in science related courses in school, etc. (Hofstein &
Mamlok-Naaman, 2011). However, attitude is such an elusive term to define, that
50 years of research on understanding the various components of attitudes have
resulted in non-conclusive results related to the issue (Hofstein & MamlokNaaman, 2011). It is for these reasons that this chapter focuses primarily on issues
related to the development of interest and motivation in the teaching and learning
of chemistry, as these two concepts are rooted more strongly in solid theoretical
foundations.
Characteristics of interest: The Educational-Psychological Theory of Interest
One theory that conceptualises interest is the Educational-Psychological-Theory of
Interest developed by Krapp (2002). Krapp’s theory suggests that interest is not
only an important condition for effective learning but is also central to an
individual’s personality. Interest is conceptualised as a specific relationship
between an individual and a topic, an object, or an activity, which is characterised
by positive emotional experiences and feelings of personal relevance. Interesttriggered actions are always self-intentional actions, which can assume the form of
short-term interest for a particular object (situational interest) or a long-term
preoccupation with something (individual interest) leading to a relatively strong
personality trait (Renninger, 1998). This is illustrated by three examples provided
in Figure 2.
One can see that interest can be considered and explained as being influenced by
the situation and dependent on the character of an individual’s psychological
procedures. Interest is always connected with tasks or phenomena (in our example
chemistry tasks). An object of interest can refer to concrete things, to other people,
to activities, or to abstract-type ideas. Krapp (2002) suggested a special personobject-relationship. This relationship exists for a short period of time, therefore it is
often resulting from situational interest or ‘interestingness,’ a character of the
context, and this is nothing else than being motivated to do something for a (more
or less short) period of time. Situational interest is triggered more suddenly by
environmental factors; for example a motivating learning opportunity (Hidi &
Bernhoff, 1998; Bolte, 2010). Situational interest can be the starting point from
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A student Peter is deeply involved with the task you have just given him. Usually
he doesn’t like to participate in chemistry lessons. Possibly he is doing so only
because the current situation (the context, bad weather, or little other amusement)
or because he likes this kind of task. So in the present circumstances, Peter is
interested in the topic. He has fun, the work is relevant for him and he learns it
easily. Tomorrow, or in a different situation, Peter’s cooperation might look
completely different again. Peter shows a type of interest called situational
interest.
For another student Paula the surrounding situation is not the determining factor.
She is fully engaged in solving the problem and does not pay attention to possible
other activities. Obviously, she enjoys solving chemistry problems and studying
chemistry is important for her. She does not need (further) impulses from outside
(for instance, being complimented by the teacher or looking for a good grade).
She likes studying chemistry, possibly chemistry is one of her hobbies. Paula’s
motivation to study chemistry is obviously independent of the situation; it is
permanent and seems to be part of her character. This type of interest is called
individual interest.
Of course, a completely different case can be imagined. John finds chemistry
lessons boring, stressful and “not cool” – regardless of which work has to be
done. He often refuses to cooperate, is distracted and engaged with other things.
He does not care what others (his chemistry teacher, his parents or his
classmates) may think of his behaviour. As he says: “Chemistry is simply foreign
to my nature.” John is not interested in chemistry.
Figure 2. Examples for short-term and long-term interest (adopted from
Streller & Bolte, 2012)

which to develop individual interest (Schiefele, 1998), but situational interest does
not always lead to individual interest.
Interest related to person-object-relationships, as described in Figure 2, are
always characterised by positive emotions, such as an optimal level of arousal,
empathic content-specific emotional experience, and feeling of competence
(Krapp, 2002). When we are self-intentionally engaged with matters relevant to us,
we are psychologically affected, sometimes we completely forget about the time
and the surroundings. This is an experience of flow (Czikszentmihaly, 2008). We
experience joy, partly consciously, partly unconsciously. Interest-based acting
gives pleasure and is accompanied by positive emotions. Even if we experience
setbacks and frustrations, these positive emotions will remain predominant.
Otherwise, we would lose interest in a matter, subject, task, or an activity.
Furthermore, actions of interest lead to further differentiation of cognitive
structures. Interest has a tendency to let cognitive structures expand. This makes
interest so important for learning. An interested person is not content with his
current level of knowledge or abilities within the domain of interest. A third aspect
of interest is the component referred to as its value to a person. We could say, the
individual assigns positive value-related attributes to the goals, contents, and
actions that are related to the domain of interest. If something were of an interest it
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would have a prominent position within the individuals’ hierarchy of values
(Krapp, 2002). Action based on interest always means that it is being done
completely voluntarily (i.e. intrinsically motivated) and it is self-intentional. It is an
end in itself and there is no need for external (extrinsic) motivation.
A further aspect which can help to define interest is the view that interest is part
of a person’s identity and character. In short: interests are distinguishing marks of
our personality. They belong to us, they are important for us since the objects of
our interests are of individual significance; they are of great relevance in our
individual imagination of norms and values.
Interests are not carved in stone and are not based on genetic inheritance;
interests can be acquired and they can change (Bandura, 1986; Wade, 2001),
which is helpful from the perspective of teaching chemistry. This means that a
chemistry teacher can stimulate, maintain and stabilise his students’ interests and
that interests can even be increased or intensified, respectively (Streller & Bolte,
2012).
Often, beginning teachers are surprised regarding the amount of knowledge
students adopt in matters of interest to them, how capable they are in becoming
increasingly competent if they are really engaged in something and how they
practise and try to perfect their repertoire of acting. In doing all this, they gain
cognitive differentiation without pressure or stimulation from outside (selfintentionality), they enjoy what they are doing and feel satisfied (emotional aspect),
that all this is important and meaningful for them (imagination of norms and
values). Therefore teaching chemistry should put special emphasis on the effort to
stimulate, to bring forward, and to stabilise the interest of students to study
chemistry.
Under certain circumstances the reasons for learning may be perceived as
interest, however, this does not necessarily mean that interesting situations provoke
students to develop interest. As interests are being acquired students might also
develop interest in chemistry and studying chemistry if they repeatedly experience
chemistry lessons that they find interesting. As found by Streller and Bolte (2012),
it is unlikely that a single event of this kind, e.g. visiting a science centre, will be
sufficient to provoke and to stabilise long lasting interest. Figure 3 summarises the
different aspects of acting guided by interest.
Development of motivation and interests: The Self-Determination-Theory of
Motivation
Several research studies refer to the question of how interests are developed
individually (Hidi & Renninger 2006; Shah & Gardner, 2008; Ryan & Deci, 2000).
The concept of internalisation and the connection between the development of
interests and development of self-concept are highlighted as important factors and
so will be the focus here. Both concepts can be used to provide recommendations
for creating interest-promoting opportunities in chemistry teaching.
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Figgure 3. Charactteristics of interrest-oriented leaarning

Deeci and Ryan ((1985, 2002) offer a comprrehensive answer to the quuestion of
how too develop intterests and hoow to stabilisse them. In thheir self-deterrmination
theoryy of motivationn, Deci and Ryyan created a cconcept of internalisation exxplaining
how innterest-determ
mined actions can
c originate (Ryan & Decci, 2000). Thiss concept
is bassed on the aassumption thhat each perrson wants (develops) hiss natural
psychoological needss for competennce, relatednesss, and autonoomy to be mett (Deci &
Ryan, 1985). Compeetence means to be effective in dealing with
w the enviroonment in
which a person finds oneself, relaatedness is the wish to interaact, to be connnected to,
and exxperience cariing for others, and finally, autonomy is the need to bbe causal
agentss of one’s ownn life. These tthree needs apppear to be esssential for faacilitating
optimaal function forr a person’s nnatural propennsities for grow
wth and integrration, as
well as for construcctive social deevelopment annd well-being (Ryan & Decci, 2000).
Intrinssically motivatted behaviourr is mainly asccribed by the needs for com
mpetence
and auutonomy, whiile extrinsicallly motivated behaviour pertains to a relatively
r
great eextent to sociaal relationshipps (Deci & Ryyan, 1985). Appplying the cooncept of
internaalisation, diffeerent aims of actions
a
(develloping intentioons) can be unnderstood
and exxplained.
If ann action is beiing experienceed as choice, iit is regarded aas self-determiined; if it
is beinng experiencedd as externallyy regulated it is
i considered aas non-self deetermined
or conntrolled. The concepts
c
“conttrolled” and “self-determin
“
ed” can be unnderstood
as polees of a continuuum: the conttinuum betweeen extrinsic annd intrinsic m
motivation
(Figurre 4). With thhe self-determ
mination theorry of motivattion the separation of
intrinssic and extrinnsic motivationn is being reefuted. Insteadd of this, the focus is
placedd on the proceess of the devvelopment froom extrinsic too intrinsic mootivation.
Accordding to Deci and
a Ryan (19885) the developpment of extriinsic motivatioon can be
defined as process oof growing intternalisation oof intentions. This
T process iis pushed
by thee same psychhological needs (competennce, autonomyy, relatednesss) as the
develoopment of intriinsic motivatioon.
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Figure 4. Various types of motivation in the continuum of self-determination
(Ryan & Deci 2000)
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At the far left of the self-determination continuum is amotivation. Amotivated
people do not act or act without an intent. At the far right of the continuum is the
state of intrinsic motivation. Between these two poles we find the extrinsic
motivation, but differentiated into four classifications (Figure 4). The least
autonomous forms of extrinsically motivated behaviours are referred to as being
externally regulated. Individuals typically experience externally regulated
behaviour as controlled where actions will only be carried out for being compliant
or for avoiding punishment. The only reason to act is external pressure. This form
of extrinsic motivation is normally contrasted with intrinsic motivation (Figure 1).
In the stage of introjected regulation a person acts subject to internal pressure
(because it is polite). This means that the person has already internalised external
intentions, but not fully accepted them as one’s own. A more self-determined form
of extrinsic motivation is regulation through identification. The individual accepts
the formerly external intentions as his or her own ones, and carries out an action
because they consider the matter to be personally important, but they do not enjoy
it. The integrated regulation is the highest stage of extrinsic motivation. The person
not only accepts certain actions and intentions, but these are completely integrated
with their sense of self. The regulations have been evaluated and fit with one’s
other values and needs.
The process of regulation is driven by satisfying the three needs (competence,
autonomy, and relatedness). Learning environments, in which the teacher
demonstrates sympathy for the learners, satisfy their psychological needs, and
support the learners in becoming more and more independent will enhance the
development of motivation based on self-determination. The corner stone of this
development is experiencing freedom in one’s actions, i.e. to have a choice in a
certain action. Also, of great relevance, is the appreciation of one’s own aim. The
awareness of one’s ego that influences a better quality of learning and brings
forward the development of the individual character.
The MoLE (Motivational Learning Environment) Model
When combining both theories discussed so far (the pedagogic interest-theory and
the self-determination theory of motivation), a complex instruction model can be
derived (Bolte, 2001, 2010). This model consists of seven different variables:
– Comprehensibility/requirements,
– Opportunities to participate,
– Subject relevance,
– Content of the science subject (in general),
– Class cooperation,
– Individual student’s willingness to participate and
– Satisfaction.
Between these variables, causal connections were assumed which were
validated by statistical analysis (Bolte, 1995, 2006). Both, the theoretically sound
assumptions and the empirically invested relationships between the important
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aspects of motivation led to thee Model of M
Motivational Learning Envirronments
(MoLE
E) (Figure 5).

Figuree 5. The model of a motivational learning environment

Thee first three independent variables (ccomprehensibiility, opportunities to
particiipate and subjject relevancee) rely upon thhe teacher’s behaviour,
b
whhereas the
four reemaining depeendent variablles (class coopperation, willlingness to participate,
and peerformance annd satisfactionn) are reliant on the class in general annd on the
individdual student. The variable requiremennts/comprehennsibility descrribes the
intellectual level of the instructionn and the stanndards of the ttopics taught. It is well
knownn based on theeories of enhaancement of motivation
m
(Heeckhausen, 19991), that
settingg a certain staandard increasses students’ efforts and performance. A similar
notionn is that of hhigh expectattions. The vaariable opporttunities to paarticipate
indicatte to what deggree the teachher is susceptibble to studentts’ ideas and oopinions?
Subjecct relevance inndicates whetther the studeents judge thee topics choseen by the
teacheer to be relevaant with regardd to their everryday life. Thhese three variiables are
likely to influence sstudents’ behaaviour during their lessons. A suitable staandard, a
high leevel of relevannce and the oppportunity to participate
p
are stimuli for ann increase
of thee variables class
c
cooperaation and stuudent’s willinngness to paarticipate.
Furtheermore, a suitaable standard results in an increase of sttudent perform
mance. A
higherr perception oof relevance oof topics presuumably entails a higher sattisfaction
with thhe instruction.. Finally, activve class coopeeration is a prrobable stimullus for an
increasse in the inddividual studeent’s willingneess to particiipate. The inccrease in
his/herr willingness to participatte will also increase his//her performaance and
satisfaaction (Bolte, 22006).
It iss suggested, tthat applying this model too classroom situations,
s
in our case
chemisstry educationn, can help thhe chemistry tteacher in proomoting motivvation. In
additioon, using thiis model callls for balanccing the inteellectual requiirements,
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choosing educational approaches which offer opportunities to participate actively
in the classroom, and to relate science content and concepts with topics which are
perceived to be relevant, meaningful, and important to the student (Bolte, 1995;
2010).
Insights into students’ interests
In the last decades, many studies were conducted in order to obtain insight into the
students’ interests in science (Hoffmann et al., 1998). It is beyond the scope of this
chapter to provide a thorough review of these studies. However, we will provide a
brief overview about two respective studies; one regarding interests in science in
general and the second regarding interests in chemistry in particular.
ROSE – Relevance of Science Education Project. The ROSE project is an
international survey aimed at exploring the perception of relevance of school
science education from the perspective of students. The focus of ROSE was on
students’ attitudes, interests and out-of-school experiences. The aim was to
generate perspectives to enrich discussions about how to improve science curricula
best
To enhance students’ interests in science and technology in ways that:
1. Respect cultural diversity and gender equity,
2. Promote personal and social relevance, and
3. Empower the learner for democratic participation and citizenship.
(Jenkins & Pell, 2006).
ROSE was conducted among 15 and 16-year-old students in 46 countries all over
the world. In each of the countries, 25 schools with classes of about 25 students
were involved. The 625 students from each country received a questionnaire
containing more than 245 items regarding different aspects (e.g. “What I want to
learn about …” or “My future job …”). The ROSE was conducted throughout the
academic years 2005 and 2006 (Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2006, 2010).
The questionnaire used in the ROSE study consist 106 Likert-type items e.g.
“How interested are you in learning about the following?” The items cover a wide
range of possible topics for science learning and reflect both content (like
“electricity,” “heat,” “mechanics,” “botany,” “chemistry,” etc.) and contexts
(“social,” “technical,” “ethical,” “practical,” “theoretical,” etc.). An example for
such an item is: “How radioactivity affects the human body.” The participants were
asked to assess these items using a Likert-type scale from “not interested” (1) to
“very interested” (4).
The overall picture shows that attitudes to science and technology among the
young people are mainly positive. Sjøberg and Schreiner (2010) state that:
in the richest countries young people are more ambivalent and sceptical and
there is growing gender difference, with girls, in particular in the richest
countries, being more negative (or sceptical, ambivalent) than boys.
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Students in less developed countries express an interest to learn about nearly all the
topics that are listed (Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2010).
The results of the English ROSE study can be used as an example (Jenkins &
Pell, 2006). The overall measure of ‘interest’ is 2.47 for girls and 2.50 for boys.
For girls, the priorities lie with topics related to the self, and more specifically to
health, mind and well-being. When the boys were examined, there were strong
levels of interest displayed towards topics associated with destructive technologies
and events (Table 1).
Table 1. The five most popular (white background) and the five least popular (grey
background) topics for boys and girls in England (scale 1 not interested … 4 very
interested) (Jenkins & Pell, 2006, pp. 15-16)
Boys
Explosive chemicals (3.38)
How it feels to being weightless in space
(3.29)
How the atom bomb functions (3.24)
Biological and chemical weapons and what
they do to the human body (3.22)
Black holes, supernovae and other
spectacular objects in outer space (3.17)
…
Plants in my area (1.82)
How crude oil is converted to other
materials (1.79)
Detergents and soap (1.74)
Lotions, creams and the skin (1.70)
Symmetries and patterns in leaves (1.42)

Girls
Why we dream when we [are] sleeping
and what the dreams may mean (3.47)
Cancer, what we know and how we treat it
(3.35)
How to perform first-aid and use basic
medical equipment (3.33)
How to exercise to keep the body fit and
strong (3.20)
Sexually transmitted diseases and how to
be protected against them (3.11)
…
How petrol and diesel engine works (1.73)
How a nuclear power plant functions
(1.72)
Famous scientists and their lives (1.71)
Symmetries and patterns in leaves (1.67)
How crude oil is converted to other
materials (1.51)

Although the distribution of ‘interest’ among boys and girls is significantly
different, it is important to acknowledge that a high level of so called interest in a
given topic by one gender does not necessarily mean that the same topic is of ‘no
interest’ to the other. Many topics boys indicate strongly that they would wish to
learn about are also interesting for girls but on a lower level and vice versa (Jenkins
& Pell, 2006).
You may have recognised that the questions in the ROSE study focus mainly on
single topics. In some cases they are combined with a context and hence not
specific. In other cases the ROSE statements focus on certain fields, contexts and
topics in general (such as “atoms and molecules” or “sex and reproduction”) so that
one may gain a global impression concerning students’ preferences.
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The IP
PN Interest in Chemistry Sttudy. The goaal of the “IPN
N Interest in C
Chemistry
Study”” (Gräber, 19998, 2011) “was to find criteeria to developp methods whiich could
help too promote stuudents’ interessts and motivaate them to eengage more deeply
d
in
science issues” (Grääber, 2011, p. 3). In 1990, w
when this studdy was first coonducted,
more tthan 3000 Geerman studentss participated (Gräber, 19998). Parts of thhis study
were rrepeated 18 yeears later; morre than 1200 sstudents answered a short vversion of
the oriiginal questionnnaire (Gräberr, 2011). Bothh questionnaires distinguishh between
three ttypes of intereest: interest inn chemistry (exxample of an item: “How iinterested
are you in learning more about hoow to make pplastic from peetroleum?”), innterest in
chemisstry lessons (eexample of an item: “How m
much are you interested in cchemistry
lessons?”), and leissure interest inn chemistry ((example of an
a item: “Wheen I find
somethhing in the neewspaper aboout something we have heaard about in cchemistry
class, I read it”). Alll items were aassessed on a 5 point Likerrt-type scale fr
from very
interessted to not inteerested. In adddition to the tyypes of interessts there are soome more
variables which aree covered in this investigation, e.g. seelf-concept orr specific
classrooom characterristics.
Thhe interest inn chemistry construct is based on tthe assumptioon of a
multiddimensional obbject structuree composed oof the variouss categories rrelated to
topics,, contexts, aand activities (Figure 6). Seven toopics were ppresented
system
matically in diffferent contexxts and linked to different aactivities. In thhe abovementiooned item we find a topic “pplastics,” a coontext “how too make somethhing” and
the acctivity “learn more about …
….” This connstruction of tthe items is iimportant
becausse when you aask about a toppic in general, the question ccan have very different
meaninngs to differennt individuals.. If an individdual is asked aabout his/her innterest in
dyes, it is possible that he thinkks about indiggo and wondeerful colours, or about
harmfuul and carcinoogenic dyes. IIt is also posssible, depending on the inddividual’s
backgrround that he or she remem
mbers extrem
mely complex and difficult molecule
structuures. If one noow combines the
t different toopics with conntexts and acttivities, it
is morre likely that oone has similaar associationss. Using speciific statistical methods
(e.g. fa
factor analysess) it becomes possible to ‘ffilter’ the asseessments of thhe single
categoories (e.g. conttent/topic, conntext, activity)..

Figurre 6. Interest in cchemistry: Item
ms are formed byy combination oof aspects from the three
cateegories (7 topicss, 7 contexts, 4 types
t
of activitiees) – Example iitem: How interrested are
yyou in learningg more about hoow to make plasttic from petroleeum? (Gräber, 11998)
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Table 2. Agreement of girls and boys regarding topics, contexts and activities in chemistry
lessons in % of students who marked “interesting” or “very interesting”
Topics/contents
in % agreement

Contexts
in % agreement

Activities
in % agreement

girls

dyes
noble metals
acids
soap
carbohydrates

70
55
53
53
50

application (danger)
household
application (use)
leisure time
phenomena

68
60
55
50
50

boys

acids
noble metals
atoms
metals
plastic

65
55
52
46
45

application (danger)
application use
phenomena
leisure time
technical environment

75
72
60
57
55

carry out experiment

watch film
plan experiment
watch experiment
develop model
carry out experiment

watch films
plan experiment
watch experiment
express own opinion

87
59
56
56
56
88
63
62
62
38

The key findings from the IPN Interest Study in Chemistry (Gräber, 2011; see
Table 2) can be summed up under the following categories:
– Content and topics: Girls and boys were both found to be ‘interested’ in socially
relevant topics like pollution or power supply. Girls prefer topics they can
personally relate to such as: hygiene, nutrition, or decoration. This result
coincides with the findings of the ROSE study. Boys are more ‘interested’ in
topics such as metals, mineral oil, or plastics.
– Contexts: The contexts “chemical application that can be of great use to us now
and in future” as well as “chemical applications that can endanger us and the
environment” were prioritised by most of the girls and the boys. These contexts
illustrate a socio-scientific dimension and seem to be appropriate for promoting
‘interest’ in chemistry (see Chapter 1). The girls find the context chemistry in
the household much more ‘interesting’ than boys. The technical environment
context ranks at the lower end of the scale for girls and at the upper end for
boys.
– Activities: In 2008, 87% of the girls and 89% of the boys indicated a substantial
interest in making chemistry experiments. Both prefer to carry out the
experiments by themselves. All the other activities belonging to the carrying out
experiments category, like planning an experiment, explaining the observations,
calculating and formulating equations were rated (significantly) lower. From the
perspective of science education and the theories of learning carrying out
experiments is not enough; experiments have to be planned, observed and
explained (see Chapter 6). The study assumes that teachers do not spend enough
time to solve a problem together with the students but just wait for a student to
offer the right answer. Therefore, teachers frequently classify observations
formulated by students as not being relevant. Thus, students can get the
impression that their personal experiences are not taken seriously. In future, they
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may not try to explain their observations anymore but will try to guess the right
answer. Furthermore, lessons usually draw the line too quickly from
observations to symbolic equations – often in only one lesson (see Chapter 4).
– Developments of interest in chemistry lessons: When data gathered from 1990
and 2008 was compared it indicated a significant rating, on a high level, on the
scale of interest in chemistry lessons for both genders (boys and girls). This
result is encouraging. Gräber (2011) explains his findings by outlining the new
approaches in German chemistry teaching, which focus more on the inclusion of
everyday life contexts. Further analysis showed that in the survey in 1990 and in
2008 one variable is of considerable importance when explaining interest in
science lessons and this is the principle of self-concept. Students with a high
chemistry-related self-concept of their own ability are more interested in science
lessons than students with a lower self-concept (see subsection selfdetermination-theory of motivation).
In conclusion, it is suggested that there are two effective ways that can be
implemented by teachers to enhance students’ interest. Firstly, through a balanced
combination of content and context (see also Chapter 1), and secondly, through an
appropriate methodical design of the lessons (see also Chapters 6, 7 and 8). Topics
that are less attractive to girls and boys can be strengthened in their value for the
students by being embedded in more relevant contexts (such as applications and
socio-scientific issues; see Chapter 1) or being linked to activities which are
enjoyable for the students (such as inquiry; see Chapter 6).
Theoretical suggestions to enhance motivation
It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss all the theories that underline the
concept of motivation in the context of education. We selected those that have
some relevance to the field of science education in general and to the chemistry
teachers’ classroom practice in particular.
While the Self-Determination-Theory of Motivation is the dominant theory for
basic understanding of motivation in general, the picture concerning theories for
understanding and enhancing motivation in the classroom is a bit more diverse.
There are several suggestions related to practice-friendly theories of motivation
related to education in general and science education in particular. One of them has
been discussed above and it was illustrated how it led to suggestions for structuring
chemistry lessons. These theories try to guide the teacher in the question: What can
the teacher do to enhance his or her students’ motivation to learn science in general
and chemistry in particular.
Hofstein and Walberg (1995) suggested that in order to enhance motivation in
the classroom there is a need: to create an environment in which (a) students
are given opportunities to interact physically and intellectually with instructional materials whenever possible through handling, operating and practicing, (b)
effort is made by the teacher to provide materials and instruction that gives reality
and concreteness to scientific (in our case chemistry ) concepts, and (c) teachers
vary instructional strategies materials, and classroom practice with the aim of
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increasing effectiveness of teaching and learning by enhancing students’
motivation. Three more practice-friendly models offering guidance to the teacher
to create motivating learning environments in chemistry education shall be
presented in brief.
The Model of Motivational Design. In 1983, Keller outlined four components of
motivation with respect to learning environments: interest, relevance, expectancy
and satisfaction. Upon these four components Keller and Kopp (1987) build a
model of motivational design. Based on their model it is suggested that: attention,
relevance, confidence, and satisfaction (ARCS) should be promoted in the learners
in order to enhance their motivation. The ARCS-model sums up potential
instructional techniques in the four domains that can be used and combined for
promoting and sustaining motivation in teaching. The domains in the ARCS-model
are:
– Attention: Attention can be enhanced using surprise or uncertainty to support
interest. Curiosity should be challenged by posing questions or problems to be
solved. Methods which can be used include pedagogies of active participation to
get learners involved with the material or subject matter. Variety is requested to
account for individual differences in learning styles. Humour, incongruity,
conflict or inquiry might be used to activate thinking.
– Relevance: Relevance should be established. Strategies encompass telling the
learner how the new learning will use their existing skills. It should become
clear how the topic concerns the learner currently and in future, and how it
matches their needs. It should be made clear what one can do with the learned
knowledge, e.g. making the students the tutor of others, but also allowing them
the choice to organise their work based on their interests and prior skills.
– Confidence: Confidence can be supported by helping students understand their
likelihood for success. Objectives and prerequisites to understand performance
requirements and evaluation criteria should be clear to the students. Instruction
should allow for success that is meaningful by small steps of growth during the
learning process. Positive feedback should be provided and the feeling that the
learner’s success is a direct result of their effort in learning.
– Satisfaction: Satisfaction can be developed and supported by rewards such as
praise from the teacher. The learner should experience worth of the learning,
e.g. by allowing them application of the acquired knowledge in a new setting.
In 2005, Feng and Tuan in the case of acid-base-chemistry teaching showed that
orienting chemistry lessons along the ARCS-model can lead to raising motivation
and achievement in chemistry classes.
The Six C’s Model of Motivation. In 1995, Turner and Paris suggested another view
on motivation. They described six components that can help to analyse whether a
learning environment is motivating to the student. The more the six components
are available to the student in the classroom the more motivating the learning
environment might be:
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– Choice: If the learning environment allows the student choices, e.g.
which experiment to complete, in which sequence to accomplish tasks, or
how to present results, these it is suggested will enhance their intrinsic
motivation.
– Challenge: Work that is too difficult raises anxiety, whereas tasks that are too
easy contribute to boredom. Therefore tasks should be near to or even slightly
beyond the actual skill level of the students.
– Control: Settings in which the students are allowed to participate in decisionmaking, organisation of content, choosing team members and thus becoming
responsible, independent, and self-regulated learners can contribute to
motivation.
– Collaboration: Learning environments which are potentially motivating to
the students are ones where students can share learning experiences
and perspectives with each other through social interaction and cooperative
work.
– Constructing meaning: If the students perceive the value of learning by
understanding the meaning of it, their motivation to learn might increase.
– Consequences: If the learning is connected to positive consequences it can
become more motivating for the learner, e.g. rewards, praise, successful
experiments, or leading to an appreciated product by the learning process.
A model of learner motivational characteristics and pedagogies
In 1985, Hofstein and Kempa summarised the educational literature related to the
aspect of enhancement of motivation in the context of school science. Their
analysis appeared in suggestions for classroom action in two broad categories
namely:
– Suggestions relating to the nature, structuring, and presentation of subject
matter, and
– Suggestions concerning the nature of the pedagogical procedures and
interventions to be adopted by teachers, as well as the climate of the learning
environment to be established by the teacher.
This is still the state of theory today. There is not one single recipe (or set of
recipes) to foster students’ motivation and interest in chemistry education. Every
student reacts individually to options given by teachers, be it the themes or
methods (Häussler & Hoffmann, 2002; Hofstein & Kempa, 1985). The
motivational precondition has to be as well considered as does the cognitive
abilities of the learners. Hofstein and Kempa suggested that regular science class
students will be different in their motivational traits: the achievers, curious,
conscientious, and the socially motivated (Table 3).
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T
Table 3. Relatinng instructional features
f
to studdents’ motivatioonal characterisstics
Type of activity

Suitability/u
unsuitability

E
Examples

Discoovery/inquiryoriennted
pedaggogies and
probllem-solving

Suitable maiinly for studentss with
‘curiosity’-tyype motivationaal pattern.
Insofar as prroblem-solving activities
are likely to require studentts to
engage in juudgment and evaaluation
situations (bboth tend to invoolve ‘high
risk’ taking)), these are dislikked by
both ‘achievvers’ and ‘consccientious’
students.

Innquiry-based learning
inn the laboratoryy as
ddescribed in Chaapter 6
or the example on
o the
leearning companny
appproach from C
Chapter
7.

Openn-ended ,
studeent-centred
learniing activities

Strongly preeferred by the ‘ccurious,’
but not by otther motivationnal groups
who prefer cclear teacher dirrection as
regards educcational goals.

C
Cooperative learrning or
thhe learning com
mpany
appproach as desccribed
inn Chapter 7.

Form
mal teaching
with emphasis on
mation and
inform
skill ttransfer

Preferred byy ‘achievers’ andd
‘conscientious’ students beccause low
level of risk--taking is needeed only.

T
Traditional instruuction
m
mainly involvingg frontal
teeaching as discuussed in
C
Chapter 7.

Collaaborative
learniing activities

Suitable for learners with a strong
Achievers’
social motivvation pattern. ‘A
are likely to be opposed to an
a
involvementt in this type of learning
activity.

C
Cooperative learrning as
ddescribed in Chaapter 7
or computer suppported
coollaborative leaarning in
C
Chapter 8.

Hoffstein and Waalberg (1995) referred this rrelationship too different preeferences
and dislikes studentss most probabbly will have ffor particular m
modes of instrruction in
science education (T
Table 4). It iss suggested thhat in planningg instruction ((teachers’
PCK) science teacheers should connsider this relaationship serioously. Such a vview asks
for varrying the instrructional apprroaches and peedagogies to aalign with the different
needs the different sstudents have.
THE
E PRACTICE O
OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Generral strategies
As disscussed in the theoretical seection of this chapter, sciennce education research
suggessts that in order to motivaate the studennts to learn cchemistry a cchemistry
teacheer should: Aliggn the contennt with studennts’ abilities annd combine thhe topics
with coontexts whichh are relevant from
f
students’’ view (see Chhapter 1). Furtthermore,
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Nature and orientation of learning activities
Obtaining information and skills
Problem-solving
Learning of laws and principles
Learning by discovery
Involvement in learning tasks demanding
judgement and evaluation
Control of goals, and organization of learning tasks
Teacher control of task
Student control of task
Open-endedness of learning goals
Teacher control of learning goals
Learning in groups
Individualization of learning
Evaluation of student performance
Objective-competitive by teacher
Personal, individual by teacher
Peer-group evaluation
Frequency of evaluation – often
rare

+

Socially
motivated

Conscientious

Curious

Instructional feature

Achievers

Table 4. Preferred modes of learning by students having different motivational patterns
(Hofstein & Walberg, 1995)

+
+

+
+
-

+
+
+

(+)
-

+
+
+

+

(-)
+

+

+
+
+

it is recommended varying the classroom learning environment by effective
pedagogical instructional procedures to offer the students multiple opportunities to
participate (see Chapter 7). These are two general ways teachers have to enhance
students’ motivation to learn science. In the following section we elaborate these
ideas in more details.
Learning from context-based and socio-scientific issues. As mentioned before one
can gain insights on which context is more or less interesting for students in
general and/or for boys and girls in particular through the results presented in the
ROSE study and the IPN interest in chemistry study. Many examples outlining
how chemistry education is connected with issues and contexts which are
interesting to the students can be found in the framework of European Commission
FP6 and FP7 programmes. This programme funded many projects to develop and
adapt existing teaching and learning materials which help to enhance science
learning. In particular, the PARSEL (Popularity and relevance of science education
for scientific literacy) and PROFILES (Professional reflection-oriented focus on
inquiry-based learning and education through science) projects developed materials
for teaching and learning chemistry and science. The PARSEL and PROFILES
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materials are published on the project websites on the internet and exemplary
materials are available in many different languages (see in the Resources from the
Internet section).
Varying the pedagogy. Science teaching is taking place in heterogeneous classes
and we need to cater for all students with their different needs and different
motivations. If we use varied-types of instructional procedures and techniques,
many different types of students should be satisfied (Hofstein & Kempa, 1985).
To foster the students’ self-concept teachers have to provide opportunities for
the students to experience competence, to appreciate their chemistry class and to
have a chance to interact socially (Bolte, 1995; Ryan & Deci, 2000). To facilitate
this, the teacher should provide first hand experiences and offer the students
opportunities to choose tasks they prefer. Problem-solving and learning by
discovery is well liked by students, particularly if is connected to practical work,
especially when the students are carrying out the experiments themselves (see
Chapter 6). Also, independent work in small groups and other cooperative learning
methods (see Chapter 7) can help to strengthen and enhance the students’ selfconfidence in solving tasks in chemistry.
Taking students’ individuality into account. It is important to add that there is not
one recipe to foster the interest of all students in science or to motivate them to
learn science. Every student reacts individually and differently to options given by
teachers, be it to the content or pedagogical methods (Häussler & Hoffmann, 2002;
Hofstein & Kempa, 1985). That is why every chemistry teacher should pause for
careful consideration and strive to match the instructional conditions to the
characteristics of the learner. The motivational precondition has to be as well
considered as does the cognitive abilities of the learners.
In our opinion, the best you can do is:
– Observe your students carefully while in class as you try out different methods.
– Reflect upon your lessons and talk about the lessons with your students.
– If possible discuss your lessons as often as possible with your colleagues.
Reflection and feedback either from the students or from trusted colleagues is
helpful and necessary to optimise teaching practices and to adjust it to the needs
and preferences of the students. Feedback from the students can be obtained by
asking them or by using an instrument to assess motivation in chemistry education
which will be introduced at the end of this chapter.
An example of how chemistry education can be designed to motivate the students
Within the frame of a university-school-cooperation, pre-service chemistry
student teachers planned one week of lessons for 7th grade students using the
topic air and air pollution. In the planning of these lessons, social contexts and an
inquiry focus were placed high on the agenda, and given careful consideration.
The following example reflects a sequence of 90 minutes on the impact of
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exhaust fumes on the human body (developed by Anne Schmidt, a student
teacher at the Free University of Berlin, Germany, in 2009).
Scenario. Newspaper article about a “Driving Ban for 1.3 Million Cars in Beijing.”
This article describes the situation in Beijing in August 2008, shortly before the
Olympic Games in this city. Because of the high air pollution in Beijing (pall of
smog above the city) the organisers of the Olympic Games repeatedly imposed
driving bans for cars, both before and during the games in order to improve the air
quality. The athletes were very concerned about the poor air quality and expressed
their fears to underachieve in their performances because of the poor air quality.
Preparation. The question posed was: What is the athletes’ problem? The students
formulated possible answers and assumptions about why the athletes were so
concerned (e.g. polluted air harms the respiratory system, restrains oxygen
absorption in the blood). The students then compiled, during class, conversation
and through research the composition of air, breathing air and exhaust fumes as
well as the relationship between respiration and the effect of exhaust fumes. As a
concluding assumption, it was recorded that the proportion of carbon monoxide in
the exhaust fumes has an impact on the athletes’ blood by blocking the red blood
cells and causing the blood to have less capacity of taking up oxygen. Accordingly,
the athletes are not able to achieve maximum performance. These assumptions
were then tested experimentally by planning a joint experiment: exhaust fumes
have to be lead through blood. Carbon monoxide would change the blood’s colour
into light red. The students made a sample bag to collect exhaust fumes from a car.
These exhaust fumes were then put through animal blood in a gas wash bottle. For
comparison, air and breathing air were also put through animal blood. The colour
change of the blood because of the exhaust fumes could not be reversed by
subsequent perfusion of air. The students could thus conclude that carbon
monoxide enrichment implies a loss of performance achievement due to a reduced
oxygen uptake. Through the reference to the beginning of the lesson the students
explained the athletes’ concerns and also made personal references in some cases.
Quote of a student: “This happens to me, too, when I breathe in exhaust fumes.” In
a concluding experiment by the teacher, it was shown that carbon monoxide in the
blood can only be displaced by a high oxygen concentration. For this purpose, the
carbon monoxide enriched blood was flushed with pure oxygen. At this point,
carbon monoxide poisoning caused by inappropriate use of furnaces, the example
of garage death and first aid measure is discussed.
Reflecting on the lesson described above. Let us align the suggestions derived in
the theoretical part of this chapter to this lesson. The lesson plan chose a topic (air
pollution) that this contains an environmental aspect with great acceptance by girls
and boys. This topic was put into a context that is concerned with health and the
own body, which especially appeals to girls. For boys, the technical reference to
cars has great relevance. The context “Driving Ban during the Olympic Games in
Bejing” also contains a socio-scientific dimension, namely the impact of driving
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bans on the people and the economy. Furthermore, the context of dangers of
technical applications is considered. The students in this lesson had the opportunity
to pursue different activities: reading, finding information, establishing
assumptions and being able to explain them. They were able to plan an experiment,
carry out this experiment in groups themselves, and develop a model in order to
explain their findings. The conclusive class conversation about first aid regarding
carbon monoxide poisoning illustrated again the reference to everyday life.
At the end of the whole sequence “air pollution,” the motivational learning
environment was assessed by means of a questionnaire (see Bolte, 2006). This was
done in order to gain insight into students’ perception regarding learning
environment aspects such as relevance. The students claimed that they understood
the content very well. The topics of the lesson sequence were perceived by the
students as personally and socially more relevant to other chemistry lessons that
they experienced in the past.
A checklist for stimulating motivation and interest in chemistry classes
The following checklist provides the teacher help in planning a lesson regarding
the various motivational aspects. It might help to reflect on the lesson planning or
may even provide guidance for enhancing motivation for chemistry learning.
– Is there support for the learner to become more independent?
– Is the content connected to a context about which the students to know more?
– Do the students have choices? Are they provided with opportunities to act freely
or is everything controlled by the teacher?
– Is the context relevant for both, girls and boys?
– Are there aspects from every-day life (real life experiences) and are the issues
students dealing with socially relevant?
– Do the activities vary to attract different students?
– Have you provided your students with first-hand experiences?
– Have you provide opportunities to wonder?
– Are there discussions and reflections offered in the lesson regarding the social
importance of the content?
– Is the content connected to the application of science, to students personally, or
to the human body?
– Can the students recognize the use and benefit of the content for their future?
– Are varied types of instructional techniques used?
– Do you provide support for learners to enhance their self-concept?
How to assess motivation in chemistry education? – An example
One way to assess motivation in chemistry education is using the “Questionnaires
for the Assessment of the Motivational Learning Environment (MoLE)” developed
by Bolte (1995, 2006). This questionnaire has been successfully adapted in several
investigations to evaluate specific approaches to science education research among
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them a longitudinal study on young students’ interest development in science
learning (Streller & Bolte, 2012).
The MoLE-Questionnaire was designed for a systematic analysis of the
students’ perceptions of the actual classroom learning environment and also the
preferred one. The questionnaire is based on the pedagogical interest theory, on the
self-determination-theory, on theories of achievement motivation (see above), and
on reflections from the field of classroom and learning environment research
(Fraser, 1989). These various concepts of motivation and interest and the results of
research on learning environment served as a basis for the development and
validation MoLE-Model discussed above.
The idea behind the application of the MoLE-Questionnaire is to assess
students’ motivational pattern in their chemistry classes and also to evaluate
information about how they wish their chemistry lessons should be. Therefore, the
MoLE-Questionnaire consists of at least two different questionnaire versions;
namely the real- and the ideal-version.
– The real-version investigates the current characteristics of the instruction in
general, and
– The ideal-version investigates the desired characteristics.
Beside these two versions a third version was developed which focus on one
specific chemistry lesson. This version was named as the “Today”-version.
All the three versions focus on the same seven variables of the MoLE-model.
Every ‘aspect’ (variable) contains two items. There is a seven point rating scale to
estimate the 14 items of each of the questionnaire versions. The statements which
correspond to our ideas about a “good” science lesson are coded with high
numerical values (“7” to “5”). Negative statements receive low numerical values
(between “1” and “3”). The scale value “4” corresponds to a “neither-nor
estimation.” Figure 7 gives an example from the variable “comprehensibility/
requirements.”
Item No. 3 in the Real-version:
The topics in chemistry lessons are...
very difficult for me to understand □ □ □ □ □ □ □ very easy for me to understand.
Item No. 3 in the Ideal-version:
I wish the topics in chemistry lessons to be...
very difficult for me to understand □ □ □ □ □ □ □ very easy for me to understand.
Item No. 3 in the Today-version:
The topics in chemistry lessons today were...
very difficult for me to understand □ □ □ □ □ □ □ very easy for me to understand.

Figure 7. Sample items from the three versions of the MoLE-questionnaire
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Witth the help of tthe MoLE-Quuestionnaires oone is able to ccollect data cooncerning
the specific learningg environmennts of a class by focusing oon the three ffollowing
perspeectives; for exaample:
– On the students’’ perceptions and assessmeent of the annd/or of their learning
envvironment in general,
– On the students assessment how they woould like the motivationall leaning
envvironment in thheir science leessons to be, annd
– On the assessmennt of students,, how they perceive a speciific (a just expperienced
andd/or tried out) science
s
lessonn.
To obtain this sppecific insightt into the asseessment and thhe developmeent of the
motivaational learninng environments the teacheer can ask the students at different
times, e.g.:
– Beffore the start of your instruuction the studdents should bbe questionedd on how
theyy, looking bacck at their preevious sciencee lessons, regaarded the mottivational
learrning environm
ment in generaal (therefore you
y would usee the Real-verssion) and
how
w they wouldd like the mootivational leaaning environnment in theirr science
lesssons to be (usee of the Ideal-vversion).
– In tthe course of yyour instructioon (for exampple if the teachher tries out a specific
appproach, teachinng/learning meethods, special student centrred topics or materials)
m
the teacher may uuse the Todayy-version to assk the studentss to evaluate how
h
they,
lookking back at tthe just experrienced sciencce lesson, regaarded the mottivational
learrning environm
ment specificaally.
– At the
t end of the lessons plan oor an instructional period thhe students aree asked to
reflect how, lookking back at all the last science lessoons, they regaarded the
mottivational learrning environm
ment. This coourse of actionn provides inssight into
the motivationall learning envvironment duuring past lesssons. This ccan offer
insiights into the lessons beforee the intervenntion and afterr the chemistryy lessons
in ggeneral or intoo specific lessoons you planneed for the purppose of motivaating you
studdents. Additioonally, statem
ments can be made on how
w the studentts would
gennerally like theeir science lessons to be. Thhe comparisonn of the data fr
from each
of tthe questioninngs provides an
a insight intoo several diffeerent aspects. This can
be, for example, in how far “w
wish” and “reaality” coincidee when considdering the
scieence lessons, w
which is a reallly good indicator of the mootivational conndition in
classses. More infformation abouut the MoLE-m
model and thee related questionnaires
cann be found on tthe Internet (seee Resources ffrom the Interrnet below).
SUMMAR
RY: KEY SENTENCES

– Inteerest, attitudess, and motivattion are differrent constructss. Interest is a specific
typee of motivatioon towards a ttopic or activiity. Motivationn is a preconddition for
the development of an individuual and for suustainable inteerest. Attitudess overlap
fluenced by bboth construccts. Interest aand high
withh these two and are infl
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mottivation, or aat least positive attitudes towards chemistry and cchemistry
teacching, will heelp to enhancee students’ enngagement in chemistry claasses and
thuss might increaase their achievvement in learrning.
– Theere are three main variablees teachers haave to be coggnisant of in order to
mottivate their students. Thhese are releevance, offerring opportunnities to
partticipate, and ccomprehensibiility. There arre three main factors to exxplain the
devvelopment of m
motivation annd interest, theese are: compeetence, autonoomy, and
relaatedness.
– Motivation and interest in scchool science can be enhannced by channging the
natuure, structuring, and preesentation of the subject matter, andd related
peddagogies, as w
well as the clim
mate of the claassroom learniing environmeent. Even
if thhe topics andd contents aree not very intteresting for students, teacchers can
incrrease the mootivation to learn by com
mbining those topics with relevant
conntexts and attraactive activitiees.
– Theere are no cleear-cut and precise
p
recipes regarding ccreating of m
motivating
learrning environm
ments, with thhe goal in minnd of enhancinng students’ innterest in
scieence and sciennce learning. T
The most apprropriate startinng point for inncreasing
studdents’ motivaation and inteerest are the students them
mselves. Teacchers can
disccover what theeir students’ innterests and aattitudes are thhrough interacting with
them
m and investiggating and valuuing their opinnions.
ASK
K YOURSELF

1. Givve short definnitions of the concepts of interest, mottivation, and attitudes.
Expplain their com
mmon feature and
a differencees.
2. Expplain the differences betweeen intrinsic annd extrinsic m
motivation. Wrrite down
eachh three instrucctional strategiies for the proomotion of botth forms of mootivation,
intrrinsic and extriinsic, in the chhemistry classsroom.
3. Linne out at leasst five instrucctional strateggies to prom
mote motivatioon in the
chemistry classrooom.
4. Outtline a list of w
what we know based on reseearch regardinng which topiccs, related
to chemistry
c
eduucation in low
wer secondaryy classes, thee majority of students
migght find interessting

HINTS FOR
R FURTHER RE
EADING

Hoffm
mann, L., Krappp, A., Renninnger, A., & Baaumert, J. (edss.) (1993). Inteerest and
learrning. Kiel: IP
PN. The book offers a compprehensive ovverview about different
theoories towards the issue of innterest and its cconnection to learning achieevement.
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Koballla, T. R., & G
Glynn, S. M. ((2007). Attituddinal and mottivational consstructs in
scieence learning. In S. K. Abell & N. G. Ledderman (eds.), Handbook off research
on sscience educaation (pp. 75-102). Mahwahh: Lawrence E
Erlbaum. Thiss chapter
sum
ms up availablle models andd theoretical resources on students attituudes and
mottivation and leeads to implicaations for reseearch, policy aand practice.
Hofsteein, A. & M
Mamlok-Naaman, R. (20111). High-schoool students’ attitudes
tow
wards and inteerest in learnning chemistrry. Revista Edducacion Quiimica en
Lineea, 22(2), 90--102. The paper discusses isssues related to
t developing attitudes
in thhe context of cchemistry learrning.
Hofsteein, A., & Kem
mpa, R. F. (1985). Motivatting strategiess in science edducation:
Atteempt of an annalysis. Europpean Journal of Science E
Education, 3, 221-229.
Thee paper discussses a very eaarly approachh to different students’ mottivational
pattterns and definnes four types students’ prefferred modes of learning. Itt suggests
thatt different stuudents need different teacching methodds and thus calls the
teacchers to vary tthe teaching m
methods.
Trowbbridge, L. W.,, Bybee, R. W
W., & Powell, J. C. (2004)). Teaching seecondary
schoool science (88th edition). C
Chapter 18: Thhe psychologiical basis for effective
scieence learning. Upper Saddlee River: Pearsoon Education.. The chapter ddiscusses
the influence of different
d
psychhological factoors and principples that mighht be used
to raise motivatioon and achieveement in sciennce education.
Bolte, C. (1995). C
Conception andd application of a learningg climate quesstionnaire
bassed on motivaational interesst concepts foor chemistry instruction att German
schhools. In D. L.
L Fisher (ed.),, The study off learning envvironments, Vool. 8 (pp.
1822-192). Perth: Curtin Univeersity. The chaapter discusses the developm
ment and
appplication of thhe questionnairre on motivation discussed earlier
e
in this cchapter.

RESOURCES
S FROM THE IN
NTERNET

Pearsoon Assessmennt: www.peaarsonassessmeents.com/hai/im
mages/tmrs/M
Motivation
_R
Review_final.ppdf. This docuument providees a concise review
r
of the literature
cooncerning mottivation.
Self-D
Determination Theory of Interest: ww
ww.psych.rochhester.edu/SDT/. This
webbsite presents a brief overvview of self-ddetermination theory of inteerest and
provvides resourcees that addresss important isssues such as human needss, values,
intrrinsic motivattion, development of, mootivation acrooss different cultures,
indiividual differeences, and psyychological weell-being. Youu will find publications,
queestionnaires annd more.
ROSE
E: roseprojectt.no. The webbsite allows for insights into the inteernational
ROSE-study on rrelevance and interest in sciience educatioon and allows access to
finddings from a loot of different countries.
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PROFILES: www.profiles-project.eu. and www.parsel.eu You can find many
teaching materials in English and several other languages which were developed
with the aim of implementing more motivating curricula and pedagogies into
science teaching.
MoLE: www.chemie.fu-berlin.de/didaktik. The MoLE instrument in its different
versions and a detailed description of its use can be found here. Access to issues
of the MoLE instrument also can be accessed via www.profiles-project.eu.
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4.. HOW TO
O BALANC
CE CHEM
MISTRY EDUCATI
E
ON
BETWE
EEN OBSE
ERVING PHENOME
P
ENA AND
D
THINK
KING IN MODELS
M

The firrst part of the chapter aims at offering soome general baackground infformation
about multiple meaanings and m
models in chem
mistry and chhemistry educcation. A
numbeer of students’’ difficulties inn understandinng these issuess and factors tthat offer
insightt in their diffiiculties are als
lso given. Thee second part of the chapterr aims at
providding three clussters of useful suggestions for
fo the practice of teaching. The first
clusterr consists mainly of conntent-related ssuggestions for
f
teaching multiple
meaninngs and moddels, while thhe second cluuster mainly ccovers studennt-related
suggesstions for teacching these isssues. The third cluster reegards suggesstions for
identify
fying students’ (alternative) conceptions aafter teaching.. Some suggesstions are
ratherr specific while others are m
more general;; the latter alllows teachers to adapt
wn classroom..
and elaaborate them ffor use in the specific situattion of their ow

THEO
ORETICAL BAS
SIS

In a juunior secondaryy school, the folllowing discussiion happened:
Teachher:
Water can be decompposed into hydrrogen and oxyggen. These prodducts are
elemennts, that is, theyy are non-decom
mposable substaances.
Studeent:
Non-deecomposable? I do not underrstand. These elements
e
consisst of H2
molecuules and O2 mollecules that cann split up … uh … into atoms.
Teachher:
Yes, buut you have to know
k
… uh, …
Studeent:
(interruupting) Understtanding chemistry is often so hhard ….

Educaational framew
work
Chemiists describe reactions inn terms of ddisappearancee and appearrance of
substannces, in term
ms of rearrangeements of atooms, in terms of reaction eequations
expresssed in symbools, in terms of processes off breaking andd forming of bonds,
b
in
terms of energy chaanges, in term
ms of …. To put it briefly,, chemists aree familiar
with uusing multiple meanings, alsso regarding otther topics thaan chemical reeactions.
I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
(e
Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 97–126.
© 2013 Sense Publisherss. All rights reservved.
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They are also familiar with models as important tools for describing chemical
topics as well as for explaining and predicting them. In chemistry education,
students have to learn multiple meanings and models but it is well-known that
many of them have difficulties in understanding them. This is a challenge for their
chemistry teachers. Unfortunately, a lot of them, especially student teachers and
early-career stage teachers, often encounter difficulties in teaching multiple
meanings and models. The present chapter aims at supporting teachers to overcome
these problems successfully.
Before addressing the issues of multiple meanings and models, a concise
overview of the educational framework is presented. This is formulated in terms of
three dominant and interrelated points of view.
According to the social constructivist perspective, learning is a dynamic and
social process (see Chapter 7) in which students actively construct meanings from
their actual experience in connection with their prior understanding and the social
setting (Driver, 1989). Knowledge and learning are considered as fundamentally
situation based (see Chapter 1). This viewpoint emphasises the importance for
chemistry textbooks and classroom practices to take into account students’
authentic ways of reasoning.
According to the socio-cultural perspective, education is an enculturation
process. Learning is considered as a change from a particular socio-cultural
environment containing students’ everyday life knowledge and experiences to a
new socio-cultural environment containing school chemistry experiences and
knowledge (Vygotsky, 1986). This transformation also includes a change of
language: old terms get new meanings. In addition to the former perspective, this
viewpoint also emphasises the importance of using adequate language in chemistry
textbooks and classroom practices (see Chapter 5).
According to the conceptual change perspective, learning is a cognitive process
of change of conceptions. Students will incorporate new conceptions with existing
conceptions when they conceive them as intelligible, plausible, and fruitful, but
they will block them when they see them as conflicting with their existing
conceptions (Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982). In the latter case,
conceptual change can be realised by a stepwise process of lowering the status of
the blocking conception followed by raising the status of the new one (Hewson &
Thorley, 1989). When students are confronted with new ideas evoking a cognitive
conflict in them, this viewpoint implies that teachers use students’ dissatisfaction
for stimulating them to discard the blocking conceptions or limit their use in favour
of adopting new conceptions that are also intelligible but more plausible and
fruitful.
All three viewpoints acknowledge the important influence and role of the initial
conceptions that students have when they are involved in learning. Students often
use them for developing new conceptions, for example, when explaining chemical
phenomena. It is well-known that students’ conceptions do not always correspond
with those agreed upon by the scientific community. Their alternative conceptions
often create difficulties in understanding chemistry concepts and processes.
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Thhe problem of alternative coonceptions cann be confronted in several w
ways. The
social constructivistt and socio-cultural perspeectives highligght the imporrtance of
negotiations about meanings
m
in thhe classrooms,, for instance, students can exchange
e
their oown explanatioon of an obserrved phenomeenon with thosse of peer studdents and
discuss them with eeach other andd the teacher for
f developingg new concepttions (see
Chapteer 7). This iss not as simpple as it mayy appear becaause many allternative
concepptions are deeeply rooted inn students’ iddeas about evveryday life and
a their
experiences and, forr that reason, tthey are considdered by studeents to be reliaable.
Thhe conceptual change perrspective indiicates the im
mportance of creating
cognitive conflicts ffor students buut this is also not
n a simple eendeavour. It rrequires a
teachinng approach that starts to
t create enoough dissatissfaction with existing
concepptions to channge these concceptions. Moreeover, the evooked conflict sshould be
sufficiiently relevantt for studentss to motivate them for chaanges. Even thhen, it is
questioonable if stuudents compleetely discard their alternaative ideas and
a
fully
substittute them for others. Manyy conceptionss tend to be ccontext-depenndent and
studennts are able to use their alterrnative concepptions in dailyy life and theiir learned
concepptions in schoool only.
Regardless of thhis, students’ alternative
a
connceptions exisst and should be taken
into acccount when teeaching chemiistry.
Multipple meanings iin teaching and learning cheemistry
Johnsttone (1993) has
h presentedd a very infl
fluential analyysis of the nnature of
chemisstry by distinnguishing threee related dom
mains of meanning: the maccroscopic
domainn, the submiccroscopic dom
main, and the ssymbolic dom
main. Their relationship
is depiicted in Figuree 1a.

Figure 1. Relationshipp between domaains of meaningg: (a) basic versiion, (b) extendeed version

Thhe macroscopicc domain (herreinafter shorteened to macroo domain) maiinly deals
with suubstances andd chemical pheenomena that can
c be observeed, smelled, annd so on.
For insstance, sodium
m chloride (the main compoonent of table salt) will be ddescribed
as a w
white or colourrless crystallinne solid with a characteristicc taste and the property
to disssolve in water..
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The submicroscopic domain (hereinafter shortened to submicro domain) mainly
deals with particle entities, especially atoms, molecules, ions and electrons, and
their arrangements. For instance, the constituent particles of solid sodium chloride
can be described as ions of sodium and chlorine that are arranged in a regular ionic
lattice.
The symbolic domain mainly deals with representations in terms of formulas,
reaction equations, charge signs, and the like. For instance, the dissolving of
sodium chloride in water can be described as NaCl(s) + H2O(l) → Na+(aq) +
Cl−(aq).
Dori and Hameiri (2003) proposed an extended version of Johnstone’s triangle
of meanings by adding a fourth domain (see Figure 1b).
The process domain mainly deals with the way any reaction occurs, such as
processes of breaking and forming of bonds, energy changes, and so on. It can be
related to each of the other three domains for acquiring a deeper insight in
chemistry. In the dissolution example, this domain deals with disruption of the
ionic lattice by water molecules and rearrangement and hydration of ions leading to
an endothermic reaction (∆H is positive).
Models and modelling in chemistry
A model is usually defined as a simplified representation of a target (i.e. object,
substance, phenomenon, process) which concentrates attention on specific aspects
of it (Ingham & Gilbert, 1991). This description implies that there are certain
similarities as well as differences between model and target. For example,
movements of small balls in a box can represent the movements of molecules of a
liquid in a bottle, but there will be air between the balls while this is lacking
between the molecules.
The main function of models is to express meanings by providing descriptions
of the target, especially when it cannot be observed or measured directly, and by
providing explanations and predictions regarding the target. Models are considered
to be powerful when they are applicable in a range of contexts and for many
purposes. For instance, the idea of particles is very powerful because it is fruitful
used for describing chemical reactions qualitatively as well as quantitatively and
for explaining and predicting many chemical processes. Models are not simple
copies of reality but serve the development and testing of ideas. Thus, models are
very useful tools in the communication between chemists through visualising
topics, for instance by using ball-and-stick models of molecules or computer-based
animations of processes (see Chapter 8). The use of models is also very important
in theory development and problem solving.
Models can be designed, tested, revised and replaced. These activities are called
modelling. When designing models, scientists have to find a compromise between
the similarities and differences with the target. This process is guided by empirical
data or theoretical notes with respect to the target and leads to a provisional model
that is tested in a following step. This testing can be done through an empirical
experiment or through a ‘thought experiment.’ The results indicate whether the
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model can be maintained or not. If not, it should be revised or replaced by another
model. A well-known example of modelling is the development of the atomic
model in the last centuries, from the ‘indivisible particles’ model in the 5th century
BC (Democritus) towards the ‘sphere’ model in 1808 (Dalton), the ‘currant bun’
model in 1897 (Thomson), the ‘nucleus’ model in 1911 (Rutherford), the ‘orbit’
model in 1913 (Bohr), and more recent quantum mechanics models.
Modelling uses only the minimum of assumptions. For instance, in the 1920s
the famous scientist Russell was faced with explaining the structure of alpha
particles. He knew that they had a charge of +2 and a relative mass of 4. At that
time, chemists had only knowledge of two kinds of sub-atomic particles, viz.
protons and electrons; the empirical-based idea of neutrons was born in the 1930s.
Russell pondered that the alpha particle was made up of 4 protons and 2 electrons.
This model was satisfying because it explained the charge and the mass by using
well-known particles. He dismissed the assumption of an unknown particle (charge
0, mass 1), which would make it possible to have an alpha particle consisting of
two protons and two neutrons (the current model).
Models can be classified in several categories (Justi & Gilbert, 2000, 2002;
Taber, 2008):
– Mental models are the result of internal cognitive activities and are, by their very
nature, private and inaccessible to the external world. When they are taken into
the tangible world for discussion, they are called expressed models. As soon as
consensus is reached, they are called consensus models. This category of models
is called scientific models in the world of science.
– Curriculum models are the often simplified versions of scientific models that are
incorporated in chemistry syllabuses as desirable knowledge. Teaching models
are constructed for or by chemistry teachers to help them to communicate the
curriculum models to students. Well-known examples of teaching models are
analogical models that are designed by mapping similar features from the target
onto a real world object or event, for instance dancing students are like moving
and colliding molecules (see Chapter 7).
Both scientific and teaching models can be expressed in a variety of
representation modes (Boulter & Buckley, 2000):
– Material models such as coloured plastic molecular scale models (ball-and-stick
models, space-filling models),
– Visual models such as pictures of atoms or molecules, reaction rate diagrams of
reactant concentration versus reaction time, and computer-based animations of
processes,
– Verbal models such as oral expressions, written texts, analogies and metaphors,
– Symbolic models such as formulas of atoms or molecules (e.g. H2 or H - H or
H : H) and chemical reaction equations,
– Mathematical models such as the Arrhenius equation for chemical kinetics and
the equation of the equilibrium constant (e.g. Keq = [C]r . [D]s / [A]p . [B]q), or
– Combined models such as a text explanation of a phenomenon with a related
diagram or a concept map including text and formulas.
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Students’ difficulties in understanding multiple meanings and models
Multiple meanings and models are not easy to understand for many school
students. Their difficulties are reported in a range of empirical studies. A large
collection of these studies can be found on the site: www.card.unp.ac.za. Based on
information from this site, a number of typical conceptions that hinder
understanding of chemistry are selected and presented in the next sub-sections.
Regarding the issue of multiple meanings, the selection is focused on difficulties in
understanding relations between domains of meaning. These difficulties are
clustered in three groups. For each group a large number of difficulties have been
reported, therefore, the selection is mainly restricted to the problematic
understanding of the topic of the particulate nature of matter because this is a broad
and fundamental topic in chemistry. Students’ difficulties are presented as
alternative conceptions that are elaborated by one or more specific examples. This
presentation is followed by students’ difficulties with models that are also
formulated in terms of alternative conceptions and examples of them.
Difficulties with the relation between macro domain and submicro domain.
– Solid matter made up by particles that are in close contact without space.
Macroscopic properties are explained by attributing these properties to
individual particles. Students often believe a single atom of copper has a brown
colour and a single molecule of chlorine has an irritating smell. They also reason
that individual molecules of solids are hard while individual molecules of gases
are cloud-like, and, more in general, they think that individual particles can
expand, contract, melt, evaporate, condense, and so on.
– Matter is continuous but there is space between the particles that is filled with
something. Macroscopic properties are explained by referring to this space.
Students may think that the particles are additional to the substance and that the
substance itself is in the space between the particles or they argue that the space
is filled with air, so, gases can be compressed because air is compressible.
– In electrochemical cells, electric current consists of flow of electrons, also in the
electrolyte. Some students believe that electrons float in the electrolyte and are
able to move through the electrolyte when the electric circuit is closed. Others
think that electrons move by a leaping action from one ion to another.
Difficulties with the relation between symbolic domain and macro or submicro
domain.
– Formulas only represent particles, even when a macro symbol is added.
Students do not interpret Cl2(g) as a representation of the substance chlorine in
the gaseous state but as a representation of a single molecule in the gaseous
state.
– Formulas of compounds do not represent coherent clusters of particles.
Students may consider the formula H2O as consisting of H2 and O, that is, they
draw a diatomic molecule of hydrogen and at some distance an atom of oxygen
or they draw H2O as three separated atoms.
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– Formula coefficients are equivalent to subscripts in a formula or function as
multipliers of the subscripts. Subscripts are not fixed numbers. Some students
indicate that 2SO2 means: two atoms of S and two atoms of O and draw 3H2 as a
series of six linearly linked hydrogen atoms. They also balance a reaction
equation by changing subscripts in formulas of reactants or products instead of
coefficients.
Difficulties with the relation between process domain and other domains.
– When substances react, the breaking of bonds releases energy. Students often
believe that energy is stored in bonds and goes out at bond breaking; the
forming of bonds requires input of energy.
– When substances react, covalent bonds break more easily than ionic bonds.
Students tend to justify this alternative conception by reasoning that many
molecular substances have lower melting points compared to ionic substances.
– The dissolving of ionic substances in water means that the ionic molecules split
up to give separate ions or stay as the solvated entities. Students often reason
that ionic substances consist of discrete molecules made from uni-directional
bonded ion-pairs. In the case of solvated ionic molecules, they reason that the
weaker bonds (often seen as Van der Waals forces) between ionic molecules
have been broken.
– Reaction equations indicating changes of particles’ charge always represent
redox reactions, while equations without charge of species do not refer to this
type of reactions. Some students do not interpret Ag+(aq) + Cl-(aq) → AgCl(s)
as a precipitation reaction but as a redox reaction (change of charges), while
they do not recognise this type of reaction when they interpret 2K(s) + 2H2O(l)
→ 2KOH(aq) + H2(g).
Difficulties with models.
– Models are exact small-scale copies of reality. Students do not tend to consider
models as tools for understanding that can be revised or replaced when
necessary. They also do not see models as a compromise between similarities
and differences between model and target.
– Macro models of a topic are more preferable than the related submicro models.
Students often prefer to interpret acid-base reactions using the (first taught)
Arrhenius model (acids and bases defined in terms of substances) and not the
(later taught) more general Brønsted model (acids and bases defined as
particles). They also often prefer to interpret redox reactions using the oxygen
model instead of the more general electron transfer model.
– Models can consist of a mix of parts of different models leading to internal
inconsistencies (hybrid models). In case of a reaction between HCl and NaOH in
aqueous solution, some students indicate HCl as the acid and OH- as the base.
Others identify H3O+ as the acid and NaOH as the base. They mix a part of the
Arrhenius model with a part of the Brønsted model.
– The validity of models has no clear limitations. Students often reason that
addition of a solid to a heterogeneous system of this solid that is already at
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equilibrium with its dissolved ions will cause more ions to dissolve. This
application of the Le Chatelier’s Principle exceeds its validity.
– The meaning of a model is not plausible. In the context of models of redox
reactions, students consider the value of an oxidation number as equal to the
value of the charge of the related ion. However, for many of them this model is
no longer plausible as soon as they apply this model to particles as H2O and
H2O2. In the case of H2O, they agree that the oxidation number of H = +1 and O
= –2 like the charges of the ions. But in the case of H2O2, they disagree because
oxidation number of H = +1 and O = –1, and they believe that oxidation
numbers have fixed values.
Factors explaining students’ difficulties
Several factors contribute to the presence of students’ problematic understanding
of multiple meanings and models. Factors that offer particular insight in these
difficulties are given below. They are clustered in three categories: (i) student, (ii)
teacher/textbook, and (iii) curriculum.
The student factor: Mismatch between everyday conceptions and scientific
conceptions. Students bring their everyday life ideas and experiences into the
classroom but their notions are often different from the commonly accepted
scientific concepts that are taught. For instance, students conceive matter to be
continuous and, as a consequence, the idea of vacuum in matter is counter-intuitive
for them. It will also be self-evident for them that particles are parts of a substance,
so, atoms will be the smallest particles that still have the same properties as the
substance itself such as colour and smell.
Another example regards students’ ideas about chemical bond energy. Their
alternative conception that the forming of bonds requires input of energy can be
influenced by their experience that energy is needed for building structures or, in
the context of human relationship, for the forging of bonds between persons (Boo,
1998). Their other alternative idea, namely that energy is stored in bonds, which is
released when bonds break, can be based on the general everyday opinion that
fuels and foods contain energy.
When students have to learn about acids, they often have difficulties with
accepting that water molecules can function as an acid (according to the Brønsted
model) and when they have to learn about redox reactions they feel that the
reaction between magnesium and a solution of hydrogen chloride does not belong
to this type of reaction because of the absence of oxygen.
To sum up, students can encounter conceptual difficulties due to conflicts with
many intuitive ideas that they hold. These ideas have deep roots in their everyday
life and, for that reason, are considered to be reliable. This will contribute to
enlarge encountered difficulties.
The student factor: Demands of abstract reasoning and the use of complex
conventions. Chemical reactions are not only taught as transformations of
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substances but also as rearrangements of atoms including the breaking and forming
of chemical bonds. However, many students encounter difficulties to mentally
jump from the macro meaning to the submicro meaning and reverse (Solsona,
Izquierdo, & De Jong, 2003). This requires abstract reasoning and this ability is
difficult for many students, especially because of the abstract character of many
relevant concepts such as force, heat, atomic structure, and bond energy.
Jumping to the symbolic domain requires even more abstract reasoning and,
moreover, the use of complex notation conventions. Not surprisingly, this also
evokes a lot of difficulties. Students tend to ignore the submicro models that give
meaning to chemical symbols (Yarroch, 1985). This can foster students’ alternative
conceptions of formula subscripts and coefficients (see the former section) and will
contribute to conceive balancing chemical equations as mainly mathematical
manipulations of symbols.
In conclusion, students can have difficulties with coping the high demands of
abstract reasoning and the use of complex conventions.
The teacher/textbook factor: Expertise as a source of students’ difficulties.
Teachers are familiar with the relations between domains of meaning and are
mentally able to quickly switch between the four domains in a routine and implicit
way. However, teachers may switch so fast between the domains that it will hinder
students to develop a proper decision when something has meaning in a macro
domain and when in another domain. Teachers may also show a dominant focus on
meanings in the submicro and symbolic domain only which will hinder students to
connect these meaning with those in the macro domain properly (De Jong & Van
Driel, 2004).
Expertise of textbook authors can also contribute to students’ difficulties. For
instance, many textbooks introduce formulas without justifying the way of noting.
The formula of a salt as silver chloride is introduced as AgCl without justifying the
absence of signs of charge although the particles involved in the precipitation
reaction equation are presented as Ag+(aq) and Cl-(aq). This lack of justification
promotes the tendency among students to consider this reaction as a redox reaction,
and, more in general, to consider chemical formulas as algebraic expressions. In
the case of AgCl and other salts, it also contributes to enhance students’ alternative
conception of the existence of molecules as constituent particles of ionic
substances.
In conclusion, expertise of teachers and textbook authors can be a source of
difficulties for students to develop a proper understanding of relations between
domains meaning.
The teacher/textbook factor: Ignoring students’ alternative conceptions. Teachers
are often ambivalent towards the importance of students’ alternative conceptions to
their teaching (Sequira, Leite, & Duarte, 1993). On the one hand, they support the
notion that teaching for meaningful learning implies that students construct, apply,
and revise their own conceptions; on the other hand, they do not value students’
own ideas because they see them as barriers for acquiring proper scientific
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knowledge. The latter viewpoint stimulates a ‘top-down’ classroom teaching
approach. For instance, teachers introduce a concept by conducting an experiment
and prematurely tell their students what they are supposed to observe and which
submicroscopic explanations correspond to these observations (De Jong, Acampo,
& Verdonk, 1995). This approach is often also applied in textbooks. They present
the design and enactment of a school chemistry experiment, immediately followed
by descriptions of phenomena and full explanations of them (Levi-Nahum,
Mamlok-Naaman, Hofstein, & Taber, 2010).
In conclusion, teachers and textbooks do not always adequately take into
account students’ alternative conceptions. Moreover, this approach neglects the
opportunity to evoke cognitive conflicts among students and to discuss them for
changing their conceptions towards a better understanding.
The teacher/textbook factor: Using misleading verbal and visual models.
Sometimes, teachers and textbooks are also not always very careful in using
language and presenting pictures that are clear for students (Eilks, 2003; Eilks,
Witteck, & Pietzner, 2012). They often use expressions and drawings that are
common among chemistry experts (‘you know what I mean’) but their use is not
always very adequate to students who are beginners in the field. One examples is
given in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A hybrid picture: Molecules floating in a liquid

This is a problem of hybrid language and hybrid pictures. Firstly, hybrid
language: An expression as ‘water molecules consist of the elements hydrogen and
oxygen’ is unclear because it consists of a hybrid mix of a submicro meaning
(molecules) and a macro meaning (element). In other expressions such as ‘the
substance of water contains atoms of hydrogen and oxygen’ the term ‘contains’
suggests that these atoms are embedded in the substance. This will enhance
students’ alternative conception that the space between particles is not empty (see
the former section). Secondly, hybrid pictures: A submicro picture of a liquid often
looks like the one given in Figure 2. It suggests molecules that are floating in a
liquid of which the surface is indicated by an oval line. This hybrid visual model
corresponds with the latter verbal model mentioned above.
In conclusion, misleading verbal and visual models can contribute to foster
students’ difficulties in understanding multiple meanings and models.
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The cuurriculum facttor. All chem
mistry curriculaa for secondarry schools adddress the
four reelated domainns. They also comprise
c
moddels but manyy of them mainnly focus
on thee content of models
m
only. They do nott pay much aattention to thhe model
conceppt itself, such as the nature and role of m
models and the function of m
modelling
in chemistry. Moreoover, many off them impliccitly suggest tthat a particular model
shouldd be ‘droppedd’ in the teachhing of a topiic. They rarelyy indicate thee need to
justifyy the implemeentation by clarifying why this model iss appropriate and why
anotheer model has nnot been choseen.
In cconclusion, m
many curricula mainly stim
mulate the teaaching of moodels but
ignoree the importannce of teachinng about moddels and how to handle them. This
omissiion contributees to evoke aand enhance students’ connceptual difficculties in
undersstanding chem
mistry conceptss.

THE
E PRACTICE O
OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Teachiing multiple m
meanings
As inddicated before,, it is importannt be mindful of an adequatte teaching off multiple
meaninngs. This secttion presents suggestions
s
forr a basic teachhing strategy, followed
by a vaariant version of this strateggy.
Basic strategy for teaching muultiple meaninngs. You cann start by sellecting a
chemiccal experimennt that enablees students to work with aappropriate moodels for
represeenting the reaaction. Scale m
models can funnction as suitaable starters. H
However,
these models are often only available forr students too represent molecular
m
substannces. Therefoore, in the beeginning, youu should selecct an experim
ment that
involvves these substtances, for insstance the com
mbustion of m
methane or othher lower
alkanees. In additionn, you can sellect a teacher demonstrationn such as thee reaction
betweeen hydrogen aand oxygen or the hydrolysiss of water.
Aft
fter the selectiion of an expperiment, you can apply a teaching straategy that
includes the followiing four phasees accompanyiing student acctivities (an exxample of
the fouur-phase teachhing strategy iss given in Tabble 1):
– Maccro phase. S
Students do a hands-on experiment orr you demonsstrate an
expperiment. Thenn, students usee the results foor writing a m
macro reaction equation
in w
words.
– Subbmicro phase. Students reppresent the reeaction by using submicro models.
Theey start with bbuilding materrial models (i.ee. molecular sscale models) followed
by drawing
d
visuaal models (i.e. 2D pictures of the scale moodels).
– Sym
mbolic phase. Students transform their reepresentations into symbolicc models
suchh as formulas,, reaction equaations, and so on.
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– Process phase. Students use the results from the three preceding phases for
describing the chemical process in terms of breaking/forming of bonds, energy
changes (i.e. indicating whether a reaction is exothermic or endothermic), and so
on.
Table 1. Teaching multiple meanings: the case of combustion of methane
Macro phase.
Students examine the combustion of methane (main component of natural
gas) by identifying the products as carbon dioxide and water. Then, they
write a macro reaction equation in words, for instance:
methane (g) + oxygen(g) Æ carbon dioxide(g) + water (g).
Submicroscopic phase.
Students build molecular scale models and draw 2D pictures of them, for
instance as given below.

Symbolic phase.
Students write a reaction equation in symbols, for instance:
CH4(g) + 2O2(g) Æ CO2 (g) + 2H2O(g)
Process phase.
Students indicate that the energy effect of the overall process of breaking
and forming of bonds shows an exothermic reaction.

The classroom discussion in each phase can be guided by a specific leading
question (see Table 2). At the beginning of each phase it is important that the
teacher encourages students to become involved in the phase by explaining its
value to them. This implies, for instance, that you clarify the reasons of using
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explanations in terms of particles at the beginning of the second phase, and, the
profits of using symbols as shortened pieces of information (like the shortened
expressions in sms-messages) at the beginning of the third phase. In each phase,
you can ask students to work in small groups and to report their results in a plenary
class discussion. At the end of each phase, it is important that you guide the class
discussion and give feed-back on the outcomes from a scientific context.
Table 2. Leading discussion questions in the basic teaching approach

1.
2.
3.
4.

What do you see, smell, hear, feel? (macro)
What particles take part in the chemical process? (submicro)
What formulas/equations do represent this process? (symbolic)
What happens in terms of bonds, energy, etc.? (process)

Variant version of the basic strategy. Learning to understanding the four-domains
relationship requires a lot of time and exercises. For that reason, it is important that
the teacher builds up each phase of the procedure carefully and apply the whole
procedure for a range of reaction types. However, some types require an adaptation
of the basic teaching strategy. This can be illustrated by looking at the category of
precipitation reactions between salts in solution.
Firstly, in the submicro phase, you have to skip the building of scale models as
the first step of model formation. Building an ionic lattice from scale models of
relevant ions is hardly possible at schools. More useful model building can be the
drawing of pictures of ions forming an ionic lattice or computer visualisation (see
Chapter 8). Role-playing by students can also be useful (see Chapter 7). In this
play, each student represents a positive or negative ion and has a label with the
indication (aq) on the arm. Through moving they can form a regular structured
ensemble (with loss of the label).
Secondly, in the symbolic phase, it is important to pay extra attention to
reaction equations, especially the writing of formula-units of salts. To avoid
students’ alternative conception that salts do not consist of ions because of
the absence of charge in the formulas, it is better to put these charges in the
formulas. For instance, in the beginning of teaching precipitation reactions, you
can better write the precipitation reaction for silver chloride as Ag+(aq) + Cl-(aq)
→ Ag+Cl-(s). When students are more familiar with writing salt formulas you can
replace Ag+Cl-(s) by the simple AgCl(s) notation.
Finally, representations of precipitation reactions often provide a quite large
collection of reacting ions and non-reacting ‘spectator’ ions and accompanying
symbols. This overload of information can be confusing for students, especially
when they try to connect the macro phase of the procedure with the other phases.
You can support students to learn how to get a clear-structured overview by asking
them to design concept maps (see Chapter 7). These maps show how concepts or
processes are related by a web of nodes (concept or process labels) and links
(relation terms). An example of a concept map including macro and symbolic
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meaninngs of a preciipitation reactiion is given inn Figure 3. Thhe use of concept maps
impliees an extensionn of the basic teaching
t
approoach.

Figuree 3. Concept map
ap for a precipittation reaction iincluding macroo and symbolic meanings

Use of the Interneet for teachiing multiple meanings. Y
You can use dynamic
multim
media tools froom internet thhat could suppport teaching and learning the fourdomainn relationshipp for a variety of topics. Forr each topic yoou can preparre student
workshheets for fosstering learninng. Some rellevant sites aare given bellow (see
Chapteer 8).
– ww
ww2.oakland.eddu/users/russeell shows sevveral real experiments, for instance
the forming of some molecuular and ionicc compounds.. The phenom
mena are
reprresented by submicro-scalle animationss and particlee models. G
Graphs of
phyysical propertiees are also givven.
– ww
ww.youtube.com/watch?v=tE
E4668aarck&ffeature=relatedd presents exaamples of
fivee major classses of chemiical reactions: synthesis, decompositionn, single
dispplacement reaaction, doublee displacemennt reaction, and
a
combustioon. Each
reacction is presennted by showiing dynamic space-filling
s
m
models of molecules of
the reactants andd the products and the accompanying reaaction equationn. In this
wayy, meanings inn the submicroo and symbolicc domains are related.
– ww
ww.youtube.com/watch?v=E
EBfGcTAJF4oo&feature=relaated demonstrrates the
pheenomenon of ddissolving saltt in water and relates this prrocess to the ssubmicro
dom
main by using dynamic spacce-filling modeels.
– ww
ww.youtube.com/watch?v=yjjge1WdCFPs&
&feature=relaated presents examples
e
of the forming of ionic bonnds and covallent bonds. E
Each bondingg type is
intrroduced by a laboratory deemonstration. The ionic bonnding is relateed to the
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reaction between sodium and chlorine and the covalent bonding to the reaction
between hydrogen and oxygen. A submicro explanation of the forming of the
bonds is also given. In this way, meanings in the macro domain and submicro
domain are related.
Teaching about models
As indicated before, it is not only important to teach particular models but also to
teach about the nature and function of models. The latter is elaborated by offering
four specific teaching suggestions. A summary is given in Table 3.
Firstly, you can focus students’ attention on the core nature of models by
indicating similarities and differences between model and target explicitly (see
below) and asking students to carry out modelling tasks (see the next sub-section).
This teaching approach can support students to change their conception of models
as exact small-scale copies of reality.
Secondly, when talking about the relationship between a model and a target it is
important that you indicate the existence of similarities and differences between
model and target. For instance, a common ball-and-stick model of a water
molecule indicates the number of constituent atoms, the kind of atoms (whitecoloured hydrogen balls and a red-coloured oxygen ball) and the spatial structure
(109° between the hydrogen atoms). However, some important differences are the
indicated size of the atoms, the bonding between the atoms (no sticks) and the
colour (an individual atom does not possess a visible colour). Another example
regards the ball-and-stick models of the ionic lattice of ionic compounds. Many
students compare these models with ball-and-stick models of molecular
compounds, and, for that reason, they think that covalent bonds are also present in
ionic compounds. However, the sticks in models of molecules represent high
electron density between the atoms, while the sticks in lattice models are only
needed to hold the balls together physically. The electron density between the ions
drops towards zero in the space between the ions. The balls in ionic lattice models
are often similar in size. However, this ignores real differences between ions. In
sum, when using stick-and-balls models, it is important that you address
differences between this type of model and the target in terms of size of balls and
meaning of sticks in order to avoid students’ alternative conceptions.
Table 3. Strategy for teaching about models

1.
2.
3.
4.

Indicate that models are not exact small-scale copies of reality.
Address similarities and differences between model and target.
Point out that model choice determines the meaning of a concept.
Review the power and limitations of models.
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Thirdly, you can point out that the meaning of a concept depends on the model
that is chosen. For instance, NH3 molecules can be considered as a base and H2O
molecules as an acid or a base (Brønsted model) or not at all (Arrhenius model).
Another example regards the reaction between sulphuric acid and water. This
reaction can be classified as an acid-base reaction according to the Brønsted model
but not according to the Arrhenius model because of the absence of a substance
that produces OH- ions. You can also point out that chemists’ choice of a particular
model is often guided by their research questions that they want to answer.
Fourthly, it is also important to indicate the power and limitations of
any model: some models are more appropriate than others for describing,
explaining or predicting particular chemical phenomena. For instance, you
can show a space-filling model and a ball-and-stick model of a particular molecule
and point out that both scale models are representations of the same molecule.
You can also clarify that each type of model has specific profits and disadvantages.
For instance, the stick-and-ball model offers a more clear describing picture
than the space-filling model about the spatial geometry of atoms and
the bond orders necessary for identifying functional groups, but the sticks
themselves and their lengths are misleading. A lot of information about 3D
molecule structures in different representation modes is given on the site:
www.wellesley.edu/Chemistry/Flick/molecules/newlist.html (see Chapter 8).
Teaching with analogical models
You can clarify difficult abstract concepts or processes through presenting
analogical models. These models (hereinafter shortened to analogies) are designed
by mapping similar features from a scientific concept or process (the target) onto a
real world object or event (the analog). Examples of analogies are: ‘the mechanism
of a chemical reaction is like assembling a racing car in a factory, because both
processes proceed step by step’ and ‘forming a chemical bond is like the snapping
together of two strong magnets, because in both cases there is output of (sound)
energy.’
Strategy for using analogies. Teaching with analogies is not as simple as it may
look. For that reason, the following issues need your attention.
Firstly, analogies are never based on a full one-to-one fit between target and
analog, so, there are always shared and unshared features. For instance, collisions
between balls on a billiard or pool table can represent inter-atom collisions, but the
air between the balls does not represent the vacuum between atoms.
Secondly, analogies can only be effective when students are familiar with the
analogs and perceive them as interesting. For instance, an analogy including the
analog of assembling a racing car (see the analogy above) could be attractive for
boys only; girls could be more interested when the analogy refers to the areas of
cosmetics or clothes.
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Thirdly, analogies can also be designed by students. They use them, for
instance, when they explain an abstract concept to a peer student with conceptual
difficulties.
These three points are incorporated in the stepwise strategy for teaching with
analogies given in Table 4.
Table 4. Strategy for using analogies (Harrison & Treagust, 2006)

Before teaching: be creative
* Select a new conception that could be difficult or uninteresting.
* Look for an analogy that could be interesting and easy to understand.
During teaching: be constructive
* Present the analogy.
* Discuss similarities and differences between analog and target.
* Stimulate students to suggest alternative analogies and discuss them.
After teaching: be critical
* Reflect on introduction and students’ understanding of the analogy.
* Consider revisions of the lesson for the next time.

Teaching about modelling
As indicated before, modelling is an important activity in chemistry. This
comprises the designing, the revising and the replacing of models by chemists.
Teaching about modelling can help students to accept that models are human
cognitive constructions and not exact small-scale copies of reality itself. Two
specific teaching suggestions are elaborated.
Address modelling through students’ tasks. You can teach about modelling by
asking students to carry out modelling activities by themselves, and, after their
activities, you can point out the steps of the process of modelling explicitly. Some
simple examples are given below.
– 3D structures and properties of substances. You can ask students to build scale
models of molecules of some lower alkanes and alcohols by offering them a box
with scale models of the atoms of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. In the building
process, students will be confronted with the need to consider the revision or
replacement of drafts of models because of the isomer option. Students can use
the final version of the models to suggest how these structures relate to
differences in properties of the substances, for instance, their boiling points and
solubility in water. You can also ask students to compare the 3D structures of
the isomers of C4H10 for predicting which of them might have the highest
boiling point (regarding C4H10 it is butane; students may explain that this could
be because butane molecules have a more linear structure so they can be more
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close to each other compared with the branched molecules of 2-methyl
propane).
– 3D structures and structural formulas. You can ask students to build molecular
scale models of some inorganic substances (no salts and metals), for instance
hydrogen chloride, water and ammonia. Because of this task, you can offer
students a box with a stock of different coloured paperclips or a box with
polystyrene balls and toothpicks. When using these clips or balls and picks, it is
possible to discuss the problematic relationship that can exist between molecular
formulas and structural formulas. For instance, using paperclips or balls and
toothpicks makes it is possible to represent a water molecule as H – O – H but
also as H – H – O, and an ammonia molecule as N – H – H – H or H – N – H –
H, and so on. Making a choice for the right structural formula can be based on a
discussion on the bonding in the molecule. Because of this discussion students
have to carry out the usual modelling activities of revision or replacement of
their drafts of models.
– 3D structures and chemical reactions. You can ask students to build molecular
scale models of the reactants and products of a chemical reaction, for instance
the combustion of alkanes, and ask students to examine the process of breaking
and forming of bonds. You can also ask them to use the molecular models for
examining quantitative aspects (stoichiometry) of these combustion reactions.
Address modelling through considering models in a historical context.
You can also teach about modelling by addressing the historical development of
the model that you introduce (see Chapter 1), especially by pointing out that the
revision or replacement of the model is mainly triggered by results of empirical
experiments. Some teaching suggestions are given below.
– Atomic models. You can address the historical development of the atom concept
from Democritus to Bohr. You can also focus on a piece of this history only. For
example, you can indicate that Thomson proposed in the 1890s the concept of
negative particles (electron) based on his cathode rays experiments. He used this
concept for revising Dalton’s atomic model (1808) by the idea that an atom
consists of electrons embedded in a sphere of uniform positive charge (‘currant
bun’ model). Some years later (1911), Rutherford replaced Thomson’s model by
describing the atom as having a central positive nucleus and negative electrons
at the outer site of a ball. He also suggested that the atom mostly consists of
empty space. Rutherford based his model on the results of a gold foil
experiment. A simulation of his very famous experiment can be found on:
www.mhhe.com/physsci/chemistry/essentialchemistry/flash/ruther14.swf. This
simulation clearly separates between the experiment (macro) and the
accompanying explanation (submicro). This example can help students to
realize how scientists revise or replace existing models by interpreting new
experimental results.
– Combustion models. You can inform students that in the 17th and early 18th
century all flammable substances were supposed to contain a substance called
Phlogiston, which was released when the substance burned (see Chapter 1). This
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model of combustion was replaced in the 1770s by Lavoisier who showed by
experiments that Phlogiston does not exist. He found that a gas, which he named
oxygen, was taken up to form one or more combustion products.
– Oxidation-reduction models. You can point out that in the 1770s Lavoisier
coined the term oxidation to any reaction of a substance with oxygen and used
the term reduction for the removal of oxygen from the products. After the
introduction of the electron, Lewis used this concept for grounding a more
general model in 1916 by defining a redox reaction as a combination of two half
reactions including transfer of electrons. This model also regards reactions
without any involvement of oxygen. Later on, Latimer introduced the term
oxidation number as a completely formal notion, describing a redox reaction as
a reaction connected with changes of oxidation numbers.
– Acid-base models. You can indicate that in the 17th century Boyle described
acids as substances with a sour taste and bases (‘alkalis’) as substances that have
the ability to neutralise them. At the end of the 19th century Arrhenius used his
work on electrolytic dissociation to revise this model by defining acids and
bases as substances that produce H+ ions (acids) or OH- ions (bases) in an
aqueous solution. In the 1920s a more general model was introduced by
Brønsted (and also by Lowry) who defined acids and bases as particles that
donate protons (acids) or accept protons (bases). Their model exceeds the acidbase model to solvents other than water such as ammonia. In the same period of
time this model was extended by Lewis who defined acids as electron pair
acceptors and bases as electron pair donors. This extension also comprises of
reactions that do not involve ions.
Taking students’ (alternative) conceptions into account
Strategy for taking students’ (alternative) conceptions into account. You can take
students’ (alternative) conceptions into account by offering space to students for
expressing their own ideas about a particular concept or process, followed by
classroom negotiations about relevant multiple meaning and models. For instance,
you can encourage students to speculate about possible explanations of chemical
phenomena and to discuss why some explanations are more preferable than other
ones. The sharing and negotiating of explanations can be stimulated by asking
students to work in small groups by applying the following teaching strategy.
– Initial (alternative) conceptions. The participants of each group design
explanations of observed chemical phenomena, for instance regarding a series of
precipitation reactions. They discuss them within the group till consensus.
Activity sheets can be helpful to make the internal communication more clear
and smooth.
– Reporting the (alternative) conceptions. The group results are presented to the
other groups, for instance by presenting concept maps about the precipitation
reactions including macro and symbolic meanings (like the one in Figure 3).
After each presentation there is time for questions, requests for further
clarifications, and other comments.
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– Com
mmon class (aalternative) coonceptions. Thhe class discuusses the grouup results
aim
ming at lookinng for consenssus about the most plausibble explanationns of the
observed phenom
mena, for instannce the colourr of precipitatees.
– Takking (alternatiive) conceptioon into account. After this group work, you can
takee the commoon students’ eexplanation innto account when
w
you adddress the
scieentific explanaations of the phhenomena forr a final discusssion with the class.
Use of clear verbal and visuaal models. Yoou can preveent evoking students’
(alternnative) concepptions by usinng clear languuage and picttures. When ppreparing
lessons, you can annalyze relevantt textbook chaapters and loook for expresssions and
picturees that could be misleadinng for studennts. In the leessons, you can focus
studennts’ attention too them and exxplain or revisee them to fosteer understandiing.
In case of hybrid expressioons, you can replace them
m by more consistent
c
expresssions. For insstance, the exxpression ‘watter contains tthe elements hydrogen
h
and oxxygen’ can be replaced by tthe macro exppression ‘the compound of w
water can
be deccomposed intoo the elementts hydrogen aand oxygen’ or
o the submiccroscopic
expresssion ‘water m
molecules conssist of atoms of hydrogen annd oxygen.’

Figuure 4. Submicrooscopic model of molecules of a liquid

In case of hybridd pictures, yoou can replacee them by lesss misleading oones. For
instancce, you can reeplace the usuaal picture of m
molecules of a liquid such aas the one
in Figuure 2 by a diaggram as givenn in Figure 4. In
I this picture there is no m
misleading
mix of macro and submicroscoppic informatioon. Any indiccation of a suurface is
lackingg just as floatting moleculess in a liquid. It
I is a real subbmicroscopic diagram.
Moreoover, by drawing the molecuules as close ass possible to eeach other, thee diagram
illustraates that liquuids have a low compreessibility (impportant for hydraulic
h
purposses), especiallyy compared too gases.
Teachiing with cogniitive conflicts
As inddicated beforee, many students are not veery likely to look
l
for and tto accept
new cconceptions when
w
these cconceptions block their alternative connceptions,
especially when theese have rootss in everyday life. You cann motivate stuudents for
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conceptual change by creating cognitive conflicts. As a starting point, you can
present a phenomenon that is familiar for students or that is new for them.
Use familiar phenomena for evoking cognitive conflicts. Familiar phenomena can
confront students with their alternative conceptions. For example, for teaching the
relation between particle and substance, you can show a white sugar cube from the
kitchen and point out that sugar molecules consist of carbon atoms, oxygen atoms
and hydrogen atoms. Students will have the alternative conception that sugar
molecules are white, carbon atoms are black, and atoms of oxygen and hydrogen
are colourless. You can evoke a cognitive conflict by indicating that the sugar has
no black spots on it or in it and is not gaseous. A subsequent classroom discussion
can contribute to change students’ alternative conceptions of features of single
particles.
Use new phenomena for evoking cognitive conflicts. New phenomena can also
confront students with their alternative conceptions. Examples including
experiments are given below.
A surprising conflict for students: Solutions of 1M HCl and 1M acetic acid
have a different pH. When introducing weak acids, you carry out an experiment
reported by Baddock and Bucat (2008). You prepare hydrochloric acid solutions
with concentrations 1M, 0.1M, 0.01M, and 0.001M in front of the class by
successive dilutions from the 1M solution, and samples of each are put into Petri
dishes. Then, you add methyl violet indicator to each solution, producing the
colours yellow, green, blue, and purple, respectively. Finally, you add a 1M acetic
acid solution to a fifth Petri dish and ask students to predict what colour the methyl
violet indicator would go when added. The indicator is added and observed to go
blue. Many students will not expect this colour. You can create a cognitive conflict
by asking for an explanation. Students will experience dissatisfaction with their
existing knowledge that does not provide a plausible explanation. You can present
and discuss a more plausible clarification by addressing properties of weak acids in
terms of a particle model.
Another surprising conflict for students: Bubbles at a copper bar in a solution
of 1M sulfuric acid. When introducing galvanic cells, for instance the Daniell
voltaic cell, students carry out an experiment reported by Baral, Fernandez, and
Otero (1992). Students put a zinc bar in a beaker with 1M sulfuric acid solution
(producing bubbles), and a copper bar in another beaker with 1M sulphuric acid
solution (no bubbles). The results of both experiments will be well-known for
students. Then, they connect the bars with a metal wire and place the connected
bars in a third beaker with the solution. Soon, bubbles can be observed as indicated
in Figure 5. Many students will not expect this phenomenon. You can create a
cognitive conflict by asking for an explanation. You can present and discuss a
more plausible clarification by addressing the relationship between electrolyte,
electrode, and electrode reaction.
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F
Figure 5. Schem
matic representaation of an experriment evoking a cognitive conf
nflict

A last
l surprisingg conflict for students: Chem
mical reactionss are reversibble. When
introduucing the reeversibility oof chemical reactions, stuudents carry out an
experiment reportedd by Van Driiel, De Vos, Verloop,
V
and Dekkers (19998). This
experiment concernns the systeem of cobaltt (II) tetrachhloro and coobalt (II)
hexahyydrate compleexes in 2-proppanol. You prrepare this sysstem by addinng 1 g of
cobalt((II) chloride hhexahydrate (ppink) to 25 ml 2-propanol annd mixing for about 25
minutees at room teemperature. T
The solution iis deep blue (excess of thhe chloro
complex) but after adding somee water it beccomes pink (excess
(
of thee hydrate
complex). Students get 3 ml of a blue coloureed solution inn their test tubbe. When
they addd some waterr, the colour cchanges into piink whereas thhe addition off some ml
of a soolution of calccium chloride iin 2-propanol turns the pinkk colour into bblue, and,
finallyy, adding anothher amount off water changees this colour into pink again. Many
studennts will not exppect these pheenomena, becaause, till then,, they are famiiliar with
reactioons that take pplace in one ddirection only. You can creaate a cognitivee conflict
by askking for an exxplanation. Sttudents will experience
e
disssatisfaction w
with their
existinng knowledge that does not provide a plaausible explanaation. You cann present
and discuss a more plausible clariification by adddressing the existence of rreversible
chemiccal reactions. You can alsoo describe the present reverrsible reaction in terms
of twoo simple oppossite word equaations.
Strateggy for using ccognitive confflicts. Teachinng with cognittive conflicts is not as
simplee as it may loook. For that reaason, the following issues neeed your attenntion.
Firrstly, cognitivee conflicts reqquire new concceptions that aare not only inntelligible
but alsso more plausiible and fruitfu
ful than the oldd ones. Seconddly, cognitive conflicts
can onnly be effectivve when studeents perceive them as a chhallenge for exxamining
their eexisting conceptions. Thirddly, cognitivee conflicts caan lead to coonceptual
changee, but it is alsso possible thaat the new connceptions exisst beside the oold ones.
For insstance, studennts are able to use a new connception in thhe chemistry cclassroom
but usee the old conception at hom
me. So, the use of conceptionns is context-reelated.
Thhese three poinnts are incorpporated in a stepwise
s
strattegy for teachhing with
cognitive conflicts thhat is given inn Table 5.
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Table 5. Strattegy for using coognitive conflicts

Before teachinng: be creative
* Select a new conception that could be in contradictioon with existinng
conceptions..
* Look for a coognitive conflicct that could be challenging forr students.
During teachinng: be constructtive
* Confront stuudents with a coonflicting new coonception.
* Address the question whethher this conceptiion is intelligiblle,
more plausibble and fruitful.
* Discuss the context-depend
c
ent value of new
w and old conceeptions.
After teachingg: be critical
* Reflect on introduction aand students’ uunderstanding of the cognitivve
conflict.
* Consider revvisions of the lesson for the nexxt time.

Tools ffor identifyingg students’ (altternative) connceptions
Usefull tools for iddentifying stuudents’ (alterrnative) conceeptions are tasks
t
for
analyssing and desiggning submicroo diagrams annd concept maaps. Exampless of these
tools are
a given below
w.
Studennts’ tasks for analysing
a
subm
micro diagram
ms.
– Anaalysing diagraams of a mixxture. Studentss look at som
me submicro diagrams
showing differennt mixtures inn the gaseous state, for insstance the diagrams in
Figuure 6. They hhave to selecct the diagram
m that represeents a mixturee of two
com
mpounds. Theyy also have to explain their aanswer.

F
Figure 6. Submiccroscopic diagrrams representiing mixtures of ggaseous substannces

– Anaalysing diagraams of a cheemical reactioon. Students look
l
at two ssubmicro
diaggrams showinng a chemiccal reaction bbetween X aand Y. One diagram
reprresents the reaactants and thee other one thee products. Seeveral possiblee reaction
equuations are alsoo given. Studeents have to seelect the equattion that correcctly links
the diagrams. Theey also have too explain theirr answer.
– Anaalysing a diagrram of a vapour. See the tassk given in Tabble 6.
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T
Table
6. Task for analysing a ddiagram of a vappour

Students readd the classroom
m episode bellow. They havve to write theeir
comments inn terms of the colours of thee particles andd the dispositioon
of the particles. Thereafterr, they have to explain their answer.
--------------------------------------------A classroom episode:
The teacher places a cryystal of iodinee in a
closed warm
m tube. After a while, therre is a
violet colour throughout thhe tube. Somee of the
solid iodine hhas changed innto vapour. Sttudents
draw a subm
microscopic diiagram to shoow the
arrangement of the iodinne molecules in the
solid and the vapour. A stuudent, Sam, drrew
this picture aas follows:
– Anaalysing a partlly incorrect diaagram and expplanatory text.. See Table 7.
Table 7. Task for analyssing a diagram oof NaCl and expplanatory text

Students loook at the diaggram and textt below. Theyy have to wriite
down the parrts of the diaggram and explaanatory text thhat they believve
to be scientiffically incorreect. Subsequenntly, they have to change thhe
drawing and the text to corrrect them.
--------------------------------------------(www.scienccekidsathome.com/science_ttopics/what_aare_crystals.htm
ml)

– Studdents’ tasks foor designing suubmicro diagrrams.
• Designing diiagrams of forrmulas and chhemical reacttions. Studentss have to
design subm
micro diagram
ms of given fo
formulas suchh as 2HCl, 3H
H2O and
4NH3. Studeents also havve to draw ssubmicro diaggrams of a pparticular
reaction baseed on a givenn reaction equuation (in worrds or symbolls). They
have to explain their diaggrams by discuussing why thhey drew them
m as they
did.
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• Designing diagrams of chemical bonding. Students have to design submicro
diagrams of given substances, for instance chlorine and methane, which also
show the relevant chemical bonding. They have to explain their diagrams by
discussing why they drew them as they did.
– Students’ tasks for analysing and designing concept maps (see Chapter 7).
• Analysing concept maps. Students read concept maps and have to explain
their interpretations. They also have to indicate difficulties in understanding
particular terms or linkages. As an alternative task, students read incomplete
concept maps, for instance, a map lacking some relation terms. They have to
complete the maps by writing terms or short sentences at each link and to
explain the results.
• Designing concept maps. Students have to design concept maps for
particular topics, for instance a map that describes properties of solutions of
an oxidizing agent and a reducing agent and the accompanying oxidationreduction reaction indicated in terms of particles and symbols. They also
have to explain their maps.
Five provocative pieces as food for further thinking
This section deals with some provocative issues for you that can be used for further
thought. You can also discuss these issues with peers in the context of pre-service
and in-service workshops.
Molecular and atomic models. These models can be introduced early or later on in
the teaching of chemistry. Usually the teaching of reacting substances is followed
by the teaching of particles as explanatory models. For instance, the burning of
substances is often introduced in an early stage, but students experience a lot of
difficulties in recognising and understanding this event as a chemical reaction.
They begin to accept the idea of substances changing into other substances only
after the introduction of the particle model. However, a premature introduction to
particles can generate many difficulties at the submicro level as reported before
(see sub-section on difficulties with macro–submicro relationship). You can reflect
upon when is the best moment to introduce molecular and atomic models (Johnson,
2002).
Chemical bonding. When this topic is introduced, the teaching of covalent bonding
is often followed by the teaching of ionic bonding. This order of introduction can
stimulate students to reason that ionic substances consist of discrete molecules
made from uni-directional bonded ion-pairs. In other words, there are ionic
molecules as there are also covalent molecules (see sub-section on difficulties with
the process domain). To prevent this misunderstanding, you can think about the
possibility of changing the usual order of introducing chemical bond models
(Taber, 2001).
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Acid-bbase models. A
As indicated bbefore, studentts encounter ddifficulties in making
m
a
clear ddistinction bettween the Arrhhenius model about acids annd bases as suubstances
and thhe Brønsted m
model about aacids and basses as particles (see subseection on
difficuulties with moddels). They m
mix parts of eacch model whicch leads to thee use of a
hybridd acid-base moodel. Becausee of these diffficulties and thhe broader appplication
range of the Brønssted model, yyou can refleect on the poossibility to tteach the
Brønstted model onnly and, afterrwards, to prresent the Arrrhenius moddel as an
interessting historicall model (Hawkkes, 1992).
Oxidattion number. As
A indicated bbefore, studennts have difficuulties in underrstanding
the meaning
m
of oxxidation numbber (see sub--section on trroubles with models).
Because of these difficulties, thiis model is deeleted from some school chemistry
c
minations
curricuula. But studeents may use a book of taables, in classs and at exam
insteadd, including a table with stanndard electrodde potentials related to a brooad range
of halff reactions. Yoou can reflectt on the benefi
fits and disadvvantages of thiis way of
teachinng redox reacttions (De Jongg & Treagust, 2002).
Macroo-submicro reelationship. A
As indicated before, studdents have a lot of
alternaative conceptioons, which cann hinder their conception off relations bettween the
macro and submicroo domains (seee the sub-secttion on this isssue). Becausee of their
difficuulties, you cann think about tthe possibilityy to insert a ddomain in betw
ween: the
meso domain. Thiss domain maiinly deals witth structures oof materials aand their
properrties. Meaninggs and models in the meso domain can funnction as linkss between
macro meanings andd models, and submicro meaanings and moodels (Meijer, Bulte, &
2
Pilot, 2009).
SUMMA
ARY: KEY SEN
NTENCES

– Studdents encountter a lot of diifficulties in uunderstanding the relations between
the four importaant domains oof meaning inn chemistry: the macro, submicro,
s
sym
mbolic and prrocess domaiin. A step-wise strategy for teaching multiple
meaanings contribbutes to reinnforce studentts’ understanding of the relations
betw
ween phenomeena with the ssubmicro and ssymbolic repreesentation.
– Thee students havve a lot of diffficulties in unnderstanding thhe nature and function
of scientific moodels and moodelling. It iss not the teaaching of models and
moddelling but thhe teaching aabout models and modellinng that contriibutes to
supports studentss’ understandding of the nnature and funnction of moodels and
moddelling.
– Manny difficultiess can be explaiined by the stuudent factor (ee.g. mismatchh between
everyday concepptions and sciientific concepptions), the teeacher/textboook factor
(e.gg. ignoring stuudents’ alternaative conceptioons), and the curriculum faactor (e.g.
harddly any focus on the model concept).
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– Teaachers’ experttise in chemisstry can be oone source off students’ coonceptual
diffficulties. Awaareness of thiss impact of thhis source is a first step too prevent
evooking studentss’ alternative conceptions of multiple m
meanings andd models.
Om
mitting the usee of hybrid laanguage and pictures in teeaching contrributes to
studdents’ developpment of a cclear understaanding of the relation betw
ween the
maccro, submicrosscopic and sym
mbolic domainn.
– Studdents should be encouragged to speculaate about posssible explanaations of
pheenomena and to discuss andd negotiate thhe explanatoryy power with peers in
smaall groups. A step-wise sttrategy for teeaching with cognitive connflicts is
impportant for sttudents to acccept new connceptions thaat do not maatch their
everyday concepttions. A step-w
wise strategy for teaching w
with analogicaal models
is frruitful for clarrifying many ddifficult abstraact concepts annd processes.
ASK YOURSEL
LF

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D
Design a conccept map that describes prooperties of soolutions of a pparticular
ooxidizing agennt and a particcular reducingg agent and thhe accompanyying oxiddation-reductioon reaction inddicated in term
ms of symbols (see also Figuure 3).
S
Search for misleading verbbal expressionns and picturees in chapterss of your
school chemisstry textbook that deal witth phenomenaa and relatedd models.
Im
mprove these expressions annd pictures.
O
Outline a lessoon in which you introduce tthe idea of scientific modells for the
fi
first time (see also
a Table 3).
P
Prepare a teachhing episode thhat includes thhe possibility of evoking a ccognitive
cconflict that caan support youur students to uunderstand a nnew chemistryy concept
(ssee also Tablee 5).
D
Describe yourr opinion abbout the valuue of the fivve provocativve issues
ppresented in thhe sub-section before the ‘keey sentences’ section (moleccular and
aatomic models, chemical bonding, acidd-base modells, oxidation number,
m
macro-submicrroscopic relatiionship).
HINTS FO
OR FURTHER READING
R

Talanqquer, V. (2011). Macro, suubmicro, and symbolic: Thhe many facees of the
cheemistry “tripleet.” Internatioonal Journal oof Science Edducation, 33, 179-195.
Thhe article propposes a generral structure of our chemiistry knowleddge. This
struucture may bbe useful in tthe analysis aand reflection of teaching practices
cenntred on relatinng the macro, submicro, andd symbolic doomains of meaaning.
Gilberrt, J. K., & Trreagust, D. (edds.) (2009). M
Multiple repressentations in chemical
eduucation. Dordrrecht: Springerr. The book adddresses severral aspects of tthe triplet
relaationship betw
ween the maccro, the subm
micro, and thee symbolic doomain of
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meaaning. It discusses conceeptual difficulties that stuudents encounnter and
pressents cases of teaching apprroaches, for innstance, regardding the introdduction of
inorrganic qualitattive analysis and
a the use of multimedia toools.
Gilberrt, J. K., De JJong, O., Justi, R., Treagusst, D. F., & Van
V Driel, J. H. (eds.)
(20002). Chemicaal education: Towards reesearch-basedd practice. Dordrecht:
Kluuwer. The book elaboratess the four doomains of leaarning difficuulties and
relaated teaching sstrategies for a range of currriculum topics: particulate nature of
mattter, bonding,, chemical eqquilibrium, chhemical kinettics, electrochhemistry,
chemical energetiic, and thermoodynamics.
Oversbby, J. (2000). Models in exxplanations of chemistry: thhe case of aciddity. In J.
K. G
Gilbert, & C. J. Boulter (edds.) Developinng models in sscience educaation (pp.
2277-251). Dordrrecht: Kluwerr. This chapteer focuses onn the developpment of
moddelling, usingg the context of acidity foor exemplificaation. The expplanatory
pow
wer of differennt models is onne of the pointts of discussioon.
Taber,, K. S. (2002).. Chemical miisconceptions – prevention, diagnosis andd cure (2
Volls.). London: Royal Societty of Chemisttry. The first volume of tthis book
adddresses a numbber of theorettical backgrouund notes aboout chemistry students’
alteernative conceeptions that hhave been unncovered by research. Thee second
voluume offers a number of iddeas about a variety of teaaching approaaches for
low
wer secondary school level.
Blondeer, R., Joselevvich, E., & C
Cohen, S. R. (2010). Atom
mic Force Miccroscopy:
Opeening the teaaching laboraatory to the nanoworld. Journal of C
Chemical
Eduucation, 87, 1290-1293. Thhe article provvides backgrouund informatiion about
the nanotechnoloogy of Atomicc Force Microscopy (AFM)) – see the inteernet site
beloow - from an eeducational pooint of view.
RESOURCE
ES FROM THE INTERNET

CARD
D: www.cardd.unp.ac.za. T
This site giives informattion about students’
connceptual and reasoning diffficulties (CA
ARD). It conttains many reeferences
aboout a range off topics in chhemistry educaation such as the particle nature
n
of
mattter, chemical bonding, acids andd bases, chhemical equuilibrium,
elecctrochemistry,, stoichiometryy, and thermoddynamics.
Atomiic Force Micrroscopy: www
w.doitpomps.acc.uk/tlplib/afm
m/index.php. T
The AFM
sitee offers visual models of m
molecules and atoms on surrfaces of subsstances at
nanno level. Stuudents can siimultaneously observe botth the scanniing of a
subbstance’s surfa
face (as recordded by a videoo optic zoom) and the surfaace image
beiing recorded at
a nano level.
RSC: www.chemsocc.org/networkss/learnnet/misscon2.htm. Thhis resource frrom RSC
mised for
provvides a numbber of worksheeets that can be downloadeed and custom
use in lower secoondary chemisstry classroom
ms. They are reelated to Tabeer’s book,
Voll. 2 (see Hints for Further R
Reading).
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55. HOW TO
O DEAL WITH
W
LIN
NGUISTIC
C ISSUES IN
CHEM
MISTRY CLASSES

Languuage is one of the centrral mediatorrs of any leearning proceess. But,
undersstanding the specific
sp
languaage of a domaain is also thee entrance of a learner
to be enculturated to the speciffic field of innterest. This m
makes the leaarning of
languaage an objecttive of its ownn. The chapteer will discusss the role of llinguistic
issues for learning iin general, annd of chemistrry education inn particular from
fr
both
of the above mentioned perspectivves; the teachher and the leaarner. The chaapter will
deal w
with how to beecome able to communicate in and aboutt chemistry by learning
modes of
the speecial languagge of chemistryy with its techhnical terms, fformulae, or m
argum
mentation. But teaching cheemistry is alsoo often confroonted with prooblems in
studennts’ general abilities
a
in taalk, read andd write. Finaally, the chappter will
therefo
fore shed light on the issue how
h to deal with
w growing liinguistic heterrogeneity
in cheemistry classees in many ccountries. In the practicall part of thee chapter
exampples will be prresented on hoow to deal wiith linguistic iissues in the cchemistry
classrooom.

THEOR
RETICAL BASIS
Gradde 5, age 10-11,, chemistry, toppic “Water in oour surroundingg”: The class w
was very
heteroogeneous in anny kind, e.g. agee, linguistic skiills, knowledge, migration bacckground
… Thhe language teaccher told us thaat the class is veery heterogeneoous and almost aall of the
students have difficuulties writing prroperly and exppressing their knnowledge and thhoughts.
ment about diffe
ferent propertiess of water. Thee teacher
The sstudents were ddoing an experim
gave them a work shheet with an insttruction. Howevver, the work shheet was much ddifferent
s
there were more
than the sheets that teachers usuaally use. On thhe new work sheet
picturres, sentences w
were much shorrter, and the expperiment was a sequence of drrawings.
The sstudents were asked
a
to write ddown their obseervations. Afterr some time, onne of the
boys stood up and went
w
to the teaccher desk. The tteacher was prrepared that thee student
me cards for heelp. Finally, thee student
wouldd ask for assistaance; he alreaddy prepared som
came to the teacherr with his workk sheet in handd and pointed to the sheet byy saying
prouddly: “Look, this sentence I wrote by myself!”
From
m a report of a student teacheer from the Unniversity of Breemen after a chhemistry
teaching internship.

I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
(e
Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 127–152.
© 2013 Sense Publisherss. All rights reservved.
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Why focus on language in chemistry education
Language is a tool that we all use in our everyday life. We use language for
communication purposes and to express our thinking, desires, ideas, and feelings.
We use language to capture and express any kind of information or thought. This
also is the case in any teaching and learning activity. Language is central for any
learning process where lessons take place most of the time on a linguistic level.
Almost all of the teaching and learning activities are mediated by language, either
oral or written.
In science education, language has been traditionally understood as a simple
vehicle through which to transfer information (Fang, 2006; Ford & Peat, 1988). It
was considered as having rather a passive role with low influence on the learning
process as such. However, in the last decades the consideration of the role of
language for learning chemistry has changed dramatically. Today, language is
more and more considered to be one of the central issues that fosters or hinders
learning in general, and in the chemistry classroom in particular. Chemistry
education became increasingly aware that linguistic abilities and chemistry
learning do interact. For example, Lee and Fradd (1998) and Lee (2005) showed
that a lack of linguistic skills and unfamiliarity of asking questions, investigating,
and reporting results using science language can de-motivate students towards their
science lessons. However, it was shown that inquiry-based learning (see Chapter 6)
supports students’ language development.
Language is a mediator in any learning process in general and in chemistry
education in particular (Grabe & Stoller, 1997). The promotion of language
competencies is one of the objectives of chemistry teaching. It is one of the central
aims of chemistry education, for students to learn the language of chemistry with
its technical terms, formulae, and patterns of argumentation. The more difficulties
that students have in understanding the language of chemistry, the more difficulties
they will have in using teaching and learning materials in their future chemistry
education. Learning the language of chemistry is a necessary prerequisite to further
learning and understanding chemistry, but also to allow accessing the community
of chemists with their debates, journals or conferences, or to participate in societal
debate on socio-scientific issues. This process of getting access to a community of
research or practice by learning its language is termed by the Russian psychologist
Vygotsky as ‘enculturation’ (Hodson & Hodson, 1998). While the students
improve their scientific language, they require a shared understanding of the
content (Brown & Ryoo, 2008). Raising their scientific language ability will help
in developing their understanding and increase their “ability to observe, to think
logically, and to communicate effectively” (DES, 1999).
Wellington and Osborne (2001) claim that knowing and understanding the
language of science is an essential component of scientific literacy. It is essential
that every student is able to comprehend and explain in clear language fundamental
science concepts. There are several activities that take place in the classroom
including reading, writing, and listening, to name a few, which include the use of
science language and the students require a good understanding of language in
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order to learn. For example, during problem solving students read and write using
scientific language: written language is used to read the text and spoken language
is used to communicate the path taken from the initial state to the goal (Lemke,
1989).
But, there is also another justification. Since the 1990’s, the achievement of
Scientific Literacy for All has become a widely accepted goal for any formal
science teaching at primary and secondary level (AAAS, 1993; NRC, 1996; see
Chapters 1 and 2). In this approach, scientific literacy describes the competencies
to be achieved by students, through science teaching, in being able to communicate
about science and to participate in public debate about scientific, technological,
social, and ecological topics. Phillips and Norris (1999) and Norris and Phillips
(2003) refer to the ability to infer meaning from the text, and to use the information
rationally during discourse or decision-making in science-related personal and
social issues, as a main feature of scientific literacy. To reach this aim it is
important that in science/chemistry lessons the language and pupils’ linguistic
competencies are emphasised.
The correct use of scientific language and the ability to understand scientific
writing is an important part of scientific literacy in both of the above discussed
meanings. One cannot be scientifically literate (i.e. being able to use, understand
and explain the main ideas of science or to participate in societal debate about a
science related issue, e.g. climate change) without understanding and being able to
use language in a science-related context adequately. Therefore, one test of
scientific literacy might be the ability to read and comprehend a science-related
article in a newspaper (Bybee, 1997).
The lack of facility with language in science education may be one of the major
factors hindering student learning in science but it is one factor that the teachers
often ignore or take for granted. This low level of literacy in relation to science is
also an important factor affecting scientific literacy – even after school education
has finished. Try counting how many specialists or ‘unusual’ words there are in a
single science article or in a practical task (Johnstone & Wham, 1982), and this
problem gets worse as the level increases. Science textbooks and science articles in
journals require a higher reading level than normal prose, e.g. novels. Read a
chapter of a book in a subject you are not familiar with (economics or law) and see
how significant an understanding of the language used is for your comprehension
of the text. This is what students’ experience, particular on lower secondary level,
when they open a science textbook for the first time or when as citizens later on
they are confronted with a science-based article in a daily newspaper.
In relation to the structuring of chemistry lessons, this means that the pedagogy
should take account of the students’ prior-competencies in the use of talking,
reading, and writing in general, but also focus on learning the basic skills in the use
of the language of chemistry. This chapter will focus on (a) the role of language for
the learning in chemistry, (b) learning the language of chemistry, and (c)
pedagogies of dealing with chemistry in classrooms covering problems which are
related to students’ language abilities and linguistic heterogeneity.
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The role of language in the learning of chemistry
The dichotomy between language and chemistry (and science in general) is widely
documented in the literature (Lee & Fradd, 1998; Lee, 2005). In schools we can see
that not only students but also a majority of both language and chemistry/science
teachers see language and chemistry/science lessons as independent of each other.
However, newer studies showed that there is a close connection between language
and science learning.
It is widely accepted, that students’ knowledge, especially in the domain of
chemistry is a key for successful problem solving. Further it is commonly agreed
that students need different types of knowledge for learning and understanding,
which include: conceptual, procedural, situational and strategic knowledge, and
respective abilities (De Jong & Ferguson-Hessler, 1996). All learning processes in
classroom can be understood as processes of exchange and mediation (Vygotsky,
1978). Information needs to be captured from written material, the teacher, or
classmates. Ideas need to be expressed, exchanged, or debated. Action needs to be
negotiated and finally agreed upon. All these processes of communication take
place through the use of language, both in oral or written form. This means that a
very strong link exists between the issues of information and knowledge and
students’ linguistic skills, in general and specifically with scientific language
(Cassels & Johnstone, 1984).
It seems somewhat self-evident that if a student’s language skills are poor,
particularly in reading and writing, and if they have a limited word pool, then
he/she will face a severe disadvantage in learning any new content, e.g. chemistry.
This is clear if we think about how much reading and writing we do in a chemistry
lesson: reading textbooks, worksheets, PowerPoint slides, tests, and writing
laboratory reports, taking notes, answering homework questions, etc. The problems
will be enhanced for someone whose first language is not the official language of
the country she/he is living in and is thus being taught in a foreign language. These
students learning in a second language may not understand even simple words or
understand a whole sentence, question, or instruction, not to mention the new
scientific terminology they encounter.
The basic theory behind considering the role of language for learning is
constructivism. Constructivism is the most commonly embraced learning theory in
modern education (Bodner, 1986). Constructivism means that knowledge cannot
easily be transferred from one mind to another. Information captured – via
language or graphical information – will not be stored in the mind of the learner
unchanged. Constructivism says that knowledge is constructed in the mind of the
learner based on experiences, attitudes, prior-knowledge, and cognitive abilities,
i.e. prior knowledge acts as a filter for new learning (see Chapter 4).
Constructivism understands learning as an active process by the learner in
capturing information and treating it with concern to their cognitive abilities. The
learners make connections to knowledge they already possess, and assimilate the
knowledge or accommodate it to their cognitive structures. These processes are
connected to exchange of information mainly in a verbal mode, but learning is also
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a process of mediation (Vygotsky, 1978) which also is very much related to
students’ prior knowledge, word pool, or linguistic abilities.
That means the learners should not be viewed as passive recipients of
knowledge but rather as active participants in its creation (Bodner, 1986;
McDermott, 1991). The pedagogy implemented by the teacher should use methods
to encourage the students to construct their own knowledge in an active process of
exchange with others (see Chapter 7).
Learning the language of chemistry
Knowing the language of a subject is a necessary component for understanding it
(Hodson & Hodson, 1998). This language is new to the students and the learning of
scientific language can be understood as learning of a foreign language (Childs &
O’Farrell, 2003). However, the difference is that learning a foreign language means
to learn new terms for phenomena that are already known. To learn the language of
chemistry means that the phenomena and the ideas should be learned in parallel to
the technical terms behind them.
A chemistry teacher has to be aware that all the teachers are influencing the
development of linguistic skills. The teaching of any subject – e.g. chemistry – will
interact with the development of students’ general language abilities. But, the
chemistry teacher will be the only one acquainting the students with the special
language of chemistry, preparing the students to become able to follow further
education in chemistry or to participate in societal debate about chemistry in future.
“Speaking chemistry” is inseparable from learning its technical terms, symbols, or
syntax of structuring information, e.g. in a write-up of an experiment (see Chapter
7).
As mentioned previously, the learning of scientific language is very difficult
because students do not only have to learn the vocabulary and the semantics they
also have to develop an understanding of the phenomena and theoretical concepts
behind the terms. The students are in quite a different position than the one of the
teacher, when learning about a new topic, as they do not have any specific
knowledge about it, and therefore of the language used when discussing the topic
(Johnstone & Wham, 1982). In principle, it takes a considerable amount of time
and effort to learn and become fluent in a new language. Due to the coupling of
learning the language and its contents in parallel, the process is even more difficult
and might be more complex in several respects. One difficulty is that the students
might feel familiar with some expressions of the language of chemistry without
being aware of the differences in meanings of these expressions to how they are
used in everyday life. But, in chemistry there are also many differences between
the students’ language and the scientific language. For example, the language in
chemistry:
– Changes the meaning of words from their everyday life use towards a specific
scientific context, e.g. matter, solution, element,
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– Usees technical and
a special voocabulary of science (e.g.,, names of laaboratory
equuipment), rarelly met in everryday life, whiich is like learrning foreign language
voccabulary,
– Intrroduces a speccial symbolic language of sscience, particcularly chemisstry, with
an alphabet (eleement symbools), words (cchemical form
mulae) and ssentences
(cheemical equatioons),
– Appplies mathem
matics often connected to abstractioons (e.g., eequations,
opeerations) with aanother speciaalist vocabularry,
– Askks for interprettation and labelling of graphhs, diagrams, flow charts ettc. within
a sccientific contexxt, or
– Opeerates specific logical arggumentation ppatterns in scientific
s
arguuing and
writting, e.g. in a llaboratory-repport.
Som
me of the prroblems shouuld be discussed in more detail. Withhin every
subjecct lies a specific “register” of specific teerms which is defined as “a set of
meaninngs that is app
ppropriate to pparticular funcction of languuage, togetherr with the
words and structurees which exprress these meaanings” (Hallidday, 1975, p. 65). The
scientiific register contains manny componennts including signs and symbols,
scientiific language (e.g., names of apparatuus and chem
micals), and everyday
languaage (Figure 1)..

Figure 1. Thee different compponents of the sccientific registerr (Broggy, 20099)

A laarge number oof the terms inn the “chemistrry register” arre taken from everyday
life buut with different meaning (T
Table 1). Scienntific vocabullary can includde words
we usee throughout oour lives in evveryday languuage but whicch are adaptedd to more
specialised purposess in science annd as a result will have diffferent meaninggs within
the sciientific contexxt (Johnstone & Selepeng, 2001;
2
Lemke,, 1990). The cchemistry
registeer is full of such specialist aand non-specialist terminoloogy, terms, annd words.
Studennts will be fam
miliar with som
me of them ass they will nott be unique too science.
Howevver, these worrds have moree specialised ppurposes in sciience and studdents will
be unffamiliar with thheir new meanning. It is the hhidden doublee meaning of tthe words
that caauses difficultties as the stuudents are noot aware of thhe whole speectrum of
meaninngs, or do not know which m
meaning to usse in a specificc context. For example,
Schmiidt (1991) shoowed that wheen using the w
word ‘neutralissation’ studentts see the
persuaasive role of the word. H
He found thaat students w
when using tthe word
‘neutraalisation’ theyy often think of a neutral solution as defined by chemistts.
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Table 1. Scientific words with dual meaning
Word

Scientific meaning

Everyday meanings

Effect

Something caused by an agent
or scientific phenomenon

(often confused with affect) In fact,
become operative – many meanings

Volume

Space occupied by an object

Loudness of music

Crude

Rough measurement or impure
substance

Rude

Transfer

Move from one thing to another

Football market

Complex

Complicated or chemical
compound of metals

Psychological condition

Initial

The beginning

A short signature

Substitute

Replacement

Extra football player

Dependent

Related variable

Relying on someone

Tendency

Predicted behaviour or
relationship

Psychological preference

Agent

An active ingredient

James Bond, secret agent

Rate

Speed of a reaction

Council taxes

Mass

Weight

A lot, or a religious ceremony

Thus, the learning of scientific terms is often not only the learning of new
scientific terms but also involves challenging students’ alternative everyday
conceptions, “fighting” these and trying to change them in the right direction.
The formation of full sentences and writing of text is a further issue which must
be taken into account when considering scientific language. Scientific language is
constructed through the use of specialised grammar (Gibbons, 2009). The language
used in the textbook is often not the language used by the students and can be
different to the language used within the classroom (Lemke, 1989). Steinmüller
(1988) came to the conclusion that it is more difficult for students to speak in
complete scientific sentences than to understand the scientific vocabulary. That is
why he concludes that the language promotion in science lessons should contain
parts of the general-linguistic area relating to morphology and syntax.
A further consideration that needs attention when teaching chemistry is the level
of texts used for explanation and discussions. Language in chemistry is different
from everyday life. E.g., chemists usually use only present tense in their texts and
mainly ignore the past tenses or future tenses and science texts at all levels are full
of new, long and difficult words, which are hard to spell and pronounce (e.g. the
name of the indicator phenolphthalein). As soon as students enrol in a science
classroom they are greeted with a science textbook that provides scientific
knowledge in the form of scientific language. However, by the end of the course
students should be able to read and comprehend the scientific text.
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Understanding scientific texts is the ability to read, understand, and reason about
scientific information conveyed in different genres is an important aspect of
scientific literacy. One classification of genres is the distinction between narrative
texts and expository texts. The common text in science textbooks is the expository
– the text is informative and presents factual science content (Norris & Phillips,
1994). Thus scientific sentences are much shorter then sentences in everyday life or
novels but bring an enormous abundance of content. The sentences are simple,
short, and packed with information.
In the end we must consider introducing formal language as learning a new
language. Research indicates that there are significant differences between the
daily and non-formal language of young children and adolescents. Furthermore, the
non-formal language includes the academic language that is typical to school
lessons in general and to the language used in science lessons in particular. The
scientific language used in school lessons includes specific characteristics that
impact the learning and the discourse in science classes (Snow, 2010; Yore &
Treagust, 2006). For example, Cassels and Johnstone (1984) showed that the level
and number of scientific terms used in the teaching materials influence students’
understanding and verbal reasoning ability. Additionally they showed that the
maximum use of scientific terms happened in the laboratory phases because of the
naming of equipment and describing observation during experimentation. The
authors concluded that the experimental parts of the lesson enhance the complexity
of student communication.
We expect our students to pick up chemistry by absorption but to most of them
chemistry is like a foreign language, which they do not speak and in many cases do
not want to learn. Biology and chemistry are particularly rich in difficult and
polysyllabic words, from words like photosynthesis and polysaccharide in biology
to electrolysis and polymerization in chemistry. The teachers as ‘experts’ do not
notice the difficulty. They are familiar with the language (and the concepts behind
the terms) and too often fire new words at the students nonstop. The students are
deluged and shell-shocked and do their best to copy them down correctly, but they
often try to ‘learn them off’ without understanding their meaning.
Scientific words are largely based on Greek and Latin words, but these
languages are no longer part of common school subjects, and so modern students
do not understand their structure. It can help learning if we point out some of the
common prefixes and suffixes used in science as clues to meaning and aids to
memory: for example, if a word starts with poly- then it means many something’s
(polymer, polysaccharide); the ending -ase indicates an enzyme (catalase, amylase)
and the ending -ose a sugar (sucrose, lactose). Furthermore, a lot of words are put
together from two words. Another problem is that even these technical terms
sometimes have different correct meanings (e.g., oxidation) or synonyms (e.g.,
neutralisation, particle …) (Childs, 2006). Scientists often use terms already
defined and apply them to newly discovered phenomena. Those terms are then
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defining both old and new meanings (Table 2). Learning about this change in
meaning can help to learn about the nature of science, but sometimes it will
confuse the students even more.
Table 2. One word defining different phenomena
Word

Different meanings

Matter

1.
2.
3.

Atom
Molecule
Particle with a mass

Oxidation

1.
2.
3.

Loss of electrons
Increase in oxidation state
Adding oxygen to form a oxide

Acid

1.
2.
3.

A substance containing hydronium ions
A species that donates a proton (a proton donator)
A species that accepts a pair of electrons from another
species (an electron pair acceptor)

Also, correct spelling matters in science even more that it does in language
teaching and creativity is not a substitute for accuracy in science lessons. Incorrect
spelling can cause problems and lose students grades, but in science (especially
chemistry) one letter can change the meaning totally, e.g. alkanes, alkenes, and
alkynes. In some contexts this can cause major safety problems, e.g. reading the
name wrongly in an instruction or on a bottle can cause dangerous explosive
reactions. Is it magnesium or manganese that is needed? As a change in a letter can
change the meaning of a word or technical term, this could be even more the case
when coming down to the reduced level of chemistry language: its symbols and
formulae. Is it Mg or Mn that we need? Is it harmless H2O or strongly corrosive
H2O2 we are working with? Sometimes it is only one letter or a number that makes
a big difference. Therefore, the chemistry teacher always should insist on correct
spelling and test it, both on the level of words and sentences, as well as on the level
of formulae and equations. We need to penalise mistakes and, set a good example
ourselves (check all written work carefully for correct spelling and correct
formulae).
Yet, spelling is not an end in itself and not only an issue due to the question of
safety. Correct spelling is part of linking words to their meaning and correct use.
Correct spelling is needed for clear, accurate communication in science,
complementing accurate recording of measurements. Roughly right in science is
wrong. There are no better examples to use than roughly complete chemical
formulae that forget a letter or number. Forgetting or exchanging a letter or number
within a formula can make an expression 100% wrong, or even worse changing the
meaning to something that does not make sense. If a teacher spells a word or
formula incorrectly and the students write it down, that error will propagate and
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even despite the teacher later correcting the mistake, some students will continue to
use the incorrect spelling or formula.
The choice of the “right” level of language in science lessons is not an easy
decision. The intelligibility, scientific correctness, and adequate placement of
scientific language are the points that have to be kept in mind. Starting with
scientific language at an early age might help the students to understand the
lessons. A strong focus on everyday language might make students miss learning
scientific language. It is important for the chemistry teacher to be able to express
himself on different linguistic levels, through the language of everyday life,
scientific language, pictorial-concrete and abstract, and to be aware of the switch
between the levels and to make them explicit.
Linguistic heterogeneity in chemistry classes
In many countries, multilingualism is requested for today’s global business world
and community. On the other hand multilingualism in the context of school is seen
as a potential source of deficits and problems. In the 1990s Aikenhead (1997)
discussed linguistic issues in the case of Native Americans and the consequences
for their education. Also since the TIMSS- and PISA-studies students’ linguistic
issues received more attention in political and educational discussion, also with a
focus on chemistry education (Lynch, 2001).
In a lot of cases multilingualism (often bilingualism and semi-bilingualism) is to
most of our students a disadvantage (Pollnick & Rutherford, 1993; Johnstone &
Selepeng, 2001). Quite often this disadvantage is linked with a migration
background of the students. This is the case for countries where students coming
mainly from a second generation of immigrants, as well as countries like Australia
or Israel where pupils with migration backgrounds are mainly new immigrants and
thus frequently have interrupted education biographies. In both cases migration
families often maintain immigration communities speaking between themselves
their original language and cultural assimilation into the new society is slow and
partial. As a result the students often reach lower levels of linguistic competence
(lower than the national norm) and achieve lower levels of education than native
speaking students (Lee, 2001).
Collier (1987) analysed seven factors influencing students’ educational success
for those coming from a migration background: (a) students’ age of arrival, (b)
length of residence in the country, (c) grade of entry into new school, (d) first
reading and writing literacy skills, (e) formal educational background, (f) family’s
educational and socio-economic background, and (g) students’ former exposure to
the new country’s life style. Reich and Roth (2002) found that students who hold
high competencies in their mother tongue, when they enter into the school system
in the new country, also achieve good proficiency when learning their new
‘official’ language, and the development of the mother tongue became secondary.
However, only in few cases they reach a standard of a native speaker. There are
different answers science education has to offer. Spillane, Diamond, Walker,
Halverson, and Jita (2001) discussed how the school principal together with
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science teachers can cause change in science lessons. The following factors
influence the change of science lesson at school: (a) physical resources (i.e., money
and other material assets), (b) human capital of teachers and school leaders (i.e.,
the individual knowledge, skills, and expertise that form the stock of resources
available in an organisation), and (c) social capital (i.e., the relations among
individuals in a group or organisation, and such norms as trust, collaboration, and a
sense of obligation). However, to make change happen, there is also need for
collaboration between all the teachers at school, especially those who are resistant
to change (Gamoran, Anderson, Quiroz, Secada, Williams, & Ashmann, 2003).
Also, the programme and the organisation of the school is an important factor in
this context. In schools with strong academic focus and stronger orientation on
student-centred teaching (see Chapter 7) the differences in school achievement
between students with and without migration backgrounds are much lower than in
other schools (Lee & Smith, 1995). In these types of schools science teachers are
generally working more in professional collectives. Such collective work affects
the quality of science teaching (Lee, Smith, Croninger, & Robert, 1997). Typical
characteristics for such professional collective are the strong cooperation of the
science teachers, their cooperative development of ideas and their following of
same goals (Lee & Smith, 1995). Finally, Markic (2011, 2012) concluded that the
cooperation between chemistry teachers and language teachers offers a good
opportunity to develop new teaching materials concerning linguistic heterogeneity
of chemistry students. Furthermore, this project shows that the collaborative
development of chemistry lesson plans by chemistry teachers and language
teachers seems to be a promising way to create motivating and attractive learning
environments that allow teachers to help students not only to learn chemistry but
also to improve their knowledge and competencies in language.
But the issue of linguistic heterogeneity is not only an issue connected to
migration. It has been found with increasing frequency that native speaking
students have less developed language abilities in many countries (Cassels &
Johnstone, 1983; Johnstone & Selepeng, 2001). The reasons for this can stem from
the special needs of some of the students. Problematic familial and social
backgrounds can lead to lower levels of linguistic abilities, which directly
influence the student’s learning success in any domain of school education, e.g. in
chemistry.
Learning the language of chemistry is a challenge for most students. This is
even more so the case for students with less developed linguistic skills, because
these students often do not know the rules of the spoken and written language
(Howe, 1970; Johnstone & Selepeng, 2001). Seedhouse (2004) showed that those
students rarely have the opportunity to participate actively in regular classes. They
experience the language passively, and have less opportunity to participate, and to
develop their linguistic competencies. Furthermore, their under-developed
language abilities make the learning of content difficult. These students barely
understand any of their regular chemistry classes. They are not only asked to learn
the content, they also have to cope with the language in general and the specific
language of chemistry in particular.
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Todday, special ppedagogies annd tools are available to support studeents with
linguisstic problems iin their learninng of chemistrry. General strrategies are, e..g.,
– Usee of pictorial explanation, e.g.
e providingg laboratory taasks by a seqquence of
picttures instead oof text,
– Providing aids foor formulating sentences,
– Offfering support for easier writting and underrstanding of teexts, and
– Streengthening innnovative teacching methodds, like coopperative learnning (see
Chaapter 7).
Exaamples from tthe classroom will be discuussed in the prractical sectioon of this
chapteer. These exam
mples will haave the potenttial to help bboth types of students,
those w
who have deveeloped linguisstic abilities annd those who have
h
not.

TH
HE PRACTICE OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Planniing chemistry lessons with rrecognition off linguistic issuues
Dealinng with linguistic issues in chemistry claasses might staart from the ffollowing
ideas ((Henderson & Wellington, 11998):
– Intrroduce terms iin different moodes: Introduccing technical terms and forrmulae to
studdents at the bbeginning is not beneficiaal to the studeents, as it may
m cause
connfusion. First, the studentss need to undderstand the phenomena oor matter
befo
fore they cann name it. N
New terms caan be introdduced by pheenomena,
expperiments, or pictures. Present the new
w term in diffferent represeentational
form
ms (not all stuudents learn thee same way).
– Usee activities, viisual tools annd vocabularyy/semantic toools for learninng words
andd terms: Gam
mes, quizzes, or written taasks can helpp to better leearn and
mem
morise new words and term
ms. Examples are
a given below
w.
– Usee new terms aat the right ddose: It is im
mportant not to introduce too much
techhnical terms aat once. In som
me lessons moore than 10 neew scientific words
w
are
pressented to the sstudents. Befoore implementiing new wordss, it is importaant to ask
youurself are reallyy all the new sscientific term
ms necessary aand how often will they
be uused in the folllowing lessonns?
– Help
lp safeguardinng new terms and structurees: After introoducing new words, it
helpps if the teachher lists all new
w words coverred in a lessonn on the boardd (or on a
poster) making suure students ccan spell them
m correctly, knnow their meanning, and
wheere possible, kknow somethinng about the sttructure of thee words.
– Teaach new termss by training: After implem
menting new teerms it is impportant to
use these words well. Differeent games andd exercises shhould follow after the
intrroduction. Anyyhow, games should makee sense, but bbe short. Traiinings in
hom
mework mightt help as well as
a short repetiitions in the beeginning of eaach single
lessson, or face to face recitationns among the students.
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– Usee language sittuation-orientted: It is impoortant for a teeacher to refleect about
theiir own languaage use duringg the lesson. While talkingg in class, thee teacher
should use “schoool language””. The teacheers should speak in full sentences,
speaak slowly annd take breakks between thhe sentences. It should noot be too
scieentific but shoould also not bbe colloquial. The teacher should
s
limit thhe use of
ironnic statements and wordplayy. Such word play is difficuult for young students,
andd those with lim
mited linguistiic skills to undderstand.
– Adddress linguistiic mistakes: Itt is important that teacher notices
n
mistakkes made
by tthe students aand address thhem. One metthod is that stuudents say orr read the
senttence again annd maybe theyy then will nootice the mistaake on their ow
wn. Also
the teacher can rrepeat the senntence and folllow it with tthe corrected one. The
studdents can analyyse the mistakke and reflect on it.
– Intrroduces exercises carefully: The teacherr should not use
u unknown words in
exercises. Write short sentences and take care not to forrmulate more than one
queestion within oone exercise.
Level off Object

Obbject

Pictoriaal Level

Piccture

Symboliic Level

Grraph

Linguisttic Level

Mathemattical Level

Formula
NaaOH
H2O
H3P
PO4

Figure 2.. Different representations andd their levels (Leeisen, 2005)
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– Layyout texts caref
efully: One of the key pointss often not connsidered by teeachers is
a laayout of the texts. Often work sheets are long
l
and crow
wded. Howeveer: less is
morre. Keep senntences short; reduce the amount of text
t
to the nnecessary
minnimum. Give tthe text structture. Organisee the text cleaarly through thhe use of
paraagraphs and suub-headings. L
Leave space foor students’ coomments.
– Lim
mit the numberr of new wordds: Try to cutt the number of the new w
words and
unnnecessary nam
mes of materialls and apparatuus. Ask yoursself, do you really need
thosse words and are they impportant for undderstanding of the proceduure of the
actiivities in the present lesson oor lessons thatt will follow.
Visuall tools to faciliitate better com
mprehension of
o words and concepts
c
There are different forms in whhich knowledgge can be preesented. Leiseen (2005)
identiffies five diffferent represeentational forrms that difffer in their level of
abstracction: (a) levvel of objectt, (b) pictoriial level, (b)) linguistic leevel, (d)
symboolical level annd (e) mathem
matical level (F
Figure 2). Thee abstraction increases
from leevel (a) to (e)..
On the other sidee, not all childdren learn the same way. Therefore, the materials
shouldd be presentedd in differentt forms, so thhat (almost) aall learning styles
s
are
considdered. As we ssee from Figurre 2, the pictoorial level shouuld be used inn order to
achievve the linguistiic level.
Picturre story. In a picture story (Figure 3) thhe pictures aree supported bby speech
bubblees. The picturre story can be given as a whole, or some parts oor speech
balloonns of the pictture can be missing. Using speech ballooons can help to
t reduce
the dem
mand on the students.
s
This method is verry attractive foor students beccause it is
short, concise, and taken from sstudents’ life. Students aree familiar with speech
balloonn from comiccs. They can bbe allowed to uuse their everryday language, simple
sentennces, and non-sscientific wordds here.

Figure 3. Picture storyy for water moleecules in the gasseous state
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Sequennce of picturees. A sequencee of pictures iis an order off pictures thatt shows a
processs (Figure 4). Analogous
A
to a movie, a chhronological acction is presennted. The
picturees help pupilss to verbalise an experimenntal procedure and to understand the
processs. To differenntiate betweenn the students, it is also poossible for som
me of the
steps oof the experim
ment to be pressented as a picture and the others to be written
w
as
text. T
The students sshould changee in this case from one reppresentationall form to
anotheer. In case the students are nnot familiar w
with the scientiific vocabularyy and the
namess of the instrum
ments, cards can
c be used too assist the stuudents’ underrstanding.
The inndication of thhe beginning oof the sentencce or a cloze ccan be includeed in this
sequennce of picturess as further help.
Draw
wing

Whaat happened?
Thee water _______________________
______________________________
____
Thee sand ________________________
______________________________
____
Thee glass rod ____________________
______________________________
__
Thee water _______________________
______________________________
____
Thee sand ________________________
Thee water _______________________
______________________________
____
Thee sand ________________________
______________________________
____
Thee water _______________________
______________________________
____
Thee sand ________________________
______________________________
____
Thee water _______________________
______________________________
____
Thee sand ________________________
______________________________
____
Figure 4. Sequence of piictures about stiirring a sand-w
water mixture
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Visuall association. This approachh uses terms tthat are conneected with picctures, so
called visual agents (Figure 5). Thhese visual agents can be a ppicture of the term that
shouldd be learned. But,
B it is alsoo possible to ttake things thaat students knnow from
their everyday
e
livess and have onne of the propperties that aree characteristiic for the
new teerm. This tool is especially applicable forr lower gradess, e.g. when thhe names
of insttruments are too be learned.

Figurre 5. Visual association

Vocabbulary and sem
mantic tools
Duringg an experimeent, students often do not knnow how to w
write their obseervations.
Somettimes words are missing; sometimes tthe semanticss are poorly applied.
Differeent tools can hhelp students to better learnn the necessarry vocabulary,, but also
to pracctice correct seemantics.
Cataloogue of wordss. A cataloguee of words coontains all thee important w
words and
scientiific terms whhich are mentiioned in a ceertain lesson uunit or as a ppart of it
(Figurre 6). Such cattalogues can hhelp pupils too write a piecee of text on thheir own,
making the processs much simppler and eassier (e.g., in a laboratoryy report).
Furtheermore, the nuumber of wordds given (especcially scientifi
fic terms), the direction
and the content of thhe text can be influenced. Suuch cataloguees can be supplemented
not onnly by the expllanation of thee term/word buut also by utiliising pictures.
Y
You can use foollowing words
ds to express yoour
oobservation:
- T
The holes
- T
The filter
- T
The strainer
- T
The size of thee wholes
- T
The size of mattter
- SStays inside
Figurre 6. Catalogue of words

ment of wordss or parts
Field oof words. Thee field of worrds is a disorddered arrangem
of senttences about one
o specific toopic (Figure 77). For weakerr students som
me words
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or parrts of the senttence can be connected. H
However, the sstudent shouldd put the
words in order, connnect them, andd finally writee a sentence annd the whole text. It is
helpfuul that both tthe articles foor the substanntives and thhe irregular vverbs are
mentiooned as well. A variation oof the method is that studennts can make a field of
words for each otherr.

Figgure 7. Field off words

Sentennce puzzle. Thhe pieces of a sentence are ggiven (Figure 8). The studeents’ task
is to pput the piecess together andd to make onne sentence. T
The same parrts of the
sentennce should be the same colour e.g. verb = yellow, advverb = blue, … Using
such a toy, the studdents repeat thhe content of tthe last lessonns, but also buuild their
knowledge through using the corrrect syntax.

Figuure 8. Sentence puzzle

Succh a sentence ppuzzle does noot need to be ppresented as a game. While this may
be moore fun for thee students it ccan also be moore work for the teachers. It is also
possibble to make a w
work sheet with
w the puzzlee pieces and sttudents shouldd cut and
connecct them. To inncrease the leevel of the tool, the puzzlee pieces shoulld not be
colourred but studentts should givee the colour onn their own beefore they starrt to build
the senntences. Thus,, the grammar can be repeatted in this wayy.
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If-then-sentences. If one wants to practice special science educational syntax, the
students can make different examples of the sentence by repeating content as well.
One example is the use of ‘if-then-sentences’ (Figure 9). The students get two
simple sentences that should be combined. For ‘if-then-sentences’ the first sentence
should contain the reason and the second sentence the consequence. By making
one sentence out of the two, students are not only going to repeat the content but
also practice the characteristics of the complexity of the sentence and the grammar
of the language (e.g. where to put the verb in a sentence). Alternatively one can use
this method for any kind of sentence, e.g. more/less … or neither … nor.
If
a mixture contains two
layers.
a mixture contains magnetic
and non-magnetic
compound.
a mixture contains sand and
water.

then
I can use a magnet.
I can do a filtration.
I can pour one layer off.

Figure 9. Example for if-then-sentences

The beginning of the sentence. Writing a sentence is often incredibly difficult for
many students, however the most difficult part is usually starting the sentence.
Typically students struggle with combining the first words of a sentence. By
providing them with the beginning of the sentences it can help the students to write
a sentence on their own and express their opinion and their knowledge about the
topic. However, the beginning of the sentence is also an indication about the
expected content. The number of words given at the beginning of a sentence should
depend on the students’ level of linguistic competency. Sometimes it is enough to
give the first word of the sentence. It stimulates students to progress and the word
serves as an incentive to organise the words in the student’s head.
Block-diagram. In a block-diagram the different parts of a sentence (noun,
pronoun, verb, conjugation, adverb, and adjective) are given (Figure 10). Students
can use these parts compose the sentences and in doing so they can express their
ideas and knowledge. Furthermore, it is possible that a column with scientific
terms is also added. However, this can be decided by the teacher depending on the
student’s cognitive level. The block-diagram is especially useful for training
students about the syntactical construction cooperated with scientific terms. It is
important to note that the parts of the sentence given in a block-diagram are not
parts of the specific sentences. There words should help students to build their own
sentence. The block-diagram is an aid for a student if the word is “missing” while
they were verbalising their own observation and knowledge.
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First
If
From
After that
Finally
This
To
.
..

Verb
Heat
filter
solve
stop
dissolve
evaporate
is
can
.

Pronoun
I
you
he/she/it
we
they
.
.
.
..

A
the
an
.
.
.
.
.
..

Conjugation
with
in
by
of
so that
.
.
.
..

Figure 10. Block-diagram

Activities for learning the technical language of chemistry
To speak “chemistry” it is important to speak the language of chemistry and to use
its technical terms correctly. The following section will outline some tools on how
to learn the technical terms in chemistry.
Explanation of the word. Explanation of the word means that students should take
one word from their lesson (which can be known but also a new word) and they
should present it in different representational forms. The word/term can be
explained in a sentence that should be simple and should be presented as a picture,
drawing, action, etc.
Cloze. A cloze (gap) text is a piece of scientific text which leaves some words out.
The teacher should take care when organising the text to ensure that the words
remaining will provide enough information to allow the student complete it. The
task for the students is to find the right words to fit in the gap within the written
text. For students with lower linguistic skills the missing words could be given to
be puzzled into the cloze (Figure 11). This game can also be used for practising the
use of the grammar and right syntax.
A chlorine atom has ________electrons in its outer shell. To achieve a stable ________
of eight electrons, two chlorine atoms share a __________of electrons with each other,
i.e. a __________ bond is formed between the two ________. Thus, each atom has its
own seven _______ electrons and a share in one of the outer electrons of the other
atom.
Words to add: pair, outer, covalent, atoms, octet, seven
Figure 11. Cloze in chemistry lesson

Chinese whisper. Chinese whisper is a game that is well known in every country.
The game typically involves a word or piece of information being whispered from
one individual to another and so on, so that the word or the information reaches the
final recipient, it has often changed completely from its original form. In this
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versionn of the gamee, the informattion should bee pasted from one side to annother by
using different representational forms.
f
The infformation shoould not be lost during
the gaame. The stuudents shouldd work in sm
mall groups and every sttudent is
responnsible in eachh cycle for oone representaational form. One word shhould be
writtenn on the paperr and the first student shoulld present it ass e.g. a picturee, second
studennt as chemical symbol, etc. ((Table 3).
Varriations are poossible, so as to allow the students to prractice commuunication
and too increase theeir social skillls. It is also possible
p
that one group makes
m
one
represeentational form
m. Here the sstudents in a small
s
group haave to discusss the best
and moost correct waays in which too present a parrticular word.
Tabble 3. Chinese w
whisper
Namee

Forrmula

Ethannol

C2H5OH

Sentence
S
a
about
S
Some
people
d
drink
it.

Model

Namee
Ethanol

Concep
ept mapping. A
As discussed in Chapter 7 concept m
mapping is a practical
learninng tool whichh falls into thhe broad famiily of graphicc organising ttools that
includes mind mappping and spidder diagrams. The node-linkked diagrams are very
suitablle for languagge learning as the key com
mponents are concepts andd linking
phrasees that togetheer allow one too represent theeir proficiencyy in scientific language
and heence their connceptual underrstanding. The process of cconstructing m
maps can
help ddevelop literaccy skills in tw
wo ways. Firrstly when orgganising conccepts and
words you are forceed to think aboout their spellling, meaning and how theyy connect
to onee another. Seecondly, whenn constructingg maps in coooperative grroups the
ongoinng discourse aand debate bettween studentts as they agreee on the struccture will
allow them to prractice the ppronunciation of the scienntific terms and the
develoopment of thee map from onne or two conncepts to phraases will helpp develop
studennts’ proficienccy and their aability to deveelop complex relationships between
terms. For more detaails on conceppt maps and thhe related mindd maps, see Chhapter 7.
Learniing formulae bby inventing aanalogies. “W
Where should I put the numbber 2? At
the begginning and shhould it be bigg, or in betweeen the letters and small?” T
These are
the quuestions that many
m
teachers hear when theey are teachinng the formal language
of cheemistry. The way chemistss read the foormulae differrs from how we read
normaally (e.g. H2O = 2 hydrogeen atoms and one oxygen aatom). This can
c cause
confussion among sttudents. Analoogies can be taken from evveryday life as
a a help
(Tablee 4; Heuer & Parchmann, 22008). If the sstudents writee down each aatom that
one m
molecule is com
mposed of, thhey can then ccount the letteers and made a formal
word oout of it.
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Table 4. Analogies off everyday wordds with formula language
Worrd
Balll
Sum
mmer
Watter
Methhane
Sodiium hydroxide

Com
mponents
B A L L
S U M M E R
H O H
C H H H H
Na O H

“Forrmulae”
BAL
L2
SUM
M2ER
H2O
CH4
NaO
OH

Dominno or memoryy games. Almoost every studdent knows thhe rules of thee domino
game. The domino tiles should bbe placed together so that thhe sides of thee domino
match to each otherr. However, it is important that
t
the conneection betweenn the two
tiles iss clear. The doomino tiles shhould contain different repreesentational foorms, not
only w
words (Figure 12). To ensuree that the dom
mino tiles are inn the correct ssequence,
the domino tiles shoould end up foorming a circlle. A similar aapproach is ussed in the
memorry game. Meemory is a caard game in w
which differennt cards havee various
imagess, figures, signns, formulae or
o notes on theem (Figure 13). The key to the game
is findding a matchinng pair. A mattching pair is a pair which iis illustrating the same
thing, though it mayy be through ddifferent meanns. The studennts should findd the pair
of cardds that illustraate the same concept of ideaa, for examplee one card mayy display
the name of a substtance and the other one a ppicture of it, ssketch or form
mula. The
studennt with the highhest number of
o pairs is the w
winner of the ggame.

F
Figure 12. Dom
mino

Figuure 13. Memoryy game
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SUMMAR
RY: KEY SENTENCES

– Lannguage is the bbasic mediatoor of informatiion transfer annd meaning-m
making in
learrning in generaal and in chem
mistry educatioon in particulaar.
– Encculturation innto the langguage of cheemistry is oone of the essential
precconditions foor further cheemistry learniing and studdents’ particippation in
sociietal debate abbout chemistryy and technoloogy related issues in the futuure.
– Thee language off chemistry is a new languaage for the stuudents. It com
mprises a
regiister of technnical words, a specific synntax, and a w
whole world oof unique
form
mulae, signs, and graphicaal representattions. Studentts have to deevelop in
paraallel their knoowledge and uunderstanding of the chemiistry content, and their
skillls in using thee right words aand syntax.
– Reccognition of linguistic issues, studentts’ linguistic skills, and growing
lingguistic heterogeneity is esssential for ssuccessful chhemistry teachhing and
learrning.
– Diff
fferent linguisstic tools offeer help to prromote studennts’ skills in writing,
talkking, and undeerstanding in thhe context of chemistry
c
eduucation.

ASK
K YOURSELF

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
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E
Explain why coping
c
with llinguistic issuues is so impoortant for a cchemistry
teeacher.
S
Sum up, as muuch as possible, potential liinguistic probblems that migght occur
dduring chemisttry learning.
T
Take a book abbout psycholoogy, mathemattics, geology oor any subjectt that you
hhave not studieed. Open it som
mewhere in thhe middle and read the pagee. Explain
w
why this exerrcise is a goood analogy too understand some of the essential
leearning probleems of studentts in chemistryy classes.
O
Outline a strattegy to introdduce ten differrent technicall terms and nnames for
eequipment from
m the topic ‘seeparation of m
matter’ by usinng different toools made
fo
for coping withh linguistic isssues in the cheemistry classrooom.
T
Take three woorksheets of your choice from the Internet on the topic of
inntroducing attomic structurre. Check whhether you are able to anaalyse the
m
materials conccerning potenntial linguistic barriers foor effective cchemistry
leearning. Deveelop a new w
work sheet thatt takes into cconsideration llinguistic
isssues of chem
mistry learning..

5. LA
ANGUAGE AND CHEMISTRY L
LEARNING

HINTS FOR
R FURTHER RE
EADING

Miller, J., Kostogrizz, A., & Gearron, M. (20099). Culturally and linguisticc diverse
claassrooms. New
w dilemmas foor teachers. C
Clevedon: Mulltilingual Mattters. The
boook is a collecction of paperrs from well-kknown languaage education scholars
whho present theiir research in a range of intternational settting. The texxts raise a
diffferent issues aabout workingg in linguistic and
a culturally diverse classrrooms.
Snow, M. A., & Brinton, D. M. ((1997) The conntent-based cllassroom: Perrspectives
on iintegrating language and ccontent. New York: Longm
man. The bookk presents
a goood understannding of how tto apply the teenets of a conttent-based appproach to
langguage teachingg with learnerrs of different aages and profiiciency levels..
Hodsoon, D. (2009). The languagee of science annd science edducation. In D. Hodson
(ed..), Teaching and learningg about sciennce. Languagge, theories, methods,
histtory, traditionn and values (pp. 241-2822). Rotterdam
m: Sense. Thee chapter
adreesses some keey issues relatiing to the distiinctive languagge of science.
Fathm
man, A. K., & C
Crowther, D. T
T. (2006). Sciience for Engllish language learners:
K-112 classroom
m strategies. Arlington: NSTA. Thee book proovides a
com
mprehensive fooundation for teaching both science and laanguage.
Rosebery, A. S., & Warren, B. (2008). Teacching sciencee to English llanguage
learrners: buildingg on students’’ strengths. Arrlington: NSTA
A. The book aaddresses
the question whhether a studeents’ cultural background supports learrning ins
scieence and weatther concentraating on the sspecialised voocabulary of science
s
is
the best way to heelp English lannguage learninng students.
Stoddaart, T. Pinal, A., Latzke, M., & Canadday, D. (20022). Integratingg inquiry
scieence and langguage developpment for Engglish languagge learners. Joournal of
Ressearch in Scieence Teachingg, 39, 664-6877. The report describes
d
a coonceptual
fram
mework for sccience–languagge integration and the devellopment of a ffive-level
rubrric to assess teeachers' underrstanding of cuurricular integrration.
RESOURCES
S FROM THE IN
NTERNET

Languuage in science: www.fdaviddpeat.com/bibbliography/esssays/lang.htm. A. Ford
andd F. Peat disccuss a research project whiich investigates the hypothhesis that
langguage plays ann active role inn the developm
ment of scientiific ideas.
Speciaal Online Collection on Sciennce, Languaage and Literacy:
www
w.sciencemagg.org/site/special/education22010/. In thiis special isssue, the
edittors have colleected a varietyy of articles thhat focus on laanguage and liiteracy in
scieence. The term
m represents tw
wo angles of the problem: knowing whaat science
has discovered annd being able tto communicaate in the languuage of sciencce.
Foreiggn languages inn African scieence classroom
ms:
www
w.deta.up.ac.zza/papers_preesentations/Oyyoo%202011D
DETA%20PAP
PER_DrS
amuuelOumaOyooo_paper.pdf. S
S. Ouma Oyooo, presents the outcome of suustained
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literature reviews of cross-national research on language in science education
over the last 40 years.
Using everyday language to teach science may help students learn:
news.stanford.edu/news/2008/august20/teachsci-082008.html. K. J. Sullivan
presents two approaches of teaching science considering language and makes a
comparison of it.
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6. HO
OW TO LE
EARN IN A
AND FRO
OM THE
C
CHEMIST
TRY LABORATOR
RY

Laboraatory activitiees have long hhad a distinctive and centraal role in the cchemistry
curricuulum as a meeans of makinng sense of tthe natural w
world. For maany years
chemisstry educators
rs have suggeested that maany benefits aaccrue from eengaging
studennts in the sciennce laboratoryy. The wide w
written array of
o literature illlustrates
that, the laboratorry provides a unique moode of instruuction, learniing, and
assessment. This chaapter providess a theoreticall overview jusstifying learninng in and
from the laboratorry in chemisstry education and discussing its eduucational
potenttial. The theoreetical discussiion is followedd by a more prractical part tthat deals
with vvarious approaaches to the chemistry
c
laboratory, the tteachers’ behaaviour in
the laaboratory, asssessment of sstudents’ achiievement andd progress, and other
relatedd organisationnal and educattional variablees.

THEORETICAL BA
ASIS
While reading a textbbook of chemisttry, I came upoon the statemennt, ‘nitric acid acts upon
copperr’ ... and I deterrminate to see what this meannt. Having located some nitricc acid … I
had onnly to learn whaat the words ‘acct upon’ meant. In the interest of knowledge I was even
willingg to sacrifice onne of the few coppper cents thenn in my possessiion. I put one of them on
the tabble; opened the bottle marked ‘nitric acid,’ pooured some of the
t liquid on thhe copper;
and prrepared to makee an observatioon. But what waas this wonderfful thing which I beheld?
The ceent was alreadyy changed, and it was no smalll change eitherr. A greenish bblue liquid
foamedd and fumed ovver the cent andd the table. The air … became coloured dark red. How
could I stop this? I trried … by pickking up the cennt and throwingg it out the winndow … I
learnedd another fact; nitric acid actss upon fingers. The pain led too another unpreemeditated
experim
ment. I drew m
my fingers acrooss my trouserss and discovereed nitric acid aacts upon
trouserrs. That was thee most impressive experiment I have ever peerformed. I tell of it even
now with
w
interest. It was a revelatiion to me. Plainly the only way
w to learn abbout such
remarkkable kinds of acction is to see thhe results, to exxperiment, to woork in a laborattory.
Ira Rem
msen (1846-19227), chemist annd inventor of thhe saccharin, w
when he was at the
t age of
12 (citeed from Hauberr & Rayner-Cannham, 2004)

I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
(e
Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 153–182.
© 2013 Sense Publisherss. All rights reservved.
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The history of the laboratory in school chemistry education
Throughout the chapter we use the terms practical work, which is common e.g. in
the UK context, and laboratory work, which is common in the USA,
interchangeably. A precise definition is difficult as these in school practice
embrace an array of activities, but generally they refer to experiences in school
settings in which students interact with equipment and materials or secondary
sources of data to observe and understand the natural world.
Laboratory activities have long had a distinctive and central role in science
curricula as a means of making sense of the natural world. Since the nineteenth
century, when schools began to teach science systematically, the laboratory has
become a distinctive feature of science education. For many teachers and
curriculum developers the science laboratory belongs in science learning as
obviously as naturally as the gardening belongs in the garden and the cooking
belongs in the kitchen (Solomon, 1980). After the first-world-war, and with the
rapid increase of scientific knowledge, the laboratory was used mainly as a means
for confirming and illustrating information previously learnt in a lecture or from
textbook. With the reform in science education in the 1960s (see Chapter 1) in
many countries the ideal became to engage students with investigations,
discoveries, problem solving activities and inquiry. The National Science
Education Standards (NRC, 1996, p. 23) defines scientific inquiry as
the diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world and propose
explanations based on the evidence derived from their work. Scientific
inquiry also refers to the activities through which students develop
knowledge and understanding of scientific ideas, as well as an
understanding of how scientists study the natural world.
In other words, the inquiry laboratory became the core of the science learning
process (Shulman & Tamir, 1973).
For many years science educators (in our case chemistry educators) have
suggested that many benefits accrue from engaging students in science laboratory
activities (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004), e.g. Tobin (1990, p. 405) wrote that:
“Laboratory activities appeal as a way of allowing students to learn with
understanding and at the same time engage in the process of constructing
knowledge by doing science.”
In projects developed in the 1960s, the laboratory was intended to be a place for
inquiring, developing and the testing of theories as well as providing students with
the opportunity to ‘practice being a scientist.’ George Pimentel (see Merrill &
Ridgeway, 1969) noted that in the CHEMStudy project, which was developed in
the 1960s in the USA, the laboratory was designed to help students gain a better
idea of the nature of science (NOS) and scientific investigation (see Chapter 1).
Many research studies (summarised by Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982) were
conducted with the goal in mind to explore the effectiveness of the laboratory for
attaining the many objectives (both cognitive, affective, and psychomotoric; see
Chapter 2) that had been suggested in the science education literature.
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The traditional list of objectives to be attained by including laboratory work into
chemistry teaching includes:
– Understanding of scientific concepts,
– Interest and motivation,
– Attitude towards science,
– Scientific practical skills and problem solving abilities,
– Scientific habits of mind,
– Understanding the nature of science (NOS), and
– The opportunity to do science.
Over the years hundreds of papers and essays were published with the goal
being to explore and investigate the uniqueness of the science laboratory in general
and its educational effectiveness in particular. In addition, it has been widely
believed that the laboratory provides the only place in school where certain kinds
of skills, abilities, and understanding can be developed (Lazarowitz & Tamir,
1994). In other words, as Kerr (1963) has suggested, the laboratory provides a
unique mode of instruction, learning, and assessment.
Precisely what kind of objectives and aims will be attained in the laboratory is
dependent on a wide range of factors. We suggest that, amongst others, these will
include the teacher’s goals, expectations, subject and pedagogical content
knowledge (PCK) (see Chapter 10) as well as the degree of relevance to the topic
(see Chapter 1), the students’ abilities and interests (see Chapter 3), the methods of
how the laboratory activity is embedded into the learning process (see Chapter 7),
and many other logistical and economic considerations related to the school
settings and facilities. Table 1 is an attempt to summarise the various goals for
laboratory activities.
Table 1. Suggested goals for laboratory activity (Bennett, 2003, pp. 78-79)
Goals for laboratory activity
to encourage accurate observation and description
to make scientific phenomena more real
to enhance understanding of scientific ideas
to arouse and maintain interest (particularly in younger pupils)
to promote a scientific method of thought

It should be noted that some of these goals, such as “to enhance understanding
of scientific ideas” coincide with the broad goals of science education that are not
necessarily laboratory based. The teacher should be in the position to judge
whether the laboratory is the most effective learning environment for attaining a
certain objective while teaching a certain topic. Teachers should be aware that
there has been a great deal of discussion and numerous research studies about
which goals are in fact better achieved through laboratory instruction than through
other instructional (pedagogical) approaches (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004). The
many research studies and essays that were cited in these (and other publications)
criticised the tradition of conducting experiments without clear purposes and goals.
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In addition, they revealed a significant mismatch between teachers’ goals for
learning in the science laboratory and those that were defined by curriculum
developers and the researchers in science education. In other words, teachers’
interpretation of the aims and objectives of learning in laboratories differs from
those specified by the curriculum developers who developed the laboratory
activities.
The role of the experiment for the generation of knowledge in science and in
science education
In the last fifteen years we have seen major changes in science education. This is
caused partly by globalisation and rapid technological development, which calls for
educational systems with high quality of science content not only to meet
international competition, but also to develop the right knowledge and
competencies that are needed in the modern society (see Chapter 1). In the USA,
we have seen development regarding standards for science education (NRC, 1996)
in which there was clear support for inquiry learning both as content as well as
higher order learning skills. The standards included in the context of the laboratory
the following skills: planning of an experiment, to observe, asking relevant
questions, hypothesising, and analysing experimental results (Bybee, 2000). In
addition, it was observed internationally that there has been a high frequency of
curriculum reforms. A central point has been to make science education better
adapted to the needs of all citizens (AAAS, 1990).
It is recognised that citizens’ needs include more than just understanding
scientific knowledge. In everyday life science is often involved in public debate
and used as evidence to support political views. Science also frequently presents
findings and information which challenge existing norms and ethical standards in
society. Mostly it is ‘cutting edge’ science and not established theories that are at
play. For this reason it does not help to know ‘text book science,’ but rather it is
necessary for knowledge about science (see also Chapters 1 and 2). Citizens need
to understand principles in scientific inquiry, how science operates at a social level
(Millar & Osborne, 1999), and about the relationship between science and its use
for societal purposes (Eilks, Nielsen, & Hofstein, 2012). The natural question, of
course, is to what degree and in what ways the science laboratory can help provide
students with such understanding.
Another area of change in the recent period has been a further development of
the constructivist perspectives into socio-cultural views of learning and of science
(see also Chapter 7). The socio-cultural view of science emphasises that science
knowledge is socially constructed. Scientific inquiry, accordingly, is seen to
include a process in which explanations are developed to make sense of data and
then presented to a community of peers for critique, debate, and revision (Duschl &
Osborne, 2002). This re-conceptualisation of science from an individual to social
perspective has fundamentally changed the view of experiments as a way of
portraying the scientific method. Rather than seeing the procedural steps of the
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experiment as “the scientific method,” it is now valued for the role it plays in
providing evidence for knowledge (Newton, Driver, & Osborne, 1999).
It is believed that thinking processes originate from socially mediated activities
(see Chapter 7), particularly through the mediation of language (see Chapter 5). As
a consequence science learning is seen as socialisation into a science culture
(Driver, Newton & Osborne, 2000). Students therefore need opportunities to
practice using their science ideas and thinking through talking with each other, and
the science teacher. All these changes have obvious relevance for practical work.
Rather than training science specialists, the laboratory should now help the average
citizens understand about science and develop skills useful in evaluating scientific
claims in everyday life. Rather than promoting “the science method,” the
laboratory should focus on “how we know what we know and why we believe
certain statements rather than competing alternatives” (Duschl & Grandy, 2008).
The social-cultural learning perspective also offers incentives to re-visit group
work in the school laboratory (see the discussion on cooperative learning in the lab
in Chapter 7). However perhaps the reason, is that the current changes have finally
produced an alternative to the science process approach and the structure of the
discipline approach (Millar, 1989) established in the western world more than 50
years ago. We now experience a new rationale for understanding science inquiry
and how this may link with laboratory work at school.
The chemistry laboratory: A unique learning environment
Laboratory activities have long played a distinctive and central role in the science
curriculum and many science educators have suggested that many benefits accrue
from engaging students in science laboratory activities (Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982,
2004; Tobin, 1990; Lunetta, 1998; Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994; Lunetta, Hofstein,
& Clough, 2007). More specifically they suggested that when properly developed,
designed, and structured, laboratory-centred science curricula have the potential to
enhance students’ meaningful learning, conceptual understanding, and their
understanding of the nature of science. In addition, the literature reveals a clear
correlation between students’ attitudes towards learning science and various modes
of instruction in the science laboratory. There is also some evidence that students
find practical work relatively useful and enjoyable when compared to other science
teaching and learning activities. In a survey conducted among 1400 students in the
UK (of a range of ages) (Cerini, Murray, & Ambrosio, 2003), 71% chose ‘doing an
experiment in class’ as one of the three methods of teaching and learning science
they found ‘most enjoyable,’ a result that placed it third in rank order.
Although the literature does not provide a clear relationship between learning
science and practical experiences in the laboratory (Hofstein & Mamlok-Naaman,
2011), many research studies conducted mainly during the 1960s and 1970s
(summarised by Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982, 2004) reported that students enjoy
laboratory work and that laboratory experiences resulted in positive and improved
attitudes and interest in science (see Chapter 3). A recent publication (Hofstein &
Mamlok-Naaman, 2011) summarised 50 years of research regarding the relation157
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ship between affective variables (attitude, interest, and curiosity) and enrolment in
chemistry classes in the upper secondary schools around the world. It is beyond the
scope of this chapter to mention all the studies that were conducted in this area,
however it is worthwhile to mention a few. For example, Charen (1966) found that
in general, laboratory work enhanced students’ attitudes towards learning
chemistry. Ben-Zvi, Hofstein, Samuel, and Kempa (1976) reported on a chemistry
study in which chemistry students wrote that personal laboratory work (hands-on)
was the most effective instructional method that they had experienced for
promoting their interest in learning chemistry when contrasted with group
discussion, teacher demonstrations, filmed experiments, and teachers’ whole-class
frontal lectures. A study aimed at exploring students’ attitudes towards the
chemistry laboratory (Okebukola, 1986) revealed that a greater degree of
participation in laboratory work may produce more positive attitudes towards the
laboratory. A study that focused on students’ reasons for enrolling (and not
enrolling) in more advanced (post compulsory) chemistry studies Milner, Ben-Zvi
and Hofstein (1987) found that one of the key reasons for enrolling in chemistry
courses was that students were able to participate in practical activities and thereby
gained valuable manipulative skills. It is suggested that the decision to study (or
not study) additional subjects (e.g., chemistry) is at least a partial attitudinal
indication. Other studies (e.g. Berry, Mulhall, Gunstone, & Loughran, 1999) have
found that students are more frequently motivated by practical work in which they
are allowed to exercise some degree of control over the design and which they find
both challenging and rewarding. Although Lazarowitz and Tamir (1994) suggest
that the motivational effectiveness of such tasks can be reduced if it is perceived as
too difficult.
In 2004, The Attitude towards Chemistry Laboratory Questionnaire (developed
by Hofstein, Ben-Zvi, & Samuel, 1976) was used in a study in which two groups of
high-school chemistry students were compared (Kipnis & Hofstein, 2005). The
first group conducted inquiry-type experiments (Hofstein, Shore, & Kipnis, 2004),
whereas the second group performed more conventional, confirmation-type
activities. The students in the inquiry group developed more positive attitudes
towards learning chemistry than did those students who had experienced a more
conventional chemistry program.
However, irrespective of the claims that students prefer a laboratory centred
approach (Hofstein et al., 1976; Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994), and that its use
encourages and motivates them to study science (Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994),
many teachers are only too aware of the fact that too few of their students opt to
pursue science post compulsion (Millar & Osborne, 1999). Bennett (2003) notes
that such results suggest that whilst certain practical tasks can generate interest
and/or engagement within a particular lesson, there is little evidence to suggest that
they successfully motivate pupils towards science in general or, more importantly,
towards the further study of one (or more) of the sciences in particular.
Potentially, the greater concern is the fact that many students appear to be
deciding not to pursue science (biology, chemistry or physics) even though, in
many countries, a substantial proportion of science teaching time is devoted to
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undertaking practical work (House of Commons Select Committee on Science and
Technology, 2002). Certainly, this is the worrying trend in the UK, where practical
work is a traditional and well established part of science education. It has been
suggested (Bennett, 2003) that there is little reason to believe that the amount of
practical work will have diminished since it was reported (Thompson, 1975) that
one third of all science teaching time, in the 17-18 age range, was devoted to some
form of practical work, with this rising to one half of science teaching time for
students aged 11-13 (Beatty & Woolnough, 1982).
Despite the many claims about the ‘motivational’ value of practical work it has
been suggested (Abrahams, 2011) that, in a strict psychological sense, these claims
are better understood in terms of situational interest (see Chapter 3). The fact that
situational interest is, unlike motivation or personal interest, unlikely to endure
beyond the end of a particular lesson (Murphy & Alexander, 2000) helps to explain
why students need to be continuously re-stimulated by the frequent use of practical
work. Once this fact is recognised the reason why many of those students who
claim to like practical work also claim to have little, if any, personal interest in
science, or any intention of pursuing it post compulsion, becomes clearer. For
whilst students do like practical work their reasons for doing so appear to be
primarily that they see it as preferable to non-practical teaching techniques that
they associate, in particular, with more writing (Hodson, 1990; Hofstein & Lunetta,
1982). Furthermore it has been reported (Abrahams, 2011) that the proportion of
students who claimed to like practical work for its own sake, as opposed to merely
preferring it to writing, decreases as students progress through the school. The
reason for this decrease was found to be not only the fact that the novelty of being
in a laboratory environment wears off relatively quickly but that students become
disillusioned by the reality of school science.
Research conducted over a period of almost 50 years showed that the laboratory
has the potential to contribute significantly towards shaping and enhancing
students’ attitudes towards chemistry. How effective it will be in reaching that
potential will depend upon the instructional approach adopted by both teachers and
curriculum developers and by the teachers’ behaviour and practice in their
classrooms.
How are laboratories used? – Teachers’ and students’ practice
In order to find common practices and what is really happening in the chemistry
laboratory classrooms, there is a need to take into consideration three distinct
factors (Hofstein & Lunetta, 1982):
– Teacher’s practice;
– The students’ behaviour , and
– The type, level and nature of activity in which the students are engaged.
These factors play an important role in controlling and promoting the student’s
learning in the chemistry laboratory.
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The teacher’s practice. From research we know that teachers play a key role in
what students learn. The best curriculum materials can result in limited student
learning if a teacher is insensitive to the intended goals, to students’ needs, and to
the appropriate and availability teaching strategies. Interestingly similar issues
have been reported by Black (2008) with regard to the widespread dissemination of
assessment for learning (AfL) which suggests that the general roll-out of
curriculum materials needs to be accompanied by widespread continuous
professional development (CPD) (see Chapter 10). For example, if a teacher’s goal
is to teach measuring skills in the chemistry laboratory, and not just the facts that
can be observed, this goal should be apparent in the things that they say and do.
Bryce and Robertson’s (1985) review of the use of practical work in science
education in different countries clearly showed that although many science
teachers’ articulated philosophies appeared to support a hands-on investigative
approach with authentic (pedagogically effective) learning experiences, the
classroom practice of those teachers did not generally appear to be consistent with
their stated philosophies. Several studies have reported that very often teachers
involve students principally in relatively low-level, routine activities (referred to
frequently as ‘recipe’ style activities in which the students strictly follow recipes),
and that teacher-student interactions focused principally and frequently on lowlevel procedural questions and answers. Marx, Freeman, Krajcik, and Blumenfeld
(1998) in the USA reported that science teachers often have difficulty helping
students ask thoughtful questions, design investigations, and draw conclusions
from data. Similar findings were reported regarding chemistry laboratory settings
(De Carlo & Rubba, 1994). More recently Abrahams and Millar (2008)
investigated the effectiveness of practical work by analysing a sample of 25
“typical” science lessons involving practical work in English secondary schools.
They conclude that the teachers’ focus in these lessons was predominantly on
making students manipulate physical objects and equipment. Hardly any teacher
focused on the cognitive challenge of linking observations and experiences to
conceptual ideas. Neither was there any focus on developing students’
understanding of scientific inquiry procedures.
These are findings that echo the situation at any time in the history of school
science (Hofstein & Kind, 2012). Basic elements of teachers’ implementation of
practical work seem not to have changed over the last century. As we claimed
before, students still carry out recipe-type activities which are supposed to reflect
science procedures and teach science knowledge, but which in general fails on
both. This is not to say everything is the same. Science education has moved
forward in the last decades and improved teachers’ professional knowledge and
classroom practice, but this improvement has not sufficiently caught up with the
challenges of using laboratory work in an efficient and appropriate way. Teachers
still do not perceive what is required to do so that the laboratory activities will
serve as a principal means of enabling students to construct meaningful knowledge
of science, and they do not engage students in laboratory activities in ways that are
likely to promote the development of science concepts. In addition, many teachers
do not perceive that helping students understand how scientific knowledge is
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developed and used in a scientific community is an especially important goal of
laboratory activities for their students.
Ensuring that students’ experiences in the laboratory are aligned with stated
goals for learning demands that teachers explicitly link decisions regarding
laboratory topics, activities, materials, and teaching strategies to desired outcomes
for students’ learning.
To sum-up, it is suggested that far more attention to the crucial roles of the
teacher and other sources of guidance during laboratory activities is required, and
researchers must also be diligent in examining the many variables that interact to
influence the learning that occurs in the complex classroom laboratory.
The students’ practice. The National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996, p.
23) suggests that scientific inquiry “… refers to the activities through which
students develop knowledge and understanding of scientific ideas, as well as an
understanding of how scientists study the natural world.” In the inquiry-type
laboratory the students are provided with opportunities to be involved in the
process of: Conceiving problems and scientific questions, defining controlling and
manipulating variables in the experiment, measuring and observing, formulating
hypotheses, predicting designing new experiments (aimed at accepting or rejecting
the hypothesis), inferring, gathering and analysing data, and drawing conclusions
about scientific problems or phenomena.
More specifically the NSTA (2004) in their declaration regarding teaching and
learning by the inquiry method suggests that the teachers help students to:
– Learn how to identify and ask appropriate questions that can be answered
through scientific investigations,
– Design and conduct investigations to collect the evidence needed to answer a
variety of questions,
– Use appropriate equipment and tools to interpret and analyse data,
– Learn how to draw conclusions and think critically and logically to create
explanations based on their evidence, and
– Communicate and defend their results to their peers and others.
Clearly, this would require a reorganisation of the laboratory from one which
has traditionally been teacher centred to one that is more student centred. For this
to work teachers need to focus on developing the following skills and abilities
(Taitelbaum, Mamlok-Naaman, Carmeli, & Hofstein, 2008):
– Encouraging students to interact professionally, including sharing knowledge,
with peers, community members, and experts,
– Helping students to solve problems, ask high-level questions, and hypothesise
regarding unsolved experimental problems,
– Assessing students’ progress continuously using a variety of alternative
assessment methods that are aligned with the skills that the students develop,
and
– Selecting the laboratory activities so that they are in alignment with the
chemistry topic (concept) being taught, and make decisions regarding the level
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of inquiry that is suitable to the students’ cognitive abilities and also their
interests.
The laboratory as a platform for developing learning skills
Identifying the laboratory as a platform for the development of learning skills is
recognised in many reviews as well as research documents around the world
(Lunetta et al., 2007; Hofstein & Kind, 2012). Trowbridge, Bybee, and PowelCarlson (2004) listed the following domains of skills that laboratory activities have
the potential, if used effectively, to develop in students:
– Acquisitive skills, such as: listening, observing, investigating, gathering data,
and researching,
– Organisational skills such as: classifying, organising, outlining, and reviewing,
– Creative skills such as: planning ahead, designing a new problem and approach,
inventing, and synthesising,
– Manipulative skills such as: using and handling instruments and materials, and
constructing apparatus, and
– Communicative skills (i.e. working in small groups cooperatively).
Clearly, most of these skills can be developed (if time, appropriate conditions,
and settings are provided) through inquiry-type laboratory experiences. In the turn
of the century, the scope of skills was extended to include more general, highorder-type learning skills. Among these are: metacognition, argumentation, and
asking relevant (scientifically sound) questions. These are skills that serve the
student whilst still in formal education and also as a future citizen in a society that
is highly influenced by science and its related technologies (see Chapter 1).
We shall describe briefly the theoretical background for each of these higher
order learning skills. Later in this chapter we will demonstrate how such skills
could be developed in the chemistry laboratory using an inquiry-type approach.
Asking relevant and scientifically oriented questions. Questioning ability is an
integral part of meaningful learning and scientific inquiry. The formulation of a
good question is a creative act and at the heart of what doing science is all about.
Several studies noted the importance (and value) of questioning skills. For
example, Zoller (1987), in the context of chemistry, stated that questioning is an
important component in the real world, involving problem-solving and decision
making processes. Similarly, Shepardson, and Pizzini (1991) regarded asking
questions as an essential component of thinking skills for learning tasks and as a
key stage in the problem-solving process. More recently, a comprehensive review
was published by Chin and Osborne (2008) which surveyed the literature dealing
with research on question-asking ability by students who learned science. They
indicated the importance of providing a learning environment (e.g. the chemistry
laboratory) that supports and fosters this ability among students who learn science,
since science is a discovery discipline and discovery is achieved first by asking
questions and then by conducting research in order to find the answers for that or
any other questions. Chin and Osborne (2008) suggested that for students who
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learn science, their questions have the potential to (a) direct their learning and drive
knowledge construction; (b) foster discussion and debate, thereby enhancing the
quality of discourse and classroom talk; (c) help them to self-evaluate and monitor
their understanding; and (d) increase their motivation and interest in a topic by
arousing their epistemic curiosity. For teachers, students’ questions raised in class
and in the laboratory have the potential to (a) help the teacher evaluate students’
understanding and tap into their thinking, thereby facilitating formative assessment
and improving future teaching; (b) evaluate higher-order thinking; (c) stimulate
further inquiry into the topic being studied via open investigations, problem-based
learning, and project work; and (d) provoke critical reflection on classroom
practice.
Developing metacognitive skills in the science laboratory. The definition of
metacognitive is: “knowing about knowing.” It can take many forms. Among
others, it includes knowledge about when and how to use particular strategies for
learning or for problem solving. It was suggested by Kuhn (1999) that
metacognitive processes promote meaningful learning, or learning with
understanding. By meaningful learning we mean that students improve their ability
to apply what they have learned in a new context. One of the main characteristics
of meaningful learning is the student’s awareness of their physical and cognitive
actions during the performance of a certain task. Also it should be noted that one of
the goals of science education is the development of an independent learner (NRC,
1996). Efficient and independent learning requires the learner to be aware and in
control of his/her knowledge and of the options to expand it. This means that the
student must utilise and develop metacognitive skills.
White and Mitchell (1994) specify students’ behaviours that, in their opinion,
are characterised as “good learning behaviours” for students who developed certain
metacognitive skills. A large part of these behaviours (and skills) are actions that
constitute an integral part of the inquiry laboratory activity, such as; asking
questions, checking work against instructions, correcting errors and omissions,
justifying opinions, seeking reasons for aspects of current work, suggesting new
activities and alternative procedures, and planning a general strategy before
starting. Since the students that participate in the inquiry laboratory activities are
encouraged to act according to the activities that are typical of students with
developed metacognition, it is reasonable, we suggest, to assume, that during
inquiry-based laboratory sessions students have the opportunity to practice and
develop their metacognitive skills.
Scientific argumentation. When Driver et al. (2000) presented their introduction to
argumentation in science education they pointed towards its relevance for practical
work. They saw argumentation as correcting a misinterpretation of scientific
method which has dominated much science teaching in general and practical work
in particular. Rather than focusing on the stepwise series of actions carried out by
scientists in experiments, they claimed that focus should be directed towards the
epistemic practice involved when developing and evaluating scientific knowledge.
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It is suggested that certain reasoning skills related to argumentation are domain
general. That is people who are good at scientific argumentation are (a) able to
think about a scientific theory, rather than just think with it, (b) able to encode and
think about evidence in a similar way, and, in so doing, distance evidence from the
theory, and (c) able to put aside their personal opinions about what is “right” and
rather weigh the theoretical claim against the evidence.
Using argumentation is an effective way of developing an understanding of
scientific ideas and, as such, students should be provided with suitable environment
so that they can learn science by doing science. Small groups of students who
conduct inquiry activities have the potential to provide a platform for students to
participate in debate, supported or rejected by their argument. Furthermore, the
skill of reasoning, which requires creating links between claims and evidence, can
be developed.
In recent studies (Katchevich, Mamlok-Naaman, & Hofstein, 2010; Kind, Kind,
Hofstein, & Wilson, 2011) analysis of the group discourse during both openinquiry and confirmatory experiments revealed that there are differences in the
nature and extent of the discourse. The discourse during inquiry experiments was
found to be rich in arguments, whereas the one during confirmatory experiments
was found to be sparse or lacked arguments altogether. It should be noted that the
level and number of arguments posed is very much depended on the nature of the
experiment conducted in which the students are engaged.
Different modes of instruction in the chemistry laboratory
The pedagogical literature regarding learning in the science laboratory
(Trowbridge, Bybee, & Powel, 2004) suggests laboratory work, because it involves
the individual directly in the learning process, e.g. minds-on and hands-on, as well
as imparting learning skills offers advantages over other methods of instructional
techniques often used in practical-type sessions. They suggested that (if planned
properly and time was provided) students learn, in addition to the answer to the
problem posed to them by the teacher or the laboratory guide, skills such as:
manipulation, observation, and planning a new experiment. In general they learn
science by doing science.
However, there are instances in which the teacher’s demonstrations are also
valuable. These are in cases that the:
– Equipment is scarce and expensive,
– Materials are expensive or hazardous,
– There are time consideration (shortage of time), or
– The teacher’s goal for a certain experiment is to demonstrate certain apparatus
or technique.
Clearly, if planned properly, a teacher’s demonstration could serve as an
effective alternative for students’ hand-on activities regarding the development of
skills such as observation, asking questions, and hypothesising.
It should be noted that the type of demonstrations used in the classroom are
highly aligned with the teacher’s goals and the skills that the teacher wants to
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impart in his/her students. In other words, there are several ways in which things
(or phenomena) could be presented. The demonstration could be presented actively
in which all the information related to the chemical experiments are given, e.g. the
teacher details every part of the experiment (equipment, names of materials used,
etc.). The only thing that the students do is to observe the chemical changes (e.g.
change in colour or state of matter). The main goal is to verify information
provided by the teacher previously. On the other hand demonstrations could be
conducted by the teacher inductively in which the teacher while conducting the
demonstration asks the students questions without providing answers. This type of
demonstration could be part of a whole practical inquiry-type process (including
asking questions, hypothesising and planning further experiment to verify or reject
hypothesis). This type of demonstration is more student-centred and thus has
potential to enhance student’s motivation and interest.
Using ICT in the chemistry laboratory
In recent years in order to increase the effectiveness of the science laboratory ICT
is embedded as an integral of the practical experiences (see Chapter 8). In the early
1980s digital technologies became increasingly visible in school laboratories and
were recognised as important tools in school science (Lunetta, 1998). Thus,
computer simulations could provide, in similar cases like demonstration, an
effective replacement to students’ own work in the laboratory. In addition to the
above mentioned situations in which teacher’s demonstration have advantage over
hands-on activities one can add cases in which the chemical reaction is too fast or
too slow. In using simulations one has to remember that simulation is a
representation of the reality and thus, for some students (depends on their cognitive
ability), this might cause another learning difficulty. Much evidence now
documents that using appropriate technologies in the school laboratory can
enhance learning of important scientific ideas. Inquiry empowering technologies
(Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004) have been developed and adapted to assist students in
gathering, organising, visualising, interpreting, and reporting data. Some teachers
and students also use new technology tools to gather data from multiple trials and
over long time intervals (Dori, Sasson, Kaberman, & Herscovitz, 2004). When
teachers and students properly use inquiry empowering technologies to gather and
to analyse data they have more time to observe, reflect, and construct conceptual
knowledge that underlies their laboratory experiences. Using appropriate
technology tools can enable students to conduct, interpret, and report more
complete, accurate, and interesting investigations. Such tools can also provide
media that support communication, student–student collaboration, the development
of a community of inquirers in the laboratory-classroom and beyond, and the
development of argumentation skills (Zembal-Saul, Munford, Crawford,
Friedrichsen, & Land, 2002).
To sum-up, there is some evidence that integrating ICT tools in the science
laboratory is promising. However, this development is still at its early stage. The
level of which ICT is used in laboratory varies a lot. We assume that in the future
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betweeen practical w
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regarrding its educational effectiiveness. A moore detailed discussion
on the connection off ICT and the laboratory is pprovided in Chhapter 8.
Probleems that inhibit the effectiveeness of practiical work
Teachiing chemistry effectively innvolves interplay between iddeas and obseervations.
Thereffore an importtant role of prractical work in chemistry iis to help faciilitate the
develoopment of linkks between obsservations andd ideas (Figuree 1).

Figure 1. Practical woork: linking two domains (Tiberrghien, 2000)
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soluble in small quantities it is possible to appreciate why the collection of these
two gases must use different techniques.)
The principal implications here for improving the effectiveness of practical
work in chemistry is that there is a need to increase teachers’ awareness regarding
practical tasks. In other words they need to be more aware that practical tasks
requiring students to make links between the domain of objects and the domain of
ideas are appreciably more demanding than those that simply require them to
observe and remember the observable features of an event or process. Task design
needs to reflect the fact that simply ‘doing’ things with apparatus and chemicals
will not lead to students ‘learning’ (or even ‘using’) scientific ideas and concepts
unless they are provided with what Wood, Bruner, and Ross term a ‘scaffold’
(1976).
The process of scaffolding initially provides the means by which students are
helped to ‘see’ the phenomena in the same ‘scientific way’ that the teacher ‘sees’ it
(Ogborn, Kress, Martins, & McGillicuddy, 1996). As Lunetta (1998) has argued,
laboratory inquiry alone is not sufficient to enable students to construct the
complex conceptual understandings of the contemporary scientific community. He
wrote that: “If students’ understandings are to be changed towards those of
accepted science, then intervention and negotiation with an authority, usually a
teacher, is essential” (p. 252). The issue then raises is what form this intervention
and negotiation with the teacher takes, and the extent to which the teacher
recognizes this and explicitly builds it into the practical task.
Certainly, if teachers’ lesson plans include objectives that relate to learning
about ideas it is important that they make explicit precisely how they intend their
learners to learn about ideas. Indeed, although practical work is frequently seen by
many teachers as a means of simultaneously achieving a broad range of learning
objectives, its effectiveness can be significantly enhanced if it is used to achieve a
relatively small number of clearly and explicitly stated learning objectives.
Given the limited time available in most practical lessons, and the importance of
ensuring that the students are able to do what the teacher intends with objects and
materials, the widespread use of ‘recipe style’ tasks is likely to continue to play a
significant part in many chemistry practical lessons. However, if the scale of the
cognitive challenge for students, in linking their actions and observations to a
framework of ideas, were recognised, secondary teachers might, as many of their
primary colleagues already do (Abrahams & Reiss, 2010), divide practical lesson
time more equitably between doing and learning. In this respect it appears that
whilst the underlying epistemological flaws associated with an inductive,
discovery-based view of learning have long been recognised (Driver, 1975) many
teachers continue to adopt such an approach (Abrahams & Millar 2008). Indeed, in
many cases teachers seem to expect that the ideas that they want their students to
learn will simply ‘emerge’ of their own accord from the observations or
measurements, provided only that the students are able to produce them. And it is
for this reason that they focus their teaching on ensuring that their students are able
to produce the phenomena. Yet despite the emphasis that many teachers place on
the successful production of the phenomena Abrahams and Millar (2008) have
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found that very few of the students that they interviewed were able to recollect
scientific ideas and/or concepts relating to practical work that they had previously
carried out. Despite their having successfully produced the phenomena almost all
of the students’ recollections were descriptive accounts, with little scientific
content, of what they had done and/or seen with objects, materials and phenomena.
We are not suggesting that ‘doing’ and ‘learning’ need to be rigidly separated,
but rather that teachers need to devote a greater proportion of the lesson time to
helping students use ideas associated with the phenomena they have produced,
rather than seeing the successful production of the phenomenon as an end in itself.
Research on the effects of the inquiry laboratory
The higher order learning skills (i.e. inquiry skills) that can potentially be learned
in the science laboratory can be divided into two sets of objectives categories. The
first set of objectives, which can be attained only through hands-on experiences
provided in the laboratory, such as; observing, conducting an experiment, and
manipulating materials and equipment (Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994; Lunetta et al.,
2007). The second set of skills are those related to science teaching and learning in
general namely: enhancing students’ motivation to learn science, learning scientific
concepts, developing independent learners, and enhancing self-regulated learning.
In conducting inquiry-type practical activities the students can develop inquiry
skills such as asking questions, formulating hypotheses, and planning a controlled
experiment. In addition, in recent years (as mentioned above) the students should
be promoted to develop skills such as argumentation and metacognition. If planned
properly and aligned to the topics and concept taught, the unique laboratory
environment, provides the student with a “learning in context” situation.
Well planned and designed chemistry-based laboratories can provide the learner
with an authentic and contextualised learning environment in which all the inquiry
skills and abilities can be developed (Tobin, 1990; Lazarowitz & Tamir, 1994;
Hofstein et al., 2004). Based on their review of the science laboratory literature,
Lazarowitz and Tamir (1994) indicated that the potential of the laboratory as a
medium for teaching science is enormous. More specifically, they wrote that the
laboratory is the only place in school where certain kinds of skills and
understandings can be developed. In general, in the traditional laboratory, in which
most of the experiments are confirmatory in nature, the students perform the
experiments according to specific instructions provided by the teacher or the
laboratory guide. The laboratory guide provides students with step-by-step
instructions that they have to follow. Very often these are highly focussed on
manipulative skills in which the student is required to manipulate equipment and
materials. In the inquiry laboratory, on the other hand, the students are provided
with a lot of opportunities (and time) to develop almost all the inquiry skills as well
as higher order thinking skills, e.g., asking questions, hypothesising, and
developing metacognitive skills (Kipnis & Hofstein, 2008).
In various studies, it was found that in all the inquiry variables that were
assessed, the experimental (inquiry) group significantly outperformed the
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comparison group. More specifically, the students in the experimental group were
found to be better observers (they recorded 65% of the total number of potential
observations that can be observed). Conducting and recording observations in the
context of practical work is an important stage in the scientific investigation
process. In addition, the students in the experimental group asked significantly
more high-level questions related to the experimental phenomena. Note, that
asking questions is an important activity that is central to scientific research (Chin
& Osborne, 2008), and the literature suggests that this is an essential step in the
process of solving scientific problems (Dori & Herscovitz, 1999; Chin & Osborne,
2008).
The students in the inquiry group were able to select more thoughtful questions
for further investigations compared with the comparison group. Finally, they
managed to select a better experimental strategy (planning an experiment) for
accepting or rejecting their scientific hypothesis. These activities are somewhat
aligned with the claim made by Krajcik, Mamlok, and Hug (2001), who suggested
that students who perform the various phases of inquiry are challenged by asking
appropriate questions, finding and synthesising information, monitoring scientific
information, designing investigations, and drawing conclusions.
A vision of contemporary laboratory work in chemistry education
We operate in an era in which the development of high order thinking skills is
regarded as important as the development of scientific concepts (Zohar & Dori,
2003). In many countries around the world, achieving scientific literacy for all
students has become a central goal for education (see Chapter 1). The target
population is not only those who eventually embark on a career in the sciences but
also all those who will become future citizens. Scientifically literate citizens should
have knowledge and understanding of scientific concepts and processes required
for personal decision making, participation in civic and cultural affairs, and
economic productivity. In addition, they should possess specific types of scientific
abilities and skills. Also, scientifically literate citizens should be able to ask, find,
or determine answers to questions derived from curiosity about everyday
scientifically-based experiences. They should have the ability to describe, explain,
and predict natural phenomena. In addition, they should also be able to read articles
about science in the popular press and to engage in conversation about the validity
of the content, applications, and conclusions. This should be done on the basis of
understanding scientific phenomena and on the basis of a critical approach.
Scientifically literate citizens should be able to evaluate the quality of scientific
information on the basis of its source and the methods used to obtain the
information. They should also be able to pose and accept arguments based on
evidence and can draw appropriate conclusions from such arguments. It is
suggested, that one of the main goals of science education is to develop these
abilities and skills. It proofed that the inquiry laboratory activities constitute an
appropriate learning environment for attaining this goal. At the beginning of the
inquiry laboratory, after observing a particular phenomenon, the students practice
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the skiills of asking questions. Thhereafter, theyy choose, (am
mong the questtions that
they ccannot answerr) a questionn for further investigationss and they atttempt to
formullate a hypotheesis regarding the inquiry qquestion. Whenn the studentss plan the
experiment in orderr to verify theiir hypothesis, and when theey analyse theiir results,
o the scientifi
fic informationn and the methhods used
they have to evaluatte the quality of
s
interaact with their ppeers and
to geneerate it. Durinng the group acctivity, when students
with thhe teacher, theey use argumeentation skills. When they w
write their final report,
they uuse their abilitty to assess thhe validity of the results annd their abilityy to draw
concluusions. To suum up, develoopment of innquiry skills sshould be seeen as an
importtant componeent of scientiffic literacy annd should nott be overlookked. Such
practicce should bee more widelly implementted into the chemistry claassrooms
worldw
wide.
THE
E PRACTICE O
OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Two different
di
approaches to teachhing the same thing
Considder how two illlustrative teacchers of regulaar 11th grade cchemistry classses teach
the toppic ‘acids and bases.’ Two tteachers, Sarahh and David, aare planning laaboratory
activities dealing w
with the reactiion of acid with
w
carbonatee salt (a reacction that
releasees carbon dioxxide gas).
Sarah’s class. Studeents enter the classroom.
c
Eaach group of thhree students ssits down
f
of each ggroup there is a tray with equuipment and m
materials.
and onn the table in front
Every group has a piece of paper w
with instructioons:
Thee goal of the tassk: to understannd the reaction bbetween acid annd carbonate ioons.
Bacckground: Wheen carbonate salt
s
reacts witth an acid, thee following reaaction
occcurs:

2 H 3 O(+aq ) + C
CO32− → CO
O2( g ) + 3H 2 O(l )
Whhen the acid reaacts with bicarboonate ion, the reaction is:

H 3O(+aq ) + H
HCO3− → CO
O2( g ) + 2 H 2 O(l )
In tthe tray in frontt of you, you wiill find various ssalts and differeent acids. You sshould
reaact each of the acids with eacch of the salts aand record thee observations oon the
attaached table.
Conclusion: Writee full formulatioons of all the reaactions that occcurred.

Durring the lessson, the studdents follow the instructioons and perfform the
experiment. In the pplan they are toold clearly how
w to check eveery acid with eeach salt,
m
observaations, they record their observationss and they uuse their
they make
knowledge in chemiistry to formullate chemical equations thatt describe the reactions
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that occurred. When they next hear or read about a reaction between an acid and
carbonate ions, it might be expected that they will draw on their recollections of
this experiment in order to remember how such a reaction occurs.
David’s class. Students enter the classroom. Each group of three students sits down
and on the table in front of each group there is a tray with equipment and materials.
Every group has a piece of paper with instructions:
Experiment instructions:
Put in the plastic bag 10 grams of powder A1, add 10 ml of water and mix well.
Carefully put in the same bag a small plastic vessel with 7 grams of powder B1.
Remove the air from the bag and close it tightly with a rubber band. Be careful not
to spill the solid into the vessel while you are closing the bag. Pour the contents of
the vessel into the fluid that is in the bag and mix well.
Record all your observations.
Write down questions that arise during the experiment.
Choose one of the questions you asked and formulate it as a research question.
Assume the answer to this question. Explain your hypothesis by using rigorous
scientific knowledge.
Plan an experiment in which you can confirm or refute your hypothesis. Specify all
the stages of the experiment.
Write down the materials and equipment you need to perform this experiment.
Following the teacher’s approval, give the laboratory assistant the order form for
the equipment and materials.
1
1

A is citric acid
B is sodium bicarbonate

The students begin to perform the experiment and follow the instructions. When
they observe the bag expanding after mixing all the materials in it, they become
excited, and they begin to wonder: What happened? Why did the bag expand?
What was this reaction? When they continue, following the instructions and doing
all the tasks that they are requested to do; they practice many skills that cannot be
learned in the regular lessons. Besides making and recording observations, the
students ask many questions about the phenomenon they observe; they formulate
an inquiry question and predict a hypothesis about the answer to this question,
basing their hypothesis on scientific knowledge. Next, they plan an experiment in
order to confirm or reject their hypothesis, perform the experiment that they
planned, indicate the results, draw conclusions regarding those results, and finally
indicate the results regarding their hypothesis.
These two classes represent two different approaches of instruction for practical
work: a traditional confirmatory laboratory using ‘recipe’ style instructions in
Sarah’s class and an inquiry laboratory in David’s class. The two approaches differ
in terms of:
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–
–
–
–

The role of the student and teacher,
Skills that are used and developed during the activity,
Open-endedness, and also that
Inquiry-type activities are very often more time consuming compared to the
confirmatory activities.
It should be recognised that these two approaches are opposite ends of a
continuum of practice in which teachers are able to draw on features from both
when constructing their lessons and, as such, there are many variations of
laboratory work.
Analysing the role of the students and teacher in the laboratory
In the traditional confirmatory laboratory all the activities are organised by the
teacher. The teacher plans the experiment, the teacher is the one that usually poses
the questions during the lesson and gives detailed procedural instructions regarding
the activity. In contrast, the inquiry laboratory is student centred. In such a
laboratory the students ask the questions, they plan the experiment, and they
control their activities during the laboratory class. When conducting a discovery
experiment, the students perform the experiment according to the teacher’s
instructions, and they gather the data but decide upon their own conclusions. A
laboratory activity can be classified according to the division of responsibility
between the students and their teacher. Based on the teacher’s aim and/or
objectives teachers can retain or transfer responsibility of some or all of the
elements relating to an experiment to the students. Table 2 provides a useful tool
for aligning the practical activity to the needs and characteristics of each particular
class.
Table 2. Allocation of responsibility in laboratory tasks (based on Herron, 1971)
Who is responsible for the following
elements of a practical lesson?

Teacher

Student

Joint

Statement of problem
Hypothesis
Working plan
Performance
Data gathering
Conclusion

Understanding skills development in laboratory lesson
In our example above, in Sarah’s class, when the students studied using ‘recipe’
style instructions, they read the instructions. They had to understand them in order
to follow the instructions. They had to manipulate materials and equipment
according to the instructions, in order to answer the generally, low-level type
questions that were asked by the teacher, and to document their work as requested
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by the teacher. In order to answer those questions, the students have to use lowlevel thinking skills according to Bloom’s taxonomy – knowledge and
comprehension (see Chapter 2). Usually, this activity is done in groups and the
students are given an opportunity to practice certain social skills such as
argumentation. In addition, they can also be encouraged to communicate and
cooperate with their group mates, in order to successfully accomplish the task in
the time allocated by the teacher.
In contrast, in the first phase of the experiment in David’s class, when the
students were experiencing the inquiry laboratory, they had to follow a very brief
traditional ‘recipe’ style set of instructions. However, in the second phase the
teacher transfers certain responsibilities across to the students in so far as the
students now have to plan how to record all their observations and distinguish
between observation and interpretation. Following the observations students are
encouraged to ask as many low-level and high level questions related to the
phenomena that they observed.
In an inquiry-based class (e.g. David’s class) the next step will be to choose and
formulate an inquiry question, to formulate a hypothesis about the answer to this
question, and to justify the hypothesis by using relevant scientific knowledge. In
this part of the activity the students are required to use their chemistry knowledge,
and to use thinking skills involving analysis and synthesis in order to formulate an
appropriate hypothesis. In the last part of the laboratory activity, the students
prepare a report in which they relate to the conclusion of their experiment
regarding the inquiry question and hypothesis. They are asked to relate to the
reliability and validity of their results. This part of the activity requires high-order
thinking skills: analysis and synthesis.
There is also a difference between the types of laboratories concerning the
opportunity to use and to develop metacognitive skills. Baird and White (1996)
claimed that:
If carried out thoughtfully, the process of inquiry will generate a desirable
level of metacognition; the person will know about effective learning
strategies and requirements, and will be aware of, and be capable of
exerting control over, the nature and progress of the current learning task.
(p. 191)
They also claimed that four conditions are necessary in order to induce the personal
development entailed in directing purposeful inquiry: time, opportunity, guidance,
and support. In David’s class, where the inquiry laboratory activity took place, the
students get the time and the opportunity to practice their metacognitive skills, and
the teacher gives them the guidance and the support that they need. Thus, one can
conclude that the inquiry laboratory activity is especially suitable for enhancing
metacognition and meaningful learning. The reason for this is that during the
activity the students perform an open inquiry, which integrates strategies that are
known in the literature (White & Mitchell, 1994) as metacognition promoters:
working in small groups, having time for group discussions, observing
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Table 3. Examples of discourse segments that represent metacognition components during
the inquiry laboratory activity
The student’s
quotation

Our interpretation

The metacognition
component that is
represented

“… it reminds me of a
function of … a
logarithmic one ….”

The student remembers knowledge that had been acquired in
the mathematic lessons. This
indicates the existence of the
student’s knowledge about his
own knowledge.

the student’s
metacognitive
declarative
knowledge about
himself

“What about waiting
time?”

The student understands that his
partner’s thoughts differ from
his own and therefore she
suggests a question that she had
not thought about.

the student’s
metacognitive
declarative
knowledge about
others

“You need something
…. Think about a
graph, something that
you can represent with
a graph.”

The student explains that she
suggests this particular question
because of the type of answer.
She understands that the inquiry
process has to lead to
conclusions
about
the
phenomenon; therefore, she
searches for a suitable question
that enables her to represent the
results in a graphic way that
helps to arrive at conclusions.

the student’s
metacognitive
procedural
knowledge

Gal: “Listen to me; it
reminds me of a
function of ….”
Liran:
“Sure,
a
quadratic function.”

The
students
use
their
knowledge of mathematical
functions to describe the dependence between the variants in
the experiment. They know how
to use the appropriate strategy in
spite that it was learned in an
entirely different context.

the student’s
metacognitive
conditional
knowledge

“We want the gas to
stay. So, maybe we will
cool it? We do not need
heating; we need ice
and another big bowl
for cooling ….”

The student suggests another
plan for the experiment.

the planning
component concerned
with regulation of
cognition

“… But the gas
pressure
has
an
influence too. … I
think we should start
from the beginning.”

At each stage of the experiment
the students examine the results
of their observations in order to
decide whether they are logical.

the monitoring and
evaluating
components of the
regulation of
cognition
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phenomena that should be explained at the particle level, and exploring questions
that were asked by the students. In Table 3 there are few examples that demonstrate
the use of metacognitive skills by the students during the discourse that is done
during the activity of the inquiry laboratory.
Organizing the work in the laboratory classroom
There are different ways of organising laboratory work in a chemistry laboratory
classroom. The most common organisational structures are the demonstration and
the experiment conducted cooperatively or individually by the students. The
advantages of a demonstration is that the teacher is able to explain step by step the
experiment, the purpose of each single activity and that he can focus students’
attention towards the observations. On the other hand, in general, a demonstration
makes the students passive recipients of information and thus only rarely they are
engaged in cognitive challenges.
Doing experiments in parallel groups has the advantage making the students
themselves become the active learners. But as it was discussed earlier in this
chapter, such engagement only goes beyond physical activity, if the experiment
allows for and challenges students’ freedom of thought, i.e. through inquiry. Just
following a prescribed recipe (in confirmatory-type experiments) may lead to
physical activity. But, moving to inquiry and open laboratory tasks also activates
students thought. Difficulties in conducting experiments in parallel groups often
conducted in cases in which, the amount of material and equipment are scarce so
that the experiment can only be done few times. It should be noted that in cases in
which the experiment is very complex inexperienced groups of learners might find
the experiment too demanding and thus difficult to perform on their own. Such
experiments deserve adequate and precise, preparations by the teacher and/or the
laboratory assistant. This might ensure that the students will be able to get to the
right solutions and experimental observations.
Aside from these two very classical ways of conducting experiments in class,
the field of cooperative learning allows for other forms (see Chapter 7). One of
these methods is explained as an example using a case on teaching about biodiesel:
the learning at stations mode (Eilks, 2000, 2002). The learning at stationslaboratory offers different places within the classroom where different activities are
prepared for the students. Figure 2 gives an overview regarding different stations
on the example of biodiesel.
The learning at stations mode allows the students to work on the stations in a
sequence that they decide upon. Within a given timeframe they are free to dedicate
different amounts of time to each of the stations. It is up to the teacher to give rules
as to which of the stations are mandatory, and from which the students are free to
choose. This combination of compulsory and optional tasks allows the teacher to
vary the laboratory classroom learning environment in which less experienced
groups of students can be provided with more support and guidance. More
experienced groups are able to follow their own path of learning, allowing them to
experience the creation of self-discovered and networked knowledge.
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Figuure 2. Learning at station on thhe example of Biiodiesel

The aassessment off the studentss’ achievemennt and progrress in the cchemistry
laboraatory
The chemistry labooratory offerss a unique m
mode of learning and teachhing and
m
of assesssment is requuired for studdents in the laaboratory.
therefoore a unique mode
Because the studentts use and devvelop certain skills in the llaboratory, thoose skills
mend a continnuing assessm
ment that evaluuates the
have tto be assessedd. We recomm
studennts’ progress aand takes intoo consideratioon all the skiills that are eexpressed
duringg the laboratoryy activity.
Table 4. Assesssment criteria foor laboratory w
work
Criiteria
Connducting the exxperiment

Suggested
weighting
15%

Observing

10%

Inqquiry

35%

Connclusions

20%

Com
mmunication
Soccial skills

10%
10%

Specific skills and actioons
Followinng instructions
Manual dexterity
d
Observattions
Recordinng observation
Questionning
Hypothesising
Planningg
Presentinng results
Drawingg conclusions
Criticism
m and summary
Oral pressentations
Cooperattion in groups

Forr example, inn order to assess students’ achievemennt and progreess while
perform
ming the expeeriments, two assessment tools were deveeloped. The asssessment
tools ccombine the sttudent group’ss assessment tool
t
– a ‘hot rreport’ (Hofsteein et al.,
2004) and the teaccher’s observaations of the individuals iin each groupp. In the
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observvational techniiques the teachher observes tthe students unnobtrusively rregarding
their innvolvement inn the group acctivities in thee inquiry laborratory related exercise.
The ‘hhot report’ is tthe group’s prroduct and is pprepared in thhe laboratory during
d
or
immeddiately after thhe laboratory eexercise. The ccriteria for asssessing the ‘hoot report’
are sum
mmarised in T
Table 4.
All the componeents of the stuudents’ assesssment (regardding their achievement
and prrogress) are accumulated inn a personal pportfolio. Thiss is eventuallyy used to
assess students’ achhievement as ppart of their finnal grades. Allso Di Fuccia, Witteck,
Markicc, and Eilks (22012) recentlyy suggested soome alternativve assessmentt with the
goal inn mind to provvide new techhniques for asssessing studennts’ achievemeent in the
laborattory.
SUMMAR
RY: KEY SENT
TENCES

– Thee science labooratory is a unnique learningg environmentt related to insstruction,
learrning, and asseessment.
– Thee chemistry laboratory can be presented to the learners as inquiry,
connfirmatory, or ddiscovery appproaches.
– Thee chemistry laboratory coould be orgaanised and conducted
c
ass teacher
dem
monstration, students’ indivvidual experim
mentation, collaborative prroject, or
probblem-solving activity (with or without suppport from IC
CT).
– If ddesigned propperly the chem
mistry laboratoory has the ppotential to prrovide an
effeective platform
m for the devvelopment of high order leaarning skills (such as:
inquuiry skills, arggumentation, m
metacognition, and asking qquestions).
– Thee science (cheemistry) laboraatory can, if planned
p
propeerly and in ann open or
inquuiry style, proovide opportunnities for a goood blend of minds-on
m
andd hand-on
actiivities, i.e. learrning science by doing sciennce.
ASK
K YOURSELF

1. Makke a list: Whaat are the speccific aims for tthe inclusion laboratory woork in the
chemistry classrooom?
2. Expplain: What is
i meant by inquiry-type laboratory w
work? What m
makes it
diffferent from traaditional practiices of doing experiments
e
inn chemistry cllasses?
3. Makke a list of skills that caan be promoteed through innquiry-type laaboratory
actiivities in chem
mistry educatioon.
4. Youu have candlees of differennt sizes, a vaariety of beakkers and bowlls, and a
lighhter. Create ann inquiry-activvity for lower ssecondary cheemistry students.
5. Think about the ttopic of alcohools. Suggest leearning at statiions laboratorry for this
topiic. Which statiions/activitiess might be offeered to the studdents?
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HINTS FOR
R FURTHER RE
EADING

Abrahams, I. (2011)). Practical work
w
in seconddary science: A minds-on ap
approach.
Lonndon: Continuuum. This is a comprehensivve guide to thee theory and prractice of
teacching minds-oon practical w
work in secoondary sciencee. The book provides
guiddance to the implementatioon of practical work in sccience laborattories. In
adddition the bookk provides a compelling
c
analysis of how practical worrk should
be aat the heart of school sciencce.
Lunettta, V. N., Hofsstein, A., & C
Clough, M. P. (2007).
(
Learniing and teachiing in the
schoool science labboratory: An aanalysis of ressearch, theoryy, and practice. In S. K.
Abeell & N. G. L
Lederman (edds.), Handbookk of research on science eeducation
(pp. 393-442). Hiilsdale: Lawreence Erlbaum.. This handboook chapter revviews the
reseearch on the laaboratory worrk accumulatedd over more thhan 50 years. Teachers
andd professionall developmennt providers w
who are interrested in the area of
effeectiveness of ppractical/laborratory work m
might find interresting insightts as well
as rresearch methoods used in thiis area.
Hofsteein, A., & Kinnd, P. (2012). Learning in aand from sciennce laboratoriies. In B,
Fraser, K. Tobinn & K. McRoobbie (eds.), IInternational handbook onn science
eduucation (pp. 1889-207). Dorddrecht: Springger. This is a comprehensivve review
of thhe literature reegarding theorry and practicee of laboratoryy work.
Trowbbridge, L. S., B
Bybee, R. W., & Powel-Carrlson, J. (20044). Teaching seecondary
schoool science (cchapter 14, ppp. 195-207), C
Columbus: Merill Prentice Hall (8th
Edition). This chapter deals with sevveral issues related to teacher’s
dem
monstrations vs.
v student inddividual workk in the sciennce laboratoryy. This is
veryy practical chaapter aimed att secondary schhool teachers.
Allen, M. (ed.) (20112). Special issue “Practicall work.” Eurassia Journal off Science,
Matthematics andd Technology E
Education, 8(11), 1-72. This special issue describes
d
seleected aspects and
a contempoorary trends off learning in tthe laboratory from six
diffferent countriees.

RESOURCE
ES FROM THE INTERNET

NSTA
A
(Nationaal
Sciencee
Teacherrs
Associaation)
Decclaration:
ww
ww.nsta.org/about/positions/inquiry.aspx. This is a link to thee NSTA
declaration relateed to teachingg science by inquiry, teacheers’ and studeents’ role
andd activities.
R. M
Millar: Teacching and learning science througgh practicall work:
norddlab.emu.dk/ppub/pdf/BidraggRobinMillar..pdf. This impportant paper ddiscusses
the state of the arrt in learning on
o the lab.
ASE (A
Association foor Science Eduucation): www
w.schoolsciencce.co.uk/teachher_zone/
view
w_resources/liisting.cfm?FaA
Area1=custom
mWidgets.conttentItem_show
w_1&cit
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_id=4578&subject_id=4797. The ASE is leading a consortium of science
education specialist organizations in a project aimed at improving the quality of
practical work taught in schools in all levels.
ACS (American Chemical Society) laboratory safety information:
www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project_ideas/Chem_Safety.
shtml. This is a link to the ACS safety URL. It includes special section for
teachers and links to other safety resources and guides.
Student Active Learning in Science (SALIS): www.salislab.org. This EU-funded
project offers a guide and collection of examples for low cost equipment,
experiments, and student active learning pedagogies.
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7. HOW
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THE CHEM
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ROOM IN A STUDENT-ACTIIVE MODE
E

Everydday, chemistryy teachers alll over the worrld are challeenged by the qquestion:
Shouldd I explain thee chemistry coontent in a froontal mode using the blackbboard, or
am I aable to apply methods to acctivate the stuudents learningg on their ow
wn terms?
This cchapter is baseed on the preemise that learrning processses should be based as
much as possible on student-ccentred activiities (hands-oon and mindds-on). A
justificcation for morre thorough sttudent-active llearning in thhe chemistry classroom
is deriived from the ttheory of sociaal constructiviism. Evidence for the positivve effects
of morre student-actiive classroomss and cooperaative learning will be discusssed. This
discusssion will be illlustrated by eexamples from chemistry eduucation regardding how
to actiivate students’ thinking, to eengage them iinto a cooperaative mode of learning,
or to uuse e.g. dramaa and role-playy in the chemisstry classroom
m.

THEO
ORETICAL BAS
SIS
Most people
p
tire of a lecture in ten m
minutes; clever ppeople can do iit in five. Sensibble people
never ggo to lectures att all.
(Stephen Leacock in ‘‘Discovery of E
England,’ 1922, as cited in Byerrs & Eilks, 20099, p. 5)

From tteacher-centreed teaching too student-centrred learning
The peedagogy of teeaching seconndary chemistrry in many cllassrooms all over the
world is still dominnated by a teaacher-centred aapproach. Thee teacher is exxplaining
the content, is preseenting experim
ments, and intteraction withh students is liimited to
brief pperiods of quuestions and aanswers. Thuss, teaching iss often not m
more than
lecturiing with shorrt phases of iindividual tassks or guidedd bilateral intteractions
betweeen the studentt and the teaccher. The learnning theory bbehind this appproach is
little m
more than a ssimple processs of informattion transfer or
o as Byers aand Eilks
(2009)) called it the ‘‘Passive Diffuusion Model off Knowledge T
Transfer.’
It iss this teacher--centred practiice that involvves the teacheer pouring infformation
over thhe students annd all the studdents are requiired to do is tto absorb it (F
Figure 1).
As a rresult, when tteachers evaluuate examinatiion tests they discover all ttoo often
that w
what they thoought they haad taught, andd what their students had actually
I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
(e
Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 183–212.
© 2013 Sense Publisherss. All rights reservved.
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learnedd, are very different.
d
Theiir reaction is to try to expplain better. They try
lookinng for that littlee bit of magic that will enabble their know
wledge to be traansferred
over too their studentts. The teacherrs hope that thhe better they present the coontent the
better their students will learn (Byyers & Eilks, 22009).
Butt, it is not onlyy the fact that teachers are nnot always ablee to explain evverything
to otheers in a sufficiently compreehensible fashiion. It is also that the studeents often
fail to listen or folloow direction w
with sufficientt care and atteention. Sometiimes they
even lack the necessary cognitivee abilities or pprior knowleddge to allow foor instant
undersstanding of the newly acquired informatiion (see Chappter 4). The unnderlying
probleem is deeper. T
The problem iss that learningg is much moree complex thaan merely
listeninng, memorisinng and repeating (Bodner, 11986). From reesearch, we knnow for a
long tiime now (e.gg. Peterson & Peterson, 1959) that mostt information obtained
simplyy by listening is forgotten very quickly, with only a small percenttage ever
reachinng the long terrm memory.

Figuree 1. The ‘Nurem
mberg Funnel’ – An illustrationn of the belief thhat learning of cchemistry
is a simpple transmissionn of content

Eduucational theorry suggests thhat, although w
we might wishh otherwise, knnowledge
cannott be transferreed intact from the mind of one
o person intto the mind of another
(Bodner, 1986). Infoormation may be presented, but meaning and understannding can
only bbe constructedd by the minnd of each inndividual learrner (Wittrockk, 1989).
Meaniingful learningg is the activee integration oof new inform
mation with knnowledge
alreadyy possessed by the learnner. The subssequent interppretation of tthis new
inform
mation will theen depend heaavily on what the learner alrready knows aand what
cognitive processes will occur in tthe mind of thhe learner (see Chapter 4).
This means that the quality off teaching shoould not be asssessed in term
ms of the
effort being put in by the teachher. The quanntity and partiicularly the qquality of
learninng is surely much
m
more deppendent on the effort being pput in by the llearner. It
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is quite a bit ironic. All too often when the teacher increases input to try to address
learning difficulties being experienced by students, the students start to reduce their
own efforts. Teaching should apply a converse approach. Teaching chemistry will
become more efficient at the point where we apply methods where students
become more active, hands-on and minds-on.
From behaviourism to social constructivism
The style of teacher-centred teaching and the Passive Diffusion Model of
Knowledge Transfer as described above are based in the theory of behaviourism,
which was the dominant educational theory during the first half of the last century.
Behaviourism interprets every human action (action, thinking, feeling, etc.) in
terms of ‘behaviour’ (Skinner, 1976; Mills, 2000). According to the behaviouristic
theory, every action is considered simply as a response to a stimulus; if the correct
stimulus is provided the required behaviour will inevitably follow. Behaviourism
stems from experiments with animals, e.g. Pavlovs well known experiment with
the dog. From behaviourism, one can train an animal, or a human, provided one
can identify a stimulus necessary to promote the desired response. In terms of
learning a teacher wishes a student to learn something by simply providing the
right stimulus, e.g. presenting the right pieces of information, in the right sequence,
at the right moment.
Although the theory of behaviourism has been developed over time to account
for a range of observations (Mills, 2000), in its principle it remained the same. It is
suggested that giving the correct information to a student, will enable him to (a)
store this information in his/her memory, (b) assign the intended meaning to this
information, and (c) have this information readily available for future use.
Unfortunately, evidence from educational research suggests, that none of the above
three expectations is justified. Peterson and Peterson (1959) showed that about
85% of the information entering the short time memory is no longer available to a
learner a mere 15 seconds later, if it has not been connected to any constructed
meaning, or if no any additional stimuli are given to support memorisation in the
meantime. While behaviourism can certainly be helpful in understanding the
simple issues associated with basic training processes, like memorisation of facts
or training simple psychomotoric skills, it has proved much less successful when it
comes to comprehending the important issues of learning with understanding.
Today’s understanding of effective learning of chemistry is highly based on the
theory of constructivism (Bodner, 1986). Among other issues, constructivism
suggests that science teaching should apply teaching methods making the learner
the active player in their own learning process. Such methods should seek to
encourage the learner to become cognitively engaged in developing understanding
of the topic being taught. The more elaborated interpretations of constructivism not
only seek to make students active thinkers, but to promote interaction between
them. One of these elaborated interpretations is the socio-constructivist perspective
on learning attributed to the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (Hodson &
Hodson, 1998).
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One of the central ideas in the works of Vygotsky (1978) is the role of
interpersonal communication and social interaction for learning. From this point of
view, sustainable learning does not take place via the contemplation of content by
an individual learner but by a process that mainly functions through cultural and
social mediation about content (Driver & Oldham, 1986). Construction of meaning
is understood as a process of negotiation in discussions with others. With a quote
from Lazarowitz and Hertz-Lazarowitz (1998, p. 451) the social component of
constructivist learning is described as:
… cognitive construction is facilitated through the following activities, all of
which are based on peer-interaction: students present their own ideas by
explaining them to other group members; they think and talk about their
experiences; they suggest and try out new ideas; they reflect on changes in
their ideas; they negotiate and aid other students to clarify their thoughts; and
they move ideas forward by making sense of new ones. Indeed, constructivist
theory brings to light the significance of social-cognitive interaction,
cooperation and collaboration to the science teaching-learning context.
This view on learning makes interaction between the student and the teacher, and
also among the students between themselves important features for promoting
effective learning in general and in learning chemistry in particular. Because
interaction is mainly done through language considering linguistic issues for
effective learning processes becomes an important issue too (see Chapter 5).
Cooperative learning to promote student-active learning
From the theory of social constructivism we know that chemistry education should
apply methods fostering student activity and make learning a cooperative
experience. Cooperative learning is an advanced mode of learning in groups.
Lazarowitz and Hertz-Lazarowitz (1998, p. 449) describe the difference:
Cooperative Learning brings to the school a different learning organisation in
which the classroom is structured into cooperative teams of learners, thus
making learning together a way of life. Students tutor each other, conduct
group projects, practice mutual assistance by sharing and exchanging
information, and create a collaborative-cooperative learning environment.
Far more than a mere exchange of ideas can take place in such cooperative learning
environments. Instead of studying the mental content of individual minds,
cooperative learning focuses on the processes of interaction, participation,
discourse, and negotiation. Cooperative learning leads to co-constructing
knowledge and to building up collaborative knowledge where the group is able to
attain a level of understanding that could not have been achieved through the
mental processing of any one individual from within the group alone (Johnson &
Johnson, 1999).
Nevertheless, it is well known that merely putting students into a group does not
necessarily lead to effective learning. The effective working of a group is often
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disrupted by a lack of structure within the group and differing interests among the
group members (Johnson & Johnson, 1999). Thus, it is important that the group
should have a clear structure, and sometimes it may even be preferable to leave it
up to the students themselves to agree on the structure to be adopted. A lot of
research on cooperative learning in general and in science education in particular is
available today. The evidence gained from this can help to understand which
factors must be fostered to enhance students’ learning by high quality student
cooperation (e.g. reviewed in Lazarowitz & Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1998; Johnson &
Johnson, 1999).
The literature, in particular the five quality criteria for functioning cooperative
learning as proposed by Johnson and Johnson (1999) has given us a useful and
well-established basis for reflecting upon cooperative learning:
– Positive interdependence: Each member of the class understands and values the
benefit of working together to achieve a common goal. The effort of each group
member is required and is indispensable for the group’s success and everyone
has a unique contribution to make the group’s task a success.
– Face-to-face promotive interaction: The students encourage and facilitate the
other’s efforts to complete their tasks in order to reach the common goals.
Students providing each other with help and assistance. They exchange
resources, such as information or materials, and process information efficiently
by providing each other with feedback.
– Individual accountability/personal responsibility: The performance of each
individual student is assessed and the results are given back to the individual
and the group. All students are responsible for their group mates but also for
themselves to contribute to the group’s success.
– Interpersonal and small group skills: Students are able to or learn to trust and
interact with each other, communicate accurately and unambiguously, accept
and support each other, and resolve conflicts constructively.
– Group processing: A reflection on how well the group work functioned in an
explicit and structured process. Reflection should include what member actions
were helpful and unhelpful, and what actions should be continued or changed.
If these criteria for cooperative learning are considered and used, the classroom
environment has high potential for effective learning, student motivation, and the
development of skills beyond the learning of chemistry topics and theories. Such
non-cognitive skills include team working abilities, organising and structuring of
projects, and negotiating of consensus following conflict within the group. The use
of cooperative learning activities has been found to result in higher cognitive
achievement, better development of higher-level thinking skills, increased student
self-confidence and satisfaction, and better attitudes towards subject matter
(Lazarowitz & Hertz-Lazarowitz, 1998).
In the literature, several basic modes of cooperative learning are described. The
basic models differ in their structure and the levels of guidance given to the
students, who work in small groups. Some of the basic models are discussed
below. In addition to the basic models of cooperative learning detailed below, there
is also a wide variety of cooperative teaching techniques (Sharan, 2004). Some of
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these are also illustrated by examples from the chemistry classroom within the
practice section of this chapter, e.g. how to introduce atomic structure within a
cooperative learning scenario in secondary chemistry classes (Eilks & Leerhoff,
2001).
Group investigation. Group investigation (GI) based on the work by Sharan and
Hertz-Lazarowitz (1980) is a model for conducting joint projects within a class
(see also “The Project Method” by Frey, 1982). GI consists of six steps. In the
beginning the whole class considers a joint project and then determines appropriate
sub-topics. The class is split into sub-groups of 4-6 students each. Each sub-group
plans their investigations for their part of the project. The planned activity is
carried out as a group in the laboratory while the process is supported by a variety
of resources which can be searched and analysed by the students working
independently within their groups. The teacher acts as a mentor, convener and
collaborator for the students’ investigation. At the end, each group gives a
presentation, poster, report or some other contribution to the whole class to bring
the sub-topics back together. Finally, the results are assessed by the students and
teachers.
Student teams and achievement divisions and teams games tournament. Student
teams and achievement divisions (STAD) by Slavin (1978) and teams games
tournament (TGT) by De Vries and Slavin (1978) use competition between groups
as a framework to support cooperative learning. In STAD, for example, the class is
assigned a specific set of information to be learned. Heterogeneous small groups of
4-6 students are formed. The joint aim is that students start learning as a team in
order to prepare each other to be individually successful in a quiz, test or game. At
the end everyone has to participate in the test individually. However, it is not only
the student’s individual score that is registered. The students’ scores are also
aggregated and contribute to the performance and mark of the students’ group.
Thus everyone has a vested interest in how the teammates perform and is aware
that this is dependent on their mutual assistance and joint preparation.
The jigsaw classroom. The jigsaw classroom (JC) is considered to be one of the
best known models for cooperative learning. The JC was originally suggested by
Aronson, Stephan, Sikes, Blaney, and Snapp (1978). It is an approach to promote
structured interdependence between members of a group, while still maintaining
the need for individual accountability. For a JC the class is divided into small
groups of 4-5 students who are asked to learn about a joint topic. The topic itself is
divided into sub-units of similar size and responsibility, and each of these is
assigned to one of the students. After having become familiar with their piece of
information the students from all groups with responsibility for the same sub-unit
are grouped together. This is called the expert round. These students now continue
learning about their aspect of the topic together with classmates having the same
piece to learn. The aim of the expert groups is to develop an explanation and
teaching strategy of their sub-topic, to be later shared with the other classmates
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from tthe initial grouups. The studeents eventuallyy return to theeir starting grroups and
teach and learn from each otherr about the diifferent piecess of the whole picture
(teachiing round, seee Figure 2).
Subbsequent deveelopments of the JC led to different models, incluuding its
applicaation to laborratory investiggations. The idea
i
of integrrating laboratoory work
with thhe JC was deeveloped with reference to the method oof Group Inveestigation
and was
w named Peeer Tutoring in Small Invvestigative Grroup (PTSIG)). PTSIG
maintaains the jigssaw structuree as a fram
mework, but includes thee Group
Investiigation methood for the worrk of the expeert groups (Laazarowitz & K
Karsenty,
1990).. In addition methods weree developed iin order to saafe-guard the process.
These safe-guards are
a directed att preventing isssues with inddividual team members
causinng the system to fail. Exam
mples of these safe guards are
a doubling-uup in the
expert groups or prooviding all inndividuals withh optional bassic helps of eaach topic
underllying the joint task (Eilks & Leerhoff, 20001; Eilks, 20055).

Figure 2. The Jigsaw C
Classroom

An anaalytical tool foor reflecting onn classroom innteraction
As an analytical toool for reflectinng classroom interaction, buut also as a toool to help
plan sstudent interacctive classrooms, Hertz-Laazarowitz (19992) suggestedd the sixmirrorrs of the classroom (SMC)) model. Thiss model can serve as a coonceptual
framew
work to guidee classroom obbservation in behavioural ccategories suchh as “ontask” and
a “off-task”” behaviours, levels of coopperation in the interactions between
studennts, and in aidding the sociall events that taake place durring learning. It can be
used to design cllassroom envvironments annd move froom traditionall wholeclassrooom instruction to more active and tthen cooperative learning (Khalil,
Lazaroowitz, & Hertzz-Lazarowitz, 2009).
Thee SMC model (Figure 3) inncludes six asppects (mirrors)) of the classrroom: (1)
organiisation, (2) leearning tasks, (3) instructioonal behaviouurs of the teaacher, (4)
commuunicative behhaviours of tthe teacher, (5) academicc performancee of the
studennts, and (6) soccial behaviourrs of the studennt. Each mirroor is describedd in terms
of fivee levels of coomplexity from
m simple to complex.
c
Thee conceptual ddynamics
betweeen the six mirrrors permits thhe formulationn of predictionns and the anaalysis of a
range of variables – for examplee, quality of on-task
o
cooperration as exprressed by
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contennt, frequency of
o in-group coommunicationn, levels of reaasoning, and ppredicted
academ
mic and sociall outcomes.
Thee use of the SM
MC will be brriefly explaineed by compariing two differeent edges
of effeectively potenntial classroom
m environmennts. The one edge is considdering the
traditioonal teacher-ccentred classrooom where thhe teacher is ddisplaying infformation
and triies to directly transmit inforrmation towardds the students, also called frontal
f
or
exposiitory instructioon. The other edge serving as an example will be a cclassroom
based on cooperativve learning.

Figuure 3. The Six-M
Mirrors of the Cllassroom (SMC)
C) model

Forr the case of frrontal instructtion, in mirrorr 1 of the SMC
C, which exam
mines the
physiccal organisatioon of the classsroom, there is a classroom
m with the cllass only
forminng one groupp. This is perrceived as a fixed classrooom with litttle or no
movem
ment of studeents around thhe room. Thee learning tassks (mirror 2)) will be
presennted to the w
whole class annd then, eachh student tackkled the learnning task
individdually. The tteacher execuutes a centrallly controlled and stronglyy guided
instrucction with the class as a whoole (mirror 3),, with a high fr
frequency of exxpositing
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information by lecturing, demonstrating experiments or using the blackboard
(mirror 4). Students’ behaviour is limited to individual action or short term
interaction with the teacher (mirror 5). Students’ social behaviour often is
individualistic and competitive (mirror 6). In all the six mirrors such a traditional
teacher-centred approach will get low scores for a classroom environment with
respect to its potential to support socio-constructivist learning.
In contrast to the frontal instruction, cooperative learning environments will
receive higher scores in the SMC. In cooperative learning environments students
work in small groups which do interact and are integrated with one another in the
fashion suggested in the Jigsaw Classroom (JC) (mirror 1). Learning tasks (mirror
2) are divided horizontally, as in a JC, or vertically and integrated, as in the Group
Investigation (GI). These cooperative learning tasks involve peer learning and peer
teaching, were designed to increase interdependence and personal as well as
collective responsibility and thus form integrated tasks for all learners. The pattern
of teacher’s communication and instructional behaviours include communication
with the whole class for a short period of time, then with each of the groups as well
as with individuals who needed help. The teacher becomes the organiser and
coordinator of the cooperative classroom (mirror 3). The teachers’ communication
(mirror 4) becomes multilateral while moving between the groups and helping the
students individually or within their groups. The students’ communication has a
multilateral perspective and their social behaviour is supported by the structured
formation of the group and they become socially integrated within the group by
feeling their individual accountability together with their positive inter-dependence
and the need for cooperation and communication (mirrors 5 and 6).
Thus, using the SMC as a Spider Web (see the example of using Spider Webs to
analyse classroom activities in Chapter 1), the area within the spider will give a
measure for the classroom learning environments’ potential to support socioconstructivist learning. But it also can help to reflect on lesson planning in advance
to apply instructional methods.
The variety of methods for making students active – Hands on and minds on
As we saw in the previous section, the dimensions of making the classroom
student-centred using appropriate teaching methods offers a wide variety of
activities. As the dimensions differ so too do the methods, with the various
methods offering a distinct variety of strategies for making the student more active
in chemistry teaching, in a hands-on and minds-on fashion. Table 1 provides a
selection from the variety of potential methods for the teaching of chemistry.
Illustration will be given in the practice part of this chapter. Further examples
which work well and have been proved in practice for all of these methods can be
found on the Internet or in the literature.
Insights into other methods and their implementation in chemistry teaching can
be found in Chapters 1 and 6. The connection of cooperative learning with the use
of modern ICT (CSCL, Computer Supported Cooperative Learning) is discussed in
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Chapteer 8. More methods
m
can bee found in thee section on hhints below foor further
reading and the Internet.
Table 1. Potential strrategies to makee students activee participants – hands on and m
minds on
Challlenging studentss’ pre-knowledgge and ideas, orr help to structurre and organise them
– Brrainstorming annd clustering
– Drrawings of studeents’ imaginatioon and ideas
– M
Mind and concept mapping
– Prreparing posterss, organisers, or digital presentaations
– …
Making students’ com
mmunication thhe basis for effeective learning
– Reeciprocal explannations
– Thhink-pair-share (1-2-4-All)
– Thhe ball-bearing m
method (Inside--outside-circle)
– Jiggsaw Classroom
m
– …
Usingg cooperative leearning for wholle lesson plans
– Peeer Tutoring in Small
S
Investigaative Groups (PT
TSIG)
– Stuudents’ Teams and Achievemeent Divisions (S
STAD)
– Teeams Games Toournament (TGT
T)
– Leearning Compannies
– …
Allow
wing students’ ccreativity, play, and everyday liife acting in lessons
– Ussing or inventinng card or boardd games
– Sccenic interpretattions, drama, orr role play
– M
Making opinion ssurveys or experrt interviews
– W
Writing newspapeer articles or invventing news-sppots for TV
– …

THE
E PRACTICE O
OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Methoods for activatiing and structuuring studentss’ thoughts
Based on the theoryy of construcctivism we knnow that one of the most iimportant
factorss that affects llearning is thee students’ priior knowledgee (see Chapter 4). The
construuction and recconstruction oof meaning byy learners reqquires them too actively
form iintegrated knoowledge strucctures, buildinng on prior knnowledge andd relevant
experiences. Teacheers need to appply instructioonal techniquees that help too activate
modate new knnowledge,
studennts’ existing knnowledge struuctures in ordeer to accomm
but alsso to allow forr exchange in the fashion inntended by soocial constructtivism. In
the following sectioon, we will ppresent a num
mber of methhods to activaate, make
expliciit, and presentt students’ ideas and their exxisting knowleedge structures.
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Brainstorming. Brainstorming is a technique used to foster creative thinking for a
specific problem or topic (Fisher, 2005). While brainstorming, a group tries to find
a solution to a problem or to collect potential ideas on a joint issue by collecting
spontaneous contributions associated with the problem or issue, e.g. how to start a
practical investigation on a specific topic or which apparatus, set-up, or equipment
might be used. Brainstorming can be also used to orient oneself towards a new
topic or domain, e.g. to ask the students for their spontaneous associations or prior
knowledge of introducing a new topic like salts, acids and bases, or alcohols.
Originally, brainstorming was developed as a group technique. However, it can
also be put in practice on a solitary basis. A prerequisite for brainstorming is that it
should address one specific question or topic. Sessions that address multiple
questions tend to be rather inefficient.
In practice brainstorming can be guided by the following four steps:
– Strive for a heterogeneous group composition: Place members with different
backgrounds and/or experiences in one group to enhance looking at the problem
from multiple perspectives and suspending assumptions. Heterogeneity fosters
the generation of a long list of divergent ideas.
– Start open-ended: Generate as a long list of ideas as possible for facilitating
problem solving. The greater the number of ideas is, the greater the chance for
an effective solution will be (quantity breeds quality).
– Associate and postpone critic: Association will stimulate the building of ideas.
Participants should extend and add to ideas freely. Analysis and criticism should
be reserved for a later stage in the process.
– Combine and integrate: Eventually, combine and integrate the ideas to form a
lower number of categories, and in the end one single (improved) idea might be
developed or selected. One way to do this is clustering (see below).
In the last decade numerous variations on the brainstorming technique were
developed, aimed at enhancing the creative output, encouraging all participants to
have an equal say and reducing social inhibition in the group. In the context of
chemical education, brainstorming is mainly used to activate students’ thoughts in
order to initiate problem-solving activities, or is related to understanding key
concepts, such as diffusion (Van Rens, Van der Schee, & Pilot, 2009).
Brainstorming sessions are often followed by a class discussion chaired by the
teacher. The proposed ideas are shared, reflected upon, classified, and ranked.
Clustering. Clustering is a technique used to classify objects, and thereby offering
richer information about relationships by grouping them. Clustering can start from
any collection of ideas, words or pictures, but also can be a form of brainstorming.
Rico (2000) suggests clustering as being a technique of brainstorming. One can
ask the students to start with a word. They should circle the word and write down
each new word or phrase that comes to their mind, circling them too, and
connecting them with a line to the word in the centre if it seems like an entirely
new direction. But, the students can also make connections between the different
circles, so that one big cluster of words and ideas is formed, but also the ideas near
to one another form sub-clusters in themselves.
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Anoother techniquue of clusteringg is the sorting of words or phrases alreaady set up
and doocumented onn pieces of papers or cardds (Stanfield, 2002). The cclustering
starts bby sorting rellated cards toggether following distinctivee criteria, e.g.. specific
relatioonships, propeerties or similaarities. Smalleer and bigger clusters of caards (and
thus of information)) are formed and informatiion is organiseed in a qualitaative and
quantittative way. C
Clustering putss students in tthe position too review theirr existing
knowledge structurees and to com
me up with new
w patterns, theereby contribuuting to a
flexiblle use of diifferent representations off their knowlledge structuures. The
outcom
mes of a clusttering can be presented in different wayys. The most common
way is a one-dimeensional depicction of elem
ments obeyingg a specific criterion.
Howevver, the use off two (or highher) dimensionnal patterns offfers the opporrtunity to
classiffy objects accoording to two ((or more) criteeria.
In the chemistrry classroom the periodicc system of elements off
ffers rich
opporttunities for perrforming clusttering (Chen, 2010). The teaacher can givee cards to
the stuudents with picctures and nam
mes of differeent chemical ellements, e.g. each
e
four
of the alkaline mettals, the alkalline earth meetals, halogenns, and inert ggases. In
additioon to the nam
me and a pictuure of the elem
ment, the cardds also encom
mpass the
GHS-rrisk pictogram
ms (Figure 4). Students anaalyse the safetty symbols annd search
for anyy risk and saffety specificatiions. The cardds are then cluustered with rrespect to
similarr behavior. Thhis may have potential as aan initial apprroach towardss learning
how thhe periodic sysstem of the eleements is strucctured.

Figure 4. Cards of selecteed elements for a playful approoach towards
the perioodic system of thhe elements

Mind and concept mapping. Miind mapping is a techniquue to represennt words,
ideas, tasks or otherr items linked to and arrangeed around a ceentral key worrd or idea
develooped by Buzann in the 1970ss. By presenting ideas in a radial, graphiical, nonlinear manner, mindd maps encouurage a brainsstorming apprroach to plannning and
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organiisational taskss. Mind mapss are used too generate, visualise, structture, and
classiffy ideas one hhas in mind aand thus helpss to re-organiise and reflecct already
captured informatioon. Mind mapps serve as an
a aid to stuudying and orrganising
inform
mation, solvingg problems, annd making deecisions (Buzaan, 1996). An example
of a mind
m
map on attoms and bondding is given inn Figure 5.

Figure 5. E
Example of mindd map developeed by mind mappping software

mapping is thee technique off concept mappping. A conceppt map is
Related to mind m
a diaggram showingg the relationsships betweenn ideas, imagees, or words. Concept
maps differ from mind maps in that conncept maps make
m
“concep
epts, and
propossitions compoosed of conccepts, the cenntral elementss in the struucture of
knowleedge and consstruction of m
meaning” (Novvak & Gowin,, 1996). Concept maps
consistt of nodes (teerms or conceppts representeed as boxes orr circles), linkking lines
(uni- oor bi-directionnal arrows frrom one nodee to another)), and linkingg phrases
describbing the relatiionship between nodes, suchh as “gives risse to,” “resultts in,” “is
requireed by” or “coontributes to.”” Two nodes connected with
w
a labeledd line are
called a propositionn. Moreover, cconcept arranngement and liinking line orrientation
determ
mine the map’s structure (e.g. hierarchicaal or non-hierrarchical). An example
of a cooncept map onn atomic structture is given inn Figure 6.
Bassically, two diffferent types oof concept maapping tasks exxist, namely ‘ffill in the
map’ and ‘construcct a map.’ In ‘fill in the map’
m
studentss are provided with a
conceppt map in whicch some of thhe concepts or linking wordss are missing. Students
are suppposed to fill iin the blanks (Figure
(
7). In ‘construct a m
map’ students aare asked
to creaate their ownn concept mapp on a given topic. The qquestion of hoow much
inform
mation is provvided dependss on the teachher. He mightt give the conncepts or
linkingg words or a selection of both.
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Figure 6. Example of a cconcept map

Figure 7. Exxample of ‘fill inn’ concept map

Beffore using conncept mappingg as activity it is needed tto familiarise students
with tthe operationaal definitions of terms appplied, such as concept, labbel, node,
linkingg relationshipp, propositionn, cross-linkk. In generall, the proceddure for
construucting new cconcept maps can be deescribed in tterms of fourr (partly
overlappping) phasess:
– Braain storming: Students idenntify facts, teerms and ideaas associated with the
topiic at hand. At
A this stage,, students shoould not worrry about reddundancy,
relaative importannce or relationsships.
– Orgganisation: Alll items are claassified in grooups and subgrroups. Studennts should
empphasise hierarcchies of the ittems within grroups. Studentts are free to rearrange
r
item
ms and to introoduce new item
ms.
– Layy-out: Studentts make an arrangement
a
thhat best repreesents their ccollective
undderstanding off relationships and connectioons among grooups of items. Students
are free to rearrrange things at any timee during this phase. It shhould be
empphasised that they must pay attention oon using a consistent hierrarchy in
whiich the most im
mportant conccepts are placeed in the centre or at the topp. Related
item
ms should be positioned neear to each othher. The relattionships can be made
visiible using lines or arrows acccompanied with a words orr small phrasess.
– Finalising: Afterr the students have agreed oon the arrangeement that covvers their
pressent understannding, the conncept map needs to be preserved that otthers can
view
w and discusss. The creativiity of the studdents is encouuraged to use different
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colours, fonts, shapes, border thickness, etc. to construct a map. Also ICT-tools
might be used.
Finally, the produced concepts maps should be discussed in class. The
discussion might be directed by paying attention to the following attributes.
– Accuracy and thoroughness: Are the concepts and relationships correct? Are
important concepts missing?
– Organisation: Was the concept map laid out in such a way that higher order
relationships are apparent and easy to follow?
– Appearance: Was the assignment done with care showing attention to details
such as spelling and penmanship? Is it neat and orderly or is it chaotic and
messy?
– Creativity: Are there unusual elements that aid communication or stimulate
interest without being distracting?
Research has shown that mind and concepts maps are useful tools that reveal
students’ existing notions and ideas. There are many examples described in which
mind and concept maps are used in chemistry education, for instance for the
meaningful learning of atoms, bonding, electrons and solutions (Regis, Albertazzi,
& Roletto, 1996).
Methods for stimulating communication for more effective chemistry learning
From the theory part in this chapter we know how important communication is for
learning (see also Chapter 5). Therefore, in the following section two methods of
cooperative learning and associated examples from the chemistry classroom, which
place a strong focus on communication, will be discussed.
Think-pair-share (1-2-4-All). This method developed by Lyman in the 1980s looks
at joint learning by an iterative comparison of individual solutions (Lyman, 1981).
The method focuses on learning as a process of negotiation. It aims to negotiate a
common (better) result step by step. Starting from an individual draft, result or
piece of work it leads to a common result for a pair of learners and maybe the
whole class later on. The method starts by asking students to solve a given task
on a sheet of paper. In a second round each a pair of students compares their
two drafts and negotiates a joint solution on a new sheet of paper. In the
interpretation of 1-2-4-All (Witteck & Eilks, 2005), each two pairs of students
compare their drafts and work out a joint solution. In the end, the whole class
selects the best solution or re-organises components of all the solutions into a joint
product. In chemistry education, the method can be used in a variety of ways, for
example it could potentially be used for the joint development of write-ups of
experiments.
A write-up always should be structured by a scheme, making a clear distinction
between different parts including: title and date, aims, safety aspects and risk
assessment, sketch of the experiment, procedure, observation and results, and
finally interpretations and conclusions. Unfortunately, students often (a) do not
focus on the most important points of the experiment (from a science perspective)
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while observing theem or writing them up, (b) do not distinnguish clearly between
proceddure, observattion, and interpretation/coonclusion, andd (c) do not see the
connecction betweenn their experim
mentation andd the theory bbehind it. Thiis causes
probleems in the evaaluation of thee experimentss itself but alsso means thatt students
frequeently miss a central
c
point of scientific work. Often it is not cleaar to the
studennts that carryiing out an exxperiment is essentially
e
prooposing a quuestion to
nature by the personn doing the exxperiment, whhereas the obsservation is thhe answer
from nnature. The iinterpretation of the findinng is a differrent step whiile doing
practiccal work. The interpretatioon can changge in the lighht of new thheoretical
knowledge, while ann observation can never be changed afterr it has been m
made. An
observvation can onnly be seen differently iff the conditioons under w
which the
observvation has beeen made havee not been cllear or unless new experim
ments are
carriedd out leading tto different obbservations. Thhe pairs-to-shaare method caan help to
clarifyy the role of thhe different steeps in doing aan experiment and explain w
why these
steps aare divided innto different parts in the wrrite-up. Potenttial steps of writing
w
up
the expperiment usingg the think-paair-share are giiven in Figure 8.
1.
2.
3.

4.

Develop on
ne write-up of tthe experimentt!
A
After a demonsstration by the teacher, or afteer carrying outt the
eexperiment by thhe students, all students indiviidually write upp the
eexperiment folloowing a given scheme of steps..
mon
P
Pairs of studentts sitting next tto each other aagree on a comm
ssolution to the given task bassed on their annswers. They w
write
ddown their soluttion on a new shheet of paper.
E
Each two pairss of students work out a coommon answer or
ssolution on the given task, baased on the paairs’ answers. T
They
hhave to write doown their solutioon on a new sheeet of paper.
A scheme folllowing the stepps of the write--up is copied oon a
transparency and cut into ppieces containinng the single subissues.
V
Version a: All groups
g
receive the whole set oof pieces from the transparenccy. They
ccan then copy their
t
solution oon the parts of the transparenncy. The resultss of each
ggroup are preseented on the ovverhead projector. The whole learning groupp decides
aabout the best solution for eaach sub-issue. The write-up of the whole group is
ppuzzled togetherr, presented on the overhead prrojector and coppied by the studdents.
V
Version b: Categgories 1-4 are ffilled out by all groups. Categoories 5-7 are preepared in
ddivided labor byy different grouups on the partts of the transpparency. The reesults are
ppresented on thhe overhead proojector, discusseed, pieced togeether and copieed by the
sstudents.

Fiigure 8. Writingg up an experim
ment using the 1--2-4-All-Methodd. To make the work
fasster steps 2 and 3 can be focuseed on the descrip
iption of proceddure observationn, and
intterpretation withhout writing upp the other pointts again. A secoond way is to givve the
trransparency to tthe students in aadvance of step 3. Thus step 3 ccan be directly done
on the ppieces of the traansparency.
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Think-Pair-Share can be used to introduce the writing-up of an experiment, but
also can be applied to train the students. Time spent while writing up the
experiment in this way will be full of intense discussion and on-task activity. It will
lead to several modifications in the write-ups; initial mistakes and weaknesses will
be recognised by the students themselves. A better version of the write-up will be
generated step by step. But, the method also will help the students to better connect
the experiment to their prior knowledge and this may lead to new questions. The
method can be also applied to find a joint solution for a theoretical task, e.g.
forming a complex reaction equation or mechanism.
The ball-bearing (inside-outside-circle) method. The ball-bearing is a method of
cooperative learning developed by Kagan in the 1990s. The method asks the
students to explain to each other a newly learned theory in a sequence of different
pairs (Kagan, 1994). The ball-bearing employs the idea of reciprocal explanations
and each student has to explain the content that they have just heard to an expert,
who is there for control, in order to test whether the students’ understanding was
correct. By forming different pairs of students ball-bearings enable control and
assure sufficient support for each learner.
In the interpretation of Witteck, Most, Leerhoff, and Eilks (2004) for the case of
chemistry teaching, the whole learning group is divided into two groups of similar
size. Both groups work on a specific issue. The issues given to the two groups of
students are related to each other, but do not overlap and do not build upon each
other. The work can be supported by use of appropriate materials and tasks and
should be organised in pairs or small groups. Informative material could be
provided, e.g. a few pages from a textbook, different URLs from the Internet, or
two experimental tasks. The central task for each group is to understand their issue,
and to develop a small presentation of five minutes about their topic. Initially, it is
made clear to the students that they will have to explain their part of information as
‘experts’ individually to one of the students from the other group at a later stage.
Questions for self-control can be made available for the students, as well as
offering help to explain techniques.
After working on their topics the students form two circles with each two of the
learners sitting face to face to one another (Figure 9). One after the other, both
experts presents the part of the topic that they have learned. The other person is
asked one after the others to listen, to understand, and to make notes during the
phase where the partner is presenting his or her topic. This phase should take about
10 minutes. Then the circles are rotated. One circle is rotated clockwise, one
counter clockwise by one or two chairs. New pairs of students are generated and
are asked to repeat the explanation of the topic presented to them in the first round.
The opponent now listens, expands, and corrects. In this second phase all students
have also the chance to ask comprehension questions if the explanation in the first
round has not been sufficient. In this case, all learners now have new partners who
may be better able to explain their topic. Perhaps this is done in another way
compared with the initial partner in the previous round. This phase again takes
some 10 minutes. After another rotation of the ball bearing both learners in each
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new pair are asked to look for pparallels, differrences, and reelationships w
within the
two topics.

Figgure 9. Groupinng the students within
w
a ball-beearing

Forr chemistry eduucation Wittecck et al. (20044) suggested different exampples. One
is, for example the formation, exxploration, andd refining of ccrude oil. Diff
fferent oil
compaanies have websites about their sourcees of crude ooil and their technical
processses. One grouup of studentts is asked too learn from a selection off Internet
URLs about the form
mation of andd prospecting for crude oil, the other grouup learns
about the refining oof crude oil annd oil-based products. Potenntial tasks aree outlined
in Figuure 10. After preparing them
mselves the sttudents are assked to explainn to each
other tthe two issues, utilising the ball-bearing method
m
as desccribed above. After the
final rrotation the sttudents shouldd recognise thhe relationshipp of both parrts to the
whole process of proocessing of cruude oil.
–
–

Formation andd prospecting: Which chemicaal substances form
f
crude oil? When,
how, and from what materials did crude oil evvolve? In whichh regions of the world is
crude oil prosppected? How muuch crude oil is prospected perr day resp. per yyear?
Refining: Out oof which chemiccal substances does crude oil consist? What happens
in the refinery? What happenns in the proceesses of crackinng, hydrogenattion, and
reforming? Whhat are the mostt important prodducts coming out of the refinerry? How
much crude oill is refined per dday resp. per yeear in your counntry?
Figure 100. Potential taskks for a Ball-Beaaring on crude ooil chemistry

Thee combinationn of the guideed search on the Internet w
with the ball bearing
provedd to be an innteresting andd motivating method. Thee method helpped the
studennts to become clear about what
w
they havve to do. Althhough the evaaluation
of infformation is not an easy task and sttudents somettimes feel unncertain
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about learning information coming exclusively from their classmates, these
considerations diminish after applying respective techniques several times. In
the end, the students enjoyed working in this way and their achievement
improved.
Methods for learning chemistry in a cooperative mode
The literature (e.g. Sharan, 2004) suggests a lot of different techniques to promote
cooperative learning. Think-Pair-Share and the Ball-Bearing method presented
above are two of the methods. In the following section two examples for
organizing a whole lesson plan in a cooperative mode will be presented and
illustrated by examples from chemistry teaching.
Introducing atomic structure in a jigsaw classroom. In the jigsaw classroom (JC)
by Aronson et al. (1978) a topic of interest is divided into several pieces of similar
size and complexity. The students are grouped into groups of equal size. The
number of students in each group should not differ much from the number of the
groups. So for a class of 30 students a group size of 5 or 6 students is a good
option. Each student gets one part of the materials. The students start to
individually work through the material, to try to understand and in some cases to
solve respective problems. Following that, all those students working on the same
task form an expert group. In the expert groups they continue working on the
content and to clarify any lack in understanding. They jointly prepare a teaching
strategy to later on explain the information to the other students. Following on
from this work, the groups are rearranged in such a way that new groups are
formed with each new group consisting of one student from each of the expert
groups. In this fashion the students teach each other, following the strategy they
planned in the expert groups’ work (see above and Figure 2).
The teacher should be aware that this is an ideal description. A lot of
communicative as well as social abilities are necessary to lead to successful
performance. The objective, to let the students plan the teaching strategy for the
second part of the work, is rather cognitively demanding. Younger students are
often not able to do this, particularly if they are not trained properly. This causes
dangers for learning especially in cases where new and essential tasks have to be
worked out. It is recommended that help in the form of guidance and specific tasks
should be provided by the teacher to ensure the smooth dynamics of the method.
Another method to alleviate issues is to double the expert groups (Eilks &
Leerhoff, 2001). A doubling of the expert groups makes the system more secure
because it gives each teaching group two experts who prepared themselves
independently (Figure 11).
An example for the latter case is introducing atomic structure by a JC (Eilks &
Leerhoff, 2001). The JC itself contains three different areas each carried out by two
expert groups. In the expert groups the students work out (a) Rutherford’s
experiment and the nucleus-shell-structure, (b) the structure of the atomic nucleus,
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F
Figure
11. Rearrrangement of thhe groups from doubled expert to teaching grooups

and (cc) structure of
o the atomicc shell. Potenntial tasks aree given in Fiigure 12.
Differeent texts, questions and sm
mall experimennts aid the stuudents in solvving their
task.

F
Figure 12. Taskss for the expert groups in a jigssaw classroom oon atomic struccture

Afteer working out the experts’ tasks the ggroups are reearranged as ddescribed
above.. The teachingg round incluudes a report about the woork done in thhe expert
groupss as well as ann exchange and shared clariffication of thee main terms aand rules,
with tthe objective that every students
s
mustt be able to provide all of them
afterw
wards. Additionnally the studeents have to ssolve differentt tasks on the structure
of atom
ms of differennt elements toggether. This means
m
adding aall possible infformation
about several elem
ment atoms froom the givenn informationn (number of protons,
neutroons, electrons, atomic mass, and structuree of the atomicc shell). At thee end the
studennts are asked to compare thhe atoms from
m different grroups from within
w
the
perioddic system of thhe elements annd to search foor parallels annd trends.
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Introducing the structure of atoms by the JC has the potential to make the
teaching of this theoretical and demanding phase student-active. From the
classrooms we know that the students develop a positive attitude towards their
learning of chemistry and the gained concepts while learning about them in the JC.
Research revealed that this way of introducing atomic structure worked well and
helped to reduce deficits in learning, while also keeping students motivated
throughout this difficult phase of chemistry education (Eilks, 2005).
A learning company on acid-base-chemistry. The learning company method (LC)
by Witteck and Eilks (2006) is a didactically-constructed classroom structure,
analogous to existing or “ideal” companies. Originally, the LC idea was thought to
simulate practical, profession-oriented tasks in vocational education. Through a
model based on already-existing or idealised companies, students were supposed to
learn how processes in a company occur. This is not the in the core of chemistry
teaching. However, there are possibilities of using learning companies for the
motivation and the encouragement of student-active and cooperative learning also
in the chemistry classroom.
Witteck and Eilks (2006) adopted the idea of the LC for chemistry education.
Within a chemistry LC it is intended that all necessary steps of learning chemistry
should be performed by the pupils on their own, based in small learning groups,
starting from open-ended tasks and based on experimental work. Open
experimental tasks are assigned to the students instead of prescribed “cookbook
recipes” being provided to the students (see Chapter 6). These open tasks are
framed within a fictional story of a company with different departments. The
assigned experimental problems must be conquered through self-organised and
self-responsible learning within groups of students (the departments). The
problems are presented so that no experimental direction is to be given. Instead,
goal-oriented work orders and a folder of materials are provided so that the
exercise can be solved without resorting to a prescribed path.
The LC should be illustrated by an example from the chemistry of acids and
bases: The Max Sour Ltd. Learning Company (Witteck & Eilks, 2006). The
objective of the Max Sour LC is to include all relevant aspects of acid-base
chemistry into the LC lesson plan, theoretically as well as in the hands-on aspects.
Initially, students are divided into small groups (departments of the Max Sour
Company). Each group is composed of 4-5 students as a mix of different achieving
learners. A folder is provided for their particular department. Max Sour Ltd. has up
to seven different departments. E.g. the research department “Synthetic Indicators”
is ordered to produce an optimal universal indicator by mixing several different
indicator solutions. A large number of indicators are provided for the task. The
pupils must discover a good combination of the solutions so that they can
differentiate between a pre-set range of pH-values (1, 4, 7, 10, 14). A second
example is the research division “Plant-based Indicators.” They are ordered to
produce a new, natural indicator from radish peels. An indicator handbook must be
written, including a colour scale which makes predetermined pH-change points
visible. But there are also analytical departments, or a group for the canteen (being
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ordered to find out why red cabbage sometimes turns blue and how to make a
business out of it), or a group of janitors (being asked to find a way for the
company’s canteen to clean calcified heating-elements in the dishwasher and to
free a plugged drainpipe using acid-base-chemistry).
In all departments, the pupils receive instructions from a fictitious “executive
department” member allegedly in charge of the various departments (the teacher).
All orders include a small story related to a possible problem which might occur in
a company. The stories instigate the investigation of and the products surrounding
acids and basis. The student groups receive their work orders, including equipment
and chemicals. Each work order is to be solved through experimentation. Only the
stated problem and the materials which are available for the various departments
are listed on the work order. They do not contain instructions for experimental
procedures or apparatus construction. Pupils are supposed to plan and execute the
experiments using their own initiative. Figure 13 gives an overview of the lesson
plan.
The Max Sour Learning Company
The Max Sour Company has seven departments. You will form these departments. You
will receive work orders from the “boss,” which you must complete.
Form groups (departments) of 4-5 students. You will work in these
groups for the next few periods and display your findings at the end in
a fair. Each pupil will receive an identification tag showing his or her
department and name.
You have approximately 1-2 hours for the planning and preparation of your
experimental doing and another 4-5 periods for conducting them, to learn
about acids and bases, and to create a poster. All experiments must be
discussed with your teacher before you carry them out. Every activity must
be carefully documented. Every experiment must be written up using correct
scientific terminology.
Aside from working on your experimental tasks, answer the questions for
your specific area in the general question catalogue with the help of the
computer learning environment, your textbook, or the Internet.
Create a poster which summarises all of the work and experimental results from your
particular department.
Note: The work of the entire department is the most important factor!
This image cannot currently be display ed.

300
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300 mL
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Figure 13. The Max Sour learning company

Due to the open-formatted, independent nature of the students’ experimentation,
they must carefully plan and discuss exactly how they want to perform their
experiments. But, the students are also guided through learning by different sets of
questions for the theory and everyday life applications. The textbook can be used,
as can a specific learning environment on the internet (The Max Sour Ltd.
Intranet), which provides help where needed. Finally, the students have to present
their department, their experimental solutions and the theory that they used at a fair
showing up the potential of their department and of Max Sour Ltd. as a whole.
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The learning company approach clearly proved that it encouraged students to
work actively, flexibly, and with more self-direction on their experimental tasks.
The pupils planned, worked and thought independently and carefully organised
their work. Self-organisation was provoked by use of the open-ended work orders,
which could only be solved through discussion, inquiry, and the exchange of
information within the groups. Another example is described in Witteck, Most,
Kienast, and Eilks (2007).
Scenic interpretations, drama, role-play, and the mimicking authentic practices in
chemistry education
In the last section of this chapter we shall present quite unconventional methods for
the learning of chemistry. Examples will be outlined illustrating how these
methods can be used to activate the students learning of essential chemistry. In the
first two examples we will discuss how physical interpretations can help students
to better understand the particulate nature of matter, and how drama can be used to
learn about the nature of science. The other two examples will discuss the idea of
role-playing and mimicking authentic social practices to understand about how
chemistry is handled in and by the society.
Using drama to understand ptarticle concepts. Understanding the different
representations of chemistry is one of the most difficult parts in chemistry
education, for example, understanding chemical phenomena on the particulate level
is challenging for students (see Chapter 4). Using a drama interpretation of the
particulate level can help students through making physical experiences about the
particulate level. This experience has the potential to promote understanding and
can serve as an anchor for transferring knowledge in the long-term memory.
An example concerning the states of matter may illustrate this. The states of
matter (solid, liquid, and gaseous) are differentiated by the motion of the particles
which they are composed of and the distance between them. In the solid state
particles have fixed places in a lattice structure. They are near to each other and
move only slightly. In the liquid state particles are still near to each other, but can
move freely. In the gaseous state there is free movement and a lot of empty space
between the particles.
To promote understanding, one idea is to take the group of students and to ask
them to stand close to each other. With ‘growing temperature’ the students are
asked to increase their movement step by step. They will find out that it becomes
difficult to keep their fixed places. By another raise in motion the students will see
that the distance between them will increase, and in the end by nudging each other
students will leave the ‘particle formation.’ The matter will start to ‘evaporate’
(Figure 14). The experience of this motion will serve as an aid for understanding
the states of matter and their changes and will act as an anchor for the students’
memory.
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Figure 14. Students interpreting the states of matter the solid state (left), via liquid (middle),
to the gaseous state (right) (Eilks & Bolte, 2008)

For more ideas see Sciencelearn (2012). A related example on introducing
different types of chemical bonding was recently described by Ozden (2007).
Using theatre play to learn about the nature of science. For more personalised
topics a theatre or role play can be used. Atomic structure is a good example.
Throughout the history of chemistry different models for atoms and atomic
structure were available. For true understanding of the nature of science (see
Chapter 1), it is important that the students learn about the tentativeness of these
models. The students should learn that the creation of models is usually bound to
individual chemists and that models can replace each other in the light of new
evidence. Forming a theatre play between big chemists from history (Democritus,
Dalton, Rutherford, Thomson, & Bohr) can help students to understand, that all
these ideas were brilliant at that particular point in time, but also that all these
models are tentative in nature and were replaced at some point in the light of new
findings (Craft, 2007).
Using theatre plays to learn about the different models and the history of
chemistry can be carried out in a variety of different ways. If time and the students’
skills allow for it, the students can write their own storybook of a fictitious meeting
of the different representatives of atomic models. A dialogue between the chemists
can be written, with the one for each individual explaining and justifying his model
leading to a reflection on the different proposals, their power with respect to their
time but also their limitations in the foreground of our current understanding.
Students can create costumes to make clear, whose role they are playing. Students
with good knowledge in the content and skills involved in argumentation might be
allowed to add a phase where they start debating without the pre-scribed storybook.
For those students who are not able to write the storybook themselves, the teacher
can prepare it and ask the students to play and interpret it.
While acting out the drama better understanding will develop. The role play and
the preparation for it can offer students good motivation for comparing the
different models (in their potentials and limitations), but also will enable learning
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processes about the tentative nature of models and their connection to the time their
‘inventors’ lived in.
Role-play about the handling of chemistry issues in society. Learning chemistry is
more than only memorizing chemical facts and theory. Chemistry education also
encompasses an understanding of the interplay of chemistry, technology, and
society (see also Chapter 1). A role-play or business game can help offer an insight
into the different roles individuals within society have when decisions about
chemistry and chemical technologies are made.
The role of renewable energy sources can serve as a good example. In the case
of bioethanol we face a controversial situation. Renewable energies are of value to
reduce the emission of greenhouse gases and to protect crude oil resources for the
future. However, the decision is made within a framework of scientific,
economical, ecological, and social questions and issues. After learning about the
science background, role play can help students to better understand that the
decision about the use of bioethanol is not only a scientific one. Based on rolecards, texts and internet pages groups of students prepare themselves for a
discussion about the use of bioethanol. Role-experts might come from the car
manufacturers, environmental and climate protection groups, the agricultural
industry, development assistance groups, or the consumers. After having prepared
each one of them, the students in a role play can mimic a TV talk show or a
parliaments hearing to whether the use of bioethanol in cars should be promoted by
the politics. An example is described in Feierabend and Eilks (2011).
Also in the context of industrial-chemistry oriented teaching (see Chapter 1) role
plays and society-oriented discussions can be used (Reid, 2000). Several projects in
different countries introduced such topics into the regular secondary chemistry
teaching. The respective lessons were usually interdisciplinary in nature to
integrate learning of chemistry concepts with its related societal and technological
applications, e.g. the industrial chemistry units developed in Israel by Hofstein and
Kesner (2006). Also in these projects, the students are involved in debates about
the location of an industrial plant. They have to consider many criteria such as
natural resources (availability of raw materials), geology, environment, labour,
economical and all kind of technological applications
While discussing in the role plays the students will learn about the different
arguments which are held by the different interest groups in society. But, they will
also learn that decisions on the use of a new technology nearly always have to be
made in a field of contradictory opinions and effects (see Chapter 1).
Mimicking authentic societal practices in chemistry education. To learn about how
scientific information is handled in society the mimicking of societal practices
proved to be educationally effective. Role-plays and business games (see above) or
playing out the evaluation process in a consumer test (see Chapter 1) are options.
But also dealing with media reports or advertisements can lead to a reflection on
the multidimensional character of evaluations processes about chemistry within
society.
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For this purpose, Marks, Otten, and Eilks (2010) suggested the idea of working
as a journalist. Among the different examples that this method illustrated it was
indicated that it always is the individual that changes information while
transmitting it (Eilks et al., 2012). One of their examples deals with the
problematic nature of musk fragrances in cosmetics. Having learned about the
chemistry behind this topic the students form different groups. Every group gets a
‘newsticker’ (Figure 15). A newsticker is one page of quotes taken from the
internet. The newstickers were made by utilising a Google search. For each
newsticker a different search was made. The search is always combining two
terms, one of them in all the four cases within this example was ‘musk fragrances,’
but the second terms differed. In the end the separate newstickers reflect the
following perspectives: (a) consumer protection (concerns about potentially
hormone-activating or carcinogenic substances), (b) innovative products (cost and
sales pressure to market a competitive product), (c) wastewater treatment
(problems and costs for local authorities), and (d) environmental protection (effects
of synthetic musks on the environment).

Figure 15. Start of a news ticker for the journalist method

The class is divided into eight groups consisting of 2-4 students per group. Each
two separate groups of students receive identical newstickers, so that each of
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the fouur perspectivees is repeatedd in a double format. The students are asked to
write a 45 second report for thee evening new
ws on TV. T
The students aare given
about 30-45 minutes time to coomplete this task. The dooubling of thee groups
for eaach of the newstickers is done so thaat it becomees clearly vissible that
totallyy divergent preesentations caan arise from using exactlyy the same infformation
sourcees.
In the final phaase, the pupiils present thheir news sppots. The rolee of the
journaalist/editor beccomes expliciitly clear in tthis exercise. The pupils ggenerally
recognnise the probleematic nature of the exercisse early on annd quickly connnect, not
merelyy to the ulteriior motives beehind the variious interest ggroups, but also to the
exaggeerations and oomissions freqquently used iin media reports. The learnners show
evidennce of wide-raanging cognitivve levels of reeasoning abilitty, especially w
when the
converrsation is steerred in a directiion suggestingg solutions to tthe problem.
SUMMAR
RY: KEY SENTENCES

– Soccial constructivvism suggests that learning is a process m
mainly built onn studentactiivity (hands-onn and minds-oon) and commuunication.
– Studdent-centred tteaching methhods are esseential to provooke effective thinking
amoong students aand to providde structured fframeworks foor communicaation and
coooperation, whiich will ultim
mately help too enhance efffective learninng in the
chemistry classrooom.
– Teaaching methoods provokinng the explication of thoughts, prromoting
com
mmunication aand supportingg mutual assisttance betweenn the learners pproved to
be more
m
successfful for the learrning of chem
mistry than thee pure dissemination of
factts and theoriess which takes pplace in frontaal teaching.
– In tthe core of sstudent-centredd methods is cooperative learning. Coooperative
learrning means thhe structured interdependennce and collabboration of thee learners
tow
wards each otther. Quality criteria for ccooperative leearning are inndividual
accoountability, poositive interdeependence, face-to-face proomotion of intteraction,
grouup processingg, and interperssonal and smaall group skillss.
– Varrying the teachhing methods allows for enaabling the studdents to becom
me active
learrners. Brainsttorming, mindd and conceppt mapping, oor clustering help for
orgaanising and eexchanging thhoughts. Methhods like Balll-Bearing, Thhink-PairShaare, the Jigsaw
w Classroom oor the Learningg Company prroved to provooke class
coooperation, prom
mote motivatiion, and raise achievement in chemistry learning.
Sceenic interpretaations, drama,, or role-playy can help to enrich the cchemistry
classsroom, motivvating studentss and achieving a broader raange of goals.
ASK
K YOURSELF

1. Expplain: What is the ‘social’ diimension withhin social consstructivism?
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2. Reppeat the qualitty criteria for cooperative llearning as ouutlined by Johnnson and
Johhnson (1999).
3. Think about a miind map and a concept-map on the topic oof acid-base-chhemistry.
Listt advantages aand disadvantaages for both fforms of visuaal representatioon.
4. Outtline a sketch of how you w
would organisse a lesson onn the topic off alcohols
utiliising the ball-bbearing methood.
5. Draaw a sketch ouutlining a jigsaaw classroom for the teachiing of carbohyydrates in
a seecondary chem
mistry classrooom.
6. Rem
member the scenic interpreetation for thee states of maatter and theirr change.
Outtline a scenic iinterpretation for the processs of dissolutioon of sugar in water.
HINTS FOR
R FURTHER RE
EADING

Johnsoon, D. W., & Johnson, R. T. (19999). Learning together andd alone:
Coooperative, com
mpetitive, and individualistic learning. Booston: Allyn & Bacon.
Thee book sums uup the theory aand interpretatiions of differeent social strucctures for
learrning, i.e. in thhe means of coollaborative annd cooperativee learning.
Lazaroowitz, R., & Hertz-Lazaroowitz, R (19998). Co-operrative learningg in the
scieence curriculum
m. In B. J. Fraaser & K. G. T
Tobin (eds.), International
I
hhandbook
of sscience educattion (pp. 449--470). Dordreccht: Kluwer. T
This handbookk chapter
givees an overview
w about the eevidence sciennce education research gainned in the
fieldd of cooperatiive learning.
Sharann, S. (ed.) (2004). Handboook of cooperrative learninng methods. W
Westport:
Praeeger. This hanndbook gives an
a overview aabout a large vvariety of methhods how
to aapply cooperattive learning inn the classroom
m.
Ginniss, P. (2002). The teacherr’s toolkit: R
Raise classrooom achievem
ment with
straategies for eveery learner. C
Camarthen: Crrown Publishiing. The bookk offers a
plennty of differeent methods hhow to organnise the classrroom by a vvariety of
diffferent methodss.
Naylorr, S., Keogh, S., & Goldw
worthy, A. (22004). Active assessment: T
Thinking,
learrning and asssessment in science. Sanddbach: Millgaate House. T
The book
focuuses tools andd examples foor student-acttive learning aand assessment in the
scieence classroom
m.
Herr, N.
N (2007). Thee sourcebook for
f science teeachers. San F
Francisco: Josssey Bass.
Thee book offers a variety of m
methods and eexamples to ennrich science teaching.
Seee also the onlinne offers accom
mpanying the book at scienccesourcebookk.com.
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RESOURCES
S FROM THE IN
NTERNET

Jigsaw
w Classroom: www.jigsaw.o
w
org. The officiial site explainning everythinng around
the jigsaw classrooom techniquee.
Kagann Online: www
w.kaganonlinee.com. The sitee of S. Kagann offers tips annd access
to a lot of materials for student-active learniing and professsional develoopment of
teacchers.
Methoodpedia: de.m
methopedia.eu.. Methopediaa is a collecttion of teachhing and
asseessment methoods that can bee used in chem
mistry classroooms on all leveels.
Scienccelearn: www.sciencelearn.oorg.nz. This w
website from New Zealandd offers a
big variety for altternative teachhing ideas in aall fields of thee sciences.
NSTA
A: www.nsta.orrg. The site off the National Science Teacchers Associattion from
the USA offers a lot of materiials and publiccations for enrriching the peedagogies
in aall fields of sciience teachingg
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8 HOW TO
8.
O PROMO
OTE CHE
EMISTRY LEARNIN
NG
THROUG
GH THE U
USE OF IC
CT

This chapter
c
preseents a view of using annd incorporating informattion and
commuunication techhnologies (IC
CT) into the teeaching and llearning of chhemistry.
Studiess that investiigate studentss’ ICT skills in chemistry in particularr and in
science in generall establish tthat ICT-baseed learning environments play a
significant role in edducation. Whiile this seems to be true as an overall asssessment,
the futture is affectedd by innovatioons, fast-movinng, and in manny ways unpreedictable.
This cchapter discuusses and exeemplifies visualisations in laboratories such as
molecuular modellingg, data collection, and pressentation. We focus also onn ICT use
via thee World Wide Web (WWW)) and virtual rreality as welll as the role of ICT for
develop
oping higher-oorder thinkingg skills, such aas inquiry, graaphing, and m
modelling.
In adddition examplees of different aassignments for
fo teaching chhemistry usingg ICT are
introduuced includingg some recomm
mendations foor the designinng of new oness.

THEO
ORETICAL BA
ASIS
Goodd teaching remaains good teachhing with or without
w
the technology; the tecchnology
mightt enhance the ppedagogy onlyy if the teacherrs and students
ts engaged withh it and
underrstood its potential in such a w
way that the techhnology is not sseen as an end in itself,
but ass another pedaggogical means tto achieve learnning and teachinng goals.
(Higggins, Beauchampp, & Miller, 20007, p. 217)

Inform
mation and com
mmunication ttechnology forr learning
Inform
mation and ccommunicatioon technologyy (ICT) is a general teerm that
emphaasises the integgration of telecommunicatioons, computerrs, software, annd audiovisual systems to eenable users too create, acceess, store, trannsmit, and m
manipulate
mation (Stevennson, 1997).
inform
Durring the last five decadess, five generaations of learrning technoloogies for
science education caan be recognizzed:
u of physicaal instruments, such as
– At tthe beginningg of the 20th ccentury, the use
maggnifying glassses, thermomeeters, models, and microscoopes became common
(Gaabel, Briner, & Haines, 19922).
I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
(e
Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 213–240.
© 2013 Sense Publisherss. All rights reservved.
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– The introduction of electronic devices such as television, videotapes, and textto-speech systems was made in the 1960s (Dhingra, 2003).
– In the mid 1980s, computers spread all over the world while enabling rapid data
collection and analysis (Nakhleh & Krajcik, 1994). A few years later, chemists
started using animations, virtual molecular modelling, and visualisations (Dori
& Barnea, 1997; Kozma & Russell, 2005).
– In the 1990s the Internet and the World Wide Web (Tuvi & Nachmias, 2003),
were launched and rapidly emerged to become important resources of
information and communication in general, and in science education in
particular (Frailich, Kesner, & Hofstein, 2009).
– Nowadays, a variety of learning technologies are being used by educators to
enhance learning and teaching, such as learning management systems (LMS),
high-level 3D animations, mobile devices, virtual reality, and distance learning
software. Science educators and researchers have encouraged the use of ICT in
the science classroom of both high school and tertiary education (Chiu & Linn,
2011; Dori, Barak, & Adir, 2003; Ng, 2010; Rodrigues, 2010).
Use of ICT in science education
The terms ‘Web’ and ‘Internet’ in this chapter, as well as in the literature, are used
interchangeably. Each of the terms, serves several purposes such as integration of
virtual simulations, models, and dynamic visualisations, for creation of learning
communities, and designing learning environments (Chiu & Linn, 2012). Preservice and in-service chemistry teacher education should build up competencies to
quickly catch up with new developments and to integrate them into classroom
practice. Osborne and Hennessy (2003) identified several ways for teachers to
make effective use of ICT, among them:
– Ensuring that ICT use is appropriate and ‘adds value’ to learning activities,
– Building on teachers’ existing practice and on students’ prior knowledge,
– Structuring activity while offering students responsibility, choice and
opportunities for active learning,
– Prompting students to think about new concepts and relationships, to participate
in discussions, to analyse critically data and information, and to focus on
research tasks,
– Linking ICT use to ongoing teaching and learning activities, and
– Encouraging students to share their ideas and findings.
In chemistry and physics education, the most common ICT tools are
visualisations such as simulations or computerised molecular modelling (CMM)
and computerised laboratories also known as microcomputers based laboratories
(MBL).
It is interesting to compare the level of ICT and visualisation usage in physics
teaching to that of chemistry teaching. In spite of extensive development of
visualisations in the field of chemistry (Chiu & Linn, 2012), especially in the
context of computerised molecular modelling, the MBL elements of visualisations
in chemistry have not been thoroughly investigated (Dori & Sasson, 2008). The
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situatioon in physicss is almost thee opposite. Although MBL
L has been exxtensively
develooped, applied, and researcheed (Thornton & Sokoloff, 11990), the othher aspect
of visuualisations, naamely passivee and active aanimations or simulations, aare much
less established. M
Most of the studies reporteed inconclusiive results whhen they
describbed the effectts of simulatiions in mechaanics on learnning (Redish, Saul, &
Steinbberg, 1997). Evven fewer reports on simulaations exist inn the field of pphysics in
generaal and electriicity in particular (Beichnner, Dori, & Belcher, 20006), and
investiigation of theiir learning gaiins is rare. Ressearch outcom
mes of the Tecchnologyenableed Active Learrning (TEAL)) project for teeaching physics at MIT (Doori, Hult,
Bresloow, & Belcheer, 2007) indiicated that thee learning gaains were signnificantly
greaterr than those oobtained by trraditional lecttures and recittation settingss without
the use of ICT. Thee research ressults will be tthoroughly exxplained furtheer in this
chapteer.
In tthe following section
s
basic theories
t
are reeviewed in ordder to explain how ICT
can serrve to improvee meaningful llearning.
Learniing with visuaalisations: Thee dual-coding ttheory
One oof the most offten used theoories for undeerstanding leaarning with IC
CT is the
dual-ccoding-theory developed byy Paivio (19866) and elaboraated by Mayeer (2003).
Accordding to the duual-coding theeory, when woords and pictuures are presennted near
each oother, studentss can hold the words and thhe pictures in ttheir working memory
at the same time. T
This effect enaables them to integrate visuual and verbaal models
and paarticipate in acctive learning m
more efficienttly.

Figure 1. An
A OPM modeel that exempllifies dual chaannel processinng
Exeemplifying duual channel prrocessing, Figuure 1 (Dori & Choder, 20007) is an
OPM (object-processs methodologgy) model (D
Dori, 2002) off the mRNA Lifecycle
L
processs – the ellipsee in the centree. The diagram
m shows an am
mino acid set, which is
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the obbject this proccess consumees, protein, which
w
the process creates, and two
recycleed objects. T
This graphic description iss automatically translated into the
sentennces below thee diagram, enaabling the hum
man viewer too inspect bothh the text
and thee graphics for enhanced undderstanding off the model.
Thee dual channeel assumptionn is that hum
mans possess separate infformation
processsing systems for visual andd verbal repressentations. Forr example, infformation
in grapphs that are constructed oon the computer screen im
mmediately duuring labexperiments, are proocessed by stuudents using ttheir visual/piictorial channeel. When
the stuudents, who ccarry out the eexperiments, sspeak to eachh other and disscuss the
resultss, their wordss are processsed in the auuditory/verbal channel. Thee limited
capaciity assumptionn is that the amount
a
of proocessing that can take placce within
each innformation chhannel is limitted and thereffore, the combbination of booth visual
and teextual inform
mation is cruucial. The acctive learningg assumptionn is that
meaninngful learningg occurs wheen students eengage in coggnitive processes that
include words and pictures. Thhe learning occcurs when students
s
orgaanize and
integraate these worrds and picturres sometimess while sharinng their underrstanding
with ppeers, while thhe prior knowlledge serves as
a an organizeer for creating coherent
verbal and pictorial representationns.

Figure 22. The dual cooding process
Ressearchers emphhasise that illuustrations shouuld be chosen with thoughtffulness to
how thhey contributee to students’ understandingg (Barak & Dori,
D
2011). W
While low
achievvers might sufffer from the presence of redundant illlustrations, ressearchers
found that when illuustrations are carefully desiigned and inteegrated in higgh quality
to the learning mateerials, studentss with low prior knowledge benefit from them the
most (Mayer & Galllini, 1990).
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Studies on the use of ICT in chemistry education
Analysis of the literature on the use of ICT in chemistry education shows that there
is a significant body of work reporting on the potential of ICT in learning
chemistry and the benefits to the students’ in terms of:
– Animations and dynamic visualisations (Barak & Dori, 2011; Chiu & Lin,
2012),
– Audience response systems (Rodrigues, Taylor, Cameron, Syme-Smith, &
Fortuna, 2010),
– CD-ROMs and simulations (Eilks, Witteck, & Pietzner, 2010),
– Data loggers and sensors (Dori & Sasson, 2008; Nakleh & Kraijczik, 1994),
– Emails (Van der Meij & Boersma, 2002),
– Internet (MacKenzie, 2010),
– Computerized molecular modelling (Barnea & Dori, 1999; Dori & Kaberman,
2012),
– Virtual worlds (Zacharia, 2007), and
– Whiteboards (Murcia, 2010).
For several decades, much of the aforementioned research provides both
rhetoric and discussion involving ICT in chemistry education. It has alluded to
aspects of control, proactive learning, and increased student motivation and
engagements. The literature also suggests that there is a growing body of research
linking computer games culture, student interest, and the development and design
of appropriate ICT for chemistry (Eilks et al., 2010).
Together with these issues, there is also a body of research on observed gender
differences when ICT is used in teaching and learning. However, as most of that
literature does not pertain specifically to learning and teaching of chemistry, we
comment only briefly about these findings. Taylor, Nelson, and Sofres (2002)
suggested that boys had a wider range of uses for the technology in comparison
with girls. In contrast, Schott and Selwyn (2000) suggested there were no
significant gender differences, probably because the technologies have become
more common in society and learning environments. We assume that the
disagreement may be due to socio-cultural factors.
Motivation and interaction: Arguments for the use of ICT in chemistry education
Research on using ICT in chemistry is often influenced by the potential of the ICT
to motivate students. This motivational impact of technology on students’ learning
is extensively documented in the literature (Rodrigues, 2010). The basic argument
is that students are motivated to learn with ICT because it affords ownership and
control with respect to pace and choice of content. In addition to the research on
motivation, there is also a body of research influenced by a suggestion that the
combination of goal-orientation, interactivity, and feedback produces enhanced
learning outcomes (Rodrigues, 2010). Several studies have validated the usefulness
of virtual e-learning environments in supporting science education (Limniou,
Roberts, & Papadopoulos, 2008). However, currently, there are also caveats, such
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as those raised by Chittaro and Ranon (2007), who have suggested that it might be
difficult to acquire funding for students to participate in virtual worlds, and that
changes in teaching style and/or even changes at the fundamental level in terms of
the formal learning environment, be it the classroom or tertiary laboratory, might
be in order.
Sometimes the argument for interactivity accompanies the case for student
empowerment. Avatars (a graphical representation of the users or their alter ego)
can be created by the user, and hence incorporated in effective classrooms as a
character when they submit information on whiteboards. They also allow for
simulation design, hence looking at interaction, simulations, avatars, and
whiteboards all afford the user some measure of personalised learning. There is a
body of research exploring student empowerment through development of
computer games for students (Lim, 2008). There is also research documenting
virtual character research (Rebolledo-Mendez, Burden, & de Freitas, 2008), which
describes pedagogical agents in the form of online virtual characters. For example,
Rebolledo-Mendez et al. (2008) talked about designing serious games and avatars
for higher education, where cognitive and motivational modelling is integrated into
a virtual learning situation. However, this research barely explored the use of such
avatars in teaching and learning chemistry.
Science is a body of knowledge agreed to by an informed, critical, and
analytical group of people. In terms of communication, scientists often fail to
communicate the fact that science is a social endeavour. To improve this state of
affairs, Tytler, Peterson, and Prain (2006) suggested that learning environments
must allow for “constructing and refining representations” because this was “a
core knowledge construction activity within science” (p. 17). In chemistry teaching,
we need to encourage students to understand the assumption and practices in order
to make informed sense of the data students collect and analyze. Yore and Treagust
(2008) suggested that there is a need to place a greater emphasis on the role of the
teacher as someone who models scientific practice and values. The teacher needs to
show how scientists make sense of new knowledge and to ultimately communicate
effectively and meaningfully in society.
Research reporting on visualisations in laboratories: Molecular modelling, and
data representation involving ICT
Laboratories provide students and teachers with unique opportunities for science
teaching and learning (see Chapter 6), as well as enhancing students’ interest,
motivation, and learning scientific concepts. School laboratories can serve as a
platform for collecting and interpreting on-line data (Nakleh & Krajcik, 1994), and
for fostering visualisations, conceptual understanding, and transfer between
molecular representations (Dori & Kaberman, 2012). Use of a MBL enables
students to connect multiple representations of scientific processes and phenomena
(Stratford, Krajcik, & Soloway, 1998). In science, MBLs have been widely
researched over the last thirty years (Tinker, 2009). The general consensus is that
MBL helps students with both data collection and visualisation, enabling them to
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interpret graphs (Russell, Lucas, & McRobbie, 2004). Since most of the technical
work in IT environments is done by a computer in real-time, students can be free to
solve problems, generate knowledge, and employ higher-order thinking skills.
Hofstein and Lunetta (2004) reviewed developments in integration of computers
into laboratory experiences. Inadequate professional development and growth for
teachers is the main challenge for effective use of technology in the classrooms.
Science educators have been requesting adequate support and development
programs for preparing both pre-service and in-service teachers to face these
challenges (Dori, Barak, Herscovitz, & Carmi, 2005).
Utilization of computers in science classrooms for collection and analysis of
data may help strengthen students’ graphing and problem solving skills (Krajcik,
Mamlok, & Hug, 2001). These activities enable real-time representation of both
abstract (graph) and concrete (experiment) processes (Adams & Shrum, 1990). The
use of sensors and data loggers in laboratories may release students from data
collection and processing and help them to focus on problem solving and the
generation of knowledge while employing higher-order thinking skills (Rodrigues,
2010). Integration of real-time graphing technology into science can help develop
deeper understanding of science concepts by linking phenomena with graphic
representations (Dori & Sasson, 2008).
Visualisations foster conceptual understanding and transfer among multiple
molecular representations (see Figure 3; Kaberman & Dori, 2009). Wu and Shah
(2004) identified three difficulties in comprehending and interpreting
representations: representing chemical concepts at the macroscopic level rather
than the submicroscopic or symbolic level (see Chapter 4), comprehending visual
representations by surface features, and interpreting chemical reactions as a static
process. To help students understand chemistry concepts and develop
representational skills through supporting thinking, Wu and Shah (2004) suggested
five principles for designing chemistry visualisation tools: (a) providing multiple
representations and descriptions, (b) making linked referential connections visible,
(c) presenting the dynamic and interactive nature of chemistry, (d) promoting the
transformation between two dimensional and three dimensional, and (e) reducing
cognitive load by making information explicit.

H 2O
Empirical formula

H
Ball-and-stick model

O

H

Structural formula

Figure 3. An example of multiple representations of a water molecule
using CMM software
Computerised molecular modelling (CMM) is a tool for representing simple and
complex molecular structures that has increasingly been made available to students
as computer graphics technology evolved and became more affordable. As Figure
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3 shows, a molecule can be represented in multiple ways, providing various aspects
and engaging students in modelling activities. As the complexity of the molecule
increases, so does the benefit of viewing it via different model representations and
developing modelling skill especially important for chemists. The advantages of
using CMM in the classroom are that each type of representation has its unique
features: structural formula representations provide for examining each atom and
bond type in the molecule but disregard their relative volume. Ball-and-stick
representations account for atom volume but not 3D structure. Finally, space filling
models provide a 3D holistic picture of the molecule, but do not enable to inspect
individual atoms and bonds.
Incorporation of CMM into chemistry courses has been found to foster students’
understanding of 3D molecular structure, spatial ability, modelling skill, and
meaningful learning (Barnea & Dori, 1999; Donovan & Nakhleh, 2001; Dori &
Kaberman, 2012). Despite the prevalent use of CMM in biological and chemical
research and recognition of its contribution to chemistry learning, practice of CMM
in undergraduate and high-school courses still remains limited.
Data presentation involving ICT can be determined by different agents and take
on many forms. For example, in terms of variety of presentation forms, it can
involve several types of multimedia. In terms of determining agents, the presented
data can be predetermined by software developers, co-constructed, or constructed
solely by the learners.
Animated visuals in chemistry teaching
More commonly, the use of ICT in chemistry teaching and learning takes the form
of pre-designed animated visual e-material in an attempt to help learners make
links between the macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic elements in science
(see Chapter 4). Students are thought to build mental representations of multimedia
instructions (Mayer & Chandler, 2001). It has been argued that changing
presentation format can reduce unnecessary memory load (Sweller, van
Merriënboer, & Pass, 1998). Another advantage of the animated visual e-material
lies in its capacity to help demonstrate the dynamic nature of activity at the
submicroscopic level (Eilks et al., 2010; Ng, 2010) and reduce the emergence of
alternative conceptions or misconceptions which are related to basic chemical
principles (Yang, Greenbowe, & Andre, 2004).
However, researchers have identified challenges with regard to the realization of
animated visual e-material potential. Ploetzner, Bodemer, and Neudert (2008)
argued that the high transfer rate could limit attention span, and Huk (2007)
suggested that challenges existed with regard to spatial relations. Mayer and
Chandler (2001) as well as Rodrigues and Gvozdenko (2011) pointed out that
particular simulation designs may affect learner information processing
capabilities, and that their use by students might reflect their e-learning skills rather
than their science subject skills and conceptual understanding. Other researchers
also report on factors that may impede chemistry where animations and simulations
were involved. For example, Schwartz, Andersen, Hong, Howard, and McGee
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(2004) and Azevedo (2004) suggested that students may develop inadequate metacognitive competencies, while Huk (2007) noted that their use may also result in
limited ability of recognizing spatial relations properly or using them adequately.
Beyond this point, Eilks et al. (2009, 2010) emphasized that many visualisations
found in the Internet mirror commonly known misconceptions held by many
students (see Chapter 4). Those misleading visualisations might even hinder
effective learning of scientifically sound concepts because they are sometimes
inaccurate or even in contradiction to the intended learning outcome. That means
the teacher should very carefully select visualisations from the Internet and
determine whether the visualisation is sound and appropriate for the intended
learning goals. Also the teacher should be very reflective if designing
visualisations by him or herself.
Interactive whiteboards in chemistry teaching
Interactive whiteboard technology (a computer linked to a projector enabling a
large interactive display) has gained prominence in recent years. Betcher and Lee
(2009) have argued that it can bring a range of ICTs together to form a part of
classroom practice, and in so doing, positively influence learning by enhancing
interactivity between the resource, the students, and the teacher. Murcia (2010) has
suggested that interactive whiteboards provide visually-enhanced multimodal
presentations and encourage communication in teaching and learning
environments. Murcia (2010) argues that students need to experience multiple
representations in the classroom and that interactive whiteboard technology
provides an opportunity to address this requirement. It has been argued that
interactive whiteboards could facilitate active engagement in school science, linked
to contemporary real world science through Internet-based technologies.
There is little research evidence to confirm the potential of interactive
whiteboards in supporting learning in chemistry, but there is evidence suggesting
that interactive whiteboard potential can be realized. Hennessy, Deaney, Ruthven,
and Winterbottom (2007) found that teachers exploited the dynamic and
manipulative nature of whiteboard technology in order to “focus thinking on key
scientific concepts and processes, to unpack, explain and organically build them up
and to negotiate new, shared understandings” (p. 297). Higgins, Beauchamp, and
Miller (2007) reviewed the literature on interactive whiteboards and suggested that
while using whiteboards, “interactivity is most effectively sustained through
effective questioning as well as a wider range of activities” (p. 216).
Sensors, data collection, analysis, and communication
Sensors and data collectors complement the data generating phase in modern
student-oriented learning approaches like inquiry learning (see Chapter 6), and
case-based computerized laboratories (Dori & Sasson, 2008). Although research
results prove this technology to be very promising in different terms of supporting
the process of learning, it still is not standard in everyday classroom practice.
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A sensor is a device that produces a measurable response to a physical or
chemical change in a system like temperature, motion, sound, light, pressure,
volume, pH, or concentration. A data collector receives and processes these
changes so that it is computable. This system is generally complemented by a
system that calculates and visualises the data in real-time as a table or a graph. In
research literature, the term real-time graphing is often used for such a system
(Dori & Sasson, 2008). Older terms for this approach are MBL – (Lavonen,
Aksela, Juuti, & Meisalo, 2003) and, in the UK, the system is often dubbed as data
loggers and data logging sensors (The University of York Science Education
Group, 2002).
Current systems used in classroom practice differ in the way data is processed
and visualised. The most common has been a microcomputer, but also modern
graphic calculators used in mathematics education can also be connected via an
interface to sensors. A third type is a hand-held device that combines the data
logging, computing, and visualising procedures. The last two options are more
flexible to use, enabling data to also be collected in the field.
Using sensors obviously leads to accurate measurements. The user can collect
data in a shorter period of time and present it in a more meaningful format. But
beyond this, the promise of the technology is to enhance the output of the practical
work. It should be more than a lab session involving simply collecting data and
making graphs. Having the chance to perform more experiments in the same
amount of time compared to traditional experimentation, enables the deeper
understanding of data and graphs by discussing and interpreting both and
connecting them to the phenomena and the underlying chemical concepts. Given
the pace at which technology moves, it is not surprising that the last decade has
seen significant increase in the use of ICT for just-in-time data collection to enable
fine grained analysis, and to reduce the monotony often associated with data
collection.
There is a body of literature documenting research on the use of sensors and
data collectors in data generation within current student-oriented learning
approaches. Sensors produce quantifiable responses while data collectors accept
and process these responses to enable them to be able to be gauged. There is
evidence that the use of sensors and data collectors can offer opportunities for
students to learn chemical concepts and to understand chemical processes. For
example, the term real-time graphing indicates a key feature of the technology, as
students get immediate access to their measurements. Brasell (1987) showed that a
delay of only 20-30 seconds in displaying the graphed data inhibited nearly all of
the learning of students. Students getting the data these few seconds later already
appeared to be less motivated, less actively engaged, less eager to experiment, and
more concerned with procedural than conceptual issues. However, there are some
disagreements among researchers, some claim that having software construct
graphs in an appropriate format could lower the students’ engagement in
understanding them and so prevent them from acquiring graph constructing and
interpreting skills (Beichner, 1990). Most of the software supporting the systems
allow more ways of representing the data, enabling the learner to make the decision
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about the appropriate format. Friedler, Nachmias, and Linn (1990) argued that
using a computer to collect and represent data might reduce the load on students’
working memory and free them for observation and interpretation. Apart from the
real-time effect, the flexibility of the technology promises to be a key element in
supporting inquiry or discovery learning approaches, where students are asked to
design experiments, collect and analyse data, and communicate and debate findings
and ideas in small groups over a longer period of time (Bell, Urhahne, Schanze, &
Ploetzner, 2010)
Another aspect was researched by Nakhleh and Krajcik (1994). They compared
three groups of 11th grade chemistry students performing acid-base titrations.
Within each group, students individually conducted the same set of titrations using
different technologies: chemical indicators, pH meters, and MBL. The students
were interviewed before and after the titration and concept maps were constructed
from the propositions the students used in the interview. Comparing and analysing
these maps, Nakhleh and Krajcik (1994) identified that the “students using MBL
exhibited a larger shift in their concept map scores, which indicates a greater
differentiation and integration of their knowledge in acids and bases” (p. 1077). In
another study, Dori and Sasson (2008) tested a case-based computerized laboratory
with 12th grade high school students. The learning environment integrates
computerized experiments with emphasis on scientific inquiry skill and
comprehension of case studies. Compared with students that learned in a traditional
learning environment, the experimental group students improved their chemistry
understanding and graphing skills. The researchers showed that using data loggers
and sensors in chemistry lessons could help promote higher-order thinking skills
and provided students with the opportunity to interpret graphs that are produced
while they observed the activity. This enables students to compare and relate the
real time graph to a graph generated from a theoretical model and fit in with
constructivist approaches to learning. Graphs obtained with the use of data loggers
during an MBL experiment can encourage data analysis by helping students to
relate it to a graph generated by a theoretical model (Rodrigues, Pearce, & Livett,
2001). It has been shown that deeper understanding of acid and base chemistry was
possible when students were engaged in contextual student-centred activity while
emphasizing their inquiry skills. MBL supports the development of conceptual
understanding. The work by Lavonen et al. (2003) suggested that a user-friendly
MBL should be versatile, based on ‘plug and play’ with easy set-up and data
collection modes. However, it has also been argued that the use of data loggers
alone does not result in better learning, since there is also a need for informed
consideration of pedagogy.
In terms of data collection and analysis, with the growing availability of the
Internet, students have access to information of a chemical nature. Making
informed judgments and being able to analyze the veracity of this information is a
key skill. While the advantage of Web-based data lies in its capacity to provide
flexible learning opportunity and independent research anytime, anyplace and
anywhere (Ng, 2010), the learner can also be misinformed. If Web-based resources
are to encourage understanding, it is necessary to have developed ‘search and
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assess’ inquiry skills, that enable information at one site to be critically analyzed
before another search is undertaken (Hoffman, Wu, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2003).
Use of the World Wide Web in chemistry teaching
As Murray-Rust, Rzepa, Tyrrell and Zhang (2004) stated many people now see the
Internet as their first port of call when looking for information. In a recent
conversation with Sugata Mitra he suggested that there was a popular myth that the
Internet contained erroneous information. He suggested that it was actually (if you
ignore politics and religion) a self correcting mechanism that by at large contained
fairly accurate information. As a consequence he would work with young primary
aged children in school classes and pose questions such as “How did the world
start and how will it end?” and leave them to make the case by researching, often
through access to the Internet. Or, if they are studying history, he’d post a question,
like, “The British Raj was it a good or bad?” The point is that the nature of
questions he posed did not rely on simply seeking out ‘factual’ information, but on
interpreting information that was available and making an informed decision.
Given the body of chemistry facts available on the Internet, it should now be
possible for teachers to pose questions that required their students to use the
Internet to access that information through application rather than simply recall it.
These activities necessitate the development of transfer skills, which in essence are
the skills needed to adapt and apply knowledge and skills in changing situations
(Sasson & Dori, 2012). The body of information available is growing at a rate of
knots, and to simply expect students to recall bodies of information is no longer
necessary. Chemists, chemistry teachers, and chemistry students need to do more
than simply be able to recall vast bodies of knowledge, we need to be able to
reason, think critically, solve problems and make decisions, all of which become
more doable if we involve the Internet. As part of our role as chemistry educators
we need to ensure that students can access and use data sources in a meaningful
way, and the Internet allows for this type of activity. As Murray-Rust et al. (2004)
suggest, the Internet has become an integral part of the scientific process, through
establishing data quality, allowing for validation, enabling access and reuseability,
promoting comprehensiveness, encouraging metadata inclusion, increasing scale
and power, enabling distribution and permanency and convenience. It is therefore
surely right that schools use the available ICT, in this case the Internet to model
and replicate the practice seen in the working scientific community.
Stojkovic and Kostic (2009) suggested another advantage in using the Internet
as a range of multimedia (Text, video, audio), which may suit different learners.
Although most of the students have access to the Internet and are used to it in
everyday life situations (like searching for favourite music or information about
celebrities etc.) it does not guarantee success, when using it for inquiry in
chemistry. In such domain specific tasks, students have less expertise and need
specific competencies, like developing a strategy to find and evaluate relevant
scientific information, valuing the usefulness and relevance of information for the
learning process, deciding the range and depth of information required, and
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deciding how to represent the information adequately (Witteck, Most, Leerhoff, &
Eilks, 2004). Witteck et al. (2004) and Frailich et al. (2009) suggested (a) to use the
internet in collaborative learning scenarios rather than individual (see Chapter 7)
and (b) to provide scaffolds or prompts about the objectives of the task. Examples
for this kind of guided use of the internet are WebQuests (e.g.
www.WebQuest.org). Here the teacher can give support based on the experience of
the learners, prepare co-operative or collaborative tasks, or provide web-sites as
examples of good practice.
What do future ICT skills in chemistry entail?
The work described in this chapter pertains to two target populations: (a)
individuals expected to become thoughtful citizens in a science and technologyoriented society, and (b) individuals planning to choose a career in science
education (see Chapter 1). Throughout their life and career, these individuals will
be required to ask critical questions, seek for answers, make valid decisions,
acquire new ICT skills, and become life-long learners. Therefore, it is important to
develop students’ ability to pose questions, engage in critical thinking, and be
autonomous learners especially using ICT.
Technological breakthroughs are hard to predict and todays cutting-edge
technologies could quickly become absolute tomorrow. For example, a decade ago,
Hollingworth (2003) identified familiarity with using CD-ROMs as a key ICT
skill. About five years later, this is no longer a very prevalent means for
dissemination of information. Most laptops do not even have a CD-ROM drive,
data is exchanged via flash drive, and wireless and storage technologies secure the
future of cloud computing, with the basic tenet that information is stored
somewhere on a server, available from any computer.
While we can expect ICT skills to become increasingly important, we cannot
predict the development of future technologies or which of the current innovations
will make its way. Teachers must therefore be able to follow the current
developments and to adapt their teaching based on the changes. Aksela (2010)
described this ability of the chemistry teacher as being lifelong research-oriented,
an “expert in teaching, studying and learning” (p. 84) (see Chapter 10).
Many past studies focused on the learner and measured the impact of variables
such as computer attitude, computer experience, or gender difference (Tondeur,
Van Keer, van Braak, & Valcke, 2008). While results of such studies support
evidence-based design of learning environments that use the power of ICT, they do
not answer the question of how ICT gets more integrated in classroom practice.
This is one key element for future research. Tondeur et al. (2008) indicated that
major problems of integrating ICT in classrooms could be traced back to a
disregard for ICT in school policy. School-related policies such as an ICT plan,
ICT support, and ICT training, have a significant effect on class use of ICT. In
addition to a pre- and in-service teaching curriculum that builds up competencies in
the use of ICT, rethinking at the school policy level is necessary to give ICT more
room in schools (Peled, Kali, & Dori, 2011).
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Deevelopment off ICT related too chemistry teeaching has too be considered in light
of twoo main questiions: (a) Learrning throughh ICT: How can new techhnologies
supporrt chemistry leearning and teeaching?, and (b) Learning to use ICT: H
How does
chemisstry educationn prepare teaachers to master chemistryy-related ICT?? (Webb,
2002)..
A kkey argument for ICT use in chemistry is the potential to represennt data in
differeent modes. Ass interactive w
whiteboards bbecome ever more prevalent in the
classrooom, teacher education shhould focus oon integratingg technology into the
classrooom rather thaan replacing tthe traditionall technology, ensuring thatt value is
indeedd added, as advvocated by Ossborne and Heennessy (2003)). Advanced cclassroom
scenarrios need to m
make use of this kind of interactive whiteboard
w
sofftware to
exploitt the potentiall of whole claass interactive teaching and encourage stuudents to
share iideas and findings.
Colllecting, analyyzing and repporting data w
will still be a key compeetence in
academ
mic research or chemistrry-related inddustrial businnesses. Due to new
develoopments theree will be onggoing changess in the harddware in schoool or in
busineesses used to pprocess and viisualise the daata. What has bbeen the compputer and
is now
w a laptop cann well be a taablet PC. Butt the use of data
d
collectorss and the
knowledge to interppret the data sttill remains thhe same and w
will need to bee adapted
to the new technoloogies without much effort. Other chemisstry-related IC
CT skills,
including applicatioons that suppoort writing chemical formuulae, drawing chemical
structuures in 2D or 3D format, orr operating a llaboratory appparatus are exppected to
evolvee along with current
c
technoologies with nno dramatic changes
c
in how to use
them.
Thee case for usinng ICT in its vvarious forms for teaching aand learning cchemistry
warrannts further insspection. It is also worth coonsidering thee growing inflluence of
social media on sttudents and tteachers, andd to consider how these fforms of
technoology could bee used to suppoort teaching annd learning chhemistry.
Emp
mploying ICT iin classroom ppractice requirres not just innsight into the capacity
of thesse technologiees. There is also a need to cconsider how tthese technoloogies and
tools iinform the teaachers’ pedagoogical contentt knowledge (PCK)
(
and asssessment
knowledge (AK) in order for them
m to make infoormed use of IICT. Rodriguees (2010),
Ng (20010), Fehringg (2010), and Avargil, Herscovitz, and D
Dori (2012) reflect
r
on
how soome of these iissues can be aaddressed.
TH
HE PRACTICE
E OF CHEMIST
TRY TEACHIN
NG

If prooperly designeed, integrationn of instructiional technology in the cchemistry
classroooms can pottentially play an importannt role in acqquiring learninng skills.
Merelyy using ICT
T in classrooom practice does not guuarantee succeess. The
implem
mentation has to be carefullly prepared annd guided by the teacher, who
w must
ensuree that the studeents had acquiired basic know
wledge in usinng the technollogy. The
teacheer must connecct the task or research quesstion to the procedure or exxperiment
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and use the mathematical concepts necessary to analyse and interpret the resulting
graphs. In case of uncertainty or if the students’ expertise is heterogeneous, the
teacher has to provide adequate scaffolds.
In spite of the potential of ICT, its use in teaching science in general and
chemistry in particular, in schools is still limited. Although we know ICT value,
studies conducted at the beginning of this millennium reported that not many
teachers use computers in the science classes or laboratories (Peled, Kali, & Dori,
2011). We must also distinguish between using ICT once or twice and integrating
ICT as a regular teaching practice. One obstacle that an enthusiastic teacher must
overcome is the lack of (up-to-date) tools in the laboratory. But even if a school is
well-equipped, success is not guaranteed. The teachers need to be familiar not just
with the tools and the software, but to also appreciate the pedagogical value of
ICT. They need to know how the technology could help the students link the work
done in the lab session to the understanding of chemical concepts. Otherwise the
teachers might believe that data logging is encouraged for the sake of introducing
ICT into science practical work, even when conventional techniques are equally or
more appropriate (see The University of York Science Education Group, 2002).
Therefore pre-service or in-service training plays a key role in getting familiar with
the technology.
ICT learning environments and pedagogical approaches
One of the major reasons for using ICT in teaching chemistry is the visualisation
capability that allows teachers and students alike to present and view of chemical
phenomena and processes via multiple representations (Dori & Kaberman, 2012).
For example, WISE Science, a Web-based inquiry program, enables teachers to
incorporate inquiry projects into their instruction in a variety of ways (Slotta &
Linn, 2009; Figure 4). Typically, teachers have students engaged in the project in
pairs so that students can collaborate and build from one another’s ideas. Using the
WISE inquiry map on the left hand side of the screen, students interact with the
inquiry projects at their own pace, with the ability to revise or return to previous
parts of the projects and strengthen explanations, drawings, and models during the
project.
While students are working on WISE projects, many teachers take the
opportunity to have small group discussions with their students about important
concepts or questions. These small pairings, along with the teacher technologies of
WISE, enable teachers to gain insight into their students’ understandings. WISE
technologies enable teachers to see real-time progress and responses of their
students within the project. While students are working on the project, teachers can
see which students may not have understood a visualisation by looking at the
related embedded assessment. These responses are collated by class, so a quick
glance can help the teachers see which students may not have understood a concept
and then the teacher can give targeted help to that student pair. Likewise, WISE
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Figure 4. Web-based Inquiry Science Environment (WISE) with dynamic
visualisations from Molecular Workbench
offers teaching and monitoring tools so that at a glance teachers can see which
student pairs have completed what percentage of the project. If a teacher sees that a
student pair is not keeping up with their classmates, the teacher can help that
particular group. Teachers also use WISE to give feedback and grades to students
during the project, typically done at the end of the day. WISE tools enables
teachers to respond to student explanations and assessments by giving numerical
scores, pre-made comments such as “Nice work, but needs elaboration,” or create
their own customized comments. Students immediately see the teacher feedback
the next day when they log in to WISE and can then use the opportunity to revise
their work (Slotta & Linn, 2009).
Another example is taken from the reformed chemistry curriculum in Israel and
is focused on the laboratory unit (one of five) which includes in addition to handson inquiry-type experiments (Barnea, Dori, & Hofstein, 2010) also a case-based
computerized laboratory and computerized molecular modelling (CCL & CMM)
module (Dori et al., 2005; Kaberman & Dori, 2009). In the CCL & CMM module
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studennts are exposedd to various reepresentationss of the same molecule
m
(see Figure 5
and Taable 1) whilee working witth software paackages such as the ISIS-ddraw and
WebLaab Viewer. Inn Table 1 and the text that follows we eexplain how too use the
CMM and design asssignments forr students.

Figure 5. Moolecular repressentations of sserine amino aacid – C3H7O3N
Table 1. A vaariety of moleccular represenntations of ethyylene, propanool,
annd propanoic acid
Molecu
ular
formu
ula
Ethyylene
(etheene)

Structu
ural formula
H

C2H4

H

H

H

C3H8O

H
H

Propaanoic
accid

C3H6O2

H
H
H

Spacce-filling
3D model

H

H

Proppanol

Ball-and-stick model

H

H
H

H

OH

H

O
OH

In tthe chemistry classroom, thee teacher can provide the sttudents with thhe names
and molecular
m
form
mula (columns 1 & 2 in Table 1) and ask them to use thhe CMM
softwaare for drawingg structural foormula, ball-annd-stick, and 33D models (coolumns 3,
4 & 5 in Table 1) ffor each one oof the compouunds. Anotherr option is to submit a
similarr table with bblanks (emptyy cells) in variious rows andd columns andd ask the
studennts to fill the m
missing cells. For example, give the moleecular formulaa and 3D
model of propanoicc acid but leaave blanks inn the columnss of compounnd name,
structuural formula, aand ball-and-sttick model.
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Using audience participation software and interactive whiteboards
The program Who wants to be a millionaire? is probably globally well-known,
either through a version in your country or through the film Slumdog millionaire.
Contestants have an option, when they experience difficulty in answering a
question. They can use an audience response system to collect responses from the
audience through the ‘Ask the audience’ help facet. Audience response systems are
being increasingly used in classrooms and lecture theatres, to both provide a more
engaging and interactive option, and to provide the teacher/lecturer with instant
feedback regarding current understanding within the cohort. Audience response
systems are being used more frequently and integrated more effectively in learning
environments to encourage participation because responses from the student cohort
can be discussed with other students. The other advantages of an audience response
system lie in the fact that they enable engagement with all students rather than
hearing only the responses from the most confident or the vocal. The
confidentiality aspect is also an advantage as a less confident student may consider
providing a response anonymously to be less inhibiting and it may allow for the
less popular responses to also be heard. As such, these audience response systems
can help staff and students see the level and depth of understanding held by the
students. As such, these audience response systems provide a mechanism that is
both practical and effective as a formative assessment tool (Rodrigues et al., 2010).
An example of use: In a recent lecture with 300 student teachers, we drew on
chemistry questions from a recent national survey of achievement. Using the
interactive whiteboard, and an audience response system we were able to collect
information about student understanding of particular chemistry questions and
determine their level of confidence in answering those chemistry questions. The
audience response system collected and collated responses. The students in the
lecture theatre were invited to respond to the question by pressing one button on
their audience response key pad and their participation was taken as consent. They
could, of course, simply not pressed a button and as such could opt out. The
software collected the responses anonymously maintaining confidentiality and at
the same time the software collated the student cohort responses and generated
graphs which were portrayed on the interactive whiteboard. These graphs depicted
response patterns for each question. Within the lecture, these graphs and responses
were then shared and discussed with the student cohort.
Table 2 identifies the chemistry questions that were posed in terms of (a) the
school curriculum level (in this case, the Scottish 5-14 curriculum, where level A is
the lowest level and aimed at a 5 year old, while level F is the highest level aimed
at the 13 and 14 year old child); (b) topic/area of chemistry; (c) a shrunken version
of Bloom’s taxonomy (see Chapter 2) was used to classify the question (for
example in terms of it relying on recalling information, or a question that asked
students to apply what they knew). The first column in Table 2 shows the
percentage of our sample cohort that pressed the right button for that particular
question. So, for example, 27.4% of the cohort got the question on the candle flame
correct, whereas 84.5% of the sample cohort got the question on states of matter
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correct. Both were on changes of state, in essence, but one was a recall question
aimed at a lower curriculum level and the other a comprehension question at a
slightly higher curriculum level.
Table 2. Responses to the chemistry questions
% Correct
27.4
6.4
84.5
65.8
30.8
57.0
34.9

Curriculum 514 Level
Level D
Level C
Level C
Level E
Level F
Level E
Level F

Topic/area
Candle flame
Boiling water
States of matter
Reactivity series
Chemical reaction
pH
Atomic mass

Shrunken taxonomic
scale
Comprehension
Apply
Recall
Apply
Apply
Comprehension/Recall
Apply

In the lecture, using the audience response system, the question on states of
matter was answered correctly by nearly 84.5% of the cohort. The question was: A
substance has a fixed volume but its shape depends on the container. What is this
statement referring to?
– Solid
– Liquid
– Gas
In the Scottish 5-14 curriculum guidelines, the topic is found at Level C
(attainable in the course of primary 4 to primary 6 (age 8-10) by most students).
During the lecture, the high rate student cohort suggested that their high correct
rate was possibly because it was an easy question. They were familiar with pouring
liquids from different vessels in their everyday life. They said this enabled them to
recall and answer the question. In contrast, the question on a burning candle, which
we assumed would be familiar to student teachers, showed that less than 30% were
able to correctly answer the question. The question was: When a candle burns...
– The wick burns
– The wax vapour burns
– The wick and the wax vapour both burn
– The wax melts to let the wick burn
Three of the responses are acceptable, though in terms of the
comprehensiveness/fullness the response some are better responses. From a science
perspective, the most comprehensive response is ‘The wick and the wax vapour
both burn.’ But the question did not ask students for the most comprehensive
answer, something that was voiced by the student cohort during the discussion. As
a result, the response range suggests that the students had identified acceptable
responses rather than opting for the most comprehensive one. This level of
understanding of the student teacher response is invaluable, for it helps identify
whether the difficulty lies with the respondent’s understanding of the chemistry, or
the respondents understanding of the question. As such, the use of audience
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response systems with large cohorts, provides a mechanism that enables educators
(and the participants) to see what other people think, while remaining anonymous,
and affords an opportunity to share reasons for particular patterns of response. For
more details on the use of an audience response system, see Rodrigues et al.
(2010).
Using sensors and data collectors
A common use of sensors and data collectors is to understand the concept of acids,
bases, and neutralisation by analysing a titration. While titrating e.g. 20.00 ml of a
weak acid (a solution of acetic acid, 0.1 M), with a solution of sodium hydroxide
(0.1 M) by using an adequate indicator, without access to data collectors and a
computer the students only will receive one piece of information: the equivalence
point. By using different sensors (pH, conductivity, meter or temperature sensor),
students get a lot of information about the whole process, serving as evidence for
the whole concept of acid-base processes. Figure 6 shows the temperature and pH
profile of this titration. The neutralisation is an exothermic process indicated by the
rising temperature until the equivalence point is reached. Beyond the equivalence
point, less hydronium-ions are in the solution to be neutralized and in an open
system the permanent heat dissipation to the surrounding area will cool down the
system.

Figure 6. Titration of acetic acid with sodium hydroxide solution, measuring
temperature and pH against the volume of the sodium hydroxide solution
Figure 7 shows the conductivity of the system depending on the added amount
of alkaline solution. The profile can be explained by the fact that different kinds of
ions have a different velocity of migration in liquids. After the equivalence point,
less hydroxide ions are neutralized by hydronium-ions. Both kinds of ions support
the conductivity of the solution better than the other ions (like in the example of the
sodium or acetic anions).
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Figgure 7. Titratioon of acetic accid with sodiuum hydroxide ssolution, meassuring
cconductivity annd pH against the volume off the sodium hy
hydroxide solution

SUMMA
ARY: KEY SEN
NTENCES

– Infoormation andd communicattion technoloogy (ICT) is a general teerm that
inclludes integratiion of virtual models, simuulations, and dynamic
d
visuaalisations
as w
well as inforrmation transffer, and data collection. T
This term cann include
variious forms off technology driven processsing, commuunication, pressentation,
andd application ddevices (e.g., teelevision, radiio, telephones,, and computeers).
– Thee dual-coding theory emphaasizes the inteegration of vissual and verbaal models
withhin ICT for paarticipation in active learninng more efficieently.
– Visualizations suuch as compuuterized moleecular modellling foster coonceptual
undderstanding, m
modelling skillss, and transferr among multipple representaations.
– Utillization of com
mputers and sensors in chem
mistry classrooms for collecction and
anaalysis of data may help streengthen studeents’ graphingg and problem
m solving
skillls.
– ICT
T may help inn creating leaarning commuunities, designning learning environmennts, and improoving students’ meaningful learning.
l
ASK
K YOURSELF

1. Webb-based perioddic table vs. paaper-based perriodic table
– Design two tyypes of studennt activities thhat make use oof a web-basedd periodic
table.
– Design two types of studdent activitiess that make use of a papper-based
periodic tablee.
– List advantaages and disaadvantages of the web-baased and papper-based
periodic tablees.
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2. Sim
mulations of a ttitration wet laaboratory taskk
– List the beneefits and disaddvantages of uusing a wet labb acid base titrration vs.
a simulation of the same exxperiment.
would need to consider whhen teaching aacid base
– Identify the issues you w
titration in a computerizedd learning environments andd encouragingg students
to use varietyy of sensors too collect their data.
d
– Write the insstructions you would need to give studentts for enablingg them to
use a particuular website whhile visualizinng multiple moodel representtations of
molecules.
– What are thhe likely diffficulties studeents may enccounter when using a
particular weet laboratory, with and witthout automattic data collecction and
sensors? How
w can you bestt reduce these?
MM activity (baased on Dori & Kaberman, 22012)
3. CM

– Pretend you are a low acchieving studdent: Write a chemical reaaction for
propylene glyycol productioon based on thhe figure abovee.
– Pretend you are a high aachieving studdent: Write a chemical reaaction for
propylene gllycol productiion using twoo or three chemistry underrstanding
levels: macrooscopic, submicroscopic, syymbol, and proocess.
In tthis example, the students are required to describe thhe full processs in text
(proocess level) ass well as withh a balanced eequation (symbol level). If tthey also
refeer to the new bonds that w
were constructeed or the funcctional groupss in each
mollecule they preesent their knoowledge also iin the micro-/ssubmicro levell.
– You were askked to write responses of booth low and hhigh achievingg students
to the follow
wing assignmennt: (a) Using the chemical reaction for propylene
p
glycol produuction, write thhe molecular aand structural formula of pproduct 1.
[Transfer from a 3D modeel to molecularr and structuraal formula]. (bb) Draw a
model for reeactant 1. [Trransfer from molecular forrmula to a 3D
D model
drawing].
– Design a rubbric to assesss the studentss’ responses tto all the assignments
above (1-3)) while usinng CMM. B
Based your rubric on cchemistry
understandinng levels, moddel accuracy, aand the abilityy to transfer am
mong the
various repreesentations.
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HINTS FOR
R FURTHER R
READING

Voogt, J., & Knezzek, G (eds.) (2008). Interrnational hanndbook of infformation
techhnology in prrimary and secondary
s
edducation. Dordrecht Springger. This
hanndbook gives an overview
w about fouundations, potentials, barrriers and
oppportunities for the use of IC
CT in educatioon from the pooint of view oof general
eduucation.
Songerr, N. B. (20007). Digital reesources versuus cognitive tools:
t
A discuussion of
learrning science with technollogy. In S. K
K. Abell & N. G. Ledermaan (eds.),
Hanndbook of reesearch on sccience educattion. Mahwahh: Lawrence E
Erlbaum.
Sonnger gives andd overview about different ttypes of softw
ware and their potential
use in science eduucation.
Rodriggues, S. (ed.) (2010). Multip
iple literacy aand science edducation. Hersshey: IGI
Gloobal. This boook explores vaarious perspecctives and examples of usinng ICT in
the science classrroom. The boook allows insights into curreent research, ppractices,
andd proven approoaches towardds developmennt of better muultiple literacy teaching
envvironments in science
s
educattion.
Gilberrt, J. K., Reinner, M., & Naakleh, M. B. ((eds.) (2008). Visualizationn: Theory
andd practice in science educcation. Dordrrecht: Springeer. The bookk mirrors
persspectives of sscientists, scieence educationn researchers,, computer sppecialists,
andd cognitive sciientists, on thee use of pictuures, diagramss, graphs, and concrete
moddels in sciencee teaching.
Dori, Y
Y. J., Barak, M
M., Herscovitzz, O., & Carm
mi, M. (2005). Preparing pree- and inservvice teachers tto teach high sschool sciencee with technollogy. In C. Vrrasidas &
G. V
V. Glass (edss.), Preparingg teachers to tteach with tecchnology, 2ndd volume
(pp. 303-321). Grreenwich: Info
formation Age. The chapter provides ideaas of how
to eeducate teacheers for the effective use of IC
CT in science education.
Luehm
mann, A., & Frrink, J. (2012)). Web 2.0 tecchnologies, neew media literaacies and
scieence educationn: Exploring thhe potential too reform. In B. J. Fraser, K. Tobin &
C. JJ. McRobbie ((eds.), Secondd internationall handbook off science educaation (pp.
8233-837). Dordrrecht: Springer. The authhors discuss – starting frrom two
vignnettes – the upcoming pootential of W
Web 2.0 technoologies for reeform in
scieence educatioon, e.g. the case
c
of usingg blogging tecchnologies inn science
eduucation.

RESOURCES
S FROM THE IINTERNET

RSC: pubs.rsc.org/een/content/artiiclelanding/20004/ob/b4107332b. P Murraay, H. S.
Russt, S. Rzepa, M. Tyrrell annd Y. Zhang describe reprresentation annd use of
chemistry in the gglobal electronnic age.
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The RSC Learn Chemistry platform: www.rsc.org/learn-chemistry. The Learn
Chemistry website offers access to hundreds of resources for chemistry
education in the Internet.
The Globe project: Globe.gov. ICT is used to form a worldwide network of
students, teachers, and scientists working together to study and understand the
global environment.
WISE Science: wise.berkeley.edu. This website offers students in grades 5-12 an
exciting and engaging learning environment in which they can analyze and
examine up-to-date scientific controversies.
Co-Lab: www.co-lab.nl. The EU-funded Co-Lab (Collaborative Laboratories for
Europe) project creates ICT-based learning environment to develop flexible
knowledge in science domains, skills to collect and synthesise information, and
to collaborate with others. It includes facilities for experimentation,
collaboration, and domain modelling.
CoRelect: www.coreflect.org. The EU-funded project CoReflect promotes
problem-based innovative inquiry learning environments based on the
STOCHASMOS web-based teaching and learning platform for reflection on
socio-scientific debates.
YouTube: www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0nBWGCwbPM&list=UUvJpiRJGEfET
XudAYGnsbfQ&index=1&feature=plcp. A video presents an example of a
primary-secondary science teacher professional development project in which
participants from six schools produced podcasts for each school separately.
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Tradittional researchh on chemistry
ry teaching and learning is dominated byy the context off formal, oftenn compulsory, schooling. Thhere is, howevver, growing innterest in
learninng outside form
rmal educationnal contexts, aand the interface between formal and
inform
mal learning. T
The literature suggests thatt chemistry teaaching commoonly fails
to recoognize or explloit the interdiisciplinary natture of chemisstry, that is, hoow chemistry – although a distinct
d
subjecct or disciplinne of inquiry – contributes to other
discipllines such as the biologicall sciences. As a consequencce, chemistry teaching
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we consider hoow teachers miight benefit frrom the use off informal
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interdiisciplinary nature of chemisstry; as we shhall see, the usse of informal learning
opporttunities frequeently inherenttly recognizes this interdiscciplinary dimeension of
chemisstry. We beginn by unpackinng the term ‘iinformal learnning’ before eexploring
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o the informall and interdiscciplinary naturre of chemistry
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The teeacher, an experienced female primary schoool teacher, had nnot taken the cllass to a
sciencce museum befoore, and the vissit was seen byy the teacher too be predominaantly for
entertaainment and funn. ‘They have beeen really goodd lately and we hhave not been aanywhere
this teerm. I always like to take thhem somewheree each term.’ She had no paarticular
expecttations for the visit, seeing it as a chance foor the children to ‘go and seee things,
materiials, reactions aand instrumentss that they havenn’t seen before.’
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Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 241–268.
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Table 1. Characteristics of formal and informal education sectors
Education in the compulsory, formal sector is characterised by:
–
Being involuntary (i.e. students are required to attend),
–
Providing students with very limited choices, if any, of what and when they study,
–
Often providing instruction that is by transmissive (didactic) methods,
–
Often involving students working alone,
–
Managed students in groups (‘classes’) that are homogeneous in age and
attainment,
–
Leading to the regular and rigorous assessment of what students have learnt, and
–
Being under the close control of a teacher.
Education in the informal sector is characterised by:
–
Being entirely voluntary as regards participation,
–
Providing a wide choice of what can be studied, and when,
–
Providing instruction in a wide variety of methods, few of which are transmissive,
– Enabling students to work either alone or in groups of their own choosing in terms
of age and attainment,
– Only involving assessment, if any, that is for the immediate benefit of the student,
and
–
Not being under the close control of anybody with the role of ‘teacher.’

The non-formal sector occupies positions intermediate between those of the
formal and informal sectors (Figure 1). In particular, students make use of
resources developed for the informal sector (e.g., museums, zoos), and are more
able to work in groups and at their own pace (Hofstein & Rosenfeld, 1996).
Type
Formal

Characteristics
School
At
(attendance) school
Out-ofschool

Nonformal

Voluntary

Informal Voluntary

Out-ofschool
and
Freechoice
Freechoice

Organised

Organised

Not
organised

Example
Regular lessons
at school
A class visits a
museum
(organised by
the teacher)
a class visits
the university
for a project
Summer
school, science
courses in the
students’ free
time
TV, visiting a
zoo on Sunday

Figure 1. Types, characteristics and examples of learning
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Traditional definitions of non-formal/informal learning. The field of informal
science education (or out-of-school learning) has grown tremendously throughout
the world in the past 20 years. Although the term informal learning is widely used,
it is difficult to define what it means. In many cases, it is used simplistically to
describe school events that take place outside school.
Informal learning, as described by Stocklmayer et al. (2010), actually includes
conscious and unconscious forms of learning. Because such learning occurs outside
formalized educational institutions, “in most cases it is unplanned, casual, implicit,
unintentional, at least not institutionally organised,” and thus consist of voluntary
learning “in immediate contexts of life and action” (Rauschenbach et al., 2004, p.
29). In contrast, formal learning refers to forms of learning that takes place in
formal institutions of an educational system like schools, or indeed postcompulsory education systems such as vocational training institutions,
polytechnics, institutes of technology, and universities (Rauschenbach et al., 2004).
Based on this definition, organised visits of school classes in student laboratories or
science centres may strictly speaking not constitute informal learning (although
places like zoos do see themselves as having a role in education; Figure 2), because
such visits are school events that are not attended by the students voluntarily; they
may then be seen as formal learning. However, there is seldom much structure to
the learning in such visits, and students do often have choice about what they learn.
For example, students visiting a zoo might have a broad learning objective (e.g.,
how is an animal enclosure designed to suit the needs of a particular species?), but
can choose which animal to study. In addition to informal and formal learning,
Rauschenbach et al. (2004) refers to ‘non-formal learning,’ which involves any
form of organised education “which is generally voluntary and features
affordance” (p. 29). That is to say, such learning opportunities are more readily
available, and are not only available at set, prescribed, times. According to them
only opportunities that are taken advantage during leisure time, like summer
schools, should properly be considered to be non-formal learning. In order to
differentiate visits in science centres, museums, zoos, or out-of-school laboratories
from normal everyday school life and make clear that they are “not really formal,”
the term out-of-school learning is gradually increasing in usage, even though these
centres seek to foster learning.
Free-choice learning. Consistent with the views of Rauschenbach et al. (2004) that
‘informal learning’ should be seen as learning that occurs outside the context of
formal or compulsory school learning, is the notion of ‘free-choice learning.’ A
number of out of school sites such as zoos, museums and interactive science
centers are sources of what has historically been classified as informal or flexible
learning (Rennie & McClafferty, 1996). However, Dierking and Griffin (2001)
suggest the more appropriate term is free choice learning. Free choice learning as
seen here is then learning that is self-directed, voluntary, and rather than following
a set curriculum, is guided by a learner’s needs and interests (or at least some
choice in this, see above).
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Figure 2. Poster at a zoo, with an eeducational messsage about the habitat for whiite rhino

Learniing experiencces outside thhe classroom. A third waay of concepptualizing
inform
mal learning iss that of learnning experiencces outside thee classroom (L
LEOTC).
This simply refers tto all learningg activities thaat occur beyonnd the classrooom or in
formall educational learning ennvironments. Interestingly,, these activvities are
reporteed to be an im
mportant part of many scieence curriculaa (see e.g., Miinistry of
Educattion, 2009b) – in which caase they differr from the deefinition of freee-choice
learninng and out-oof-school learn
rning presenteed above. Soome subjects such as
enviroonmental educaation are partiicularly approppriate for scieence learning iinvolving
the outtdoor environm
ment (Green C
Communities, 2011; Eshachh, 2007; Wiltoon, 2000).
The link to schooliing is further strengthened in some casees by the provvision of
fundinng to support links betweeen schools annd LEOTC siites (e.g., Miinistry of
Educattion, 2009a). Most commoon are field ttrips – somethhing ostensiblly highly
valuedd by teachers and schools ((Jordan & Straathdee, 1998). Certainly many
m
such
sites see themselvess as involved in education (see
(
above, annd Figure 2), of public
visitorrs and planneed school eduucational visitts (Coll, Tofieeld, Vyle, & Bolstad,
2003).. Indeed, theree are reports of upwards of 150,000 teaachers in the U
US alone
teachinng science iin such enviironments (St. John, Dicckey, Hirabayyashi, &
Huntw
work, 1994).
There is a growing body of interrnational reseaarch on the usse of visits to informal
science learning envvironments, as
a a means to enhance schoool science edducation.
Hencee, even if reesearchers coonceptualize L
LEOTC, freee-choice learnning and
inform
mal learning as voluntary aand learner driiven, educatioon officials w
worldwide
see meerit in the utillization of whhat might be seen
s
as volunttary learning ssites, and
linkingg these to currriculum. Indeeed, a special iissue of the Innternational Joournal of
Sciencce Education (1991, vol. 13, no. 5) wass devoted to research on ‘informal
‘
sourcees for learning science.’ A m
more recent revview describedd 141 studies that have
investiigated variouss learning outccomes from science centre visits, includiing those
relatinng specificallyy to visiting scchool groups ((Rennie & McClafferty, 19996). The
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literature suggests that these visits can provide valuable, particularly motivational,
opportunities for students to learn science.
Practical examples of non-formal and informal learning
It seems then from the literature that learning need not be confined to the
classroom and traditional educational approaches that comprise compulsory
schooling, and that useful learning may occur in unexpected places involving
informal and non-formal learning processes. It is therefore of interest to consider
what we know about learning practice in specific informal and non-formal learning
contexts. Here we present examples of practice, which range from conventional
sources such as museums and zoos, via mass media, to industrial settings and
work-integrated learning. As we shall see the way learners interact with such
sources of informal learning varies enormously, and in many case little is known
from research about how learning occurs, or how it might be facilitated.
Museums and science centres. Traditional museums contain static exhibits of
objects, grouped together in a distribution based on purpose, or spatial and
temporal distribution. The visitor acquires factual information within a narrative of
some kind (Rennie & McClafferty, 2002); the ‘interactive exhibit,’ on the other
hand, requires mental decision and physical action by the visitor, which leads to a
response from the exhibit (Rennie & McClafferty, 1996). Interactive exhibits were
once grouped together in ‘science centres,’ but now they are also commonly
incorporated into traditional museums. Interactive exhibits allow learning and
having fun to occur at the same time. They are often the stimulus for later and more
detailed learning, but such learning is unpredictable and therefore difficult to
measure (Rennie, 2007). Hofstein, Bybee, and Legro (1997) note that education
standards can be used to link formal and informal science education.
Static exhibits about chemistry in museums are usually examples of substances
and animated displays of chemical processes. The range of interactive exhibits on
chemical themes also is limited, sometimes because of safety, because they have to
respond quickly to a visitor’s actions and chemical reactions are typically either
very slow or very fast. The change in an exhibit when action is taken by the visitor
has to be visually dramatic, a requirement rarely met in chemical phenomena. Such
exhibits also have to be physically robust and cheap to maintain. However,
chemical apparatus tends to be fragile and chemicals are often expensive. For these
reasons, the way that chemical inquiry takes place (see Chapter 6), as well as the
social and environmental implications of chemical technologies, are commonly
under-represented even in modern interactive exhibits.
Newspapers and magazines. Most newspapers carry articles on scientific and
technological themes, either occasionally or on a regular basis, best written by
journalists who have a background in science but this is not always possible. An
individual journalist’s professional standing will depend on getting articles
published. This is a competitive environment, and the likelihood of publication of
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any article is highly dependent on the perceived ‘news value’ of an article (i.e., the
likelihood that the readership of the newspaper will find it interesting). This might,
however, give rise to curiosity by the student to explore the topic or issue using
other sources (e.g., the Internet).
Although chemistry leads to innumerable products that are widely used and
valued by the public, these tend not to get commented on in the press. Rather,
attention is focused on the things that go wrong, for example, when the use of such
substances leads to pollution. A focus on environmental chemistry should redress
the balance somewhat, for such material could be presented with a balance between
positive and negative slants, and within contexts that are of current interest to
individuals and communities. At the same time, newspapers seem more inclined to
report an overall picture, than to point to the caveats that framed the original
science. They are also accused of sensationalism, whereby specific aspects of
stories are overstated, for example, the scientific certainty of what has been
discovered or produced, the implications and applications of discoveries, the nature
of any controversies involved and, lastly, perhaps most importantly, any risks
involved. For these reasons, newspapers have a limited use in disseminating an
awareness of chemical ideas, especially of the applications and implications
associated with them.
There are few magazines with a science/technology focus (at least in Western or
English-speaking contexts): ‘New Scientist,’ ‘Scientific American,’ and ‘Forum’
stand out. Whilst articles with a chemistry focus do appear regularly in such
magazines, only the USA-based Chemical Heritage Foundation produces
magazines with a distinctively chemistry focus. Magazines in general do seem to
give a somewhat more balanced treatment of chemical topics, especially of the
applications and implications.
Popular books. ‘Popular science’ books are not textbooks, but are rather intended
to provide entertainment as well as some education. They are continuously
available in multiple commercial outlets (e.g., bookshops, railway stations,
supermarkets). They deal with topics thought to be of such an immediate or
potential interest to readers that they would be voluntarily purchased. As a genre,
they have a number of attractions as an educational resource. They are flexible, in
that the reader is able to pause for any length of time, reflect on what has been
read, and re-read a section that has proved challenging or provoking of thought.
They are capable of being structured so as to address a wide range of
interconnecting themes, including an explanation of difficult and important
scientific ideas, how these came to be discovered/invented, and the social
implications of associated technologies. One great advantage of popular books is
that they can include a wide range of representational forms (e.g., text, pictures,
diagrams, instructions for practical activities), and can be accompanied by a CD, or
links to the Internet.
There seems to have been no systematic study of the availability, use, and value
of popular science books for chemistry education. In order to partially address this
omission, a study of ‘informal chemistry’ books was recently undertaken (Afonso,
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2010). Catalogues of publishers in English and Portuguese (both major
international languages) were analysed, showing 131 chemistry-related titles and
associated abstracts, which were placed in inductively-generated categories (Table
2). Because the purchase and use of all these types of books are a private matter,
we know almost nothing about their educational significance. However, their sheer
flexibility of form and content, along with their popularity suggests that they are of
great potential significance for informal and non-formal chemical education.
Table 2. Informal chemistry books, inductive categorization of themes and
presentation of ideas
Foundation ideas in
chemistry

Here the core ideas of chemistry are presented so that
they can be understood by a person without a
background in the subject (e.g., by using extensive
analogies based, wherever possible, on everyday
experience).

History of developments
in chemistry

Such books deal with how the subject of chemistry
evolved.

Use of chemistry in other
disciplinary fields

Chemical ideas are much involved in other disciplinary
fields such as genetics, pharmacy, materials science.

Chemistry in everyday life

Such books deal with the way that chemistry contributes
to everyday personal and social life, such as in cooking,
the conduct of forensic science, and so on.

Science fiction with an
emphasis on chemistry

These are books of fiction, including those about crime
detection, making use of real or imaginary chemical
ideas.

Chemical cookbook/
hands-on chemistry

These books present chemical reactions and phenomena
that can safely be explored in the home.

Biographies of chemists

These books recount the contributions to chemistry made
by individual chemists, often setting these against the
background of the person’s life trajectory.

Particular chemical
elements, compounds and
species

This broad category addresses the chemistry and
implication of a particular substances and chemical
species.

Radio. Radio broadcasting expanded greatly in the developed world during the
1920s, but then suffered an eclipse of public interest with the advent of television.
The basic range of programme types with science content was, however, firmly
established: inclusion in news programmes, science ‘magazines,’ dramas,
documentaries. Radio has staged something of a come-back in recent years. The
notion of ‘narrow-casting’ (i.e., focusing programmes on specific sub-sets of a
population), has been introduced an addition to ‘broad-casting.’ This has been
made possible by two developments. The first has been the cooption of the power
of the computer, so that audio material can be added to otherwise-static websites
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that attract particular audiences. The second has been the drive to provide
education for very large populations in developing countries (e.g., rural India), and
for low density populations (e.g., in rural Australia). The publication of the book
Science in Radio Broadcasting (Mazzonetto, Merzagora, & Tola, 2005) is a very
helpful bringing-together of research into the role of radio as an informal source of
science communication.
Radio has two distinct advantages as a medium of communication:
– The ‘one-way’ model of communication’ (expert to the public) can be readily
replaced or augmented by the ‘interactive’ model. In the latter, a scientist (here,
a chemist) can directly discuss issues with an interviewer (the journalist). This
readily enables scientific controversies to be addressed, especially those
concerned with the implications and applications of new chemical discoveries
and technological developments. The very recent and now-widespread use of
the unfiltered ‘phone-in’ does enable members of the public, who feel that the
interviewer and or the chemist is not being completely forthright, to bring issues
into the open.
– The absence of visual images means that the listener has to concentrate on what
is said in order to produce visualisations (mental models) of what is being
presented. For some people, hearing is the preferred medium for learning, whilst
the higher mental engagement that is required of all listeners will be generally
supportive of the acquisition of knowledge and understanding.
The great advantage of radio is that it offers a wide range of roles for the expert
– the chemist – in science communication. In summary, she/he can variously be
presented as: “a personality engaged in science, the author of scientific output, an
involved commentator in the presentation, an objective provider of expert
competence, a consultant to a programme’s producers, both a producer and
presenter” (Mazzonetto et al., 2005, p. 60). This wide range of roles should do
much to move the chemist to the centre of the chemistry communication process,
provided that she/he is competent in the discharge of those roles.
There seem to be no reports of the value of radio specifically in the
communication of chemical ideas. It is often asserted that the understanding of the
inherently abstract nature of those ideas, where the molecule-level particle is the
unit of understanding, requires verbal presentation to be accompanied by visual
images (see Chapter 4). If the argument of Mazzonetto et al. (2005) about the focus
of attention has merit, then radio could have explanatory potential for chemistry
communication. In the light of the importance of addressing the social,
environmental, and economic implications of the applications of chemical ideas,
the capacity for bringing the informed scientist directly into ‘contact’ with the
public does seem a great strength of the medium.
Films, TV, and video. Films, television programmes, and video recordings of both,
may be thought of either as ‘radio plus visual images,’ or ‘visual images plus audio
commentary.’ The range of types available is wide and the boundaries between
types are blurred. Programmes specifically for school use are usually constrained
within the curriculum, using the medium to present phenomena, experiences,
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experiments, that are not within the normal purview of the school science
laboratory.
As regards adult audiences, films (also re-runs on TV, and video-clips of TV
shows available on the Internet) are generally produced purely for entertainment,
where the chemist, in particular, is normally portrayed as white, male and mad
(Dalgety & Coll, 2004; Weingart, 2006), although recent programns like the CSI
series out of the US, do portray chemsists in a more positive, albeit still eccentric,
light. The material specifically intended for TV is one of three kinds. First, short
inserts into news programmes; usually of chemical breakthroughs or of
environmental disasters that are attributed to chemistry or chemical technology.
Second, what Dingwall (2006) refer to as the ‘blue chip’ form; common examples
being about wildlife or breakthroughs in science, where an authority gives an
illustrated lecture. Excellent examples are provided by David Attenborough’s
numerous wildlife series. Third, what Dingwall (2006) refers to as the ‘adventure’
form, is where the presenter very visibly explores a phenomenon through practical
activities. Steve Irwin’s ‘Crocodile Hunter’ series in Australia and the ‘Brainiac:
Science Abuse’ programmes in the UK are very disparate examples. Films with an
overtly chemical theme seem few and far between.
Although Stocklmayer et al. (2010) observe that very little research into the
effectiveness of such programmes has been undertaken, TV/video are regarded as
an importance source of informal learning, perhaps because of the simultaneous
use of images and sound (see Chapter 8). The medium is currently only exploited
in respect of chemical ideas for the visualisation of abstract ideas (e.g., to show the
mechanism of chemical reactions, or demonstrations of dramatic reactions on
YouTube), and for overviews of complex chemical processes and manufacturing
plants. The narrative aspect of the medium, its central virtue, is not currently
exploited much, even though it would be most effective in respect of the
applications and implications of chemistry and its technologies.
The Internet. The growth of computer-ownership and access to ever-more diverse
web-pages has been exponential in recent years. In addition to text, the whole
variety of visual images, from static to dynamic, can be included in any webpage
(see Chapter 8). For students, the web is a source of non-formal information, whilst
most adults have used it to find out about themes in which they are interested. For
both groups, the greatest challenge is the development of evaluative criteria with
which to judge, and hence filter, the huge range of material available on any topic,
for there is almost no control over what is placed on the Web.
The video game enables the user to interact with a programme, albeit only to a
limited and predefined extent. Beyond the receiver-only forms to website,
interactive websites, such as YouTube, enable the individual to enter material
thought to be of interest to others, and to comment on material already present.
These variations no doubt make use of the ideas of science and specifically of
chemistry: almost nothing is known about the extent and consequences of their use.
Evaluative research into the educational use of video games in general seems
sparse and generalised (Sandford & Williamson, 2005).
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Social media and informal/non-formal learning. Since the large scale availability
of the Internet, the learning environment for non-formal and informal learning has
changed rapidly and dramatically. The use of digital media for communication and
interaction has become in a short time a normal daily activity for most people. That
development is particularly relevant for young people who have grown up in a
digital age, and who likely cannot imagine a world without digital media. The
traditional borders or the walls of the school, the library, museum and science
centres may be seen by young people as something of an artefact from the past;
related to a culture of the past. Non-formal and informal learning without digital
media is now, and likely in the near future, seen by students as no longer relevant.
This is not only just referring to the use of sources of information; it also refers to
interaction among learners, and interaction between learners, teachers and experts.
The production of paper-based resources (e.g., textbooks) is another important
aspect of this change in the learning and teaching environment. Paper based
resources traditionally were kept within the walls of the school or other
institutions; nowadays publishing (e.g., via the Internet) has become common. An
example of this is an inquiry-based chemistry module at secondary school in which
the students in teams with a class do a study (e.g., bio-fuels), use the Internet for
sources of information, interact in an Internet symposium involving peer review of
their reports with classes in other places (including internationally), and publish the
results on the Internet or in a national journal (Van Rens, Pilot, & Van der Schee,
2010). Production of paper-based resources and publishing these on a website was
then only the first step; this is now accompanied by enriched productions of media
such as videos, animations, interviews, and interactive facilities. It also is easier to
copy, change, elaborate and use such material in other ways than traditional
information (e.g., using Wikipedia and YouTube, but also scientific papers, reports
and journals).
The Internet also is not mono-disciplinary. Chemistry in traditional learning is
restricted to ‘chemistry,’ but this can better be conceived as an artefact of the old
school world. In the real world chemistry, is always related to other disciplines like
physics, biology, technology, economy, design, and is inherently related to daily
life issues. Communication and interaction is much easier with email, SMS,
Linked-In, Facebook, and other social media, making it normal for learners to
initiate and maintain interactions with other learners, teachers and experts.
University-school cooperation. Cooperation between universities and schools can
be very diverse. What they all have in common is that always both partners believe
they benefit from cooperation. In the next two paragraphs we describe an example
representing a ‘win-win’ situation for students, teachers and university students.
Since 2006, pre-service chemistry teacher students at Freie Universität Berlin
plan and carry out project weeks for classes in years 7-13 concerning the topics
“pollution” and “renewable energy,” within the frame of seminars. The aim of this
cooperation between school and university is, on the one hand, to provide the
students, within the framework of a project week, with an educational opportunity
that enables them to intensively deal with topics from different subject-specific and
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social perspectives. On the other hand, the pre-service science teachers were
provided with the opportunity to gather first practical teaching experiences within
their undergraduate degrees because the courses were carried out by them. In
consultation with the teachers of the school a central task for the pre-service
science teachers was to put greater emphasis on integrating these social contexts
into the planning and realisation of the project week on air pollution. Furthermore,
the sequences were supposed to have an experimental focus, because the
cooperating school was furnished with just one poorly equipped chemistry
laboratory.
It seems this is something of a win-win situation for all parties. For example, for
pre-service science teachers it helps in developing interdisciplinary and sociallyrelevant lessons. They gain teaching experiences in inquiry-based science learning
with real students and get feedback from in-service science teachers. For grade-7
students they are learning in an authentic environment, working in a well-equipped
university laboratory, interacting with young and engaged pre-service science
teachers, and dealing intensively with one topic from different perspectives. For the
in-service science teachers: observing pre-service science teachers, being relieved
of some teaching duties, and learning something new because a week of
interdisciplinary classes is like a form of professional development. The teachers
have the position of an observer. They are not responsible for the lessons because
the pre-service science teachers from the university conduct the lessons. Thus the
teachers can observe their pupils and watch them from another perspective, they
can learn about new methods, get ideas from the pre-service science teachers’
work, talk about those ideas with them, and give them hints. In this way the
teachers are reflecting lessons for one week, and this was then a kind of teacher
professional development for most of the teachers who came with their classes.
Summer schools. Summer schools cannot replace lessons at school, but can act as a
supplement. Yet, out-of-school/extra-curricular learning can be supportive in many
aspects because students typically learn in smaller groups than at school, learn in a
different learning environment (often at university) and the learning groups are
more homogeneous in their interest compared to those in schools. Summer schools
typically last for one or two weeks and are aimed at especially interested or
talented students or students with special educational needs. Usually summer
schools are offered at universities. Here, in most cases the students are provided
with significantly better equipped laboratories than at school, are able to use
different methods and learn about current scientific methods. Summer schools are
designed to enable students to take part in a course that would enhance their
scientific competences and skills, and also offers the students an insight into how
chemistry is studied at university. Another aim is that the work carried out during
the summer school will strengthen the participants’ motivation to learn about
chemistry and to choose a career in the sciences.
Certain topics are well suited for summer schools. Because summer schools
typically take place during vacations. The sense of ‘vacation’ should be
maintained. Thus, it is important that the contents of the summer school do not
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conform to the curriculum, but are put into a greater context. In order to attract
students to universities during their summer vacation, the opportunity has to be
interesting to the students. This can be achieved by choosing topics which are
perceived relevant to them. Findings of the Curricular Delphi Study in Chemistry
suggest that aspects of “interdisciplinarity,” “health/nutrition,” “current chemical
research” and “nature of science,” are particularly relevant for students (Bolte,
2008). Furthermore, it is important that a balance between theory and practice (e.g.,
practical work) as well as working on the topics and the tasks in a team is achieved.
How can school lessons benefit from summer schools? Teachers need
professional development in relation to summer schools in order to give advice to
the students about taking part. Teachers may also acquire ideas and suggestions for
their own lessons if they sit in on lessons at summer school courses, attend
lectures, and participate in final presentations. Students who take part in a summer
school can report on it in class, give presentations about interesting aspects and
show results or products of the summer school. Many summer school courses end
with a final presentation. This allows participants to make a presentation about
their experiments or prepare posters and to show presentations or experiments that
they filmed. These films and presentations can then be used in subsequent school
chemistry lessons.
An example of summer schools used in informal education occurs in the
Building-Blocks-of-Life course run by the Department of Chemistry Education at
Freie Universität Berlin (Streller & Bolte, 2007). The Department offers a summer
school series called “Chemistry in a Class of Its Own” for students in upper
secondary school (grades 11-13). In this five-day course the participants gain an
insight into different professional scientific and technical areas. Each day of the
five-day course starts with a special lecture given by university professors before
the participants conduct experiments in the laboratory. Seminars also are held,
giving an overview of and insights into topics that will be discussed in the lectures
that day, and which focus on topics that the students consider relevant to their
everyday lives. Additionally, the course helps illustrate how chemistry is studied at
university. In the practical component of the course, students have the opportunity
to experiment using laboratory equipment and chemicals which they do not usually
find at school. Young people thus have an opportunity to deal intensively with
current chemical issues and methods for one week during the summer holidays.
The course Building-Blocks-of-Life focuses on biochemistry. Everything we eat
once lived or comes from a living organism, from animals or plants, and everything
that lives is made up of the same basic biochemical building blocks. These are
mainly carbohydrates, fats, proteins, and nucleic acids. This topic is a part of our
everyday lives and should be relevant to students’ lives. The priorities were set on
working on the basics of biochemistry and on working with new media technology.
The course supports students who are interested in chemistry and enjoy asking
chemistry-related questions. It is designed to supplement chemistry lessons and
courses in upper secondary school. In addition to the content, the joint visit to the
university dining hall, during which experiences can be shared and acquaintances
can be made, is an important part of the course concept as well. Finally, the
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presentations of the students’ portfolios offer the participants the opportunity to
share their knowledge with others. Professors, parents, and friends are invited to
the final presentation.
Industry and school. In the neighbourhood of nearly every school one can find a
company, a plant or even a huge industrial zone, but students and teachers do not
know what happens behind the walls of companies. To enhance links between
industry and school, and to use the industry as a place for out-of-school learning a
project called ParIS (Partnership Industry and School) was initiated in Germany
(see www.projekt-paris.uni-kiel.de/paris/). This dialog between industry and school
can be a win-win situation for both. It helps to make lessons more practical and
realistic, meaning that learning in science classes becomes authentic. The
following benefits accrue:
– Students and teachers learn more about ‘real’ business, they get information first
hand from experts,
– Insights into a company provide students with useful ideas into career choices,
and
– Students gain awareness of professional routine and links between industry and
society.
Cooperation between industry and school has advantages also for companies:
– Companies make contact with the people in their surroundings, meaning they
can recruit young interested people for jobs, and
– Companies get feedback from students and teachers about their public relations
activities.
In ParIS, the starting point of activity is utilising questions from the students. To
find answers the students have to contact companies: Writing emails, looking at the
company’s websites, or making appointments to visit the company. Beside the
cooperation between school and industry, an important goal of ParIS is to
strengthen student self-directed learning. Students work in teams, use new media
and present their results (Neumann, Gräber, & Tergan, 2005). A few examples
might illustrate some scientific question from everyday life that can be addressed
with the help from experts from industry:
– How can fruits turn into a jelly? – jam factory,
– Why can’t curd cheese become sour? – dairy industry,
– How can textile dyes be produced? – dye industry, or
– How can one make a carpet? – carpet industry.
In ParIS students do not then learn science only from teachers and school books
but also in real life situations. For many students this can become a way to see how
important chemistry is to our life.
Another example is the Dead Sea in Israel, according to Hofstein and Kesner
(2006) visits such as this are very rich in chemical ideas. The example is the story
of Bromine and its compounds, based on the production of bromine and its related
compounds (methyl-bromide, calcium bromide, potassium bromate, etc.) using
brines as the raw material. The combination of Dead Sea’s location, high air
temperature, and the relatively high concentration of bromine ions influenced the
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development of a bromine industry, which is both unique and important for the
Israeli situation. Hofstein and Kesner identify a number of products such as flameretardants, pesticides, raw materials for the pharmaceutical industry, and many
other important chemicals (about 60 in total). A case study like this not only
affords chemistry learning, but benefits from an interdisciplinary approach. In this
case this consisted of the underlying chemistry topics and concepts related to the
industrial processes, the related technological, societal, economic, and
environmental issues, and their interrelationships.
Relationship between chemistry and other school subjects
Chemistry has a nearly-reciprocal relationship with several other subjects in the
formal educational curriculum. Concepts and skills from the other subjects are
directly used and applied in chemistry and hence play a vital part in the learning of
chemistry and the other subjects either directly use the concepts and skills of
chemistry, or can provide a forum for the development and exercise of those
concepts and skills.
Chemistry and the language of instruction. There are several potential general
impediments that must be overcome or avoided when the language of instruction is
used to teach and learn chemistry (see Chapter 5):
– Learning chemistry involves many new words (Coll, Ali, Bonato, & Rohinda,
2006), e.g., 6-8 words per lesson in science generally for 14-16 year olds
(Merzyn, 1987).
– Many of these words were created specifically for use in chemistry (e.g.,
enthalpy, stoichiometry; Dahsah & Coll, 2007). Special attention has to be
drawn to these when they are first used.
– Chemistry uses words from everyday life, but with an often subtly-different
meaning (e.g., ‘bonding,’ ‘substance’). The different circumstances of chemistry
when contrasted with those of everyday life must be pointed out if students are
to avoid acquiring misconceptions.
– The meaning of logical connectives (e.g., ‘thus,’ ‘because,’ ‘however’) is vital
in the conduct of explanation in chemistry, but may not be understood (Gardner,
1975). This potential problem should not be overlooked in the design of
informal resources.
– Many common words, although having the same meaning in chemistry, may not
be familiar to students (e.g., ‘abundant,’ ‘adjacent,’ ‘contrast,’ ‘incident,’
‘composition;’ Cassels & Johnstone, 1985).
– Metaphors and analogies are widely used in chemical education (Duit, 1991). A
metaphor is a generalised comparison that can be represented as ‘An X is a Y’
(e.g., ‘An atom is a planetary system’). These idealisations identify things that
can then be compared in detail as an analogy (i.e., ‘An X is like a Y’ – ‘An atom
is like a planetary system’) (the Bohr model). Hesse (1966) split a potential
analogy into three parts: ‘positive’ relationships, which seem to be comparable;
‘negative’ relationships, which do not seem comparable; the ‘neutral’ analogue,
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those parts about which a decision cannot be reached. An unfortunate choice of
metaphor and/or an inaccurate valuation of its components can lead to
misconceptions (Harrison & Coll, 2008). There are thus two issues here: careful
choice of metaphors that are used, the source of them must be very familiar to
the learners; and students must have an understanding of how metaphor and
analogies work and experience in analysing and using them.
Chemistry and mathematics. Mathematical models are the most abstract forms of
representation used in chemistry (Gilbert & Treagust, 2009a). A thorough
understanding of and skill in the use of basic mathematical ideas, that is, in data
manipulation, graphs, modelling, algebra, calculus, set theory, are vital for anyone
studying chemistry at any advanced level. However, there is extensive evidence
that many students are deficient in these respects (Orton & Roper, 2000).
There are several reasons that have led to this situation. First, syllabuses in
chemistry (and the sciences in general) are not coordinated with those in
mathematics for compulsory-age students. Second, the terminology used for
mathematical ideas is often different in the sciences, and in the subject of
mathematics. Students do not recognise ideas from mathematics when met in the
context of science. Third, the level of mathematical demand in both the
mathematical and science curricula for compulsory school-age students has been
reduced in many countries in an attempt to increase the proportion of students who
achieve certification in those subjects. Fourth, many mathematics teachers view
their subject as a pure form of knowledge, and have no interest in its applications.
Lastly, many science teachers do not themselves have a strong grasp of
mathematical ideas and/or how to teach them.
Informal resources and their exploitation in non-formal contexts can address
these issues. The bases of mathematical ideas have to be built up slowly, relating
all the time to their use in the sciences, including chemistry. Little if any work of
this type seems to have been done, beyond the splendid efforts of the various
national ‘Open Universities.’
Chemistry and other sciences. Given that chemistry provides explanations of
phenomena at the submicroscopic level (see Chapters 2 and 4) for important areas
of research such modern materials science (polymers, ceramics, food, medicine
etc., see Gilbert & Treagust, 2009b; Meijer, Bulte, & Pilot, 2009), it is very
surprising that little, if anything, seems to have been written about its contribution
to other science subjects and hence to how chemistry-other subjects links can be
maximised. It seems very probable that the problems faced are similar to those in
relation to mathematical ideas (see above).
An understanding of ‘material science,’ in particular the theory and practice
behind the development of innovations such as ‘graphene,’ depend on a grasp of
chemical bonding in general. The major focus of biology at the moment is genetics,
which depends on an exploitation of the hydrogen bonds that hold DNA together
and hence which underpin gene manipulation. Although the subject of the earth
sciences only currently forms a small part of chemistry (and other science)
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syllabuses, the growth of environmental education must surely lead to its increase
(Orion & Ault, 2007).
These themes depend on specialist knowledge and the production of imaginative
models through which to teach them. It seems likely that they will first appear as
informal resources, and then rapidly be co-opted as non-formal resources.
Chemistry and technology. If chemistry seeks explanations of phenomena in the
world-as-experienced, then chemical technologies can be seen as the design, use,
and implications, of artefacts for human use that are based on chemical ideas. The
relationships possible between the sciences and their associated technologies both
as such and in educational curricula have been extensively discussed (e.g.,
Gardner, 1994). It is these applications of chemical ideas and their implications for
personal, social, and economic life, that are of the greatest interest to students, but
chemistry teacher education pays little attention to these matters. The most
effective and efficient access to these issues does seem likely to come through the
informal or non-formal route.
Table 3. Connecting formal learning with non-formal and informal learning
The role of the teacher as
organiser of the learning process

The teacher provides orientation in the field/domain,
focusing on relevant issues, providing interesting
perspectives, meaningful activities, organising
tasks, providing feedback, and assessing so that
students see links between school and activities and
experiences outside the classroom (e.g., museum
visits), and come to realise they can learn science in
other contexts/environments

Making tasks and assignments
become more meaningful

Learning tasks should be more authentic, and not
consist of small tasks – non-formal and informal
learning environments typically provide authentic
science experiences (e.g., work-integrated learning)

Providing opportunities for
students to use digital information
sources to foster learning

Facilitating connections and sharing between
students about their learning experiences outside the
classroom, by using social media

Recognition by teachers that
some of their learners (but
certainly not all) are far ahead in
the use of digital/social media

Stimulating the learners to jump into challenging
tasks at a general level
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Redesiigning formall teaching to connect withh opportunitiees for non-forrmal and
inform
mal learning
This chhapter closes w
with some hinnts of more thooroughly connnecting the forrmal with
the noon-formal and informal secttor. Table 3 giives some ideeas how to connnect the
differeent domains aand how to reedesign non-fformal/informaal learning inn a world
with nnew (social) m
media?

TH
HE PRACTICE OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Encouuraging the enggagement of ppotential learnners
Encouuraging the enngagement off potential leaarners of cheemistry-relatedd themes
raises the same issuues as do the other sciencess. The learnerr should be abble to get
accesss on any them
me, it should bbe possible to learn about sspecific aspectts of that
theme,, and that acccess to suitablle sources shoould be availaable wheneverr wanted.
The Innternet looks liike becoming the main vehiicle for findingg what is available and
suitablle. A major chhallenge for thhe school systtem and for ggeneral ‘publicc service’
adult education
e
is tto teach peoplle how to do this. There are
a ‘gateway’ websites
(Britissh Council, 2009; Wikiverrsity, 2009), bbut no comprrehensive dattabase of
populaar books, new
wspaper articlles, radio or TV program
mmes, seems to exist,
although students ccan find such information pprovided theyy are set a chaallenging
task orr project (Ishaak & Coll, 20009).
‘Staarting from w
where the learrner is’ implies that the knnowledge-stattus of an
individdual must be diagnosed at the outset off the use of a particular eduucational
resourrce. This will enable subseqquent access too a resource tto be tailored,, to some
extent at least, in tthe light of that
t
informatiion. All this can only happpen if a
diagnoostic tool is iincluded in tthe resource aand if the usser’s responsee can be
evaluaated. The exhhibits in sciennce centres ccould all havee this capability. The
‘audiennce phone-in’’ capability off radio program
mmes can proovide it, as cann popular
books,, albeit the lattter to a much lesser
l
extent.
Using and providding access too suitable media is more straightforward
s
d. Visual
learninng is supported by museum
ms and science centres and T
TV, also popullar books
and thhe Internet proovided that thhe authors are alert to thiss possibility. Radio is
axiomatically suitedd to auditory learning, whilsst the recent inntroduction off ‘talking
books,,’ and the commentary accompanyiing ‘blue-chiip’ TV programmes
(Dingw
wall, 2006) arre important sources. Sciennce centres arre obviously suited to
learninng through kiinaesthetic exxperience, althhough it doees seem possiible that,
havingg watched a TV
V programmee or using the Internet, a leaarner could em
mulate the
safest of any activitiies that had beeen shown at home.
h
Whhat is written aabove makes no
n explicit menntion of newspapers and maagazines.
It mayy well be theese are best suited to aleerting people to the existeence and
signifiicance of partiicular items oof new chemisstry and chemical technologgy, rather
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than to an exposition of ideas – or to make the students aware about it if using
these media in formal chemistry classes.
Addressing negative attitudes to chemistry
The meanings of three words are of importance here. The first is ‘belief’: this is the
information that a person has about something (an object, situation, event,
individual, group) (Jones & Martin, 2007). The second is ‘attitude’ which is a
persistent inclination to respond in a consistent manner in the light of a stronglyheld belief. The third is an ‘inclination,’ the likelihood of behaving in a certain way
in the light of an attitude. So, when a strongly-held belief is triggered, the result is
that the associated attitude is activated, such that the person will be inclined to
behave in a specific way.
Many people have negative attitudes to chemistry and chemicals. These
attitudes were developed: in response to repeated exposure to incomplete,
inaccurate, or biased information; as a consequence of the formation of
misconceptions despite exposure to accurate information; by reliance on the
epistemologies of superstitions as the basis for determining what is true. However,
what we are concerned with here is how to counteract these already-acquired
negative attitudes, which can act as a block to a realistic understanding of chemical
ideas.
The broad approach which provides an example of how we might go about
changing beliefs is a wide variety of contexts is cognitive dissonance. This has
been defined as: “A psychologically unpleasant state which arises when an
individual holds two beliefs that are in conflict with each other. This dissonance
can be reduced by changing one of the beliefs” (Festinger, 1957, p. 8).
This conflict is produced by causing a negative belief, in this case about
chemistry, to be brought into active consideration whilst the basis for a contrasting
positive belief is also being considered. The desired outcome is that the resulting
dissonance is produced by the acceptance of the positive belief because it is more
epistemologically convincing. This tension can be created and then relieved either
by receipt of persuasive communication or, better still, by active participation in
discussions. They both imply direct contact with a chemist or chemical
technologist. The audio audience-feedback capability of radio and the email
audience feedback of TV seem the media both best suited to the task and are
widely accessible. Role-play can be used, a situation where a person has to pretend
to hold the new belief and to argue on the basis of that (see Chapter 7). This might
best be done on an ad hoc basis in a museum or science centre, provided that one
could persuade suitable individuals to participate.
Much more work needs to be done on techniques of attitude change in general,
not least in respect of chemistry and chemical ideas, particularly as issues of ‘risk’
and ‘social implications’ are of such high saliency in the public reaction to those
fields.
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The quality of learning of chemical ideas
The quality of learning sought and achieved will be governed by the type of
explanation provided and by the width of its applicability, and by the students
seeing the relevance and meaningfulness of this explanation for them. Five types of
explanation are possible:
– An intentional explanation is the response to the question ‘why, for what
purpose, is this phenomenon being explained?’
– A descriptive explanation is a response to the question ‘what are the properties
of this phenomenon?’
– An interpretative explanation is a response to the question ‘Of what is this
phenomenon composed?’
– A causal explanation is a response to the question ‘Why does the phenomenon
behave as it does?’ and
– A predictive explanation answers the question ‘how will this phenomenon
behave under other, specified, circumstances?’ (Gilbert, Boulter, & Rutherford,
2000).
How might we enhance the quality of learning using informal and non-formal
learning contexts? Well, whilst informal sources can presume learners’ intentions
behind the study of a phenomenon, this might well produce resources that are
inflexible in terms of the other types of explanations that they provide. Resources
that cover the whole range of purposes for study, in contrast, encourage
‘progression,’ that is, moving on from a concern with everyday life to take a
broader view of chemistry. Those used in chemistry will have to be concise, yet
suitably comprehensive in their treatment, and make full use of a range of
representative forms, meeting the needs that are both implicit in the subject
material and in the needs of learners. Popular books, TV, and the Internet, have
great potential to meet these criteria in respect to chemical ideas, as with the other
sciences.
Using modern chemical contexts
Pilot and Bulte (2006) suggest that a context that is suitable as a basis for learning
(see Chapter 1) should:
– Focus the learner on the core concepts of chemistry. A group of contexts must
be chosen that collectively addresses all the core concepts,
– Enable the learning of those concepts to be transferred to other contexts,
– Relate to an identifiable interest of the learner or a topic of public importance,
and
– Meet the needs both of those who intend to go further in the study of chemistry
and those who seek understanding of a particular use or issue.
Building on existing ideas, here those of Duranti (1992) and Gilbert (2006),
suggests that a particular context is suitable if it:
– Is a situation that is contained by and within spatial, or temporal, or social,
boundaries,
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– Where distinctive events take place which can be focused on and thought about,
– With the use of suitable empirical activities by and discussion between learners,
– Involving the acquisition and use of specialist language as specific concepts are
developed, and
– Which challenge or build on what is already known by the learners?
There seem to be no accounts of the actual competitive selection of contexts
based on principles such as those. However, Bulte et al. (Bulte, Westbroek, van
Rens, & Pilot, 2004; Bulte et al., 2005) have undertaken context-based curriculum
development based on the notion of ‘authentic practice’ where the context selected
is one in which the methodology adopted by the chemists and/or chemical
technologists is clearly identifiable such that an analogy to it, suitable for work in a
seminar room and laboratory, can be drawn.
These general and specific criteria seem equally applicable to the provision of
both formal and informal chemical education. Text, diagrams, opportunities for
practical work, and discussion, are all needed. This range of requirement suggests
that a combination of source types would be appropriate, drawn from: the
laboratories attached to science museums/centres, books, TV, the Internet. There
must be examples in operation, case studies of them are needed. The issues in
generating effective informal learning resources pose one set of challenges, as was
outlined above. Having achieved that, the second challenge is now to make best
use of them.
There are two ways that informal resources can be used: entirely separately from
the formal education system or as an adjunct to or part of the formal education
system, the ‘non-formal’ approach. ‘Free-choice’ education is a sine qua non for
adult learning; its value for school-age children is being increasingly recognised
(Falk, 2001). However, given that educational thinking is currently focused almost
entirely on the formal sector, non-formal route is likely to be followed for some
time to come.
Non-formal education
Informal resources are usually initially produced for free-choice use. However,
because they are a response to contemporary issues and are attractively designed,
they are very often co-opted for use within the framework of formal science
education systems, as noted above. This is done in a number of ways:
– Introducing mobile informal resources into the classroom/laboratory (e.g., TV
programmes, newspaper reports; Jarman & McClune, 2007),
– Bringing specialist guest speakers into the classroom (e.g., industrial
researchers),
– Making structured use of visits to fixed informal resources (e.g., to a museum,
zoo, aquarium),
– Making use of high-grade physical resources elsewhere (e.g., laboratories in
science centres), and
– Using the pedagogy of the informal approach within the school curriculum (e.g.,
project-based work).
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For this to happen, two conditions must be met. First, the existence and value of
resources must be widely known. Second, the range, if not the amount, of such
resources must increase.
Knowing what exists. No comprehensive catalogues specifically of informal
resources exist for chemical education (although Internet search engines may have
replaced traditional catalogues); they are subsumed within more general science
education catalogues. In the UK, two such general catalogues are the British
Council (2009) and Wikiversity (2009). They do not include evaluation data. The
value of specific items of resource can be established against a number of
questions:
– What range of provision is made within each mode of presentation?
– What is the uptake of that provision by the intended audience?
– What is the range of type and quality of the explanations that are provided?
– What is the treatment made of the nature of chemical inquiry?
– What is the treatment of the relationship between chemistry and chemical
technology?
– How is the key issue of ‘risk’ addressed? and
– What evidence is there of the impact of the resource on the attitudes,
knowledge, and skills, of the intended audience?
Developing new resources. There is no doubt that great science communicators
through TV do exist; for example, in the UK Peter Atkins (chemistry), and Ben
Goldacre (pharmacy) are distinguished book authors, albeit with very different
styles. All such people have been described by Gladwell (2002) as being
‘connectors,’ that is “individuals with a particular and rare set of social gifts –
(that of) bringing the world together” (p. 33), and as “mavens” (p. 66); people who
accumulate knowledge and who can make their message effective by small
adjustments to the personal, social, and environmental needs of their audience.
There is surely a case for identifying all those who have and continue to contribute
to informal chemical education and for seeking to systematically utilize their
special skills.
One major obstacle to this broad ambition can be identified. Most effective
chemical educators have, or have had, an association with a university. There is
ample word-of-mouth evidence that these people are often discouraged by their
managers from continuing with this line of work in favour of more orthodox
chemistry research. This type of institutional attitude is waning under the influence
of the competition for good quality, fee-paying, students (Burchill, Franklin, &
Holden, 2009).
Work-integrated learning
In recent times there has been recent growth in programmes of study that seeks to
enhance competency, and skill acquisition (Sovilla & Varty, 2011). Perhaps the
most obvious example is work-integrated learning (usually referred to by the
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acronym WIL and also known by the term cooperative education). Such programs
may be part of or outside formal learning environments. Even if located within
formal learning programmes, they are often more flexible and student-directed in
terms of their learning. It is important to distinguish here between work-integrated
learning and workplace learning. According to Coll et al. (2009) and Coll and
Zegwaard (2011), WIL requires integration of knowledge and skills from the
educational institution to the workplace and vice versa.
WIL consists of programs that involve students doing a ‘normal’ academic
programme of study, but which incorporates pre-determined periods of authentic
work experience (Coll & Eames, 2006; Eames & Bell, 2005). There is now a
considerable body of evidence that such programs prepare students well for
professional life (Dressler & Keeling, 2011), and that such learning experiences
help students, including chemistry students, develop a deeper understanding of the
nature of their profession (Eames, 2001, 2002). The evidence also is that such
programs provide students with skills desired by employers in the sciences and
engineering sectors, and also in chemistry and related professions (Braunstein &
Loken, 2004). Being situated in a real workplace, such experiences expose students
to the real chemistry, chemistry that is interdisciplinary in nature. This helps them
understand the culture of science and of chemistry as we now discuss, by
considering how scientific and everyday thinking differ.
Science and scientific thinking is so different from everyday life, that it has been
described as being a culture or subculture in and of itself (Aikenhead, 2001).
According to Aikenhead, this is deeply problematic for many students, and it
involves what he terms ‘border crossing,’ in which students are thought to crosscultural ‘borders’ from their life world subculture into the subculture of science.
This is similar to notions described by Bulte et al. (2005) who talk about the use of
authentic science projects, with communities of practice of students using border
crossing objects, with teachers acting as ‘coaches’ in this process. This transition or
border crossing is difficult for any student even when school science beliefs are
aligned with their beliefs, and they come from a Western cultural background – the
dominant cultural regime of scientific endeavour (Cobern, 1998; Cobern &
Aikenhead 1998). WIL is reported to aid this border-crossing or enculturation for
all students, regardless of their background (Eames & Bell, 2005; Eraut, 2004).
This is interesting, considering that for students from non-Western cultures such as
indigenous peoples, such a transition is reported to be highly problematic (Glasson,
Mhango, Phiri, & Lainer, 2010). If the culture of science is seen to be very
different from the culture of the learner, (as it is suggested is the case for
indigenous persons, see Glasson et al., 2010; Paku et al., 2003), then this results in
assimilation where Western science is ‘inflicted’ on indigenous students, and all
other beliefs of science must be abandoned in the process. As noted above, there is
now evidence in the literature that WIL programmes help indigenous and nonindigenous students become enculturated into science and scientific thinking
(Eames & Bell, 2005), and develop a deeper understanding of the nature of science
(Glasson et al., 2010; Paku et al., 2003).
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How
w does this ooccur? It apppears that coooperative educcation or WIL
L allows
studennts to develop an understandding of the naature of sciencce during pracctice, and
if this is done in a positive way, such learningg may exert a positive influuence on
their aattitude towarrd science. Itt seems unlikkely students will develop positive
feelinggs about sciennce and scienttists if they feeel alienated fr
from this subcculture. If
one acccepts that to uunderstand sciience one needds to actually do some science, then
prograams of studyy that allow students to do science, and work aalongside
professional scientissts have considderable scope to enhance stuudent understaanding of
the natture of sciencee, and this mayy smooth theirr enculturationn into the subcculture of
science (Eames & Bell
B 2005). M
Moreover, WIL
L allows students to be invvolved in
decisioon making, prroblem solvingg and being abble to make innformed choicces about
the sciience they are doing, and pootential careerrs in science. T
This not only gives the
studennt experiencee within thee science suubculture, butt it gives them
t
an
undersstanding of whhat it means too be a scientisst within a parrticular disciplline; viz.,
to begiin the enculturration processs.
Woork-integrated learning progrrams, of the tyype described above, are coommon in
chemisstry (Eames & Bell, 20005). Howeverr, they mostlyy confined to higher
educattion, with few reports of cheemistry WIL pprogrammes avvailable in com
mpulsory
schoolling. Some repports of schooll-level WIL prrogrammes uppon closer exaamination
suggesst they are som
mething of a ppale imitation of idealised W
WIL (Johnstonn, 2011);
that is, they seldom
m involve struccture or plannned learning ooutcomes. How
wever, of
w students too interact with their
interesst are reportts that WIL does allow
epistem
mological assuumptions (Chhin, Munby, H
Hutchinson, Taaylor, & Clarkk, 2004).
What tthis means is that science oor chemistry sttudents, even at school, cann begin to
addresss the process of border croossing, which is reported to be facilitatedd by WIL
prograams in higher education, in tthe way descrribed above. O
One area of WIL that is
fairly widespread at
a the school level is vocaational educattion (Donnellyy, 2009).
Such pprogrammes, as
a the name suuggests, are hheavily focusseed on studentss gaining
skills or insights into specificc career optiions (e.g., oon ‘work shaadowing’
mes “offer scoope for a
prograammes). Donnnelly (2009) aargues that suuch programm
humannised version of science, cconferring auutonomy on tthe student” ((p. 244),
consisttent with the notions of infformal and freee choice learrning describeed above.
Thus autonomy
a
in learning is a common featture of even highly
h
structuured WIL
prograammes, since the learning is ‘messy,’ ooften unplannned, and any learning
comess from reflectiion on vicarioous experiences (Coll et all., 2009). Mulllis et al.
(2008)) observe that a large part oof science teacching is underrtaken in vocaational or
pre-voocational conteexts, indicatinng that WIL pprogrammes att school, whillst highly
vocatioonally-focusedd are an impoortant part of thhe curriculum
m, something ssupported
by the European Commission (seee European Coommission, 20004).
SUMMAR
RY: KEY SENT
TENCES

– Theere is a growing interest in learning thatt occurs in infformal and noon-formal
envvironments.
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– Theere is evidencee that learningg does occur in informal annd non-formal settings
but also a pauciity of researcch about how learning occcurs, how it might
m
be
faciilitated, and hoow it might (oor should) be inntegrated into formal schooling.
– It iss open to debaate if we shoulld even seek tto integrate infformal/non-foormal and
form
mal education, but the immeediacy of suchh environmentts could providde potent
oppportunities for the learning oof science.
– Theere is a need for much moore research aand development projects rrelated to
infoormal and nonn-formal chem
mistry educatioon that might change the viision and
focuus of curriculuum.
– We need to know
w more aboutt what professsional developpment would facilitate
mal and non-foormal settings.
learrning in inform
AS
SK YOURSELF
F

1.
2.

Exxplain the diffference betweeen formal, infoormal, and nonn-formal educcation.
Iddentify some aaspects of cheemical knowleedge that you learned in an informal
coontext?
o What are thhe strengths annd weaknessess of non-formaal chemical edducation?
o What piecee of education research coulld most changge teachers' perrceptions
of the valuee of non-formaal chemical edducation?
3. Whhat, specificallly, should bee added to thhe pre-servicee teacher educcation in
resppect of non-forrmal chemicall education?
HINTS FOR
R FURTHER R
READING

Stockllmayer, S., Reennie, L., & G
Gilbert, J. K. (2010).
(
The rooles of the foormal and
infoormal sectors in the proviision of effecctive science education. Sttudies in
Scieence Educatioon, 46, 1-44. This paper ssummarises thhe causes forr concern
aboout formal scieence educationn and the majoor approaches being taken too address
them
m are outlinedd. The contributions that thee informal secctor currently makes to
scieence educationn are discussedd.
Fraserr, B. J., Tobiin, K. H., & McRobbie, C.
C J. (2012). Second interrnational
Out-of-school learning, chaapters 70hanndbook on scieence educatioon (Part VIII O
78). Dordrecht: S
Springer. The chapters provide a review oof research onn multiple
faceets of out-of-sschool sciencee learning, e.gg. lifelong learrning, in connnection to
musseums or by T
TV.
Stockllmayer, S., & Gilbert, J. K. (2011).T
The launch oof IJSE (B): Science
com
mmunication and public eengagement. Internationall Journal off Science
Eduucation Part B
B, 1(1), 1-4. The
T launch off the science ccommunication Part of
IJSE
E is detailed, explaining the rationale and aims off the newly launched
periiodical.
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Coll, R
R. K., & Zegwaard. (eds.).. (2011). Interrnational handbook for coooperative
andd work-integraated educationn: Internationnal perspectivees of theory, research
andd practice (2ndd ed.). Lowelll: World Assoociation for C
Cooperative Edducation.
This handbook pprovides a com
mprehensive ppicture of worrk integrated eeducation
in iits numerous guises and seettings. It shoows how theoory and reseaarch have
influenced the praactice of workk integrated leaarning.
RESOURCES
S FROM THE INTERNET
I

Britishh Council: ww
ww.britishcouuncil.org/talkinngscience-meddia.htm. Thiss website
offeers access to a lot of scieence related informal resoources, e.g. fi
film, TV,
poddcasts, or videoo.
Top 110 Amazing chemical
c
reacctions: listverrse.com/2008/003/04/top-10-aamazingchemical-reactionns/. This website provides excellent quallity videos of exciting,
ofteen hazardous, chemical reacctions.
Careerr Services. (20006). 12 Esseentials for succcess. East Laansing: Michiggan State
Uniiversity: careeernetwork.mssu.edu/pdf/Com
mpetencies.pdf
df. This articcle summarrises major research in the US about graaduate transitioon into the w
workforce,
arguuing that moddern graduatess need an everr-increasing skkill set, and thhat workinteegrated learninng is now an expected compponent of any résumé.
r
East Lansing: Coollegiate Empployment Reesearch Instittute, Michigaan State
Uniiversity: www..ceri.msu.edu//young-professsionals/. Chaoo, G., & Gardnner, P. D.
(20008). Young addults at work: What they w
want, what theyy get and how
w to keep
them
m. The articlee considers diffferences in exxpectations beetween near-reetirees or
‘babby boomers’ and new grraduates enterring the workkforce. It arggues that
enculturation into the workfoorce via workk-integrated leearning can hhelp ease
gradduate transitioon into work.
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10. H
HOW TO K
KEEP MY
YSELF BE
EING A PR
ROFESSIO
ONAL
CHEMIISTRY TE
EACHER

Effectiive professionnal developmeent needs to provide
p
an oppportunity forr teacher
reflecttion and learnning about hoow new practiices can be evvolved or shapped from
existinng classroom ppractice. This is not a simplle task in that it requires teaachers to
re-exaamine what thhey do and hoow they mighht do it differently. In addiition, the
attainm
ment of complex learning goals
g
in sciennce by studentts demands siignificant
changee in teacherss’ roles. Bassed on researrch findings, teachers whho attend
continuous development professiional developpment (CPD) workshops, aare more
satisfieed with theirr teaching, aand have a ccloser contacct with acadeemic and
educattion institutionns on a professsional basis. In
I addition, thhey get a sustaained and
continuous support, they feel a seense of ownerrship regardinng their involvvement in
the eduucation system
m, and become more concerrned about im
mproving theirr practice
and leearn how to sshare their iddeas and expeeriences with their colleaguues. This
chapteer discusses vaarious strategiies of professioonal developm
ment.

THEOR
RETICAL BAS
SIS
The ooutstanding teaacher is not sim
mply a ‘teacheer,’ but rather a ‘history teaacher,’ a
‘chem
mistry teacher,’ or an ‘Englissh teacher.’ While
W
in some sense there are generic
teachhing skills, manny of the pedaggogical skills off the outstandinng teacher are contentspecif
ific. Beginning teachers need to learn not juust ‘how to teacch,’ but rather ‘how to
teachh electricity,’ ‘how to teach world history,’ or ‘how to teach ffractions.’
(Arthur N. Geddis, 1993, p. 675).

Teacheers’ knowledgge and the needd for life-longg teachers’ proofessional learrning
One off the goals of the chemistryy-teaching com
mmunity is to develop
d
more effective
and sccientifically aliigned strategiees to teach chemistry. For eexample, teachhers need
to havve a clear andd comprehenssive view of tthe nature off a scientific m
model in
generaal, how their sstudents constrruct their ownn mental modeels, how the eexpressed
models can be consstructively useed in class, hoow to introducce scientific cconsensus
models in their classses, and how
w to develop good teachingg models, andd how to
conducct modelling aactivities effecctively in theirr classes. Furthhermore, teachhers need
I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
(e
Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 269–298.
© 2013 Sense Publisherss. All rights reservved.
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to understand how such models relate to macroscopic and submicroscopic features
of substances as well as how the two relate to each other (see Chapter 4).
Regarding modelling, Justi and Gilbert (2002) suggested that, most teachers do
not emphasise either the need for considering the scope and limitations of models
during the process of modelling, or the importance of discussing with the students
such matters when presenting a model. Justi and Gilbert suggest that there is a gap
between students and their teachers concerning students’ understanding, as well as
in relating the task that they have to deal with. For the teacher the task is a routine
exercise, but for the students it is a novel problem. The difference between an
exercise and a problem is the result of differences in the level of familiarity with
similar tasks that the individual brings to it (Bodner & Domin, 2000).
Erduran (2003) proposed that a lack of effective communication between
students and teachers can lead to a mismatch between what is taught and what is
learned. In the context of science lessons, symmetry between the nature of
teachers’ understanding of a particular science topic and students’ ideas regarding
this topic is critical, because such a match illustrates what scientific knowledge is
being taught and learned in the classroom. This is, in our example, inclusive of the
central aspect of the macroscopic/submicroscopic relationships as well as the role
of modelling involved in establishing these relationships.
Accomplished teaching of science can be defined in terms of the knowledge
which teachers use in their teaching (Guskey & Huberman, 1995; Magnusson,
Krajcik, & Borko, 1999; Shulman, 1987). This knowledge has been categorised as
subject matter knowledge (SMK), general pedagogical knowledge (PK), and
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) (Borko & Putnam, 1996). Within this
categorisation, PCK is concerned with the teaching and learning of a particular
domain: knowing how students learn within that domain, knowing their common
misconceptions and the particular difficulties and challenges of that domain, and
being able to apply this knowledge to teaching and learning within that particular
domain (Shulman, 1987). Another aspect of accomplished teaching termed
‘scholarship of teaching’ is proposed by Hutchings and Shulman (1999). They
suggest that in addition to effective teaching, teachers should be able to articulate
their teaching actions and thinking in such a way that others can learn from it and
should be available for community discourse and study. They also claim that this
public feature of teaching improved teachers’ learning and performance through
reflection and professional discourse. According to Hofstein, Shore, and Kipnis
(2004), accomplished teachers who are involved in an inquiry-type program for
example, should have the following skills and abilities:
– To encourage students to interact professionally, including sharing knowledge
with their peers, community members, or experts,
– To help students: solve problems, ask high-level questions, and hypothesise
regarding certain unsolved experimental problems,
– To assess students using a variety of alternative assessment methods,
– To customise the new activities according to their needs, and make decisions
regarding the level of inquiry suitable for their students, and
– To align the experiment with the concept taught in the chemistry classroom.
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It is suggested that good teachers are easy to recognise in real life. Since we
were students we have been observing what good teachers do and we are able to
perceive when a teacher have the things in classroom under control, when we
really learn in response of a good teacher management and when this is not the
case. Factors that identify “best teaching” can be recognised by every person who
has been in the school context either as a pupil, parent or teacher. General factors
such as “knowing the subject and to like children” might be recognised by all
conceivable persons (Kind, 2009). We can also recognise that different good
teachers can do things in different ways and still we would say they are good. Part
of these differences are related to the subject matter this particular teacher teaches,
that means there is something very special in being a good chemistry teacher that is
different from be a good language teacher, for instance. With these claims in mind,
we can consider teaching as a professional activity that is based on a group of
actions intentionally anticipated by a teacher in order to promote conceptual,
procedural and attitudinal learning in school. This chapter helps to understand
where this knowledge of the teachers stems for. Anyhow, it is also clear that every
chemistry teacher has potential of getting a better teacher by getting more
experienced, reflecting his professional work, and continue life-long learning about
new research evidence and newly developed practices in the domain of chemistry
education. This chapter will also give a justification why every teacher needs
continuously further learning and we will discuss how to organize this way in the
best possible manner.
The different foci of chemistry teachers’ professional knowledge base
During a chemistry lesson a lot of different things happen and at the same time.
Organizing, controlling and assessing the learning process of the students, dealing
with students’ feedback and difficulties, or providing information and
methodological support are in the root of good teaching. And even though there are
some general principles in being a good teacher in any subject, there are several
peculiarities relating to the specific content, in our case chemistry. This is the
central idea in the pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). PCK was, for the first
time, described by Shulman in 1986 although in several countries related concepts
existed for much longer time. One example is the German concept of Fachdidaktik
(Fensham, 2004). However, PCK is used to distinct a specific knowledge,
specifically focusing on the teaching of chemistry from subject matter knowledge
or content knowledge (SMK/CK), e.g. in chemistry, and general pedagogical
knowledge (PK). The relationship between PCK, PK, and SMK is presented in
Figure 1.
Shulman described PCK as “that special amalgam of content and pedagogy that
is uniquely the province of teachers, their own special form of professional
understanding” (Shulman, 1987, p. 15). Shulman’s definition was later expanded
upon and more precisely described by different scholars. For example, Van Driel,
Verloop, and De Vos (1998) considered PCK to be a specific form of craft
knowledge, or Loughran, Milroy, Berry, and Gunstone (2001) defined PCK as:
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“the kknowledge thaat a teacher uses to provide teachingg situations tthat help
learneers make sensee of particularr science conteent.”

Figurre 1. The relatioonship between P
PCK, PK, and SMK/CK
S

Shuulman (1987) cclaimed that teachers need tto possess or develop
d
strongg PCK to
be the best possiblee teachers theyy can be in thheir specific suubject. Loughhran et al.
(2001)) described thiis need as thatt which teacheers must know
w in order to bbest teach
contennt to students.. PCK becamee increasinglyy accepted as a heuristic device for
undersstanding this specific domain of teacheers’ knowledgge and beliefss relating
them to
t their classrroom practicees in their subbject (Gess-Neewsome & Lederman,
1999)..
By definition, PC
CK is subject- and domain-sspecific (Shulm
man, 1986, 19987). The
idea iss that there caannot be one common straategy that cann be operatedd on each
differeent content in the teaching oof language, science or histoory. The teachher needs
to seleect and adapt tteaching approoaches and meethods for eacch specific situuation, in
their subject and wiith respect to tthe learners annd to the indivvidual contentt. Geddis
(1993)) described thee situation as:
Thee outstanding teacher is not
n simply a ‘teacher,’ buut rather a ‘hhistory
teaccher,’ a ‘chem
mistry teacher,’ or an ‘Engliish teacher.’ W
While in somee sense
therre are generic teaching skkills, many of
o the pedagoogical skills oof the
outsstanding teachher are contentt-specific. Begginning teacheers need to leaarn not
justt ‘how to teachh,’ but rather ‘how to teachh electricity,’ ‘‘how to teach world
histtory,’ or ‘how to teach fractiions.’ (p. 675))
In adddition Bucat (2004) added to the sentencces from Gedddis: “… how to teach
‘stoichhiometry,’ or ‘how to teaach chemicall equilibrium
m,’ or ‘how to teach
stereocchemistry’” (pp. 217).
A ccommon view of PCK is thaat it is bound up, and recoggnisable, in a teacher’s
approaach to teaching particular coontent (Loughhran et al., 2001). To createe such an
approaach, a transforrmation of thee SMK is neccessary (Gedddis, 1993; Vann Driel et
al., 1998). Revisitinng the above selected exampple on scientiffic models cann provide
good iillustration. O
On the case oof scientific m
models, Taberr (2008) for example,
discussed the teachher’s role inn such and ssimilar transfformational pprocesses.
Whereeas the curricuulum developper adopts a sscientific or hhistorical moddel into a
curricuulum model, the teacher is forced to make a seccond adoptionn of the
curricuulum model innto a teaching model. The latter step is done on the baasis of his
PCK. His PCK off
ffers the teachher a framew
work for seleccting the pedaagogy to
explainn the curricullum model to his individuaal learners. Neevertheless, Taaber also
clearlyy stated that thhis is not necesssarily the sam
me as what stuudents finally w
will have
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learned. But, without well developed PCK, adopting scientific or curricular models
to specific teaching and learning conditions will be doomed to cause probably
many more problems and mistakes in the students’ learning. And without
sufficiently developed PCK the teacher might not even be able to recognise and
understand the students’ problems.
From this example we can initially think about what the dimensions of PCK are.
The teacher needs knowledge about common learning difficulties and alternative
conceptions of students. But he also needs knowledge about experiments, physical
models, media and available materials that might be used. With Van Driel et al.
(1998) PCK in general consists of three dimensions:
– Knowledge of students’ conceptions with respect to a domain or topic and
understanding specific student difficulties in that area,
– Knowledge of representations of subject matter for teaching, and
– Knowledge of instructional strategies incorporating such representation.
More specifically, Magnusson, Krajcik, and Borko (1999) conceptualised PCK
consists of five components. In the case of chemistry:
– Orientations toward chemistry teaching,
– Knowledge and beliefs about the chemistry curriculum,
– Knowledge and beliefs about students’ understanding of specific chemistry
topics,
– Knowledge and beliefs about assessment in chemistry, and
– Knowledge and beliefs about instructional strategies for teaching chemistry.
PCK is composed of different sources. Grossman (1990) identified four sources
from which PCK is generated and developed in the sense described above, and
Appleton and Kindt (1999) added a fifth one:
– Observation of classes, both as a student and as a student teacher, often leading
to tacit and conservative PCK,
– Disciplinary education, which may lead to personal preferences for specific
purposes or topics,
– Specific courses during teacher education, of which the impact is normally
unknown,
– Classroom teaching experience, and
– Recommendations from trusted colleagues.
This means that PCK is a very personal domain of knowledge. It is developed
step-by-step, constantly refined on the basis of individual experiences and largely
influenced by beliefs. These beliefs include epistemological beliefs, general
educational beliefs, content-related beliefs, beliefs about curriculum orientation
and much more. Hermans, Van Braak, and Van Keer (2008) stated that beliefs are
the permeable and dynamic structures which act as filters, through which new
knowledge and experiences are screened for meaning (Pajares, 1992). This makes
it very difficult to grab onto PCK because it is intangible and rarely made explicit
by teachers. It only comes to the fore when teachers act or start to explain what
they are doing in class. Consequently, dialogues between teachers and their
colleagues while sharing experiences or negotiating joint teaching strategies might
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represent an excellent source for examining, reflecting and revising PCK, e.g. in
courses combining theory of learning with experiences and reflection (Kind, 2009).
Understanding professional development
We assume that experienced teachers become better over time at teaching school
chemistry. Good teachers have as part of their PCK a good repertoire of
instructional strategies related to a specific topic and know about the difficulties
students might have related to that topic. So they have an extended repertoire about
how to deal with these difficulties in the classroom and transform the difficulties in
learning opportunities for those particular students. But, this knowledge is
developed over time and the result of initial training, experiences, and information
from external sources. On the other hand one can observe that the teachers
sometimes lose chemical knowledge. New knowledge is learned on the one side
and become better organised while other knowledge is forgotten (Kind, 2009). The
teachers unconsciously select the knowledge to be kept by its importance for the
process of teaching. So in the life of a teacher knowledge continuously changes
and is re-organised. This change contributes to different steps of a teachers’
professional development. For this process, Berliner (1988) proposed a five stage
model of teacher development, as follows:
– Novice (classroom teaching is rational and relatively inflexible),
– Advanced beginner (the teacher develops strategic knowledge and classroom
experiences and the contexts of problems begin to guide the teacher’s
behaviour),
– Competent (the teacher makes conscious choices about actions, knows the
nature of timing and what is and is not important),
– Proficient (intuition and know-how begin to guide performance and a holistic
recognition among contexts is acquired; the teacher can predict events), and,
finally
– Expert (intuitive grasp of situations, teaching performance is fluid as the teacher
no longer consciously chooses the focuses of attention).
But, what are the important domains making the teacher more proficient and in
the end an expert? One model describing how the teacher professional change can
be understood but also how activities in teachers’ in-service training can be
reflected is the Interconnected Model of Teachers’ Professional Growth (IMTPG)
by Clarke and Hollingsworth (2002). The IMTPG model reminds us that in
professional development the teacher is a learner. Thus, we have to consider the
basic theories of learning and the role of influencing factors on a successful and
sustainable learning process also for teachers’ professional learning. From Clarke
and Hollingsworth, any teacher training should consist of a process based on selfreflection and action, which takes into account the:
– Personal domain (beliefs, attitudes, and pre-experience),
– Practical domain (authentic teaching practices of the teacher),
– External domain (topic requirements, media and curriculum), and
– Domain of consequences (goals and effects).
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The IMTPG model suggests that a change in one of the domains is translated
into another domain through the mediating processes of enactment and reflection.
From the IMTPG one can easily derive that teachers’ (ongoing) professional
development should not be solely based on a persistent, structural process of topdown in-service training. Effective professional development needs to be
connected to explicating the teachers beliefs, attitudes, and experiences, to allow
them making own experiences, and finally to experiences and learn about the
effects.
From theory to practice
As stated above, teacher education needs a good blend of theoretical input,
adopting it on the base of attitudes beliefs and prior knowledge, as well as
collecting and reflecting experiences. Traditionally, the relationship of theory and
practice in teacher education was referred to as the paradigm of technical
rationality. The basic claims of this paradigm are (Schön, 1983):
– There are general solutions (academic theories, administrative rules etc.) to
practical problems,
– These solutions can be found outside practical situations (e.g. in academic
institutions, technical laboratories or administrative centres),
– The solutions can be transmitted to practitioners through courses, publications,
prescriptions etc.). If correctly applied to practical situations they will solve the
practical problems.
Based on this paradigm, it was expected that professional development was
accomplished by the transmission of tested theory and that innovations in
educational practice are produced by academic research results, by administrative
regulations and by corresponding control mechanisms to make sure that the
findings are applied as specified. This concept implies a separation of theory
(knowledge production) and practice (knowledge utilisation), and a separation
between professional and customer.
One effect of the idea of technical rationality in education was the application of
mainly top-down approaches in teacher training. In the past, teachers were not
involved intensively in the development of curriculum materials. Most of the
development processes were mainly “top-down” conducted by academic centres.
In recent years, teachers are involved in the development of materials (e.g., Salters
Chemistry; see Chapter 1). This issue increases teaching ownership, and is called
“bottom-up.” Another effect was a genuine mistrust of the practitioner
implementation of the innovations. Within the conceptual framework of technical
rationality the teacher is working on a low level of generality and is merely
applying what has been predefined in the academic and administrative powerstructure above the teacher. Improvements of school practice are, in this view,
primarily results of improved general and applied theories and norms transmitted to
the practitioner (and of incentives and control mechanisms to ensure their correct
application). The teacher receives the necessary technical knowledge but has no
part in contributing to it.
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The dominant character of this traditional paradigm of educational innovation
and teacher professional development is changing. The paradigm of technical
rationality proved to be inefficient to cope with the complexity of educational
practices and with social change. It became clear that its validity depends on the
existence of clear and unambiguous aims and on the predictability of practical
situations and effective strategies to cope with them.
Instead of technical rationality modern concepts of teacher learning use the
paradigm of reflective rationality (Altrichter, Feldman, Posch, & Somekh, 2008)
as:
– Complex practical situations ask for context-specific solutions because they are
characterised by ambiguous and partially contradictory aims (e.g. they involve
problem definitions before problem solutions can be found),
– The problem definitions and the strategies necessary to cope with practical
situations have to be produced within practical situations by teachers
individually or in co-operation with each other, and
– The situational understanding gained by joint reflection on action cannot be
applied to other situations, but can be made accessible to other practitioners to
be tested in their own practice and further developed by them.
The paradigm of reflective rationality has considerable implications for
understanding and organising teachers’ professional development. Professional
knowledge is defined by the ability to generate context-specific local knowledge in
order to further develop the quality of services. Complex practical situations are
managed through co-operation with other professionals and also by allowing
students to play important roles in this process in which they are neither clients nor
customers but ‘co-producers.’ This concept of professional knowledge involves a
new balance between action and reflection and between individual autonomy and
co-operation. With Stenhouse (1985),
the outstanding characteristics of the extended professional is a capacity for
autonomous professional self-development through systematic self-study,
through the study of the work of other teachers and through the testing of
ideas by classroom research procedures. (p. 144)
Understanding of both rationalities is important. To accept the tension between
them and to cope with them is one of the difficult challenges in teachers’
professional development. Therefore, that the goals and approach of the programs
for teachers’ professional development should include:
– Helping teachers become aware of the need to stimulate and support students in
learning activities in the domain,
– Exposing teachers to central ideas in the domain and a variety of instructional
activities,
– Encouraging teachers to customise activities in the domain to their needs and
implement them effectively,
– Providing guidance to a wide range of teachers enabling them to evidence their
practice and improve their knowledge and skills,
– Guiding teachers in collecting evidence of accomplished teaching,
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– Facilitating meetings where teachers could discuss and reflect on the
documented practice, presenting artefacts as evidence that demonstrated their
changing practice, and
– Helping teachers select documented evidence to illustrate their development in
their personal portfolio.
Also, Huberman (1993) stated that persistent and long-term interaction with
people from outside the specific school setting is unavoidable for achieving
research-based innovation of teaching practices and professional development. The
process must be centred on collective reflections of both the teachers and their
research partners with respect to current and altered teaching practices (Haney,
Czerniak, & Lumpe, 1996; Beijaard & Verloop, 1996; Riquarts & Hansen, 1998).
For keeping oneself learning while being a teacher the framework of
professional practice might be the most important. As Abell (2007) stressed that
the situated learning perspective (see Chapter 1) could also be well applied to
teacher learning. That means that practicing teachers’ learning does take place in
direct relationship to their professional environment. In this case, the role of every
teacher is both being a learner as well as being a partner for other teachers for their
professional development. That means that every teacher also has responsibility
with novice colleagues in terms of helping them to reach the expertise you already
have and at the same time improve your own. This is possible working as a mentor
of a novice teacher.
A good metaphor about for the joint learning of teachers is the guided tour
(Nilsson, 2008):
It might well be argued that in order to benefit the most from a guided tour
requires the guide to be able to make explicit his/her knowledge about the
different places. Hence, one important aspect for the guide must then be to
help the visitor to see and recognize aspects within the area that he/she would
not have been able to see alone. Thus, the guide could provide the visitor
with information about what to see, how to act, communicate and respond to
people as well as places with which they interact during the tour. However
the guide must not only be able to know about the area, but also be able to
conceptualize this knowledge and tell interesting stories about it. It could
well be argued that another important aspect of the guiding metaphor...might
then be that when preparing for and then later guiding the visitor, the guide
will see and recognize aspects within the area that he/she might not have
noticed before. (p. 100)
However, not every piece of information will be available within one’s own school
environment. Teachers need to familiarise themselves continuously also with new
evidence from educational research and with ideas and methods for better practice
from the whole community of chemistry education. The teachers need to
understand and reflect upon the implications for themselves as teachers and for
their learners in the classroom before they adopt and adapt them. This could be
better done jointly with colleagues as a collaborative learning process. If new
evidence or teaching approaches differ greatly from the teachers’ previous practice,
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joint reflections can help in reshaping the teachers’ beliefs regarding the practice of
chemistry teaching and learning. It thus involves careful consideration of core
principles and issues as well as contextualising them in the process of developing
practice. For such a process to occur teachers need input from outside their own
school and support for the most promising professional development.
As stated before, traditional methods of conducting externally supported
professional development have usually been top-down, short and occasional
(Loucks-Horsley, Hewson, Love, & Stiles, 1998). Such approaches have been
shown to have limited effects. Our discussion shows the need for different
strategies, with bottom-up, long-term and structured approaches. Research on CPD
highlights some general features that characterise effective CPD programs (e.g.,
Ball & Cohen, 1999; Bell & Gilbert, 1994; Kennedy, 2002; Loucks-Horsley,
Hewson, Love, & Stiles, 1998; Marx, Freeman, Krajcik, & Blumenfeld, 1998;
Putnam & Borko, 2000; Taitelbaum, Mamlok-Naaman, Carmeli, & Hofstein,
2008):
– Engaging teachers in collaborative long-term inquiries into teaching practice
and student learning,
– Situating these inquiries into problem-based contexts that place content as
central and integrated with pedagogical issues,
– Enabling teachers to see such issues as being embedded in real classroom
contexts through reflections and discussions of each others’ teaching and/or
examination of students’ work, and
– Focusing on the specific content or curriculum teachers will be implementing
such that teachers are given time to work out what and how they need to adapt
what they already do.
Based on Lipowsky (210) and the literature cited above we can claim that
effective CPD programs for teachers:
– Are long-term in nature and enable a more in-depth discussion of contents
because short-term professional development initiatives seem to be largely
unable to impact routines,
– Are characterised by a variety of methodological settings (alternation of input
and work phases, experimentation, training, and reflection sequences),
– Clearly tie in with the participant’s classroom practice (e.g. start out from
concrete challenges),
– Place a subject-didactic focus on selected issues and allow to address contents
in-depth,
– Encourage a critical questioning of fundamental convictions of teachers and
such form the basis for a lasting change of attitudes and classroom practice
(including a systematic reflection of one’s own practice and of the underlying
assumptions),
– Explicitly provide for cooperation among teachers beyond the event (e.g.
promoting and using regional networks),
– Involve several teachers of a given school and encourage the in-school
dissemination of the course contents, and
– Offer external support for the in-school implementation of the contents.
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In ssummary, effective professioonal developm
ment needs to pprovide an oppportunity
for teaacher reflectioon and learninng about how
w new practicces can be evvolved or
shapedd from existinng classroom
m practice. Thhis is not a ssimple task, iin that it
requirees teachers to re-examine w
what they do aand how they might
m
do it differently.
In adddition, the atttainment of ccomplex learnning goals inn science by students
demannds significantt change in teaachers’ roles aand classroom
m practice. Thee practice
sectionn of this chaptter will give innsight in prom
mising strategiees to keep prepared for
it.

THE
E PRACTICE O
OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

For efffective teacheers’ continuouus professionall developmentt (CPD), teachhers need
sustainnable interactiion with exteernal partners (Huberman, 1993). Teachhers need
guidannce and suppport throughoout the varioous stages oof implementtation of
innovaations in the classroom (Louucks-Horsley & Matsumotoo, 1999). The guidance
and suupport may be given byy authors of textbooks aand journals, regional
consulltants from eeducation deppartments, cheemistry educaators from unniversity,
national or regional centres for sccience teacher training, or thhrough in-servvice CPD
prograams. The proograms for inn-service chem
mistry teacherr training rannge from
individdual learning, via short workkshops, to lonng term interacction. The programmes
vary widely
w
with reespect to the philosophy, ccontent, and format
f
of the learning
experiences. In geeneral, we can see a raange from coonventional ttop-down
approaaches of know
wledge dissem
mination, interaactive modes of training, too bottomup straategies where the teachers bbecome the invventors and proomoters of change.
From research w
we know that the traditionaal methods off top-down, sshort and
occasional trainingss were shownn to have limiited effects (L
Loucks-Horsleey et al.,
1998).. However, inn some cases such
s
approachhes are the onnly offers avaiilable for
the teeachers. For interactive annd long-term
m courses, wee know that teachers
attendiing systematiic CPD proggrammes (desspite the facct that they are time
consum
ming), are moore satisfied with
w their teacching, and havve closer conntact with
academ
mic and educaational instituttions on a proofessional bassis. They get ssustained
and coontinuous suppport; they feel a sense of ow
wnership regarrding their invoolvement
in thee education syystem, and bbecome more concerned aabout improving their
practicce and learn hhow to share ttheir ideas annd experiencess with their coolleagues
(Louckks-Horsley & Matsumoto, 1999).
1
All models havve the potentiial to contribbute to chem
mistry teacherrs’ CPD.
Utilisinng different examples,
e
we will highlightt the differentt possibilities,, strength
and weeaknesses.
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Traditional approaches to teachers’ continuous professional development
Traditional approaches of teachers’ in-service professional development are to be
characterised by the following characteristics:
– Information transfer is one-directional, from an educator, trainer, or author
towards the teacher,
– Training is based on single isolated contacts, e.g. in one- or half-day events, by
single books, journal articles, or by receiving newly published teaching
materials, and
– Innovation is not focused by an analysis of the individual teachers’ needs and
experiences.
Although educational research is very critical on such top-down approaches,
also these programmes offer opportunities for a teacher to get new ideas for
teaching.
Books, chemistry and science teacher journals, and the Internet. Books and
journals are a good resource for information. Educational publishers offer a lot of
different types of publications. Also the Internet provides a lot of information, from
free access online journals, via materials from science teachers’ organisations or
chemical industry, towards tested materials from other chemistry teachers all over
the world. Professional teachers should analyse newly published textbooks in order
to examine whether they suggest innovative and promising strategies. Also science
teachers’ journals (e.g. the Journal of Chemical Education published in the US or
School Science Review from the UK) should be read regularly. The journals offer
the teachers actual overviews about new pedagogies, teaching ideas, innovations in
educational technology, or experiments with specific focus on chemistry education.
Most countries have their own chemistry or science teachers’ journal, discussing
innovation with specific focus on the national or regional circumstances. Reading
the books and journals will mainly affect the cognitive domain. One knows more
about potential content and strategies. However, just reading a book or journal will
not lead to any change. The teacher needs to adopt the written information towards
the specific circumstances. The teachers need to find their own ways, and need
time and patience in order to get the described innovations to work. Nevertheless,
if there are no other alternatives, books and journals for chemistry and science
teachers might offer opportunity for improve the teachers’ SMK, PK and PCK.
Chemistry and science teacher congresses. In nearly every country special
conferences for science teachers are available. Mostly the congresses are organised
by national science teachers associations (e.g. the Association for Science
Education in UK), by the educational divisions of the national chemical societies
(e.g. in Germany by the division of chemistry teaching of the German chemical
society), or by universities or teacher training centres (e.g. the Woudschoten
Chemie Conference in the Netherlands organised by the University of Utrecht).
Through presentations, workshops and exhibitions the teachers are provided with a
lot of information about new developments in the subject matter of chemistry, e.g.
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nano technology. But presentations and workshops also deal with new curricula,
pedagogies, educational technology, or teaching materials. Also here the potential
for sustainable change is limited. The contact time is short, the learning is not
connected to experience, and after having been at a congress limited time and
opportunity may hinder adoption and application. However, visiting the chemistry
teacher conferences does offer an opportunity for getting a sense of innovation,
collection of materials, and may initiate contact to external partners and colleagues
from other schools.
Chemistry teacher professional development courses. In many countries, national
science teacher associations, universities, or national and regional centres for
science and chemistry teacher training offer short-term sometimes isolated training
events for chemistry teachers. For example, in Germany, the German chemical
society established seven regional chemistry teacher training centres offering a
large number of courses from half- to three day duration. Such events are in most
cases half- or one-day events. Presentations and workshops offer information on
actual developments in chemistry or in the pedagogy of chemistry teaching.
Sometimes these courses include the possibility to try out new classroom
experiments or teaching materials. The more promising course offers are
characterised by approaches which combine learning of SMK, PK and PCK. For
example, in the Israel National Center for Chemistry Teachers at the Weizmann
Institute of Science workshops are offered that combine in one single day a lecture
on an actual topic of chemistry research held by a chemistry researcher, a
workshop acquainting the teacher to new pedagogies related to the topic given by a
chemical educator, and a joint activity of planning a lesson from both sources
within a group of teachers. Also trainings which combine a single set of events into
a joint learning process proved to be more effective. An example will be discussed
in the following section.
Evidence-based continuous professional development (CPD) courses
Effective professional development needs to provide an opportunity for teachers’
reflection and learning about how new practices can be evolved from existing
classroom practice. The ‘evidence-based’ approach consists of collecting of
artefacts in a particular science learning domain that show teachers’ work and
students’ learning, combined with written commentaries that explain the role of the
artefacts within the learning context (Taitelbaum et al., 2008).
Ball (2004) refers to ‘harnessing’ recorded teachers’ experience as a means for
teachers’ learning individually and collectively and creating shared professional
knowledge. Such records of practice (evidence) enable teachers to examine their
own instructional strategies and students’ learning alongside their previous practice
and those of their colleagues. The preparation of the evidence, and the reflection
that follows it, can help teachers gain insights, evaluate goals, better understand the
relationship between components of practice or events, and view them within a
broader cultural, moral, and professional perspectives. Namely, the evidence and
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the activities associated with its processing foster the creation of a community of
practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). The process of collecting, explaining and
justifying these evidence sources therefore helps in enhancing teachers’
development towards accomplishment in their practice. Shulman and Shulman
(2004) stipulate that
an accomplished teacher is a member of a professional community who is
ready, willing, and able to learn from his or her teaching experiences.’ They
go on to argue that the features of teacher development and so a necessary
part of what a CPD program should provide are ‘vision, motivation,
understanding, practice, reflection and community. (p. 259)
One example is a course offered by the Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel.
The course involved activities designed to directly develop teachers’ skills in
collecting, sharing, and reflecting on evidence in the domain of teaching chemistry
using inquiry-type experiments. The goals of the course were:
– Improving the teaching strategies regarding using the inquiry approach in the
chemistry laboratory,
– Improving inquiry skills,
– Promoting teachers’ reflective thinking, and
– Creating a community of practice that shares their knowledge, difficulties,
successes, and dilemmas.
The course consisted of a summer induction course and workshops conducted
throughout the year. During the summer the teachers participated in an induction
course (a five-day workshop, eight hours a day). During the course the teachers
learned the inquiry skills by having first-hand experience in all the cognitive
dimensions and the practical stages that accompany such learning. This included
asking relevant questions, handling and solving unforeseen problems, designing
experimental conditions to resolve research questions, working in small
collaborative groups, and conducting experiments. They also experienced the use
of various assessment tools that had been developed. During the school year the
teachers participated in a workshop consisting of several meetings. Some of the
teachers who participated in the course were videotaped while conducting inquirytype experiments in their classes, and were interviewed immediately afterwards.
The course followed the teachers’ implementation at school as well as workshops
conducted by experts in science education. As part of the course, the teachers
brought artefacts from their classrooms and turned them into pieces of evidence,
and wrote protocols assembled in a portfolio that were used to demonstrate
evidence-based practice in chemistry teaching in the inquiry laboratory. Each piece
of evidence revealed the teacher’s professional development (PD) in a certain skill.
The outline for the contents and activities of the meetings during the school year
are presented in Table 1. Each meeting consisted of the following parts:
– Elaborating on or introducing issues such as accomplished teaching, artefacts,
evidence, portfolio, and reflection,
– Teachers’ presentation of pieces of evidence about their teaching regarding the
inquiry approach in the chemistry laboratory, and
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Table 1. Content and activities of the evidence based CPD course
Meeting

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Content and activities
1. Acquaintance between the teachers and the CPD providers
2. Presentation of the CPD program
3. A lecture: “The teacher as a researcher in his own class”
4. Presentation of the teachers’ guide, including several inquiry-type
activities
5. Personal perspective of an experienced teacher – reflection and its
contribution to the teacher’s practice
6. Outlines for the CPD program and the web forum that will be used
during the CPD program
Home assignment: Write on the web forum your plan for the coming year.
What experiments will be carrying out?
1. Discussion – the reasons for choosing to teach using the inquiry
approach, from the teachers’ point of view and in behalf of the
students
2. Discussion – unique characteristics of the inquiry teaching
3. Watching a videotape – sensing how the classroom is managed during
a inquiry laboratory session
4. Discussion of issues from the classroom raised by the teachers
Home assignment: Write the teacher’s personal
background on the web forum
1. What do we mean by reflection?
2. What can be used as artefacts from class?
3. Discuss classroom issues raised by the teachers
Home assignment:Bring one artefact that demonstrates your skills as an
inquiry teacher; insert some of the students’ inquiry questions into the web
forum; analyse on the web forum other teachers’ inquiry questions.
1. Development of the concept of evidence and its structure, based on the
teacher’s presentation
2. What is a portfolio? Rationale, objectives, and structure
3. Discussion of classroom issues raised by the teachers
1. Presentation of a piece of evidence, followed by discussion and
reflection
2. Discussion of classroom issues raised by the teachers
Home assignment: Construct a piece of evidence that demonstrates your
skills as an inquiry teacher
1. Presentation of a piece of evidence, followed by discussion and
reflection
2. Discussion – What changes occurred in my practice until now?
3. Plan regarding the next piece of evidence
4. Discussion of classroom issues raised by the teachers
Home assignment: Place on the web forum the pieces of evidence on which
you elaborated.
1. Presentation of final pieces of evidence
2. Summary: What have we done throughout the CPD program
3. Discussion of classroom issues raised by the teachers
Home assignment: Elaborate on the portfolio and submit it within two
weeks, as one of the course assignments.
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Table 2. The use of a portfolio
Slide No. 1
What is a portfolio?
Port = Carry;
folio = paper
Portfolio is used in different kinds of professions: painters, photographers, models, and
writers.
The portfolio includes a collection of diverse materials over time that reflects talent and
achievements.
Slide No. 2
The different kinds of portfolios
Three main kinds:
Collection of the best selected items
A cumulative and ongoing collection of entries
A cumulative and ongoing collection of entries that are selected
Slide No. 3
Portfolios have been defined in different ways depending on their purpose, which could
include certification and selection, appraisal and promotion, or the continuing
professional development (CPD) of teachers
Purposes of a portfolio
The teacher may prepare a portfolio:
To apply for a position or promotion
To support a school appraisal process
For use in undertaking further studies towards an education degree, diploma, or
certificate. To assist reflective practice, professional renewal, and identification
of career and professional development goals
Slide No. 4
Issues concerning the portfolio:
The portfolio should present the professional development of a teacher throughout the
year while teaching by the inquiry approach.
The professional development portfolio can include materials and samples of work that
provide evidence of critical examination of teaching and learning practices
The teachers decide what pieces of evidence they are going to present, so they will reflect
their professional development
Slide No. 5
What will be included in the portfolio?
Introduction
Professional Background
Three pieces of evidence
Reflective Summary on the CPD
Slide No. 6
Introduction
Presentation of the subject (or domain) chosen for the portfolio, its importance,
and relevance for teaching/learning
Perceptions of the main ideas and concepts of the domain, teacher’s beliefs
about teaching/learning/evaluation
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Slide No. 7
Professional Background:
Education, teaching experience
Previous in-service experience
Other roles in school
Slide No. 8
Three pieces of evidence
Each is according to the structure presented
Slide No. 9
Reflective Summary of the CPD
What have I learned?
Strengths and areas for improvement
Implications regarding my teaching in the future
Specific goals/ plans for further professional development

– Discussions regarding pieces of evidence, and the teacher’s practice following
each presentation.
An essential feature of the course was the construction of an individual
portfolio, which included evidence of how teaching strategies had been
implemented and how teachers reflected on their practice. Previous research that
supports the potential of portfolios as a tool for enhancing learning and
development has been widely reviewed and documented (Orland-Barak, 2005).
The portfolio used for CPD purposes usually involves the selection of materials
that provide evidence for critical examination of teaching and learning practices.
The emphasis in portfolio development could be on the process of construction or
on the quality of the product, and there are tensions between these two purposes
that should inform the use of portfolios for CPD. Table 2 presents a power point
presentation prepared by the teachers in the course, including explanations about
the portfolio, and guidance for how to construct and use a portfolio.
As mentioned before, some of the teachers were videotaped while conducting
inquiry-type experiments in their classes, and were interviewed immediately
afterwards. Based on the findings, we concluded that the CPD programme
contributed to the professional development of the teachers. The teachers became
more reflective and more aware of their practice. In addition, it was observed a
change in their pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge regarding the
inquiry teaching. Moreover, their anxiety concerning the implementation of the
programme was reduced significantly throughout the year. In other words, the
evidence-based approach formed the catalyst for high levels of socio-cultural
interaction between the teachers on the CPD program so that they were able to
overcome the hurdles of implementing these new practices on their return to their
schools.
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Collaborative educational research and development for CPD
An even more interactive mode is involving chemistry teachers into the process of
curriculum development and educational research. The following case on the topic
of assessment in chemistry education from Israel may illustrate this.
The implementation of a wide spectrum of instructional techniques in the
science classroom necessitates matching an appropriate assessment tool for each
learning goal to measure the students’ achievements and progress (Hofstein,
Mamlok, & Carmeli, 1997). According to the NRC (1996):
Assessment policies and practices should be aligned with the goals, student
expectations, and curriculum frameworks. Within the science program, the
alignment of assessment with curriculum and teaching is one of the most
critical pieces of science education reform. (p. 211)
The need to match assessment tools to the learning goals has received support in
studies conducted in chemistry by Ben-Zvi, Hofstein, Samuel, and Kempa (1977).
Their work clearly shows that achievement in written exams is not highly
correlated with achievements requiring inquiry abilities, which are manifested by
laboratory work. Moreover, Shavelson, Baxter, and Pine (1992) compared
multiple-choice tests with hands-on performance assessment and found that the
correlation between these variables is only moderate. In a workshop accompanying
a curriculum development process teachers were invited to become partners in the
evaluation of the innovation (Mamlok-Naaman, Hofstein, & Penick, 2007). The
focus was to whether the objectives of a new curriculum were accomplished. The
workshop was initiated to address the questions: What strategies should we use in
teaching Science and Technology (STS)-type modules, and how should we assess
the students who are studying such modules?
The workshop participants consisted of 10 science teachers from 10 different
high schools in Israel. Each taught the Science and Technology for All program in
one class and had at least 10 years of high-school science teaching experience,
mainly in grades 10-12. All of them had already participated in several in-service
professional development workshops. The workshop participants met eight times, 4
hours every second week. Two science education researchers conducted the
workshop and the research associated with it. They were experts in curriculum
development and in the professional development of teachers. The teachers had
already taught the Science and technology for All program previously mentioned
but had difficulties in using a variety of teaching strategies in general, and in
grading and assessing their students in particular. The workshop coordinators
focused on guiding the participating teachers in using a variety of teaching
strategies, and in the development of auxiliary assignments for their students,
together with assessment tools. The assessment tools used in this workshop
consisted of detailed checklists (rubrics) and rating scales.
The different components of the workshop covered:
– Discussions of the teaching methods,
– Preparation of learning and auxiliary materials and assessment tools,
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I. Critical reading of scientific articles published in newspapers or other media and original
scientific articles published in scientific newspapers.
Scientific articles published in daily newspapers and in scientific newspapers can serve as an
important source for enrichment and for making the subject studied more relevant and up-to-date
(Wellington, 1991). Scientific articles published in scientific newspapers can be classified as
primary literature. The articles are originally written by scientists, more specifically, these consist of
scientists reports on their research work, ultimately, being published in professional journals
(Yarden, Brill, & Falk, 2001). In order to use them in high school, however, they should be modified
into a popular, easily readable version. However, regarding daily as well as scientific newspapers,
critical reading of articles is thought to contribute to developing a literate student in the sciences
(Norris & Phillips, 2003). Each student in class had to choose an article from a collection of diverse
articles provided by the teachers. The students were also provided with a written guide for critically
reading the paper (Hofstein, Navon, Kipnis, & Mamlok-Naaman, 2005).
The articles given to the students dealt with the following topics: Important elements, The Discovery
of the Rare Earth Elements, Chemistry in the Bible, Thermodynamics and Spontaneity, The Story of
Energy, Chemical Aspects of Atmospheric Pollution, or The Special properties of the NO
compound. For example, the following is a short description of the content of an original scientific
article: Nitric oxide (NO)* acts as a single molecule in the nervous system, as a defence agent
against infections, as a regulator of blood pressure, and as a ‘gate keeper’ of blood flow to different
organs. In the human body it is thought to have a lifetime of a few seconds. Thus, its direct detection
in a low concentration is rather difficult. The article reports on the design of a new electronic sensor
sensitive to small amounts of NO in physiological solutions and at room temperature. The following
are the stages of the detection process: NO binds to the surface area of the detection device
(composed of an organic compound). The organic compound is attached to an alloy of GaAs
(Gallium Arsenic), a semiconductor. As a result of the change in the surface, due to the binding of
NO, the current flow in the alloy changes and is sensed by a detector. (Based on: Wu et al., 2001).
The article underwent a simplification stage in order to adopt it to the students’ reading ability and to
their chemistry background. For the purpose of simplification, the article was organised (and
written) in sections, namely abstract, introduction, research methods, results, and summary. The
introduction presented the needed scientific background. In addition, in the introduction, we also
provided the students with a glossary of new and unfamiliar words, equipment, etc., such as
semiconductors, and resistors. The research method introduces the students to methods that the
scientists used in their work. At the end of the article we wrote a short summary containing the main
ideas incorporated in the article. The results were presented on a graph that shows the different
experimental conditions. The article was selected since we assumed that it presents a topic that could
be characterised in terms of „frontiers of chemistry,” as relevant, and as one that had a technological
application. Thus, we thought that it would be of interest to the students. The students were asked to
read the article and then to:
1. Identify at least five scientific concepts whose meaning is unknown to you.
2. Compile questions that raise criticism of the article’s contents.
3. Answer the compiled questions.
II. Writing an essay focusing on scientists and their discoveries, entitled ‘The person behind
the scientific endeavor’
In order to help students in writing an essay about „The Person behind the Scientific Endeavor,” the
teachers introduced them to the biographies of numerous eminent scientists from different periods.
These scientists developed scientific theories that often contradicted those that had been previously
accepted. The students were asked to describe in detail the lives of these scientists and the
discoveries made by them. They also produced work characterizing „their” scientists: a picture of
the scientist accompanying an article that the students had written. The students used internet
resources, and the teachers helped them with references dealing with the history of science (e.g.
Conant & Nash, 1964; Priesner, 1991; Rayner-Canham & Rayner-Canham, 1998; Seybold, 1994).
Afterwards, the class constructed a display along a time-line in order to place events, scientists, and
theories in their appropriate historical perspective. Thus, all the students felt that each scientist
represented by them had been given an honourable place in the history of science.

Figure 2. Examples of two assignments
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– Development of rubrics – criteria for the assessment of the assignments,
– Analysis of samples of students assignments, and
– Improvement and revision of the rubrics according to samples of the students’
assignments.
In the first three meetings, the participating teachers were exposed to lectures and
to activities related to alternative assessment tools and methods, and especiallyto
the way in which they should get used to working with rubrics. Each teacher
prepared the assignments for his or her students (see examples in Figure 1),
followed by assessment tools. The assessment tools included tests, quizzes, and
assessment guides for carrying out mini-projects, writing essays and critical
reading of scientific articles. All the assignments were developed in stages, each of
which required consideration and an analysis of assessment criteria as well as
scoring. These assignments were administered stage-by-stage at school. The
students were involved in the assessment methods and their respective weights.
This continuous assessment provided them with more control over their
achievements, since they were aware of the assessment method, the weight
percentage for each of the assessment components, and the final grade. At each
stage, the students submitted their papers to the teacher for comments, clarification,
and assessment. The students met the teachers before and after school for extra
instruction and consultation. The detailed checklist given to each student after each
assignment compelled them to address the comments with the greatest seriousness
if, of course, they wanted to improve their grade. The students reflected on their
work and ideas at each stage, and followed their teachers’ comments on a detailed
checklist and corrected them accordingly. Thus, they were able to improve their
grades. The teachers revised the rubrics related to the assignments at each stage.
Samples of the students’ assignments were brought to the workshop for further
analysis, involving both the coordinators and their colleagues the participating
teachers. The group discussed the revision of the rubrics, and agreed on the
percentage (weight) allocated to each of the assignment’s components. They also
agreed on the criteria for levels of performance in order to grade the students as
objectively as possible.
Finally, the work of the teachers contributed to their CPD. But, the strategies
and knowledge gained also helped to better understand the implementation process
of the new curriculum.
Teachers develop and research their own practice by Participatory Actions
Research (PAR)
Action research is a process of learning and changing, aiming at concrete practice.
The analysis of practical professional situations by the ones who are acting in
practice leads to an improvement of the current situation, further develops their
own practical and theoretical competence in coping with professional situations
and contributes to the broadening of the level of knowledge of the practical and
academic community (Posch, 2001).
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There is a broad range of different interpretations of action research. The most
common criterion of diverse forms of action research is the role that teacher has to
take, including the consideration of who has the actual power in an actions research
project (Grundy, 1982). Emerging from rather research-oriented interpretations in
the early beginnings of action research (Lewin, 1946), increasingly teacher-centred
versions of this approach were established in the educational sciences by the 1970s
(Altrichter & Gstettner, 1993). Therefore, Grundy (1982) and Carr and Kemmis
(1986) differentiated between three different modes of action research: technical,
practical, and emancipatory action research (Table 3).
Table 3. Three modes of Action Research in the means of Grundy (1982) illustrated by
quotes from Masters (1995)
Technical
Action Research
“The underlying goal of
the researcher in this
approach is to test a
particular
intervention
based on a pre-specified
theoretical framework, the
nature of the collaboration
between the researcher
and practitioner is technical and facilitatory. The
researcher identifies the
problem and a specific
intervention, then the
practitioner is involved
and they agree to facilitate
with the implementation
of the intervention.”

Practical
(or Interactive)
Action Research
“In this type of action
research
project
the
researcher and the practitioner come together to
identify potential problems,
their causes and potential
interventions. The problem
is defined after dialogue
with the researcher and the
practitioner and a mutual
understanding is reached.”

Emancipatory
Action Research
“Emancipatory
action
research promotes emancipatory praxis in the
participating
practitioner;
that is, it promotes a critical
consciousness which exhibits itself in political as
well as practical action to
change. (…) This mode of
emancipatory
action
research does not begin with
the theory and ends with
practice, but is informed by
theory and often it is
confrontation
with
the
theory that provides the
initiative to undertake the
practice. (...) The dynamic
relationship between theory
and
practice
in
emancipatory
action
research
entails
the
expansion of both theory
and practice during the
project.”

Grundy (1982) has already stated that there can be movement between the different
modes (Figure 3):
The differences in the relationship between the participants and the source
and scope of the guiding ‘idea’ can be traced to the question of power. In
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technical actions research it is the ‘idea’ which is the source of power for
action and since the ‘idea’ often resides with the facilitator, it is the facilitator
who controls power in the project. In practical action research the power is
shared between a group of equal participants, but the emphasis is upon
individual power of action. Power in emancipatory action research resides
wholly within the group, not with the facilitator and not with individual
within the group. It is often the change in power relationships within a group
that causes a shift from one mode to another. (p. 363)
Action research starts with every-day reflection processes which are accompanying
the acting of the practitioner. Its purpose is to shape these reflection processes in a
more conscious and systematic way. Most of the time, it consists of several steps,
which can run through several cycles of knowledge gaining and action
improvement (“action research spiral”):
– Identification and definition of a problem,
– Investigation of the situation (its features, different points of views etc.),
– Development and realisation of strategies how to proceed, observation of their
effects and side effects,
– Reflection on the realisation experiences, and
– New formulation of the point of view of the problem and development of
strategies how to proceed.

Figure 3. Structural development of action research

A specific form of action research projects developed in the last 10 years in the
context of German chemistry education: Participatory Actions Research (PAR) in
science education (Eilks & Ralle, 2002). This specific model proved explicitly how
it is contributing to chemistry teachers CPD (Eilks & Markic, 2011; MamlokNaaman & Eilks, 2012). With respect to the objectives of chemistry education five
equally important domains of objectives when using action research as a strategy
are applied (Figure 4):
– The development of new concepts and materials for improving teaching and
learning practices, including the evaluation and dissemination of said strategies,
– The attainment of empirical evidence on applied learning and teaching
approaches within authentic teaching practice,
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– Thee developmennt of concretee teaching praactices involvved in the prrocess of
defi
ficit reduction, and
– In-sservice traininng of the prractitioners innvolved as pertains
p
to thheir selfawaareness of hoow effectivelyy they work, including impproving their skills in
currriculum develoopment and evvaluation.
– Doccumentation oof the settingss and experiennces as exam
mples of good teaching
pracctice.
In order
o
to reachh these five objectives,
o
the PAR researrch model forr science
educattion is describbed as a coopeerative processs of practitionners and accom
mpanying
scholaars. To achievve such researrch-based innoovation, the cyyclical modell of brain
stormiing, evaluationn, reflection, aand revision is
i applied. Anny ideas for cclassroom
innovaation are conntinually comppared to the evidence avaailable from empirical
e
researcch. In order to connect these
t
two areeas, relevant research eviidence is
presennted to the teacchers by the uuniversity reseearcher in a group discussionn format.
Empirical results aree also compared to actual teeaching experiiences in the cclassroom
and exxamined with respect to the needs and wiishes expresseed by teacherss for their
day-byy-day situationn in school.

F
Figure
4. Researrch model of Paarticipatory Acttion Research inn science educaation
(E
Eilks & Ralle, 22002)

In oone example (Eilks & Markkic, 2011), an ooriginal workggroup compossed of six
chemisstry teachers has been exppanded to a cuurrent total off 15 participaants from
variouus types of schhools. The cuurrent memberrs have widelyy varying proofessional
qualifiications ranginng from 12 to over 30 yearss of teaching experience. For a time
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of more than 13 yeears up to now
w, about ten group membeers take a reggular and
active part in the moonthly meetinggs. Of this corre group, four teachers havee been on
board since the projject’s inceptioon, four more joined withinn the first yearr, and the
remainning two beggan in the seccond and thirrd project yeears, respectivvely. The
remainning five teachhers are only loosely assocciated with thee group. Theyy come to
the grooup’s meetinggs only infreqquently due too long travellinng distances iinvolved.
The saame universityy educator has accompanieed the group oover the entiree 10-year
time frrame. In addittion to the coree members, sttudent teacherss and doctorall students
from thhe university aare involved as
a auxiliary heelpers from tim
me to time.
Oveer the years, a continuouss shift in thee teachers’ atttitudes and vviews on
practicce-research relations was observed (Eilkks, 2003; Eilkss & Markic, 2011).
2
In
the firrst year, the tteachers vieweed themselvess mainly as teechnical suppporters of
innovaation as descriibed by Grunddy’s technical mode (Figure 3). The reason for this
was duue to their unncertainty abouut the level of trustworthinness and securrity to be
found in the new
wly developeed curricular and methoddological appproaches.
Neverttheless, all off the teachers expressed theeir feelings thaat after the innitial year
that thhe new approaches had provven themselves better than tthe old ones. T
They saw
definitte advantages in the new appproach whichh could be recoognised in theiir change
of pracctices. Neverthheless, the teaachers still relly on guidancee available thrrough the
external expertise off the science educator.
e
But, now this can bbe seen as a thhoughtful
decisioon instead of an insecure orr stop-gap reaaction. Maybee now we can view the
particiipants’ increaasing habit oof self-reflectiion and grow
wing decisionn-making
abilitiees about wheen to follow and when tto oppose parrticular changges as a
successsful contributtion to the teacchers’ emanciipation process (Mamlok-Naaman &
Eilks, 2011).
SUMMAR
RY: KEY SENT
TENCES

– Acccomplished teaching of cheemistry can bee defined in teerms of the knnowledge
whiich teachers uuse in their teaching. Thiss knowledge can be categoorised as
subjject matter knnowledge (SM
MK), general pedagogical knowledge (P
PK), and
peddagogical conteent knowledgee (PCK).
– Duee to a constanntly growing bbody of knowlledge in the pprofession of cchemistry
teacching, changinng curricula and continuous changes inn society proofessional
learrning of teacchers is neceessary. Teachhers need coontinuous proofessional
devvelopment (CP
PD).
– Traaditional approoaches to proofessional devvelopment aree top-down, with
w
low
inteeractivity, and little less connnection to teaachers’ needs and prior expperiences.
Traaditional top-doown approachhes of CPD aree limited in eff
ffect.
– Effe
fective professsional developpment is contiinuous (CPD)), based on coonnecting
innoovation to autthentic teachiing experiencee, involves exxternal supporrt, makes
the teacher an active part of the proceess, and focuuses on teachhers’ reconnstructing and developing teaching practicces.
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– Evidence-based C
CPD courses aand action reseearch are amoong the most ppromising

straategies for teacchers’ CPD.
ASK
K YOURSELF

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

D
Describe with your own worrds what is meeant by PCK, and how it is different
fr
from SMK andd PK.
M
Make a list of qquality criteriaa for effective CPD program
ms.
L
List all potential sources for traditional proofessional devvelopment.
D
Describe an exxample of a noon-traditional C
CPD program.
D
Describe an eexample for a professionaal developmennt activity whhich you
eexperienced, annd which was a good teachiing experiencee.
HINTS FO
OR FURTHER R
READING

Abell, S. K. (20088). Twenty yeears later: Dooes pedagogiccal content knnowledge
rem
main a useful idea? Internaational Journaal of Science Education, 330, 140514116. In this papeer, Abel claim
ms that PCK is very attractivve concept, andd it gives
an oorganizer for tthinking abouut the goals onne has for scieence teachers: What do
we need to knoow about them
mes science tteachers? How can we heelp them
proggress as sciencce teachers?
Gess-N
Newsome, J., & Ledermann, G. L. (edss.) (1999). Exxamining peddagogical
conntent knowleddge. Dordrechht: Kluwer. T
The book disccusses the cooncept of
PC
CK, which is vvery essentiall to pre-servicce and in-servvice teacher edducation,
eduucational policcy, and educattional researchh.
Osbornne, J., & Dillon, J. (eds.) ((2010). Good practice in sccience teachinng: What
reseearch has to ssay? London:: McGraw-Hilll. The book ddiscusses the needs of
teacchers to invest both in subjject matter knnowledge as w
well as in the nnature of
scieence and in sciience educatioon.
Altrichhter, H., Poschh, P., & Someekh, B. (1993) Teachers inveestigate their work: an
intrroduction to thhe methods of action researcch. London: R
Routledge. Thiis book is
a coomprehensivee guide how tto use action research for rresearching onne’s own
classsrooms.
Taber,, K. S. (20077) Classroom--based researcch and evidennce-based praactice: A
guidde for teachers. London: S
Sage. This boook is a goodd resource for teachers
inteerested in reseearching their classroom as part of their CPD. The book offers
an overview on research metthods; in partticular it disccusses what iss needed
befo
fore starting a classroom-bas
c
sed research prroject.
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RESOURCES
S FROM THE IN
NTERNET

RSC L
Learn Chemisttry: www.rsc.oorg/learn-chem
mistry/. By ussing this resouurce from
the Royal Socieety of Chemisstry, the teaccher can updaate his knowlledge on
chemistry and chhemistry teachhing as part off his CPD. Thhe website repports new
chemistry researcch, courses, neetworks, ideas, materials…
ASE: w
www.ase.org.uk/home/. Thhe Association for Science E
Education (AS
SE) is the
natiional science teachers’ netw
work in the UK.
U This resoource can serrve as an
exaample of a naational teacher association network, hellping to find contacts,
meeetings, and iniitiatives for CP
PD. Respectivve associationss are availablee in many
couuntries and opeerated in a varriety of languaages.
CARN
N: www.esri.mmu.ac.uk/caarnnew/. Thee Collaboratiive Action Research
Nettwork (CARN
N) is an internaational networrk of action researchers.
r
Resources,
connferences and activities are aannounced annd exchanged vvia CARN annd several
regiional hubs.
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11. HOW TO
O TEACH
H SCIENCE
E IN EME
ERGING AND
A
DE
EVELOPIING ENVIIRONMEN
NTS

The complexity of science educcation today, particularly the areas reelated to
chemisstry, needs neew teaching appproaches, neew teaching reesources, new
w skills of
the teaacher and an aalternative foccus for the subbject itself. Alll of these facttors need
to be considered iin the contexxt of all counntries of the world. In deeveloping
countrries, there aree still further cchallenges ahhead, as teachhers struggle to
t enable
their ffamilies to suurvive and doo not always have the necessary traininng, while
schoolls are overcroowded, operatting multiple sittings in a day
d and textbbooks are
few annd far betweenn, with new coppies often too expensive to ppurchase. All too often
in thesse countries, student-centrred learning iis a dream thhat is far froom being
feasiblle and assesssment systemss are a burdden, serving to
t determine how the
selecteed few studennts can progrress, while ignnoring the exxciting challennges and
intriguues from stimuulating learniing which the subject has tto offer. Desppite these
probleems, improvinng science education is often regardeed as a prioority for
develop
oping countriees – the goal iss nothing less than the capaacity to apply learning,
whetheer this is knnowledge, skillls or valuess, to new situuations. This chapter
addressses some of the issues cuurrently facinng science edducation in deeveloping
countrries. In so doing it draws also on ideas eexpressed in eearlier chapters of this
book.

THEO
ORETICAL BA
ASIS

This unbalanced distrribution of scienntific activity geenerates seriouss problems not only
o for
the sciientific communnity in the developing countriess, but for develoopment itself.
(Kofi A
Annan, 2003, pp. 1485)

Why teeach chemistryy in emerging and developinng country envvironments?
Major changes havee taken place in the manneer in which sccience and tecchnology
functioon as part of society as wee enter the 21sst century. Ass suggested inn a recent
report from the adviisor to the Priime Minister oof New Zealannd: “There is no doubt
that thhe role of sciennce in modernn society is changing. It is vvery different to that of
I. Eilks aand A. Hofstein (eds.),
(e
Teaching C
Chemistry – A Studdybook, 299–3266.
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a generation ago” (Gluckman, 2011). The report draws attention to the fact that
many of the challenges faced today are dependent on science, climate change (at
the global level), or problems of environmental degradation, or enhancing
economic productivity (at the local level). It suggests that while much less attention
is given to science (or chemistry) which is associated with the providing of
manufacturing products, much more is given to science being used to support
decisions related to developments in society. This idea is also emphasised by Tytler
(2007):
There is a need for science-savvy citizens not simply in the science and
technology workforce but in government and industry generally where
science-related policy and decisions are made. There is also a need more
generally for science-savvy citizens who deal increasingly with science and
technology artefacts and issues at a personal and a public level, and directly
influence policy through their responses and concerns. (p. 19)
In the New Zealand Council for Education Research report (Gluckman, 2011), the
author highlights the observation that science education now has several distinct
objectives. The first is to accumulate knowledge in a traditional sense, called preprofessional education, which provides students with the knowledge in subject
areas such as physics, chemistry, biology, and mathematics that will allow them to
enter tertiary education. The other three are named citizen-focused objectives and
are related to (a) practical knowledge of how things work, (b) knowledge of how
the scientific process operates and acquiring a level of scientific literacy, and (c)
knowledge of scientific thinking as part of their development of general intellectual
skills in order to distinguish reliable information.
Thus, in turn, these documents point to the need for a realignment of science
subjects, such as chemistry, which are taught in school and the need for a more
urgent consideration of this, bearing in mind the traditional slow pace of
developments in the sphere of education. It suggests less attention needs to be
given to the acquisition of facts and explanations of the past (noting that the
Internet is far more capable of supplying the data needed when called upon to do
so), but more emphasis be placed on the ability to develop the capability to
function in society. This inevitably relates chemistry to a more socio-scientific role
than has been the role hitherto (Tytler, 2007).
With the above in mind, an important question, which all countries, but
especially emerging and developing countries, need to face, is: Why teach
chemistry (science subjects)? To consider this, an important starting point to be
accepted is that the rationale for teaching chemistry in school is that its purpose
cannot be divorced from the goals of teaching in any subject and hence from the
goals of education as a whole (Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2007; Sjöström, 2011). Of
course, the substance of chemistry, its content, laws and theories are very specific
to the subject, but the purpose of acquiring these, or why one set of content, laws
and theories, as opposed to another, is put forward, is based on the underlying
educational attributes to be developed. Should a capability to participate in
decision making within the community in a responsible manner be very much
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intended, then this value needs to be included in the education system and hence
needs to be a feature of chemistry teaching. In this case, the learning of chemistry
needs to be seen as enabling citizens to make informed decisions drawing on their
chemistry learning and to be able to apply this in tackling community issues
(Hofstein, Eilks, & Bybee, 2011; Holbrook, 2005). This paints a far different type
of chemistry course than that which has been familiar to many chemistry teachers
in the developing world.
So let us return to the question “Why teach chemistry?” It is suggested there are
four separate developmental components, affecting all countries of the world, to
which education and hence chemistry teaching, needs to embrace or reject. These
have been identified (Driver, Leach, Miller, & Scott, 1996; Turner, 2008;
Symington & Tytler, 2004; Tytler, 2007) as (a) enhancing democratic development, (b) supporting economic development, (c) promoting skills development,
and (d) the need for cultural development.
While these four components are not mutually exclusive and elements of all can
be argued, especially in the case of the teaching of chemistry in developing
countries, the major focus for the teaching of chemistry needs to be related to the
relative importance of each within the society. And here the focus for
emerging/developing countries needs to be carefully considered at a political as
well as an educational level. The curriculum, teaching and assessment system for
education, in general, need then to be oriented accordingly. This chapter examines
the intentions related to each of these components, focussing in particular on the
needs of developing countries.
Teaching chemistry for democratic development. The democratic purpose of
science education ensures that the students develop a confidence about science
which would enable them to be involved in scientific and technological issues as
they impact on society (Symington & Tytler, 2004). In promoting a major focus on
democratic development attributes to be promoted through chemistry teaching can
be expected to relate to: capabilities in consensus making, such as in classroom
debates conducted among students geared to making decisions, and inclusion, in
the teaching of chemistry, relevance for all students studying at a particular grade
level. Other attributes are: tolerance of the views of others in developing reasoning
or argumentation skills, motivation for action whether this is undertaking an
investigation, studying a topic, or participation in an activity, promoting the
common good, which is a democratic element of education for sustainable
development appropriate for all within a society, a particularly relevant
consideration when viewed for the developing country point of view and so on
(Holbrook, 2009).
In such a context, chemistry content clearly needs to relate to the society. Rather
than placing a heavy focus on the fundamental building blocks of matter (atomic
structure, bonding, submicroscopic viewpoints, etc), there is a need to establish the
importance of chemistry in the day-to-day functioning of society (Hofstein et al.,
2011). Thus, the concept of polymers and the way they are used, the chemistry of
materials, foodstuffs, medicines, and aesthetic elaborations, all part of everyday
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life, need to be understood from a safety, or health risk point of view, and its
potential impact on the way of life in terms of its quality. This impact on the way
of life may be immediate, discarding versus recycling of waste, or sustainability
versus non-sustainability for the future, sustaining adequate, or maybe better,
alternative sources, or recognising the pollution, aesthetic or derisive impacts on
some sectors of the community compared with others. It also needs to look into the
future where sustainability in developing or emerging countries relates to poverty
alleviation, combating disease, environmental protection, recognising safety issues,
all within a frame of development (Burmeister, Rauch, & Eilks, 2012; Holbrook,
2009).
This call for chemistry learning for all and the associated cognitive learning, the
need for personal development and the social functioning associated with
interactions within a community, all come together with a focus on the society
(Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2007; Hofstein et al., 2011). The materials we choose to
use, the way we use them, the suitability of their source and the ways in which they
can be discarded in a safe and aesthetic manner can be expected to form a major
focus of chemistry teaching. Indigenous materials can be expected to form a key
aspect of learning, especially if contrasted to the ever invading use of manufactured
polymeric substances such as ‘plastics,’ artificial fibres, soil chemistry and
materials used by the building industry. In addition, the chemistry of foodstuffs, the
formulation and use of medicines and the health risks associated with the abuse of
substances such as alcohol, drugs, tobacco and the like, are all within the focus of
chemistry teaching highlighting relevance. But, the learning is unlikely to be
confined to substances. Physical chemistry aspects also need to be considered,
especially aspects such as rate of reaction, solubility related to various solvents,
conditions affecting reactivity, or increased yield and the concept of a catalyst. The
description is not intended to be exhaustive, but to point to a heavily societyoriented learning focus enabling students to appreciate the important role of
chemistry in everyday life and how chemistry can be expected to be included in
socio-scientific decisions made by the citizens in a democratic country (Sadler,
2011).
Such an approach inevitably has extensive implications for teaching and
learning. Materials, the phenomena they exhibit and the changes made possible
within society form the backdrop for investigations, the solving of problems or the
making of decisions. The learning can be expected to build on the familiar and
hence lends itself to a strong constructivist approach (see Chapters 4 and 7;
Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2010). Inquiry-based teaching (see Chapter 6) can be
approached in a student-centred manner using materials found locally while the
conceptual area of chemistry selected to take account of the local availability of
materials and familiar processes. And of course, student involvement can be
highlighted by the students playing a major role in the acquisition of indigenous
materials, the setting up of relevant investigations and seeking the intended
explanations.
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Teaching chemistry for economic development. This is the traditional rationale for
the teaching of science, and hence chemistry, in school. It focuses on developing
the chemistry learning to form a suitable platform for the next level of schooling
and eventually for pursuing chemistry at the tertiary level, or in a career. The
development of high conceptual understanding in the area of science and
technology is expected to play a major role in enabling the development of persons
with expertise, which can be utilised for the economic development of the country
(Bradley, 2005; Symington & Tytler, 2004). Thus, in promoting economic
development, the emphasis in chemistry teaching is very much on conceptual
understanding, both at a concrete and abstract level, based on creative and critical
thinking, as well as problem solving abilities, both in a practical and a
mathematical sense.
With an emphasis on economic development, the teaching is likely to start from
aspects seen as fundamental. In chemistry, this is likely to be topics such as the
particulate nature of matter, the manner in which the atoms and molecules interact
and the creation of explanatory models that can be constructed. From such a base,
often submicroscopic and hence abstract in nature, the chemistry teaching builds
towards enabling students to conceptualise more complex, or abstract ideas,
leading to cognitively demanding analytical thinking, evaluative judgements and
synthesis of chemistry laws, explanation of chemical theories and an appreciation
of the nature of science, of which chemistry is a part.
With such an approach, the teaching ideas build on one another; concrete
experimentation gives way to the recognition of laws, or the formulation of
theories and often the undertaking of mathematical calculations. The chemistry
becomes more and more isolated from the society and into a direction, albeit
exciting, of new developments, new approaches, new materials and new processes
or mechanisms (De Vos, Bulte, & Pilot, 2002). It seeks to form an academic elite
band of students, often strong on the abstractions in the textbooks, but poor on the
transference of the ideas to new or societal situations. It is in fact a pathway
appreciated by scientist as guiding students to become the next generation of
scientists (chemists).
Clearly the economic approach, although advantageous for some students (and
based on this, also advantageous for the economic development of the country
should this expertise be usable within the country), is not suitable for all students.
It is an approach that distorts the education goals in favour of conceptual overload
and one that has a tendency to neglect the development of the person as an
individual and functionality as a member of society (Holbrook & Rannikmae,
2007; Hofstein et al., 2011). For many students the learning is largely irrelevant to
their lives, or their future aspirations.
A further factor very much of concern in emerging and developing countries is
that for students guided to follow such a path, the materials and resources required
are much more expensive, special facilities in terms of laboratories and apparatus
are needed and textbooks have a speciality component increasing book size. There
is also a tendency for content overload, as new developments are added to content
already existing, and with this the teacher temptation to: (a) ignore student centred
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teaching approaches; (b) teach without concern for the pace of expected learning,
or operating within the zone of proximal development appropriate for the students,
that is, the learning or the challenge is within the ability to cope in the given
support circumstances; (c) eliminating the seeking of evidence first-hand (practical
work) largely because it is time consuming and does not play a major role in
determining external examination grades, and (d) determine the level of learning
solely through written summative-type examinations. As Symington and Tytler
(2004) argue:
This image of the school curriculum as a launching pad into a complex and
highly contextualized future, rather than the creation of a certified knowledge
bank, raises considerable challenges for teachers, curriculum writers and
policy developers. The two images need not be contradictory, however, the
lack of concern with specific knowledge building on the part of the
interviewees, and the questions raised of the usefulness of particular
knowledge over a life span, provide a challenge to how we might think of
knowledge within a scientific literacy oriented curriculum. (p. 1415)
As contended above, the economic argument is based on the need to provide a
science-trained workforce to support the advancement of the country. However,
while this is a critical issue facing developing countries, research demonstrates that
a modern, emerging economy needs ‘science aware’ citizens, not just employed in
the science and technology workforce, but in government, commercial enterprises
and the local economy generally, wherever science-related policies and decisions
are made. In addition, there is also a need, more generally, for ‘science aware’
citizens to deal with issues at a personal and a public level, and in so doing,
directly influence policy (Symington & Tytler, 2004; Tytler & Symington, 2006).
An economic development only policy within a developing country would seem
unwise. This is also true for developed countries where the students show a
decreased interest in science careers mainly because much of the science taught in
the schools is not directly relevant in everyday life, and many students do not
achieve sufficient understanding of it to be able to contribute to scientific debates
(Gluckman, 2011).
Teaching chemistry for skills development. In an agricultural or manufacturing
economy, the need for labour with well-developed operational skills is important.
This is not only from the manipulative perspective, but also the need to link this to
an understanding of the processes, a concern for personal safety and ensuring the
welfare of others.
For skills development, important attributes within chemistry teaching are seen
as an awareness of handling equipment and apparatus in a meaningful, safe and
efficient manner, collaborative teamwork, inquiry-based education leading to
problem solving skills and the placing of an emphasis on a product-based
education (Shwartz, Ben-Zvi, & Hofstein, 2006; see Chapter 6). Within chemistry,
this lends itself to the carrying out of experimentation, possible through making
equipment and the production of new substances, such as conversions in organic
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chemistry, or varying the conditions to maximise yield in reversible reactions such
as sulphuric acid or ammonia production.
The teaching in a skills development curriculum emphasis is on student
handling experimentation and project work and enabling the students to work in a
collaborative manner, developing expertise in the handling of equipment and in
operating in a safe and efficient manner. It is intended, but usually much more
difficult for teachers to realise, that students acquire: (a) conceptual understanding
underlining the experimentation, (b) the ability to determine the need related to
experimental repetition, (c) dealing with factors or variables impacting on the
process, and (d) determining the manner in which results should be presented (for
example, considering number of decimal points recorded for specific conditions or
arising from calculations, the drawing of suitable graphs or the formulation of
meaningful tables).
Skills development clearly has a role in the teaching of chemistry, but unless it
promotes a capability to function in unknown situations, which are likely to arise in
the future, the skills are designated for the country’s operations of today and are in
danger of hindering developments for the future. A skills development emphasis
for a curriculum is thus not seen as appropriate for developing countries, although
there is always a temptation to point to the high need for technical grade expertise
as the country develops. For chemistry teaching, the skills development is best seen
as an important sub-set of the democratic development, or the economic
developmental thrust.
Teaching chemistry for cultural development. Where the teaching tries to stress
national identity, the teaching of chemistry can be expected to be developed in the
national language and put emphasis on local indigenous development, social
practices and norms within the county, since the local backgrounds and contexts
are not always Western, as it is in many textbooks (Malcolm, 2007). Within the
teaching of chemistry, students can be encouraged to visit local industries and
interrelate this with similar processes within the school course (Hofstein & Kesner,
2006). However, while the chemistry curriculum can be widened to explore
materials used by artists, such as painters, the creation of sculptures or other
decorative process such as in ceramics, glass making and the development of
paper, the cultural development in chemistry teaching is usually more related to the
development of social values. The chemistry thus emphasises traditional,
indigenous processes such as the dyeing and weaving etc. of cloth, together with its
comparison with artificial fibres; the use of local materials and their historical
developments within society, such as soap making, cooking and preservation of
food processes, obtaining clean water and the preparation and usage of traditional
medicines (e.g., Kostka & McKay, 2002; Mandler, Mamlok-Naaman, Blonder,
Yayon, & Hofstein, 2012).
A major factor to consider in the teaching of chemistry is the availability of
materials and equipment. By emphasising local indigenous developments, this
aspect is much more easily addressed. It relates the learning to the society and
although causing a problem in that there is a need to break down the complex
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situatioons for the cconceptual leevel of the sstudents, this does enable a spiral
approaach to the teaching of chhemistry. Sadlly the issue iis with how far such
teachinng can develoop capabilitiess for the transsfer of the coonceptual and problem
solvingg learning to nnew developm
ments that are ppart of the 21sst century worrld. There
is alsoo the motivatioon of studentss to consider, often attractedd by the new advances
in techhnology and thheir greater wiillingness to em
mbrace these and engage inn learning
develoopments relateed to the futuree.
A cultural
c
devellopment apprroach can thuus be seen too have meritts in the
develooping world annd can be exppected to be paart of any cheemistry curricuulum, but
the dem
mands for advvancement in m
modern societties suggests thhat this approaach is not
one thhat can play thhe major role. It is again a ssub-set, and inn more rural arreas, it is
perhapps a key part oof the democraatic developmeent approach.
Figuure 1 shows a comparisoon of the maain features associated
a
to the four
interreelated developpment componnents of educaation, focusingg more speciffically on
the cheemical educatiion context.

Figure 1. Mainn features of thee chemical educcation developm
mental componennts

Teachiing chemistry ffor utilitariann purpose. Sym
mington and T
Tytler (2004) ssuggested
a 5th ddevelopmentall area, which tthey names utiilitarian. It is designed
d
to ennsure that
all meembers of socciety have suffficient knowlledge of sciennce to enable them to
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operate effectively and critically in activities where science can make a
contribution to their personal well-being. However, it is suggested that this heavily
overlaps with the democratic approach, adding a personal dimension to the
functioning within society. It can also be taken to be adding a personal aspect to a
skills or cultural developmental thrust.
Whichever direction is favoured, or perhaps more meaningfully, which direction
receives the major emphasis (as all aspects can be incorporated), the teaching in
school cannot be thought of solely as chemistry content, plus a series of unrelated
concepts in a traditional concept map. Teachers need to recognise that it is the old
approach, even if they, themselves, were taught in this manner. On the other hand,
to develop student capability, be it in an intellectual, aptitude, or social orientation,
the conceptualisation of ideas and theories will be an essential part of chemistry
teaching.
Which emphasis for chemistry teaching in a developing country? All together, the
important aspect is that the goal for chemistry teaching, even in developing
countries, is not merely conceptual chemistry. The goal in school is nothing short
of ‘education through chemistry’ (Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2007). The chemistry
becomes the vehicle to promote the attributes as indicated above so that the
learning relates to a capability for the future unknown, rather than simply an ability
for today’s world; it relates to doing rather than memorising; it relates to solving
new situations, not understanding the isolated chemistry ideas. And above all, the
learning must relate to society. The chemistry learning is socio-scientific, not
chemistry isolated from society (Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2010; Hofstein et al.,
2011; Sjöström, 2011). Unfortunately, schools of the past have built up barriers,
isolating the learning from that which relates to the society (De Vos et al., 2002).
The learning becomes sterile; having little value for the common good of the
society and this fact turns students away from science. This is especially dangerous
for developing countries.
A democratic emphasis for the teaching of chemistry is clearly designed for all
students irrespective of their future career plans. It is relates chemistry with
everyday life. On the other hand, the economic approach takes chemistry as an
intellectual exercise in its own right and is much more clearly designed for students
who wish to further their studies in the area of chemistry. Fensham (2008) argues
for two different types of courses: one that is general and focuses on chemistry for
functionality in society and the other, which is more academic and sees the subject
of chemistry as the main focus learning area, albeit in a wider sense than pure
conceptual content.
Whether two courses are a useful approach in developing countries, where
examination success may well determine a student’s future rather than the interest
in a particular subject, is more debatable. A more meaningful approach
recommended here is to focus the chemistry course on the democratic lines, but
increase the conceptual challenge in line with the abilities of the students. In this
way, the democratic focus takes a more humanistic approach, includes social
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values, but is not expected to compromise on the intellectual demands (Corrigan,
Dillon, & Gunstone, 2007).
The context for chemistry education in developing countries
Irrespective of whether the context is a developing or developed country, relevant
educational questions are: What are of importance for students to learn, what
teaching approaches are valuable and in what ways is it useful to determine
teaching/learning success? (Krugly-Smolskaa, 1990). As suggested by UNESCO
(Delors, 1996), learning is expected to cover: learning to know, learning to do,
learning to be, and learning to live together. Nevertheless, decisions about the
kinds of science education that should be promoted need to be articulated with
respect to specific educational policies pertaining to the population as whole and
also any policy on science and technology which is associated with particular
economic development strategies. In putting forward clear goals, four key issues,
in general, are central to the nature of the teaching and learning experience offered
by school chemistry:
– The type and format of the curriculum,
– Assessment strategies and emphases,
– Appropriate pedagogies (the practice of chemistry teaching), and
– An effective teacher supply including professional development.
The first three aspects will be discussed in the context of this chapter while the
fourth aspect is discussed in detail in Chapter 10.
Type and format of the curriculum.
Amongst teachers, science educators, curriculum developers, and others engaged in
the development of the intended school science curriculum or in its classroom
implementation, there is a growing concern about the effectiveness of the existing
curriculum, and its appropriateness as part of the core curriculum. Many countries
are currently in the process of curriculum reforms, which are grounded in concepts
such as science for all, promoting competences or capabilities, constructivism, and
equity, and they focus upon the nature of science, science as inquiry, scientific
applications, and relevance such as links to students’ daily lives (Krugly-Smolskaa,
1990; Shymansky & Kyle, 1992). A further issue is the incorporation of education
for sustainable development (ESD) (Burmeister et al., 2012) and its meaning in the
developing country context.
In general terms, the role of the teacher is to teach the students. And in so doing,
it is important to realise that it is not actually what the teacher does that is crucial,
but what the students are capable of doing after teacher guidance. How can
students construct in a constructivist manner if the teaching does not build on their
prior learning? How can the students be given a chance to be creative, or think
critically, if the teaching is not student centred? All the earlier ideas in this book
have required the students to be active learners (see especially Chapter 7). This
also applies to developing countries and this means students need to be involved.
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They need to construct their thinking. And as each class is different, it is clearly
impossible for the curriculum, whether set nationally or by the school, to be written
for each particular set of students. The teacher must adapt. The teacher must judge.
The teacher must ensure his/her students are learning in a meaningful manner.
Unfortunately, especially in emerging and developing countries, teachers are not
always prepared to deal with the teaching and learning process in a student-centred
perspective. And for developing countries, there is a need to shift the curricula to a
focus more grounded on the everyday lives of its populace, with the core subject of
science (or perhaps called science and technology or adopting an approach
introduced by NRC (1996) and referred to as STEM – science, technology,
engineering and mathematics) taking a societal direction. This may be equally
relevant for emerging countries because the choices made in order to develop the
country necessarily passes through decisions dealing with environmental, ethic and
technological issues that only a democratic emphasis can provide.
Curricula such as recently developed in Bangladesh (NCTB, 2004) see specific
objectives of science teaching geared to promote learning in terms of intellectual,
moral and spiritual, communicative, aesthetic, social and cooperative, personal and
physical attributes. This emphasis is related to seeing science as a core subject in
the curriculum geared to all students irrespective of their future aspirations.
Furthermore, this set of general objectives sees the learning across subject
disciplines in a similar focus. In the same direction, according to Brazilian
federative curriculum guidelines, the emphasis for secondary education focuses on
the following premise: intellectual autonomy and critical thinking, preparation for
the next level of schooling, preparation for professional life, and functionality as a
member of society. Also contextualised and interdisciplinary approaches are
recommended (Ministerio da Educacao, 1996, 1999). These emphases combine
both attributes from democratic and economic development approaches as
previously described, but since the goals are very broad, problems exist in their
implementation.
These reforms suggest a change of focus away from a solely chemistry
conceptual content and recognise a wider vision for science education and as such
represent a major shift in intention and a significant change from the current
prevalent practice in most situations in developing countries. Although the
structure and nature of science curricula in the developing countries has largely
followed trends designed by and for the developed countries, there are signs that
developing countries see it important to address the relevance of their programmes
to the different contexts, the availability of resources (learning and teaching
materials, laboratories, equipment), assessment, and the appropriate training of
science teachers’ to support such intended changes.
In Table 1 there is one example of a didactic sequence, developed in Latin
America, which may serve to illustrate how a more democratic thrust can be
developed in chemistry teaching. The lesson tries to focus on a problem facing
society, in this case Back lagoons – are they recoverable? and is designed to be
part of chemistry teaching for 15-17 year old students. The lesson is centred in the
Ecuadorian Amazon region, where a successful project had managed to extract
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petroleum oil, spread over 300 pits. This oil had resulted from 50 years of
hydrocarbon exploitation by multinational companies, but without taking into
account the concept of protection of the environment as part of their responsibility.
The script focuses on the implications of this. The suggested science (chemistry)
concepts to be acquired through the learning are identified with:
– Hydrocarbons: their composition, properties, refinement methods and transport,
– Fuels, lubricant oils and asphalts, and
– Techniques for the hydrocarbons recovery.
Learning outcomes are put forward to focus the learning by students (although
there is obviously scope for modification). The intention in using this module in
the teaching of chemistry is that the learning outcomes to be achieved by students
are matched by specific activities as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Example to illustrate the teaching of conceptual chemistry within a social
context, allowing social issues to be integrated into the teaching
Learning Outcomes

Achieved by

1. Decide, based on an analysis of the
income-yield capacity of the
project the change in social
conditions and the environmental
aesthetics, whether the project
should go ahead. (Social values
development)
2. Investigate and collect information
from books and other secondary
sources on contamination caused
by petrol and ways to recover
hydrocarbons. (Science process
skill development)
3. Devise and present strategies for
the
hydrocarbons
recovery,
applicable to their region. (Further
science process skill development)
4. Communicate in oral and written
form. (Enhancement of science
communication skills)
5. Cooperate as a group member.
(Enhancement of teamwork skills)
6. Explain the contemporary problem
of environmental pollution caused
by hydrocarbons in terms of type of
hydrocarbons, recovery techniques
and usage of hydrocarbon products,
proposing profitable solutions and
applicable to their region. (Science
conceptual learning)

Search of relevant, actual and detailed
information
Obtaining information from the field trip
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Analysis of the feasibility and cost of the
experience in Ecuadorian Amazon

Analysis and decision of the applicability, in
the area, of methods to recovering of
hydrocarbons
Groups presentation of the results and make a
common decision
Groups and general discussion
Elaboration of final report
Group discussion
Elaboration of criteria to inform results
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Issues associated with textbooks. It is recognised that many teachers are likely to
have been educated in a traditional curriculum, where facts were delivered to
students. For these teachers it is a major challenge to change to a more studentcentred approach. This is particularly relevant for developing countries where
teachers may have gaps in their formal education and many do not have formal
teacher education, or do not have formal education in the area in which they are
teaching (OECD, 2006). In this scenario, curriculum materials have an important
role and many teachers are expected to follow the curriculum prescribed in
textbooks. Even though it is urgent to deal with teacher education issues in
developing countries, having good didactic materials which include a wide
repertoire of activities can be expected to provide much needed assistance to
teachers, especially those facing problems in their classrooms. Therefore, teaching
materials have an outstanding role in developing countries particularly if there are
insufficient chemistry teachers with formal teacher education. Unfortunately, even
though there are many good curriculum materials which can be accessed on the
internet, they are generally in English and so do not represent an option for
teachers in developing countries who are not English speakers. It is well known
that textbooks drive the enacted curriculum, even though local issues are hardly
entertained, especially if these relate to social or personal contexts. Nevertheless,
noting the investment made in textbooks in most emerging and developing
countries, it seems worthy of further comment even if this is only to stress the need
for greater investment in professional development.
In general, textbooks tend to promote the economic view of chemistry
education, placing emphasis on the content rather than context. The sequence
usually follows that indicated in the intended curriculum and indicates the learning
within the curriculum without any specific regard to teaching time available. In this
manner, as can also be said of the intended curriculum, the textbook is designed for
the hypothetical student taught by the hypothetical teacher in a hypothetical school.
It is left to the teacher to utilise this resource for real students and hence the value
of teacher materials such as that illustrated in the previous section.
Thus, the textbook is one source of teaching resources, even though one that has
much value especially if checked for acceptability and made available to the
school, often through teacher choice of a number of textbooks on offer. For
example, in the Brazilian context, the government has a national programme of
textbooks, where an evaluation of books on the market is carried out. In many
countries, such as Brazil, only textbooks that comply with a series of requirements
are selected and made available to schools. Schools request their selected textbooks
from a list made available by the ministry of education every academic year (Corio
& Fernandez, 2010). This choice is usually made by the coordinator and the
chemistry teachers in each school. The books are then sent to the teachers for
distribution to all students in the school.
These textbooks may have different proposals on how to promote the teaching
of chemistry and, where the curriculum, such as in Brazil is not mandatory;
teachers and schools have some degree of freedom to work with their students.
Unfortunately, even though this freedom exists, most teachers follow their
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textbooks because it is an easier option and/or because it is a valuable guide due to
gaps in teacher education. Alas, because of these teacher gaps or lack of self
efficacy, the curriculum which is delivered to the students is all too likely to be
undertaken in a more traditional way, teachers feel safer than attempting studentcentred teaching through a democratic type approach.
Based on the scenario illustrated in the previous paragraph, the need for
extensive teacher education is a reality that developing or emerging countries such
as Brazil must face, both with further in-service teacher professional development
as well as the initial pre-service teacher training. In the meantime, it is necessary to
continue the development and distribution of curricular materials which can help
teachers already in the classroom to recognise alternative teaching approaches. In
this direction a number of initiatives can be undertaken. In Brazil, on-line courses
are made available for in-service teachers, additional curriculum materials are put
on the Internet, science courses can be viewed on television, science journals are
produced for teachers with a range of student-centred activities proposed, inservice teacher meetings are spread across the whole country usually linked to the
local university and activities are provided in science museums, just to mention
some examples.
In conclusion, even though curricular reforms are advancing in developing
countries, with curricula based on modern theories of teaching and learning,
without teachers who can actualise these in the classroom, little development is
likely to occur. Efforts need to focus on enhancing the quality of the initial training
of teachers and ensuring effective in-service professional development is
promoted. In Bangladesh, for example, where a new style of external examination
questions have been introduced, and it was seen as important to ensure teachers
understood the change of emphasis, it is recognised that a cascade model (whereby
a few teacher are trained by experienced professionals and then these teachers train
others and so on down the chain) of in-service teacher support was ineffective. An
alternative model is promoted, which was to train as many teachers as possible
using the experts and then, only utilising teachers as additional trainers where they
had shown sufficient interest and expertise. This proved a more effective model,
even if the pace at which teachers received the in-service support is slower.
Education for sustainable development. While Chapter 1 of this book already
introduced this term, it is worthy of further consideration in the developing country
context. The UNESCO Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (20052014) is oriented to promoting education for sustainable development to ensure
sustainable lifestyles. And to promote such lifestyles (OECD, 2005), competencies
to be promoted within the DeSeCo (Definition and Selection of Competencies)
frame are classified as:
– Subject competencies – knowledge, facts, definitions, concepts, systems,
– Methodological competencies – skills, fact-finding, analysis, problem-solving,
– Social competencies – communicating, working interactively, citizenship, and
– Personal competencies – attitudes, values, ethics.
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It is perhaps not surprising that these competencies relate very closely to the
democratic view of education.
Nevertheless, there is no suggestion that sustainable development concepts are
taught separately or taught within one of the four competences, but approached
through systems such as: ecosystems (environmental diversity), economic markets
(supply and demand) and social systems (society and its actors) as and when these
impact on the science (chemistry) teaching, especially through an integration of
these systems approached through examples, such as carbon trading
(economic/environment), the impact of human capital on scientific and
technological developments (economic/social), and the impact of fuels on transport
systems (social/environment). However these examples may not necessarily well
relate to the teaching within science (chemistry) education in a given country.
A well-known definition of sustainability and sustainable development is:
“sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”
(WCED, 1987 – World Commission on Environment and Development, referred to
more informally as the Brundtland Commission). However, an alternative meaning
can be (Barboza, 2000):
the will to follow a rational approach to economic administration and the
creation of economic policies; to manage public matters efficiently and
predictably; to show respect and progressively to evolve towards democracy
– the full participation of all concerned actors, while taking into account
specific local circumstances. (p. 71)
This viewpoint sees democratic values as important within sustainable
development (Holbrook, 2009). Going further, Sumner (2008) suggests that
sustainability involves a set of structures and processes that build the civil
commons. From this basic understanding of sustainability, values within the
society play an important role. Civil commons is based on values that promote life
first and foremost. This suggests these values related to being:
– Co-operative, rather than competitive, and
– A human construct, not a naturally occurring phenomenon, and by definition,
built by human agency.
It might be useful to reflect on the implication of this towards:
– Norm referenced (as opposed to criterion referenced) assessment of students
(setting up a competition between the students),
– Approaching the teaching of science from a personal or societal perspective
rather than from scientific phenomena, and
– Giving attention to personal and social educational development, promoting this
with a cognitive challenge that leads to both the development to problem solving
(seeking the scientific solution) and decision making (the place of science
within societal systems).
Actually, more general examples of the civil commons surround us every day:
public education, healthcare, environmental legislation, health and safety
regulations, and public broadcasting. It is civil commons that is at the heart of a
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values view of sustainable development. It is suggested this view incorporates a
number of sub-themes of importance in developing countries, all having the
potential to be strongly related to chemistry teaching – food scarcity, poverty
alleviation, HIV/AIDS, and empowerment for peace.
Chemistry education can be expected to play an important role in the major
sustainable development issues for education. From the education perspective,
Ospina (2000) suggested the following items were important for ESD:
– Seek understanding, to anticipate, to imagine and to contextualise,
– Develop to the maximum, the potential of all, throughout their lives, so that they
can achieve self-fulfilment and full self-expression with the collective
achievement of a viable future; effect change in value systems, behaviour
patterns and lifestyles necessary to achieve sustainable development, and
ultimately democracy, security and peace,
– Disseminate the knowledge and skills necessary to foster sustainable production
and consumption patterns and to improve the management of natural resources,
agriculture, energy and industrial production,
– Ensure an informed populace, prepared to support changes in other sectors
conducive to sustainability,
– Valorise aesthetics, the creative use of the imagination, an openness to risk and
flexibility and a willingness to explore new options,
– Assert the importance of local communities and their ties to the entire earth and
indeed with the universal,
– Identify and pursue new human projects in the context of a planetary
consciousness and a personal and communal awareness of global responsibility,
– Engender new hopes and ways of channelling the valuable energies and
resources of entire nations,
– Reach a stage in which the possibility of change and the real desire for change
are accompanied by a concerted, active participation in change, at the
appropriate time, in favour of a sustainable future for all,
– Promote a culture of citizenship and give value to social actors (such as nongovernmental organisations and other sub-groups),
– Mobilise society in a concerted effort so as to eliminate poverty and all forms of
violence and injustice that jeopardise the future and the maintenance of a good
quality of life, and
– Instil in the minds of all people a conviction of the values of peace in such a
way as to promote the creation of new lifestyles and living patterns.
This paints a very different picture to that being advocated by many school
subject curricula. And, yet it is interesting to surmise how different it is from the
intended goals of education in any country.
Science and technology education related to sustainable development. Equipping
students with the knowledge, skills and values to participate in the key socioscientific issues facing developing countries today (food scarcity, poverty
alleviation, HIV/AIDS, peace building, global warming, cloning, embryonic stem
cell use, toxic waste disposal, sustainable development, etc.) makes good sense in
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the compulsory years of education. To this end, three important criteria for change
within science and technology education (and hence chemistry education) are put
forward as – student relevance, practicality within the society, and civil commons
values (Holbrook, 2009):
– Relevance implies the use of community resources and the incorporation of
local issues and practices into the chemistry curriculum. The learning is
intended to relate to the community, especially at a local level. The intention is
that the learning is viewed by student as meaningful, timely, important, and
useful.
– Practicality means activity-based learning (thinking and doing leading to
action). The quality of the chemistry education is thus measured in terms of
student actions, not from what the teacher is able to provide. This action relates
to the competencies to be developed (for a democratic approach – the four
competency areas).
– Values involve cultural and social issues, personal interdependence, and
informed judgement, both from a holistic view of the world and from the local
society perspective. It is heavily related to well-reasoned, socio-scientific
decision making.
Assessment strategies and emphasis
Assessment and evaluation are central to educational reform initiatives all over the
world (WNCP, 2006; see Chapter 2). Evaluation is more closely aligned with
research and explores the effectiveness of the curriculum, the teaching or the
assessment system. This is strongly promoted in developed countries, but far less
so in emerging and developing countries. A major factor here is the cost of
carrying out the monitoring or evaluation of systems. This is partly indicated by the
lack of developing countries participating in international evaluative studies.
Assessing students is, however, very prevalent in developing countries and often
this can be ‘high stakes’ (failure in any component means students drop out of the
system). Nevertheless, there are two approaches seen as important to describe the
ways learning is assessed, even for developing countries. One approach is the use
of classroom-based assessment (sometimes called school-based assessment),
conducted by the teacher in a formative, or more usually as a series of summative
assessment measures. The other approach is a final summative performance on
external (public) examinations, although both approaches can be utilised.
When not restricted to a single approach, such as solely written examinations,
assessment activities can cover a wide variety of goals and roles, so much so that
assessment carried out in the classroom situation can be regarded as an integral part
of the teaching-learning process. In this regard, assessment practices in science
education have undergone significant changes in recent decades and classroom
assessment, whereby formative feedback to the teacher can guide further teaching
as well as feedback to guide student progress, has become a major part of the
agenda for improving student learning (Krugly-Smolskaa, 1990; Lewin, 2000).
Alas, classroom assessment in developing countries is more likely to be a series of
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summative tests, further promoting the economic view of chemistry learning over
the more democratic approach favouring a broad spectrum of chemistry education
gains for all.
There remains, however, much potential for classroom assessment to introduce
new techniques, encompassing oral and observation assessment as well as the
marking of written formats (see Chapter 2). Such approaches mean rethinking
teaching and curriculum coverage and making a fundamental shift in thinking
about how and why assessment and teaching are integrally connected (WNCP,
2006). As put forward by Stiggins (1998), teachers will be expected to be far more
assessment literate in the future, and, in fact, virtually every set of standards of
teacher competence developed recently points to an expectation that teachers will
need to be more competent in utilising a range of assessment strategies.
In general, approaches to classroom assessment have been described in recent
literature as assessment of learning, assessment for learning, and assessment as
learning (Hume & Coll, 2009; Earl, 2003). The latter two approaches shift the
focus from a summative to a formative assessment practice and can be expected to
play a key role in promoting chemistry learning within a democratic focus.
While assessment of learning – a summative approach, undertaken at the end of
the topic, the section, or the course – is intended to certify learning and report
about students’ attainment and progress, this form of assessment tends to dominate
most classroom assessment activities today, whereas formative assessment
practices, although have gaining importance as alternative perspectives to
traditional assessment in developed countries, are very much in their infancy in
emerging and developing countries. Formative assessment can be described as a
dynamic interaction between teaching and learning, designed to give feedback to
teachers planning and guide learning through formal and informal means (Buck,
Trauth-Nare, & Kaftan, 2010). However, in spite of the current attention paid to
formative assessment strategies, recent research suggests two major issues need to
be addressed:
– Teachers are still implementing a narrow interpretation of assessment as
measuring learning, with classroom practices still dominated by summative
assessment procedures and practices designed to assure students comply with
external qualifications criteria (Hume & Coll, 2009), and
– In systems where student progress to reach accepted attainment levels are
recognised, the authorities and government are concerned that teachers might
show undue bias in assessing students. Thus, in trying to best promote their
students, teachers award marks through classroom-based assessment (whether
formative or summative) which are high and with little discrimination between
students (low standard deviation). Governments thus become reluctant to allow
classroom-based assessments to be included in the overall student assessment,
especially where the assessment outcomes are ‘high stakes.’
For the first issue, related to the summative assessment, the same gaps in
teachers’ education that affect teaching methods applied within classrooms also
affect the assessment strategies. Teachers without training tend to reproduce
traditional strategies of teaching and assessment. In this way, like any other
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country, teacher preparation within emerging countries must seek to better prepare
teachers to successfully apply formative assessment and adjust instructional
practice according to its outcomes. Also teachers need to be guided to
operationalise formative assessment processes towards enhancing student progress.
One problem always mentioned by teachers related to assessment in developing
countries is the number of students per class and per teacher. So the question is
how to perform formative assessment in a class with fifty or even more students?
In Chapter 7, one can note a range of alternatives in terms of collaborative learning
that can also drive alternative assessment methods. Cooperative methods of
learning, like the pairs-to-share method, or jigsaw classrooms can be implemented
with big classes, as can the use of scenic interpretations, or role-play. But the
activity has to be structured in such a way that the teacher has enough time to
circulate between groups and observe students both in groups and individually,
even where teachers make use of peer assessment techniques. Also, there are likely
to be specific moments during such activities where students are in a bigger group.
The assessment in this way can assess students within a group and provide teachers
with more data about their students’ progress in different situations – individually,
small and also big groups.
In relation to the second issue, most countries use external examinations
throughout the system for students at the secondary education level. Assessment of
student learning outcomes can be used for making curricular decisions, allocating
resources, and monitor teacher practices. However, the use of standardised tests or
assessment data for decision making is not always consistently related to learning
outcomes and is limited to those learning outcomes measurably under such
conditions. In chemistry these are likely to be more related to cognitive learning
than to problem solving and decision making in authentic situations. And
unfortunately, assessment is often used to determine which students enter the next
level of the educational system.
Inevitably, there is a very real danger in emerging and developing countries that
the examination dictates the teaching curriculum that is followed by the teacher.
The teacher is under pressure to teach to the examination. The examination
assumes students to have covered specific content or topics, but has scant regard
for other educational attributes, some of which have been pointed out as important
previously (and put forward in earlier chapters such as those focusing on the need
to promote scientific literacy, see Chapters 1 and 2). Until the external examination
system requires that teaching and learning of chemistry is not the same as
becoming a chemist and goes beyond testing the acquisition of content, plus
conceptual understanding, but little else, there is little opportunity for the teacher to
promote a democratic development approach to the teaching of chemistry more
relevant for everyday life.
To illustrate this worry in a developing country, school based assessment, as
classroom based assessment is known in Bangladesh, is practiced for students in
grades 6-9. In this, teachers are required to assess across the school year in a range
of learning attributes including behaviour. Unfortunately little accountability is
currently being suggested and teachers have adopted a practice of giving marks at
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the end of the year in a summative fashion thus undermining the whole process.
Marks for attitudes are closely correlated with those for conceptual development.
The prevailing attitude is that unless the school marks are integrated into the public
examination system, counting for a meaningful percentage of the total (maybe is
30% needs to be assigned), teachers will give little seriously attention to the school
based assessment. But this is far from being the case as many educators and parents
worry that the school-based marks will show bias and lead to a system that is
inherently unfair. As Bangladesh is a country where student numbers are huge,
statistical moderation processes are a possibility, but until there is expertise to
handle such processes the situation reaches stalemate.
On the other hand, the contrasting situation in some states in Brazil, an
emerging country, student results in official assessments systems are used as a way
to achieve more investment for the corresponding school and also teacher’s salaries
are increased depending on these students’ results. Also, the number of students
that look for adult education in night courses in Brazil has increased. The
explanation is that these courses are shorter and it is easier to be successful in
obtaining the final certificate, necessary to apply for certain types of employment.
So these adult courses are being attended by young students who should be in
regular secondary schools.
Another example is related to what happens in Brazil where the entrance to the
public universities is through an external examination at the end of secondary
education. At this point it is relevant to clarify a general distinction between public
and private schools in Brazil during elementary, what is fundamental and high
school levels. The private schools have, in general a better reputation in terms of
quality than public ones, even though a known exception occurs with federal
technical schools, which are very well considered. The opposite happens at the
university level, where the public institutions are considered of better quality than
private ones. There is an entrance examination to access the best public universities
at the end of high school and there are many preparation courses geared to these
examinations. This provides a contradictory situation, students who access the
public universities are, in general, the ones who can pay for private education
during the fundamental and intermediate levels (Corio & Fernandez, 2010).
As mentioned earlier, official education documents in Brazil emphasise
innovative strategies in teaching-learning, reflecting a student-centred approach.
However, these approaches are followed in general by public schools but less by
private secondary schools where the curriculum focus is guided by the university
entrance examination. Thus, in general, students that are able to pass the public
university entrance examination are the ones who studied at private schools, where
the curriculum has followed, most commonly, an economic development type of
approach. Students from public secondary schools, where the curriculum is more
closely aligned to a democratic and cultural development approaches are less well
prepared to pass in the examination which is focussed on content.
On the other hand, in the last decade, the federal university system in Brazil has
expanded enormously and additional opportunities for students to further their
studies have been created. In order to enter federal universities, another
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examinnation (the high school nattional examinaation) focusing on competeences and
skills rrather than thhe content itseelf has been uused. So the ssituation is chhanging a
great ddeal and the number of sttudents from public schoools entering thhe public
federal universities iis increasing. But in spite off this change, lower incomee students
are moostly to be foound in the pprivate universsities and in general enrol in night
coursees.
From these exam
mples one caan recognise that assessmeent, in developing or
mportant role rrelated to
emerging countries like Bangladdesh or Brazil, plays an im
furtherr education annd hence betteer job opportuunities. Also aat times survivval issues
of studdents remaininng in school arre at the centre of the scenee, where ethicaal aspects
relatedd to social injustice and ecoonomic disparrities are brouught inside claassrooms
and teaachers are som
metimes the onnes responsible for making the
t final decision.
Thee external suummative exaamination in chemistry, w
which is inteended to
determ
mine the learnning that has taken place, obviously muust focus on the
t goals
stipulaated for the teeaching of chhemistry. It iss insufficient to only focuss on that
which is easy to assess; the acqquisition of kknowledge, seeeking explanations or
m
of
applicaations as welll as analyticall and evaluatiion aspects off the subject matter
chemisstry. In demoocratic and cuultural develoopment curricculum approacches, the
assessm
ment is expeected to incluude coverage of learning aassociated witth socioscientiific aspects thhat link the subbject to learniing geared tow
wards problem
m solving
skills, decision makking, inquiry--based learninng and the coompetencies aassociated
with thhe transfer off knowledge, skill and valuues to new situations. On tthe other
hand, a skills emphaasis curriculum
m can be expeccted to includee assessment strategies
s
relatedd to practical eelements, althoough a school--based practiccal examinationn may be
untenaable in a devveloping counntry. This is illustrated in Bangladesh where a
schooll-based practiccal examinatioon in chemistrry traditionallyy yields meann score of
90% oor more, far higgher than the mean
m
score foor a multiple-chhoice paper, or
o a paper
based on written queestions.
TH
HE PRACTICE OF CHEMISTR
RY TEACHING
G

Teacheers, in all couuntries, face constraints inn the teachingg of chemistrry. Major
probleems linked to the teaching of chemistryy in developinng countries aare often
associaated with:
– Pooor professionall developmentt,
– Tooo few chemisttry lessons forr the studentss to gain suffiicient useful cchemistry
learrning,
– Thee issue of teachhing to large cclass sizes,
– Thee poor provisioon of laboratoory facilities and accompanyying technicall support,
andd
– Thee inadequate leevel and supplly of apparatuss and chemicaals.
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Poor professional development. This issue has been mentioned earlier and is
obviously a major issue in developing countries, limiting a more enlightened
teaching force able to focus the teaching in response to the student needs and hence
take a relevant approach to enhancing student motivation for self-determination
and to provide a meaningful challenge for all students. Possibilities to reflect on
this issue are addressed in Chapter 10.
Too few chemistry lessons for the students to gain sufficient effective chemistry
learning. This is a political issue and relates to the importance of teaching
chemistry in the face of other educational demands, often the need to acquire
strength in using an international language. Nevertheless, the limited time induces
teachers to adopt more pragmatic teaching processes which enable students to take
more responsibility for their own learning. In furtherance of the importance of
student involvement it becomes more relevant in developing countries to select
chemistry content related to the society. This enables teachers to place importance
on aspects in the curriculum to which the students can relate and build on their
prior experiences. Taking opportunities to interrelate the teaching to other subjects,
for example, in promoting communication or presentation skills, is another
approach from which the teaching of chemistry can benefit.
The need to teach to large classes. There is always the temptation to adopt a
teacher centred approach and lecture to the students. Research has repeatedly
shown this to be ineffective in promoting more than short term memory gains. It is
a transmission mode and leads to student inactivity, diminished student
concentration span and with the teaching proceeding at a pace which does not take
into account student needs. Far more attractive for this situation is the use of
cooperative learning (see Chapter 7). The organization of students into smaller
groups can be expected to provide opportunities for the teacher to observe and
interact with their students, something almost impossible in a teacher-centred
approach.
Student centred teaching means opportunities are taken for students to work in
small groups (3-5 students) where students learn from each other, cooperate
collaboratively with each other determining and working on the appointed tasks
and where the teacher takes on a facilitator role guiding the groups to greater and
greater self-determination. For a really large class, where safety issues could also
be a factor, student self-evaluation will also need to feature. Unfortunately the
amount of time a teacher is expected to work with any one group will be small and
group-group interactions can also be expected to be a strong classroom feature. A
major teacher concern is that students are facing a meaningful and manageable
challenge and are not inactive because the challenge (often through the choice of
medium of instruction) is too great.
Interesting possibilities for tackling issues of large class sizes include
encouraging students (perhaps from a higher class where reinforcement of the
learning is supported) to assist teachers, and allowing for the best students in their
class to support fellow students. Also, a further possibility includes dividing the
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whole class of students into smaller groups, and alternating these groups between
different activities. This can relate to different activities in the same class (each
group working on their own assignment) or even, if appropriate support is made
possible, in different locations, i.e. while half of the students would stay in class
(planning a physics investigation, for instance) the other half would be involved in
undertaking a pre-planned practical activity so as to obtain the appropriate
evidence to solve a scientific problem (in chemistry, for instance). This allows for
the teacher to deal with fewer students at any time.
The poor provision of laboratories and lab technicians. While there are
laboratories in a number of schools in developing countries, there is generally a
lack of technical support to aid the setting up and organisation of a laboratory. The
possibility for student teachers to assist chemistry teachers in establishing the
laboratory as part of their training does exist, but this can only be considered as a
temporary arrangement. An alternative approach, which can be considered where
safety is not being compromised, is for students to take responsibility for the
collection, setting up of apparatus, and cleaning up after the laboratory sessions.
Such an approach is much easier if it is practiced, starting with very young students
so that students have been taught, as part of their learning, how to be able to handle
delicate apparatus and to obtain and use appropriate quantities of chemicals. Also,
for this to be successful it obviously needs students to possess a strong sense of
peer group responsibility for the safety of others, a key learning component for a
democratic approach to the teaching of chemistry.

Figure 2. An example of a low-cost calorimeter

The inadequate level of apparatus and chemicals. In developing countries, lowcost techniques (e.g. Poppe, Markic, & Eilks, 2011) should be standard practice in
chemistry lessons. That can mean adaptations are necessary in order to conduct
meaningful experimentation with resources which are easily found. Inevitably this
points towards home-made (by the teacher or perhaps, more exciting and a learning
challenge, by the students) equipment which, for example, can be a calorimeter (a
soft drink can or plastic cup in a beaker (Figure 2), a colorimeter (colour matching
against a series of standards), or distillation equipment (an interesting challenge,
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especially in making it water-tight). Additional examples can be seen on the
website of the International Council of Associations for Science Education
(www.icaseonline.net/pub.html) or the collection of experiments of the project
SALiS (www.salislab.org).
In addition, there are many curriculum materials on the internet which try to
offer teachers ideas on how to do classical chemistry experiments with materials
from everyday life (e.g. see the UNESCO database). These alternatives may
combine the idea of micro-scale (small scale) kit approaches with the principle of
low-cost experimental equipment e.g. where the traditional laboratory glassware
(or micro-scale glassware) may be replaced by less expensive alternatives, often
made of plastic. One such example is the project Student Active Learning in
Science (SALiS) which offers a guide and collection of examples for low-cost
equipment and experiments.

Figure 3. RADMASTE-Kit for water
(Image: www.radmaste.org.za)

Figure 4. A selection of publications on
www.icaseonline.net/pub.html

Another example of a microscale operation is the RADMASTE kit, distributed
from South Africa and used in a number of countries. This kit is available in
different versions, ranging from primary science, chemistry and biology and offers
the potential for setting up experimental situations that would be difficult under
normal circumstances. An illustration of a water kit is given in Figure 3 plus a
picture of a collection of publications on experimental ideas taken from the ICASE
website (Figure 4).
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SUMMARY
Y: KEY SENTE
ENCES

– An important qquestion, whicch all countrries, but espeecially emergging and
devveloping counttries, need too face, is: Whhy teach chem
mistry? It is ssuggested
therre are four seeparate develoopmental com
mponents: (a) enhancing deemocratic
devvelopment, (bb) supporting economic ddevelopment, (c) promotinng skills
devvelopment, andd (d) the neeed for culturall developmentt. All have a place in
chemistry teachinng, but a dem
mocratic emphhasis is clearlyy more approppriate for
all sstudents irresppective of theirr future careerr plans.
– Thee educational focus for emeerging/developping countriess needs to be carefully
connsidered at a political, as well as an eeducational leevel. The currriculum,
teacching and asseessment system for educatiion, in generall, needs to bee oriented
accoording to forw
ward thinking and
a future nattional priorities.
– Asssessment practtices have the power to direectly impact onn the actual cuurriculum
impplemented byy teachers in schools. Ann external exxamination syystem is
notoorious for dicctating the teeaching emphasis, often beeing at odds with the
widder, intended ccurriculum.
– Studdent centred learning apprroaches are im
mportant withiin chemistry teaching.
Speecific pedagoggies (cooperaative learningg) and laboraatory techniquues (e.g.
miccro-scale and low-cost-cheemistry experriments) are available to promote
studdent active leaarning in develloping and em
merging countrry environmennts.
– Eveen though theere are a muultitude of coonstraints to teaching
t
chem
mistry in
devveloping and emerging coountries, chem
mistry needs to be promooted in a
releevant and meaaningful mannner. This is impportant, firstlyy for the econoomic and
envvironmental deevelopment oof the countryy, secondly inn terms of thee role of
chemistry teachinng in discussinng social issuees and finally in terms of suupporting
eviddence-based ppersonal choicees (e.g., food and health) all of which relaate to the
impportance of cheemistry.
ASK
K YOURSELF

1. Exxplain in whicch respect chhemistry teachhing in an em
merging or deeveloping
couuntry has to bee considered ddifferent from the perspectivves within a ddeveloped
couuntry.
2. Ouutline a justificcation for the special imporrtance of a deemocratic empphasis for
cheemistry teachiing in emerginng or developinng counties.
3. Lisst the potenttial limitationns a teacher of chemistryy in an emeerging or
devveloping counntry might fface in compparison to a teacher in ddeveloped
couuntries.
4. Ouutline suitable pedagogies ffor teaching chhemistry in em
merging or deeveloping
couuntries.
5. Exxplain: What iss meant by low
w-cost and miccroscale chem
mistry experimeents?
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HINTS FOR
R FURTHER RE
EADING

Risch, B. (2010). T
Teaching chem
mistry around the world. B
Berlin: Waxmaann. This
boook analyses thhe approach too chemistry edducation in diifferent countrries from
all oover the worlld, and may bbe seen as a coontribution to make the struucture of
chemistry teachinng in numeroous countries more transpaarent and to facilitate
com
mmunication. The countryy studies prresented in tthe book shhow that
eduucational systeems differ widdely. Twenty five countriess, including ddeveloped
andd developing countries, partiicipated in the project.
Fenshaam, P. (2008)). Science eduucation policy--making: 11 eemerging issuees. Paris:
UN
NESCO. This document waas inspired bby the 2007 W
World Conferrence on
Scieence and Techhnology Educaation in Perth,, Australia. Thhe paper collaates many
com
mments on eduucational poliicy during thee conference tto promote annd reform
scieence educationn. The documeent was comm
missioned by thhe UNESCO.
Ware, S. A. (ed.)). (1999). Sccience and ennvironment eeducation vieews from
devveloping counntries. Washhington: Worrld Bank. w
www.eric.ed.goov/PDFS/
ED4456025.pdf. T
This book iss a collectionn of 16 chappters focusingg on the
devvelopment in science
s
educattion in less deeveloped envirronments from
m all over
the world, e.g. M
Mexico, Costa R
Rica, Thailandd, or Nigeria.
Malcoolm, C. (2007)). The value oof science in A
African countrries. In D. Coorrigan, J.
Dilllon, & R. Gunnstone (eds.), The re-emerggence of valuees in science eeducation
(pp. 61-76). Rottterdam: Sensse. This bookk chapter disccusses in thee case of
Afrrican countries the specificc embedding science educaation can havve in the
foreeground of diffferent culturess.
McKinnley, E. (20077). Postcoloniaalism, indigenous students, and science education.
In S
S. K. Abell & N. G. Ledderman (eds.),, Handbook oof research inn science
eduucation (pp. 199-226). Mahhwah: Lawrennce Erlbaum. The chapter ddiscusses
speccific science education reesearch for inndigenous students and setts up an
agenda for helpinng them in proomoting their iinterests.
RESOURCES FROM THE IN
NTERNET

E: www.icaseeonline.net. A range of reesources for science
s
teachhers from
ICASE
equuipment designn (often in connjunction withh UNESCO), eexperimental ideas
i
and
teacching resourcees. The websiite also includdes an open acccess, online jjournal –
Scieence Educatioon Internationaal – and a monnthly newslettter.
Microsscience www
w.microsci.orrg.za. The UNESCO-associated cenntre for
miccroscience expperiments in South Africa offfers hints for low-cost-expeeriments.
Low
w-cost-kits cann be ordered aand manuals caan be obtainedd.
Studennt Active Leearning in S
Science (SAL
LiS): www.saalislab.org. This
T
EUTEM
MPUS projectt offers a lab m
manual for low
w-cost- and m
microscale-experiments.
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A database of low-cost experiments is offered with examples in different
languages.
UNESCO: www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/resources/publications/unesdoc-database/. A range of resources can be found, among them teaching materials,
guides, and political statements on the development of science education worldwide.
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